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The French Revolution in Early American Literature, 1789-1815: Translations, 
Interpretations, Refractions, examines the meaning of the French and Haitian Revolutions in 
early U.S. literary culture by analyzing American novels, periodical fiction, and essays that 
engaged with French revolutionary politics (by writers including Judith Sargent Murray, Martha 
Meredith Read, Charles Brockden Brown, and Joseph Dennie); as well as translations and 
reprints of French texts by writers including Stéphanie de Genlis, Sophie Cottin, and Jean-
Baptiste Piquenard that circulated among American readers during this period. Drawing on 
archival research, and the methodology of book history, this study establishes that translations—
though often disregarded by literature scholars because of their seeming unoriginality, their 
reputations as mere copies of foreign originals, and the presumption that they are therefore not 
properly literary—in fact played a crucial role in the development of U.S.-American literature. 
This dissertation thus aims to demonstrate that, far from an extraneous or superficial part of the 
early United States’ literary culture, translations and reprints of French texts in fact formed a 
substantial part of that culture; that American writers’ engagements with French revolutionary 
and counterrevolutionary politics, philosophy, and literature in the years 1789-1815, significantly 
affected their thinking about the meaning of democracy, equality, political representation, race, 
 v 
and gender; and that this facet of early U.S. literary culture marks American literature as not only 
transnational but translational: American literature developed not by breaking away from 
European influences, but precisely through engaging with those influences, often in languages 
other than English. This study thus critiques the monolingualism of early American studies and, 
drawing on work in translation theory by critics including Barbara Cassin and Lawrence Venuti, 
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The perspectives constitute the thing; each language is a vision of the world that catches another 
world in its net, that performs a world; and the shared world is less a point of departure than a 
regulatory principle.  
—Barbara Cassin, The Dictionary of Untranslatables 
 
 
Translation is so far removed from being the sterile equation of two dead languages that of all 
literary forms it is the one charged with the special mission of watching over the maturing 
process of the original language and the birth pangs of its own. 
—Walter Benjamin, “The Task of the Translator 
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Introduction. French Literature in the U.S. Culture of Reprinting: 
Towards a Translational American Studies 
 
In January 1790, the New York Magazine published the first installment of a story entitled 
“The History of the Dutchess de C——.” The editors noted that the piece was “extracted from a 
Work of much Merit, not generally known here, entitled, ‘Adelaide and Theodore; or, Letters on 
Education,’ first translated from the French of Madame la Comptesse de Genlis, and published in 
the English Language, in London, in 1784. The Editors presume it will not be unentertaining to 
their fair Readers” (10). They seem to have presumed correctly: the story was reprinted at least 
eleven times in the United States between 1792 and 1823, in book and magazine serial editions, 
in cities spanning New England and the mid-Atlantic region. During this period the author, 
Stéphanie-Félicité de Genlis (1746-1830)—more commonly known as Madame de Genlis—rose 
to international renown: she went on to publish upwards of 140 volumes of novels, plays, and 
memoirs, while raising her own children and serving as gouverneur, or head tutor, to the children 
of the Orléans branch of the French royal family, and later as a personal adviser to Napoleon. 
Her staggering literary output and her public identity as a celebrated educator and an outspoken 
critic of the philosophes made Genlis one of the most widely read authors in Europe and North 
America for almost half a century.1 Yet today her work is again—as the New York Magazine 
editors noted in 1790—“not generally known here.”  
Genlis’s oeuvre offers just one example of the prominent space occupied by French texts 
and ideas in the literary culture of the early national United States—an aspect of American 
literary history that is largely forgotten or disregarded today. Despite the limited attention early 
                                                
1 By the beginning of the nineteenth century, nearly all of Genlis’s books were translated into English within the 
year of their French publication, reprinted in England and the U.S., and widely read by English and American 
audiences (see Table 1). 
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Americanists have paid to early U.S. literature’s engagements with French texts and ideas, or to 
translations more generally, translations and reprints of French texts constituted an important 
component of what Meredith McGill has termed the “U.S. culture of reprinting.” In an age 
before strictly enforced copyright laws, French and other non-English texts ranging from 
newspaper articles to novels were frequently reprinted in multiple U.S. cities, producing a 
literary culture that was “regional in articulation and transnational in scope” (McGill 3). As 
twenty-first century scholars like McGill and Jared Gardner have argued, whereas studies of 
early American literature have traditionally focused on the novel—and have favored works, like 
Charles Brockden Brown’s early novels, that “provide a vibrant predecessor for the 
psychological realism of the nineteenth-century novel”—the serialized, often anonymous, and 
frequently translated or reprinted works that filled early U.S. literary and “miscellaneous” 
magazines constituted “an output many times greater … than that produced by all the novelists 
of the period” (Gardner 3). And whereas the field of American studies, from its Cold War 
beginnings, was founded upon the search for a distinctively American literary and cultural 
identity, early American writers were in fact constantly in dialogue with European texts and 
ideas: as McGill has argued, when “Americanist critics … sift through this literature for signs of 
an original, national difference,” they fail “to recognize American authors’ complex negotiations 
with European culture or to assess the ways in which foreign literature is repackaged and 
redeployed” (3). 
The disciplinary and institutional boundaries that divide the study of literature into 
national categories today—the common-sense ideas governing what should be included in an 
anthology of American (rather than British or French) literature, or what should be taught in an 
American literature seminar—thus seem to correspond very little to the actual writing, reading 
and publishing practices of the women and men who lived in the early national United States. 
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When we take into consideration the serialized and reprinted texts that Gardner and McGill 
analyze, it becomes apparent that the literature of the early national United States comprised a 
wide-ranging, polyglot assemblage of original and reprinted texts, a body of literature that, in 
McGill’s words, “cannot adequately be perceived through the optics of national literary study” 
(1). 
In the past twenty years, new approaches to the study of American literature have 
critiqued—but not erased—the national-analytic categories that have traditionally organized the 
field. The new transnational, transatlantic, and hemispheric frameworks that early Americanists 
have adopted—by studying literature and history at the scale of the hemisphere or of imperial-
colonial networks, rather than of the nation—have illustrated that, contrary to the old paradigm 
of American exceptionalism, U.S. literary culture was imbricated in a cultural and economic 
world system.2 And yet, despite the breadth and diversity implied by terms like transatlantic and 
hemispheric, these analytics often do not extend past U.S.-British exchanges. As Ralph Bauer 
has argued, referring to the hemispheric turn’s “liberation” of American studies from its former, 
nationalist framework: “One of the ironies of this declaration of independence from the proto-
nationalist ‘origins’ model … has been that early American literature has once again become 
British” (“Early American Literature” 250). Texts written in languages other than English—even 
when they were translated into English and widely viewed by Anglophone readers to be of a 
piece with their own national literature—continue to receive little notice within studies of early 
American literature.  
Although translations (as well as other kinds of adaptations of foreign-language texts) 
have often been disregarded by literature scholars because of their seeming unoriginality, their 
                                                
2 See Shapiro, The Culture and Commerce of the Early American Novel; and Dillon, “The Secret History of the 
Early American Novel”; and the forum entitled “The Hemispheric French Atlantic” in J19: The Journal of 
Nineteenth-Century Americanists vol. 3, no. 2, Fall 2015. 
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reputations as mere copies of foreign originals, and the presumption that they are therefore not 
truly “literary,” it is my contention that these texts played a crucial role in the development of 
U.S.-American literature.3 As Walter Benjamin asserts (in the text that I have taken as the second 
epigraph to this dissertation), translation—rather than “the sterile equation of two dead 
languages”—should be seen as a mode through which both the source and the target language 
evolve and grow over time, producing new values and meanings (73). I will argue in the 
following chapters that American translations and reprints of French texts—as well as other 
kinds of literary engagements with France, in the form of essays, novels, and literary criticism—
reveal that Americans looked to France in order to better define and understand their own 
political and aesthetic commitments. Attending to the different modes through which American 
writers and consumers of literature engaged with French politics and culture during the Age of 
Revolutions—modes which I have roughly grouped into the categories of translation, 
interpretation, and refraction, although these three practices continually overlap—this study 
documents the important role that French texts and ideas played in the ways that Americans 
understood and represented their world during the early national period. This dissertation thus 
aims to demonstrate that, far from an extraneous or superficial part of the early United States’ 
literary culture, translations and reprints of French texts in fact formed a substantial part of that 
culture; that American writers’ engagements with French revolutionary and counterrevolutionary 
politics, philosophy, and literature in the years 1789-1815, significantly affected their thinking 
about the meaning of democracy, equality, political representation, race, and gender; and that 
this facet of early U.S. literary culture marks American literature as not only transnational but 
translational: American literature developed not by breaking away from European influences, 
but precisely through engaging with those influences, often in languages other than English.  
                                                
3 On the absence of translation as a critical term in American studies, see Gruesz, “Translation.” 
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To form a more complete picture of early U.S. intellectual and literary history, it is 
therefore necessary to examine not only “how the American tradition defined itself in an ongoing 
and yet changing relation to the British,” but also how the American tradition defined itself in an 
ongoing and yet changing relation to the French, particularly as the French Revolution stirred 
Americans’ deepest aspirations—and fears—for the project of democracy and the role of 
literature in shaping the nation’s future (Tennenhouse 1). As François Furstenberg has argued, 
the French influence was so strong in the 1790s in Philadelphia (then the nation’s capital) that 
the city—whose population at the time may have been upwards of ten percent French—“was 
firmly oriented to French manners, French culture, and French language,” causing Federalists 
(whose foreign policy was increasingly hostile towards revolutionary France) to worry that 
“Philadelphia … was becoming an American Paris” (131, 115). 
Whereas most early-national Americans who attended school knew at least some French,4 
and those with enough leisure time to read newspapers or visit libraries could easily access a 
range of French books and periodicals,5 a far greater number were exposed to French texts and 
ideas that had been edited, reviewed, translated, or responded to by American or British writers, 
editors, and publishers. Although McGill’s term “culture of reprinting” usefully underscores “the 
repeated acts of articulation by which culture and its audiences are constituted,” and tells part of 
the story of how European texts were received by American readers, the act of reprinting does 
not merely reproduce the same text, quantitatively augmenting the circulation of an identical 
                                                
4 French language education was standard enough in eighteenth-century American curricula for Benjamin Rush to 
make a point of arguing, in 1787, that one of the chief reforms needed in young women’s education was to eliminate 
it. See Rush, 17-18. 
5 In addition to several newspapers printed entirely in French in Philadelphia and other U.S. cities in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Furstenberg points out that “the front page of [Benjamin Franklin 
Bache’s] Aurora General Advertiser became, for a time, fully bilingual, running advertisements in French alongside 
those in English selling goods and services and even land, sometimes in one language and sometimes in both” (109). 
New York City residents who could afford the annual subscription fee would have had access to Hoquet Caritat’s 
Circulating Library and Reading Room, which contained thousands of French titles and published an annual 
catalogue in French. 
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object (as the word reprinting may suggest at face value) (McGill 5). Reprinting, in the literary 
culture of the early national U.S., could also be understood as a technology of refraction, in the 
sense that André Lefevre has theorized this term. In Lefevre’s definition, refraction is “the 
adaptation of a work of literature to a different audience, with the intention of influencing the 
way in which that audience reads the work,” whether “in the obvious form of translation, or in 
the less obvious forms of criticism … commentary, historiography … teaching, the collection of 
works in anthologies, [and] the production of plays” (205). Lefevre suggests that the 
dissemination of a text through any of the various forms of refraction—translation, criticism, 
etc.—always produces a supplemental meaning, constituted in part by its readers, publishers, 
editors, and translators: “Writers and their work are always understood and conceived against a 
certain background,” he writes; they are “refracted through a certain spectrum,” so that meaning 
may accumulate and change over time and across space (204).  
Lefevre seems to intentionally blur the distinction between what we would normally 
consider a translation, and what we would more likely consider an adaptation, suggesting that 
each time a text is reproduced—however faithfully and scrupulously—it is, in a sense, produced 
anew, and transformed into something different, as it is filtered through a new set of contexts. 
Although the effects of refraction may be more or less subtle from an outside perspective, even a 
seemingly faithful or “literal” translation often exposes the way that words and ideas can mean 
differently in different contexts; and even a seemingly faithless or bad translation can reveal—or 
perhaps in some cases, produce—continuity and agreement across contexts that may otherwise 
be uneven or antagonistic. One of the risks of taking translations and reprints to be mere copies is 
that differences and contradictions can be glossed over, and false equivalencies naturalized. 
Borrowing Lefevre’s concept of refraction, I mean to emphasize that translation is not 
always a linguistic act or problem: I mean to suggest as well that a kind of translation takes place 
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when a text is reprinted for a new audience, even within the same language, as when a British 
translation of a French text was reprinted in the United States (although for clarity I will refer to 
this kind of reproduction as refraction, and not translation). Thus the changes that an eighteenth- 
or nineteenth-century text or concept underwent in its movement from France to the United 
States were not only linguistic, and understanding the new or supplemental meanings that were 
produced by such movements depends not only on the methodology of translation studies or 
comparative literature, but also on the insights of transatlantic studies and book history. 
One of the challenges to thinking about translations or reprints as works of literature in 
themselves is the threat that this poses to the status of the author. Acknowledging that texts are 
not simply reproduced identically as they travel through multiple contexts and become known to 
multiple audiences, but are necessarily refracted, read differently, even misread, depending on 
the receiving audience’s culture and history, requires us to think of works of literature as not 
only (or even primarily) determined by their “authorial function” (6).6 Both Gardner and Lefevre, 
by emphasizing the role of the audience in producing the meaning of a text, and thus challenging 
the sole “authority” of the author, echo Roland Barthes’s “death of the author” theme. Susan 
Bassnett (in a book coauthored with Lefevre) quotes Barthes’s claim that “the text is a tissue of 
quotations” and that the author’s “only power is to mix writings,” in order to challenge the 
binary of “original” and “copy” in translation theory and to suggest, instead, that authors and 
readers “collude” in the production of a text’s meaning (27, 39).7 Ryan Cordell has applied this 
insight to mid-nineteenth century U.S. print culture, arguing that “meaning and authority accrued 
to acts of circulation and aggregation,” such that authorship was often “communal rather than 
individual, distributed rather than centralized,” and “the value of widely reprinted snippets 
                                                
6 Gardner defines the “authorial function” in relation to the “editorial function”: the aesthetic or signifying value 
produced by curating and editing the content of a magazine (as opposed to the value produced by writing original 
pieces).  
7 See also Barthes, Image/Music/Text, translated by Stephen Heath (Hill and Wang, 1977). 
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derived from their movement through the exchange system, not the genius of individual creators” 
(417-18).8 Drawing on these writers’ arguments, I have attempted in the chapters that follow to 
situate texts within the contexts in which they were read. Using circulating library records, 
publishers’ advertisements, and newspaper stories, among other primary source materials, I have 
attempted to establish where and when particular texts circulated, and to attend to their meaning 
as situated within specific print contexts: what it means, for instance, that Judith Sargent 
Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes” was originally published by a magazine that, in the 
same issue, published and annotated a French revolutionary document that imagined women as 
“passive citizens,” as I discuss in this dissertation’s third chapter.  
Although, as I have suggested above, I approach translations and reprints of French texts 
as refractions that carry new, additional, often unintended meanings, these supplemental 
meanings in many cases may have been invisible to, or deliberately suppressed by, the translator 
or publisher. The translators of most of the texts that I analyze in the following chapters 
approach translation as a relatively straightforward act of converting, from one language to 
another, the content of a source text. Secondary sources, such as review essays or translators’ 
introductions, suggest that a translation was generally deemed successful insofar as it naturalized 
the source text, and was free from grammatical errors or other telltale signs of the translator’s 
struggle to capture a French expression in correct, standard English. A strong value was placed 
on what Lawrence Venuti has called the “translator’s invisibility.”9 Rarely, a footnote might 
comment on a linguistic incommensurability; or, a translator might apologize (as did Richard 
Alsop in his translation of Les amans vendéens, as I discuss in chapter four of this dissertation) 
for including certain “gallicisms,” French expressions that were impossible to translate into a 
                                                
8 As I will elaborate in the following chapter, Madame de Genlis provides an apt example of what Cordell calls a 
“network author,” a writer whose work was frequently excerpted and circulated in British and U.S. periodicals. 
9 See Venuti, The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation (Routledge, 2008). 
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natural sounding English. In an era in which many literate English speakers (and nearly all elites) 
spoke and read at least some French; when Paris was widely regarded as the center of Western 
culture; and when a strong concept of nationalism was still incipient, perhaps it seemed as 
though any word or idea in English possessed a natural counterpart in French (and vice versa). 
The concept of the incommensurability of languages, already theorized by Herder in the 
eighteenth century and developed further by Schleiermacher in the early nineteenth, appears not 
to have overly preoccupied English and American translators. 
As I will argue, however, even seemingly literal translations can reveal the process 
through which incommensurabilities are made to seem commensurate, and through which 
differences are acculturated, so that a very specific and context-dependent word or idea can come 
to seem universal. In Schleiermacher’s words, “even universals, which lie outside the realm of 
particularity, are illuminated and colored by the particular” when we attend to language. As 
Barbara Cassin adds, responding to Schleiermacher in her introduction to The Dictionary of 
Untranslatables, “even God and Being are illumined and colored by language; the universality of 
concepts is absorbed by the singularity of languages” (xix). I would add that it is not only 
language that colors a word or an idea with particularity, but also history: even as seemingly 
distinct national literatures were in fact interconnected by translations, interpretations, and 
refractions during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the French and Haitian 
Revolutions introduced conflict over the meanings and implications of seemingly universal 
concepts like equality, race, and sex. Conflicts over the meaning of these ideas are sometimes 
buried in—or revealed by—moments of linguistic infidelity (as in Alsop’s refusal to use the 
word “philosophy” in his translation of a French novel that uses the word philosophie in three 
important scenes). At other times, these conflicts are voiced explicitly in political essays or 
literary criticism (as when the editors of the Massachusetts Magazine critiqued the French 
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political theorist Sieyès’s construction of “passive citizenship” in his preliminary to the French 
revolutionary constitution, as I discuss further in the third chapter of this dissertation). And, as I 
will expand on in this study’s second chapter, in the polemical Federalist periodicals of the 1790s 
and early 1800s, the American adoption of French ideas was explicitly contested in essays and 
reviews that set out to interpret—and thus to restate, or rename—the true meaning of politically 
freighted statements made by the supporters of the French Revolution. Thus, although most of 
the translations, interpretations, and refractions I discuss in this study tacitly depend on what 
Venuti has called an instrumental model of translation—which is based on “the empiricist 
assumption that language is direct expression or reference,” and which “treats translation as the 
reproduction or transfer of an invariant which the source text contains or causes”—they also 
unavoidably reveal “that language is creation thickly mediated by linguistic and cultural 
determinants,” so that in any attempt to translate or to interpret a text, however faithfully, the 
text’s “form, meaning, and effect” are “subject to inevitable transformation” (484).10  
In his critique of the instrumental model of translation, Venuti goes so far as to argue that 
in any translation, the translator does not merely transfer meaning from one language to another, 
but in fact transforms the source text “by dismantling, rearranging, and abandoning features of 
its signifying process, starting with the very sound of its words, extending to their connotations 
and intertextual relations, and including the meanings, values, and functions with which the 
source text is invested by readers and institutions in the source culture” (496). He adds that “with 
every verbal choice, even with the very choice of a source text, the translator creates a different 
set of contexts that constitute a different signifying process” (496). According to this description 
of the act of translation—which Venuti calls a hermeneutic, as opposed to instrumental, model of 
translation—every translation is constituted by this set of diverse contexts, which “preempt[s] 
                                                
10 As Venuti acknowledges, this way of theorizing translation in fact has its roots in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries in the work of Herder and Schleiermacher. 
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the possibility of an equivalent effect” or of a simple transfer of an unchanging meaning. The 
feminist cultural theorist Anna Tsing has argued further that translation is “a necessarily faithless 
appropriation, a rewriting of a text in which new meanings are always forged by the interaction 
of languages,” and that we might think of “such faithless translations as necessary to making any 
meaning: Meaning arises from the slippages and supplements of the confrontation” (253). 
As I hope to show in what follows, the “inevitable transformations” that Venuti draws 
our attention to, like the “slippages and supplements” that Tsing describes, should be of 
particular interest to early Americanist scholars because of the archive of early U.S. literary 
culture’s engagements with languages other than English—an archive that is by now well 
established, but still insufficiently explored. Although this dissertation is (as of this writing) the 
first book-length study of French literature’s connections to early national U.S. literary culture, 
nineteenth-century Americanists including Kirsten Silva Gruesz, Anna Brickhouse, Rodrigo 
Lazo, and Jessie Alemán have contributed to “unseat[ing] the fiction of American literature’s 
monolingual and Anglocentric roots” by studying the United States’ relationships to Latin 
America and Hispaniphone literature (Gruesz, Ambassadors 4). Gruesz, focusing on the period 
1820-1870, has examined the work of U.S.-American poets in relation to Spanish American and 
Hispaniphone Caribbean poets including José Maria Heredia and Rafael Pombo, analyzing both 
the English-to-Spanish and Spanish-to-English translation practices in order “to think through 
the relationship of translation to national state formation in the nineteenth century” 
(Ambassadors 72). As she argues, “Translated language follows, if not precedes, the 
accomplishment of translation imperii the movement of empire” (Gruesz, Ambassadors 2). Lazo 
and Alemán, in their recent collection The Latino Nineteenth Century, have called attention to an 
archive of Hispaniphone writing that has “long been ignored by an Anglocentric tradition of 
literary history in the United States” (Bauer, “Response” 341). Brickhouse’s work has likewise 
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foregrounded the hemispheric relations that connected the U.S., Latin America, and the 
Caribbean during the mid-nineteenth century (including a chapter on Caribbean Francophone 
authors), arguing in her first book that “transamerican literary relations throughout the nineteenth 
century … came to assume a central role in reshaping the public spheres of cultural production 
and political commentary in the United States and other parts of the American hemisphere” (8).11 
In her second book, Brickhouse explicitly theorizes translation in Hispaniphone-Anglophone 
hemispheric encounters, taking as a point of departure “the interpretive and knowledge-
producing roles played by Don Luis [de Velasco] as a translator” (Unsettlement 2). 
With the notable exceptions of Brickhouse’s and Gruesz’s work, however, Gruesz’s 
statement that “translation is virtually absent from … the current critical discourse of American 
studies” remains true today (“Translation” 85). Gruesz goes on to contend that “while other 
reflexes of thought are interrogated and revealed as situated knowledge, the assumption that 
linguistic differences are bridged easily and transparently remains undisturbed” (“Translation” 
85). Although late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century translators may have believed that in 
their work, linguistic differences were in fact bridged perfectly and seamlessly—and twentieth- 
and twenty-first-century scholars may continue to tacitly support this belief by neglecting to 
think critically about translation—I will argue in the chapters that follow that unsettling this 
assumption of the commensurability of languages reveals a terrain wherein the meanings of 
some of American literature’s key words and ideas remained fluid and unsettled. It is this terrain 
of contradictory and unfixed genealogies that goes uncharted when we treat American literature 
as a monolingual entity. As Bauer writes, in his piece in Lazo and Alemán’s anthology: 
“American literary criticism … has by and large followed an ‘English only’ language policy, 
despite embracing multiculturalism and historicism in recent decades” (“Response” 341-42). 
                                                
11 Although Brickhouse also examines Francophone writings in this book, the earliest texts she includes were written 
in the 1820s. 
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Taking a trajectory parallel to Brickhouse, Gruesz, Lazo, and Alemán’s, I seek to further uncover 
the buried multilingual history of American literature. Whereas these authors write about U.S.-
Latin American engagements in the context of the “imperial century,” against the backdrop of 
the Monroe Doctrine, the Congress of Panama, the Mexican-American War, and other events in 
the history of U.S.-Latin American relations—and thus primarily focus on texts written during 
the middle to late decades of the nineteenth century—my study focuses on the preceding 
decades: the years (in the historian François Furstenberg’s words) “when the United States spoke 
French.” 
Between the French Revolution’s beginning in 1789, and the restoration of the Bourbon 
monarchy in 1815—the events that roughly bookend this study—events in Paris and the French 
Caribbean colony Saint-Domingue (including the execution of the French king and queen, and 
the Reign of Terror in France; the Haitian Revolution, and an unprecedented influx of French 
refugees to U.S. port cities; the XYZ Affair and the Quasi War with France; the rise of 
Napoleon’s empire, the defeat of his agents by a newly-independent Haiti, and the sale of the 
Louisiana territory) profoundly influenced the ways that Americans conceptualized and 
articulated their own political and aesthetic values and allegiances. As Joyce Appleby has argued, 
by grappling with the meaning of the French Revolution, Americans came to redefine their own 
history, rewriting the War for Independence as the American Revolution (“Radicalizing” 12). 
And yet, as often as U.S. commentators drew parallels between the two nations and applauded 
France’s overthrow of its monarchy and declaration of the equality of its citizens, Franco-U.S. 
relations were just as often fraught and unsettled, inspiring vitriolic campaigns against the global 
influence of Jacobinism, democracy, and social leveling. U.S. relations to France became a 
defining factor in Thomas Jefferson’s election in the United States’ “Revolution of 1800,” and a 
conservative political and aesthetic tradition in the United States emerged out of competing 
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discourses surrounding the meanings of “democracy,” “liberty,” “aristocracy,” and “equality.” 
As I argue in this dissertation’s second chapter, the Federalist writer and editor Joseph Dennie 
appealed to an idealized conception of Old Regime France in order to criticize American politics, 
criticizing the Democratic-Republicans’ embrace of French revolutionary ideas. The novelist 
Martha Meredith Read likewise envisioned American society as polluted by French 
revolutionary values, and imagined the formation of a new, “natural aristocracy” as a 
compromise between Old World tyranny and the instability of democracy.  
During the same period, debates in France’s National Convention over political 
representation and the rights of women were refracted in U.S. newspapers, shaping the evolution 
of an early U.S. feminist discourse in the writings of Judith Sargent Murray and Charles 
Brockden Brown, as I discuss in the third chapter. Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes” was 
written in 1779, but it was not published until 1790, when the editors of the Massachusetts 
Magazine printed it in the same issues that included the Abbé Sieyès’s “Preliminary to the 
Constitution of France,” which argued that women should be granted the civil rights of “passive 
citizens,” but not the political rights of “active citizens.” Within this context, Murray’s essay—
asserting the intellectual equality of women and men—had an immediate political motive within 
this intertextual context, a context that is erased by studies of Murray that only consider “On the 
Equality of the Sexes” in relation to Murray’s later work. Charles Brockden Brown’s 1798 “The 
Rights of Women, a Dialogue” (or, Alcuin, a dialogue) was likewise written and published in the 
context of Brown’s and his publishers’ respective engagements with French philosophy and 
politics: although the text addresses transatlantic debates about women’s rights, and ostensibly 
takes a radical position on gender and marriage, the text also embraced the secular, materialist 
conception of nature and society that, by the nineteenth century, had helped to consolidate a view 
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of “woman” as fully determined by her sex, and thus naturally excluded from the rational sphere 
of politics. 
During the Napoleonic Wars, French historical novels that valorized the stability of an 
imaginary, idealized Old Regime were translated and reprinted in the United States, predating 
the national historical novels of Walter Scott and James Fenimore Cooper. Richard Alsop’s The 
Lovers of La Vendée (1808), a translation of Etienne Gosse’s Les amans vendéens (1799), 
refracted Gosse’s novel through Alsop’s Federalist, counterrevolutionary politics, skewing 
Gosse’s moderate interpretation of the war in the Vendée towards an explicitly legitimist, 
conservative politics. The Saracen, or, Matilda and Malek Adhel, A Crusade-Romance (1810), 
the American edition of the British translation of Sophie Cottin’s novel Mathilde, ou Mémoires 
tirés de l’histoire des croisades (1805), although a much more faithful rendering of the source 
text, reveals a continuity between American and European views of Islam and the East: whereas 
many scholars of American engagements with Islam have examined Barbary Coast narratives, 
the reprinting of Cottin’s novel reveals early U.S. literary culture also included representations of 
the Middle East. In the context of the Napoleonic wars, and of the ongoing reappraisal of the Old 
Regime through the lens of a reactionary, counterrevolutionary sensibility, Cottin’s depiction of 
the Crusades had a contemporary resonance for her U.S.-American readers. 
In the final chapter of this dissertation, I examine novels set during the Haitian 
Revolution, written in French and in some cases translated into English, that demonstrate the 
problem of representing revolutionary violence in Saint-Domingue, and the ways in which that 
violence was interpreted in relation to France’s Reign of Terror (1793-94). Two of the novels 
that I discuss in this chapter—Jean-Baptiste Berthier’s Félix et Eléonore, ou les colons 
malheureux (1801), and Jean-Baptiste Piquenard’s Zoflora, ou la bonne négresse (1798)—while 
virtually unknown today, were translated into English and read on both sides of the Atlantic 
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(although when Berthier’s Félix et Eléonore was translated by Mary Julia Young and published 
under the title The Mother and Daughter, a Pathetic Tale in 1804, the British publishers 
ostensibly sought to disguise the text’s French origins). Piquenard’s earlier novel Adonis, ou le 
bon nègre, on the other hand, was never translated into English, and thus reached a more limited 
audience comparatively. By comparing these novels’ representations of Haitian revolutionary 
violence, and their respective arguments about slavery and about the equality (or difference) of 
black men and women, I argue that the absence of translation, in the case of Piquenard’s 
Adonis—as well as the suppression of The Mother and Daughter’s status as a translation—
suggest that certain aspects of the Haitian Revolution remained, in Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s 
term, “‘unthinkable’ facts in the framework of Western thought” (82). 
I turn now, in chapter one, to Genlis’s “The History of the Dutchess de C——” to explore 
how the text’s dozens of translations and reprints in France, England, and the U.S., over a period 
of four decades, transformed the text by filtering it through (in Venuti’s terms) the “specific 
social situation” and “specific historical moment” of a litany of successive publishers and 
audiences (484). These different iterations of the text demonstrate that each refraction is also an 
“interpretive act”: as various publishers, editors, and translators adapted and reprinted the text, 
they read it through the lens of their respective cultural and historical settings, subtly changing 
the text’s meaning (Lefevre 2014). Retrospectively, these different iterations—variations of what 
comes to seem less and less like “the same” text—become windows into the respective 
backgrounds of the text’s multiple audiences, and a changing cultural discourse around marriage, 




Chapter I. “You Cannot Have Forgotten Her Long Confinement”: 
The History of the Duchess of C—— and the Refraction of the Female Gothic 
 
 The works of the French author Madame de Genlis became so popular among 
Anglophone readers over the course of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that, as 
a New York magazine entitled the Weekly Visitor and Ladies’ Museum suggested in 1817, 
Genlis’s readers had come to see her as an “English” writer. Her “numerous works have, for a 
series of years, been regularly translated into the English language, are in constant request, and 
have identified their author with the English name, and, as it were, naturalized her,” the Weekly 
Visitor author reported (“Selected Biography” 21). Despite the negative association of French 
writers with revolutionary politics in the 1790s—a guilt-by-association that at certain moments 
tainted Genlis’s name, as I discuss further in the following chapter—the religious, conservative 
orientation of Genlis’s work, and her well-known campaigns against modern French 
philosophers, made her appear to British and American audiences for much of her career “as one 
who, but for the accident of birth, might have played a leading role in the English evangelical 
revival” (Wahba 226). 
But if Genlis’s Anglophone readers perceived the author to be fully “naturalized,” the 
refraction of her work in British and American contexts nonetheless introduced important 
differences.12 Because extracts of Genlis’s work circulated widely in British and American 
periodicals, Madame de Genlis became what Cordell has termed a “network author,” a writer 
whose name accrued meaning through its frequent appearance in newspapers and magazines and 
whose work was diffused in Anglophone print culture through reviews and reprints (418). In the 
United States, Genlis’s shorter works, as well as extracts from her novels, tended to be reprinted 
                                                
12 On the reception of Genlis’s fiction in England, see Wahba; Dow, “Stéphanie-Félicité de Genlis and the French 
Historical Novel in Romantic Britain,” Women's Writing, vol. 19, no. 3, 2012, pp. 273-292; and Dow, “Introduction.” 
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more frequently and circulate more widely than her novels, which often spanned multiple 
volumes and would have been prohibitively expensive for U.S. publishers to reprint. Her 
reputation was thus built upon a different cross section of her work in the U.S. than it was in 
France. And, as I seek to demonstrate here, when Genlis’s The History of the Duchess of C——
was refracted across dozens of French, British, and American editions (not to mention its 
translations into German and other European languages, and its adaptation into a French and, 
later, an Italian opera13), it underwent a series of subtle but important changes, reflecting the 
interpretive work of translators, editors, and publishers. Rather than mere copies of Genlis’s 
original, these refractions constituted signifying acts in their own right, reflecting their respective 
regional and temporal contexts, and therefore constituting new or “original” works of literature 
in important ways. 
These changes, as I discuss at length below, had the effect of variously emphasizing or 
diminishing particular thematic concerns—including religion, education, marriage, jealousy, and 
female conduct—and of making the text conform to different generic conventions. Across the 
text’s refractions, however, certain core elements of its plot remained unchanged. At the 
beginning of The History of the Dutchess of C——, the narrator recalls her peaceful childhood in 
Rome. The heiress to “one of the most illustrious houses in Italy,” she was brought up in the 
belief that her life would continue in this untroubled state (3).14 But her happiness was brought to 
an abrupt end by a surprising culprit: the first friendship that she forms with another young 
woman. Her “violent friendship” with this woman, the Marchioness of Venuzi, who is three 
                                                
13 The French opera, entitled Camille, ou Le Souterrain, by Dalayrac and Marsollier, was performed at Paris’s 
Théâtre de l’Opéra-Comique-Feydeau. It was translated into Italian, and adapted by Ferdinando Paër into a new 
opera entitled Camilla, ossia Il sotteraneo, which was first performed in Vienna in 1799. At least seven additional 
French editions—perhaps adapted from the opera—were published, without acknowledging Genlis’s authorship, in 
the nineteenth century. See Trouille, “Introduction,” p. 5.  
14 Page numbers cited parenthetically hereafter refer to this edition unless otherwise noted. This edition follows the 
text of the translation that was serialized in London’s Universal Magazine and printed in the anthology The Beauties 
of Genlis, edited by Thomas Holcroft (Perth, 1787). On the different genealogies of the text’s translation, see Table 
2. 
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years her senior, disrupts the absolute trust and intimacy that she formerly reserved for her 
mother; as she explains forebodingly, “This indiscretion cost me dear: It was the chief source of 
all my misfortunes” (5). Under the influence of this “dangerous connection” with her friend, 
when she is sixteen years old she meets and falls in love with the young Count of Belmire, who 
is visiting Italy in secret because of a bitter quarrel between his father and his uncle, “the Duke 
of C——, one of the richest noblemen in Naples” (6, 9). Anxiously aware of the impropriety of 
her unsupervised meetings with Belmire, the narrator nonetheless keeps his existence a secret 
from her parents. Months after their initial meeting, she accepts his proposal of marriage, before 
he departs for France, where he and his father have been living after being driven out of Italian 
society by the Duke of C——. 
While Belmire is abroad, however, the narrator’s parents—still unaware of her 
attachment to Belmire—arrange for her to be married to the duke. Despite her “invincible 
antipathy” for Belmire’s uncle, she cannot bring herself to express her true feelings and reveal 
that she has kept this secret from her mother: “With what face could I avow my error, and 
confess that I had disposed of my heart without her approbation?” she asks herself. “It was then I 
perceived, in its full extent, the fatal imprudence of my conduct, and that the greatest misfortune 
that can befal [sic] a young woman, is the not having regarded her mother as her true friend and 
confidant” (17, 18-19).  
Deciding that only her henceforward unconditional obedience will “expiate [her] error,” 
she accepts the arranged marriage—even though she considers it “a sentence of death”—and 
goes to live with her husband in Naples, where his increasingly jealous and violent behavior 
causes her “sensations of grief too poignant to be expressed” (18, 20). Although she consoles 
herself by writing letters to her friend, and her sorrow is temporarily relieved when she gives 
birth to a daughter, the duke by this point has “ceased to put any restraint upon his conduct” and 
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reveals “all the violence and impetuosity of his character” (25-26). The day after she weans their 
daughter, he abruptly takes them to a remote castle outside of Naples and, revealing that he has 
read all of her letters, demands to know the identity of the lover she refers to. When she refuses 
to give up Belmire’s identity, the duke threatens to separate her from their daughter and keep her 
locked in the castle’s dungeon for the rest of her life. When she continues to resist his 
questioning, he follows through with this threat, first drugging her so that a doctor is tricked into 
confirming that she has died, and sending a letter to inform her parents of her death.  
Confined in the dungeon for months without light or human contact, the duchess attempts 
to starve herself to death before experiencing a religious conversion that reconciles her to her 
fate and causes her to forgive the duke: “Religion,” she explains, “easily led me to renounce 
every sentiment of hatred” (95). Her captivity ends after nine years, when Belmire releases her 
from the dungeon and explains that the duke, now deceased, revealed the secret of her 
imprisonment on his deathbed. Reunited with her family, the Duchess of C—— devotes herself 
to raising her daughter, eventually choosing Belmire (“still young, of a captivating figure, 
equally virtuous, amiable, and master of a noble fortune”) to marry her daughter (130). Treating 
her daughter as her own stand-in, she assures Belmire: “Providence restores to you now what it 
deprived you of formerly” (131). At the conclusion of the narrative, she retires to Albenga, 
where she lives “in the sweetest repose,” and “praise[s] God every day for the blessings [she] 
enjoy[s]” (132).  
The duchess’s narrative engages with a range of eighteenth-century social concerns: 
proper modes of parenting and education; the authority of parents over their children, and the 
threats that other relationships posed to that authority; the relative importance of personal 
compatibility versus social status or wealth, in choosing an appropriate spouse for one’s child; 
the power that husbands exert over their wives, and the new forms of privacy and isolation 
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produced by companionate marriage. It also draws on a number of genres, blending the 
conventions of sentimental and gothic fiction, the conversion narrative, and the roman noir (a 
hybrid genre that was itself a French translation of English and German gothic fictions). But the 
relative weight and emphasis of each of these different themes and generic conventions varied 
across the text’s translations and reprints, modified through subtle textual changes made by 
various translators, and through more heavy-handed alterations to the text’s framing made by 
different editors and publishers (for instance, changes to the title and the addition or elimination 
of prefatory and epilogic material).  
Originally published as a subplot of Adèle et Théodore, ou lettres sur l’éducation, 
Genlis’s extremely successful 1782 pedagogical novel (translated in England as Adelaide and 
Theodore, or Letters on Education in 1783), the narrative’s gothic imagery and themes, and its 
dramatic critique of the abuse women were exposed to within the structure of marriage, were 
subordinate to the narrative’s didactic function.15 Within its original context, the duchess’s 
narrative was embedded within the story of Adèle et Théodore’s main characters: the Baron and 
Baroness d’Almane, who have decided to withdraw from Parisian society in order to dedicate 
themselves to the education of their children. The novel, comprised of a series of letters between 
the d’Almanes and their friends, outlines their pedagogical principles and the lessons they design 
for Adèle and Théodore, and documents the children’s formation into virtuous young adults.  
Worth mentioning, first of all, when considering the text’s history of translation and 
refraction, is that in its first iteration as a subplot of Adèle et Théodore, the narrative was already 
presented as a translation from the Italian of the duchess. Genlis insists on the authenticity of the 
                                                
15 On the popularity of Adèle et Théodore, and Genlis’s reception in England, see Dow, “Introduction”; and Dow, 
“‘The Good sense of British readers has encouraged the translation of the whole’: Les traductions anglaises des 
œuvres de Mme de Genlis dans les années 1780,” in La Traduction des genres non romanesques au XVIIIe siècle, 
edited by Annie Cointre and Annie Rivara, Centre d’études de la traduction, 2003, pp. 285-97. 
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text as a translation by assuring readers in a footnote (and later reiterating in her memoirs) that 
she received the story directly from the duchess’s father, whom she met in Rome in the 1770s: 
The foundation of this history is perfectly true. The nine years of confinement in a cavern, 
where the sun never penetrated, the pretended death of the Dutchess, the manner in 
which she lived and received nourishment, her deliverance; all these particulars are 
exactly true. The only invention in this history is love, and the characters of the lover and 
the friend. The author, in 17—, saw at Rome the Dutchess de C——, and every day dined 
with the father of that interesting person. (“The History of the Dutchess de C——” 10) 
 
As Mary Trouille notes in the introduction to her critical edition of Histoire de la Duchesse de 
C*** (as the narrative’s title was rendered in French), the story was based on the life of Olimpia 
Barberini Colonna, Duchess of Girifalco (which Genlis renders “Cerifalco,” hence Duke and 
Duchess of C——). Trouille explains that “Girifalco’s story was widely known in eighteenth-
century Italy and was chronicled by several nineteenth-century Italian historians” (“Introduction” 
1). 
Although likely based on Genlis’s conversations with the Duchess of Girifalco’s father, 
her fictionalization of the narrative in Adèle et Théodore was, in Gideon Toury’s terms, a 
pseudotranslation: a text that is presented as a translation, but which has no actual source text or 
original (40-52). To reinforce the effect of reading a translated text, Genlis included the Italian 
word conversazione (which she translates as “Conversation”) in one scene, and explained in a 
footnote: “On nomme ainsi en Italie une Assemblée” (“Such is the Italian name for an 
assembly”) (Histoire Intéressante 17). The inclusion of this Italian word created what Venuti has 
called an “exoticizing” effect, serving to imply cultural difference, as well as to reinforce the 
sense that one is in fact reading a translated text (in the English translations, the word was given 
in Italian) (Venuti, Translator’s Invisibility 160). 
The narrative’s framing as a pseudotranslation reinforces the didactic function that it 
originally served as a subplot of Adèle et Théodore: the visit to Italy, where Mme. d’Almane and 
Adèle befriend the duchess, takes place in the context of Adèle’s meticulously planned education, 
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which included traveling abroad. The pedagogic function of exposing Adèle to a foreign place 
and language forms a subtext to the narrative, while the foreign or exotic Italian setting may have 
also served to make the duchess’s shocking tale more believable. Readers who encountered the 
duchess’s narrative through Adèle et Théodore were to some degree primed to interpret her story 
from the perspective of Mme. d’Almane and Adèle, and to understand its pedagogic role in the 
novel. Leading up to the duchess’s narrative, the novel details Mme. d’Almane’s rigorous moral 
and intellectual training of Adèle, who is required, for instance, to document her daily life and 
experiences in a journal, which she reviews with her mother at the end of each day so that her 
mother can correct any faults in her views or behavior. The English feminist Mary 
Wollstonecraft, Genlis’s contemporary, criticized Genlis for encouraging parents to exercise 
such totalizing authority over their children, writing in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: 
“Letters on Education [Adèle et Théodore] afford[s] many useful hints, that sensible parents will 
certainly avail themselves of; but her views are narrow, and her prejudices as unreasonable as 
strong.” Wollstonecraft specifically objected to Genlis’s prescription that children exercise 
“blind submission to parents,” and criticized her religious beliefs: “so much superstition is mixed 
with her religion, and so much worldly wisdom with her morality,” Wollstonecraft writes, “that I 
should not let a young person read her works, unless I could afterwards converse on the subjects, 
and point out the contradictions” (“New Publications” 195-96).16  
Within the Genlisien paradigm of total filial obedience, the duchess’s early remarks about 
neglecting to treat her own mother as her “true friend and confidant,” and her repeated insistence 
that all of her sufferings were the consequence of her failure to confide in her mother, confirm 
Mme. d’Almane’s lessons (19). Within Adèle et Théodore, the duchess’s story was additionally 
                                                
16 These comments were published in a review of Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman by the 
Philadelphia magazine The Lady’s Magazine, and Repository of Entertaining Knowledge. As was the case of many 
such reviews in eighteenth-century American and British magazines, the article was comprised mostly of selected 
excerpts from the text, with short commentary interspersed.  
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framed by other characters’ responses to the narrative, which the duchess gives to Mme. 
d’Almane in writing, enabling her to circulate the text among her friends. The reactions of Mme. 
d’Almane, Adèle, and their friend Mme. de Vilmours further reinforce the duchess’s culpability: 
rather than criticizing the duke, Mme. d’Almane and Adèle, like the duchess herself, emphasize 
the mistakes that the duchess made. Mme. de Vilmours interprets the story as a conduct lesson 
for women, writing back to Mme. d’Almane after she has read and discussed the narrative with 
her friends:  
Oh! what a monster of an husband!—Shall we now complain of ours!—Shall we think 
much of any little contradictions that may fall out, after such an example of patience, 
resignation, and courage!—I feel myself humbled in thinking, how far I am from that 
degree of human perfection! Oh! surely I should have gone mad in that vault; I should 
have died, or rather, I should never have entered it; for I should have told all; I should 
have declared every thing. (Genlis, Adelaide and Theodore II:269-270; emphases in 
original) 
 
 These scenes of reading and discussion highlight the novel’s underlying concerns with 
reading, translation, and interpretation: in addition to describing the texts that Mme. d’Almane 
selects for Adèle to read at different ages, Genlis included appendices to the novel with lists of 
recommended titles for girls and boys, organized by age, suggesting that Adèle et Théodore was 
both a novel and a functional manual on education. Although Genlis offered a more expansive 
curriculum for “Théodore,” Adèle’s brother, the rigorous program of reading and writing that she 
recommended for girls marked a departure from standard ideas about female education at the 
time, and influenced schools and educators throughout Europe and the U.S. The extent of 
Genlis’s influence as an educator can be measured to some extent by the backlash her ideas 
faced: in a satirical piece entitled “Inconvenience of a Learned Wife,” reprinted from a British 
periodical by the Philadelphia magazine The Port Folio in 1802, a man claims that when his wife 
was young, she “learned to read even quicker than Madame de Genlis’s infant prodigies” 
(“Gabriel Stedfast” 275). He goes on to explain however that her impressive education has only 
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led to marital discord: in addition to burning his editions of Pope, Swift, Congreve, and Virgil 
because of their disparaging remarks about women, she scares his friends away by asking them 
“questions which their capacities are not always equal to answering,” and withholds sex after 
reading “Ariosto’s account of ancient Amazons” (“Gabriel Stedfast” 276). Although this piece 
reflects widespread disapproval of “female pedants,” and ostensibly diverges from Genlis on the 
question of how much and what kinds of literature young women should be exposed to, this 
satire nonetheless seems to share Genlis’s concern with literature’s effects upon the character 
and the morals of young readers, and the dangers of reading too much, reading carelessly, or 
otherwise misreading a text.17 Even as she argued that children needed greater autonomy, 
Wollstonecraft voiced similar anxieties about the subjectivity of reading, and the necessity of 
properly interpreting texts, especially for young and impressionable readers, when she stated that 
she “should not let a young person read [Genlis’s] works, unless I could afterwards converse on 
the subjects” (“New Publications” 195).  
These interlinked concerns about possibilities of misinterpretation, and the suitability of 
particular texts for young readers, motivated Genlis to publish the duchess’s narrative as a 
separate book, under the title Histoire Intéressante de Madame la Duchesse de C***, in 1783, 
the year after the first French publication of Adèle et Théodore. In this edition, an editors’ 
preface explains that readers of Adèle et Théodore found the duchess’s narrative to be  
“disharmonious with the work as a whole” (“peu d’accord avec l’harmonie de tout l’Ouvrage”), 
because of its “romanesque” tone (iii; my translation).18 English editions of the narrative as a 
                                                
17 On the “female pedant” trope in early U.S. periodicals, see Mary Kelley, “‘Vindicating the Equality of Female 
Intellect’: Women and Authority in the Early Republic,” Prospects, vol. 17, October 1992, pp. 1-27; and Lucia 
McMahon, Mere Equals: The Paradox of Educated Women in the Early American Republic (Cornell University 
Press, 2012). 
18 The word “romanesque” could be translated literally as “fictional” (as in the French word for novel, “roman”; or 
the term “romance,” which in English also referred to a work of imaginative fiction); however, here the term also 
connotes a particularly “romantic,” or overly dramatic or emotional sensibility that further evokes the word’s 
connotative relation to “Roman” culture and history. 
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stand-alone text followed shortly thereafter in London’s Lady’s Magazine in 1786, where it was 
serialized under the title “Female Fortitude, or the History of the Dutchess of C----, Written by 
Herself,” and as one of the selections included in a British anthology entitled The Beauties of 
Genlis in 1787. It was serialized in the New York Magazine in 1790 (as mentioned above), and 
then published as a novella in Philadelphia in 1792, with dozens of additional U.S.-American 
and British editions appearing in the following decades (see Table 1). The text’s reprinting in 
multiple U.S. cities and in several editions suggests its wide appeal: compared to Susanna 
Rowson’s Charlotte Temple—which, with eighteen editions between 1794 and 1812, is widely 
considered to be the best-selling early American novel—The History of the Duchess of C——, 
which was reprinted in at least eleven editions between 1792 and 1823, could be considered one 
of the more widely-read fictions of the early U.S. national period (Rust 79).19 
These British and U.S. editions were based on two variant translations of Adèle et 
Théodore, which appeared simultaneously in two different British publications. British and U.S. 
publishers who republished the duchess’s narrative extracted it directly from these translations, 
rather than translating and reprinting Histoire de la Duchesse de C***, the version of the 
narrative that Genlis had already published as a stand-alone text. The British and U.S. editions of 
the duchess’s narrative thus separated it entirely from the framing material that originally 
accompanied it: the various characters’ reactions to the duchess’s narrative (in Adèle et 
Théodore) and Genlis’s introduction to the narrative (in Histoire de la Duchesse de C***). The 
footnote to the duchess’s narrative as it appeared in Adèle et Théodore, in which Genlis 
explained that the narrative was based on her conversations with the duchess’s father, was 
included in one of the British translations, but not the other, and was carried over into U.S. 
periodical editions of the duchess’s narrative, but not to the U.S. book editions. Although these 
                                                
19 Charlotte Temple went on to have a long afterlife in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: scholars have 
estimated that the novel eventually went through as many as 200 editions (Rust 80). 
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framing elements—the introduction, the other characters’ responses, and the footnote—were 
structurally separate from the narrative itself, they nevertheless affected its meaning, underlining 
the didactic function of the narrative, on the one hand, and insisting on its factual, biographical 
basis, on the other. When the duchess’s narrative was reprinted as a novella in the U.S., without 
these framing elements, it was thus stripped of any claim to being a true account, and presented 
without the author’s interpretive cues.  
The reprinting of the duchess’s narrative as a stand-alone text reflects the material and 
commercial demands of the U.S. literary marketplace: shorter texts could be reprinted cheaply, 
and without the subscription fees that were often needed to produce longer books. But the 
omission of the framing, interpretive materials that originally accompanied the narrative was also 
a form of adaptation: a refraction of the text’s meaning whereby a didactic and allegedly true 
story was fictionalized for its Anglophone audiences, appearing as a short (and, if its many 
reprints are any indication, compelling) gothic novel that, instead of criticizing its heroine’s 
behavior, instead exhibited her as a martyr to changing conceptions of spouse abuse and the 
oppression of women.20 
While the British and U.S. reprints of the duchess’s narrative presented the text without 
the substantial interpretive apparatus of the French editions, new titles (like “Female Fortitude”), 
did intervene in the text’s meaning. Such titles shifted the text’s emphasis on filial obedience and 
religious devotion, to highlight instead the narrator’s moral courage and resistance to her 
husband’s efforts to control her. This reframing of the text likewise heightens the tension 
between the narrator’s explicit mea culpa and the text’s implicit (but nevertheless glaring) 
                                                
20 Many other American and British also would have come across the duchess’s narrative in the course of reading 
Adelaide and Theodore, which was reprinted several times in England, as well as being translated, as Dow notes, 
into Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Polish, and Russian (Dow, “Introduction”). Although Adèle et Théodore was never 
reprinted in the U.S.—likely because of the high cost of printing a novel in three (or, in Genlis’s revised edition, 
four) volumes—it appears to have been continually imported from Britain, as suggested by its appearance in 
hundreds of bookstore advertisements and circulating library catalogues. The records of the New York Society 
Library indicate that John Jay was among the novel’s readers. 
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depiction of her total subjection to her father’s and her husband’s wills. As Mary Trouille has 
argued, “Genlis presents the duchess as an innocent victim at the mercy of an all-powerful 
adversary, whose abuse of power is all the more horrifying in that the victim is his own wife” 
(Wife-abuse 253).21 The duke’s totalizing control over his wife, and her supreme isolation within 
that control, manifest in her literal captivity. When it dawns on her that the duke has faked her 
death and may very well follow through with his threat to keep her imprisoned for the rest of her 
life, the duchess realizes that her very existence, already restricted by her marriage, has now been 
reduced to a nightmarishly private sphere. As she says to the duke: “Alas! … I exist no longer 
then but for you!” (61) But the duchess’s isolation and lack of agency have begun long before 
this point: when her father decides to accept the duke’s marriage proposal on her behalf, she 
explains, “My father loved me; but he was absolute. Besides, what could I say?” (18)  
As Trouille writes, the narrative draws on gothic conventions to express women’s “sense 
of imprisonment within traditional patriarchal family and legal structures” (Wife-abuse 244). If 
these undertones of the “female Gothic” were tempered by the narrative’s original didactic 
function, they were made considerably more central to the British and U.S. reprints of the text in 
the early nineteenth century. A new edition, published in Baltimore in 1812, substantially edited 
the text, and once again changed the title to the much longer and more descriptive History of the 
Duchess of C****, Who was Confined in a Dungeon Under Ground, By her Unrelenting 
Husband, Whom she saw but ONCE during her Imprisonment of NINE YEARS, in which course 
of time she frequently suffered the severity of extreme hunger, thirst and cold. But happily, a few 
days before her Tyrant’s death, he disclosed the secret of her subterraneous abode to a Friend; 
from which she was soon after released by her parents. From the French of Madame de Genlis. 
Continuing the work of adaptation that began with the first British and U.S. reprints of the 
                                                
21 See also Chris Roulston, Narrating Marriage in Eighteenth-Century England and France (Ashgate, 2010). 
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narrative, this edition explicitly repackages the text as a gothic tale of sensational horror. The 
elaborate title, a convention of cheap editions of gothic fictions and the roman noir, capitalized 
on the popularity of the gothic genre. This edition also abridged the narrative slightly, a decision 
which may have partly been based on the desire to make it more quickly readable and 
suspenseful. But the editor’s selections of which passages were dispensable—which ones, in 
other words, could be shortened, or excised entirely, without losing the essential content or 
meaning of the narrative—also demonstrate the way that this version was a refraction, a filtering 
of a source text that had already been translated and adapted, through a particular cultural, 
political, and religious sensibility that was not the same as its author’s. 
In addition to changing the narrative’s title, the Baltimore edition brought the elements of 
what Trouille terms the “marital gothic” into stronger relief by minimizing the religious content 
of the text, and shortening or removing several passages in which the narrator explicitly blames 
herself for her treatment by her husband. This edition thus offered a secularized version of the 
narrative that, although retaining the overall “conversion narrative” structure, eliminated its 
specifically Catholic undertones. During the scene when the duke confronts the narrator after 
reading her letters, for instance, the U.S. edition of the narrative published in 1798 (which I have 
cited throughout this chapter) contains this passage: 
I durst not look at him: scarcely breathing, sinking with terror, my eyes cast down, I 
waited trembling, for his breaking silence. My memory instantly pictured all the errors of 
my conduct: I had a confused apprehension that the fatal secret of my heart had been 
divined: that heart, which had cherished a guilty passion, palpitated with terror, and 
trembling before an irritated judge. Oh! with what resolution would innocence have 
inspired me; but I was depressed by consciousness; and I had not the fortitude to support 




The 1812 Baltimore edition, in contrast, renders the same passage:  
 





These changes effectively heighten the narrative’s gothic effects and downplay its reflections on 
the narrator’s moral conduct. Further changes made by the editor of the Baltimore edition 
amplify this effect: later in this scene, when the duke threatens to take away the narrator’s 
daughter, this edition excludes several lines that suggest the narrator’s compassion for her 
husband and her forgiveness of his actions. In the earlier U.S. reprint cited above, the duchess 
implores her husband: 
 “[Y]ou cannot be so barbarous as to tear her from me. Oh, leave me my child! Let me 
see her at least sometimes, and I will endure, without murmuring, whatever your hatred 
can inflict. Alas, my Lord, is your heart then inaccessable to pity? Oh! if it be true, 
whatever be the sufferings you have prepared for me, you will be much more an object of 
compassion than myself. But I cannot believe it. No you will not rob me of my child 
forever!” (43-44)  
 
 
The Baltimore edition, by contrast, eliminates this sympathetic rendering of the duke: 
 
“[Y]ou cannot be so barbarous as to tear her from me. Oh! leave me my child. Let me see 
her at least sometimes, and I will endure, without murmuring, whatever your hatred can 
inflict.” (Genlis, History of the Duchess of C**** 29) 
 
 
These two alterations to this scene affect its meaning significantly: in the earlier edition’s version 
of the scene, the duke is both the “judge” of the duchess’s conduct—the exterior projection of 
her own guilty “consciousness”—and the inadvertent sinner, whose jealousy and vengeance 
render him “much more an object of compassion” than the duchess herself. In the preface to the 
French edition of the duchess’s narrative as a stand-alone text, the editors also support this 
interpretation of the duke’s character, stating: 
One does not know, after having read [L’Histoire de la Duchesse de C***], whom one 
should pity more, the victim or the tyrant. The victim has at least the consolations of 
innocence and of a great sacrifice, but her tyrant has none. His wounded pride, his 
withered heart, his conscience destroyed by remorse, offers us a great and useful example. 
(Genlis, Histoire Intéressante v; my translation) 
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The ambivalence that the reader is expected to experience—between pitying the duke, and 
pitying the duchess—was effectively edited out of the Baltimore edition. Rather than offering 
readers a perspective from which the duke himself could be seen as a victim of his own jealousy, 
the abbreviated passages that I have cited above reorient the text’s sympathies to concentrate 
wholly on the duchess. 
 The Baltimore edition also downplayed the religious aspects of the narrative, refracting 
the text through the anti-Catholic, increasingly secular tenor of U.S. culture in the early 
nineteenth century. The treatment of the narrator’s internal conflict over her desire to commit 
suicide is especially revealing in this regard. In the previous U.S. reprintings of the narrative, as 
in the original French versions, the duchess confesses that she considered starving herself to 
death during the first months of her captivity, before criticizing herself for thinking that she had 
the “right to dispose of [her] life.” The Baltimore edition, however, minimizes her condemnation 
of suicide, which to Anglophone readers would have indicated a Catholic sensibility. In earlier 
reprints of the narrative, the duchess explains that in her captivity, “My dejected soul, harrowed 
with grief, lost its fortitude and principles, and I sunk into the most gloomy and desponding 
melancholy.” But she goes on to criticize herself for having during this time contemplated 
suicide, “as if one were permitted to violate a sacred obligation, whenever it ceased to be 
agreeable” (77-78). These sentences, however, were removed from the Baltimore edition. 
A longer passage that combines the narrator’s self-blame and her religiosity is similarly 
absent from the Baltimore edition: 
Yet faithful to the vow which I had made, I now took care of my life. The idea that my 
prayers and resignation would draw down upon my mother and daughter all the blessings 
of Heaven; this dear, this consolatory idea, revived and supported me. The recollection of 
my errors become now my greatest affliction: ‘Alas,’ said I, ‘all my misfortunes are my 
own creation. I wanted confidence in my mother: I deviated from my duty, when I ceased 
to consult her … but for repeated imprudence in my conduct, the sentiments of nature 
would at length have made me happy. But far from endeavoring to subdue my guilty 
passion, I fostered it in secret. … I felt something inexpressibly sweet and soothing, in 
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weeping for my faults. I was fond, moreover, to represent them to my imagination in the 
strongest colours. In true contrition and sorrow there is something expiatory and healing. 
… Religion taught me to know and to relish all the inexhaustible consolations which it is 
in her power to offer. (85-87) 
 
In contrast, the Baltimore edition renders the same passage:  
Yet faithful to the vow which I had made, I now took care of my life. Religion taught me 
to know and to relish all the inexhaustible consolations which she is able to bestow. 
(Genlis, History of the Duchess of C**** 53).22 
 
 
 Stripped of its interpretive components (the framing commentary, the editors’ preface, 
and Genlis’s footnote to the narrative), and with the most overt elements of the conversion 
narrative edited out, the duchess’s narrative was increasingly fictionalized and “gothicized” as it 
was refracted through its British and U.S. reprints. In the forty years of its reprinting, the text 
was also refracted through a changing cultural dialogue about marriage, sexual equality, and 
women’s rights. Whereas Genlis herself maintained a relatively conservative stance on women’s 
role in society—a stance that appears somewhat surprising from a modern perspective, given her 
public life as an author and unprecedented role as the first woman to serve as gouverneur to a 
royal family23—the 1780s and ‘90s were a time of intensifying debate over the status of women 
as citizens within the new republican societies inaugurated by the American and French 
                                                
22 It is worth comparing both of these editions to an American edition of The history of Cecilia, the beautiful nun, 
another subplot of Adèle et Théodore that was printed separately in a number of British and U.S.-American editions. 
In one scene from Cecilia, the title character’s father is struck by the realization that, by consigning his daughter to a 
convent, he may have caused a precipitate decline in her health, or perhaps caused her to take her own life and thus 
jeopardized her soul: “Penetrated with a lively sense of the sublime truths of religion, he saw himself at this moment, 
not only the author of his daughter’s death, but the cause, perhaps, of her eternal condemnation*.” The asterisk 
points to a footnote—added to the story in the British anthology The Beauties of Genlis, and retained in the U.S. 
edition of The history of Cecilia—in which the translator states: “* Irrational and unlovely must be that system of 
religion, which can inculcate the supposition, that the errors, and even the cruelty of a father, could draw down the 
vengeance of the All merciful and all good upon an innocent and virtuous daughter, unless charmed away by the 
expiating pomp of unctions, crucifixes, prayers, flaming tapers: But the amiable authoress of these letters perceives, 
as a good catholic, the most ‘sublime truths,’ in the ceremonies which the laws of her country had established, and 
which the hand of time had rendered venerable” (43). 
23 When Genlis suggested to the duke of Orléans that she assume the role of tutor to his sons, he agreed that she 
would hold the masculine title gouverneur, rather than the feminine gouvernante. As Bonnie Arden Robb has 
pointed out, this “unprecedented step … created considerable stir, including unkind speculation as to the role the 
boudoir may have played in her appointment” (35).  
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Revolutions (as I discuss further in chapter three of this study). The discourse surrounding 
women’s rights within marriage also changed during this period. As Kelly Ryan has documented, 
between 1800 and 1820, women in New England and New York “defend[ed] their individual 
right to security and expand[ed] their authority within the home” by bringing legal suits against 
their husbands at increasing rates and with increasing success (Ryan 588). Whereas historians 
have documented the ways that “women’s political activism in ‘organized politics’ … declined 
even as democratization opened up new opportunities to men” in the early national period, Ryan 
argues that women’s engagements with their government through legal channels has been 
underestimated, and in fact constituted an important turning point in societal views of wife abuse 
and of husbands’ authority over their wives (588).24  
Within this context, the Baltimore edition of the duchess’s narrative, published in 1812, 
reflected a larger discourse—taking place both in the public spaces of the court and of legal 
writing, and within the private spaces of conversations among spouses, family members, friends, 
and neighbors—that increasingly condemned the “tyranny” of abusive husbands and the use of 
physical force to resolve marital disputes. But the text may also have played an active role in 
shaping that discourse: as Ryan points out, in order for women to successfully sue for divorce or 
for breaches of the peace in order to resist abuse, they first needed to conceptualize and build 
coherent “narratives of victimhood” (611). These narratives were made possible, to some extent, 
by the pervasive discourse of sentimentality, including the idealized portrait of companionate 
                                                
24 See also Zagarri. Although Ryan focuses on New England, she also points to research demonstrating similar 
trends in Baltimore and in some parts of North Carolina during this period. Ryan notes that Ruth Bloch’s research 
draws a different conclusion. As Bloch argues, “By the 1820s the legal reforms initiated by the Revolution had 
substantially weakened earlier English and colonial practices that gave legal recourse to battered women,” and that 
this diminution in women’s power to seek protection against abusive husbands was supported by “the revolutionary 
delegitimation of government intervention in what was increasingly conceived as the ‘private’ family” (229). Ryan’s 
and Bloch’s differing conclusions point to both the methodological challenges of gathering data on abuse (as Bloch 
notes, “Historians of virtually all periods and places agree that so many cases of domestic violence always go 
unreported that it is impossible accurately to measure rates of abuse”), and to the drastic regional differences that 
characterized the early national period (229). 
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marriage found in the sentimental novel. As Ryan writes, “Some women petitioners elaborated 
on the abusive behavior of their husbands in a way that fit into the narrative arc that readers of 
sentimental fiction, crime narratives, and morality tales would have recognized. They established 
an innocent protagonist and a vicious antagonist and revealed the virtuous character’s downfall 
at the hands of her abuser” (611). The popularity of sentimental and gothic narratives in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, in other words, offered a way for women to translate 
their own experiences into recognizable conventions.  
 “By portraying themselves as victims in abuse narratives,” Ryan explains, “women fit 
into the gender conventions of submission in which they needed support and protection, and they 
did not appear to be openly challenging the hierarchy of the household” (611-12). The History of 
the Duchess of C***’s complex negotiation of both sentimental and gothic conventions—its 
explicit sanctioning of companionate marriage, as well its implicit (but nonetheless lurid) 
depiction of women’s vulnerability to the abuse of their “tyrants”—offered one such compelling 
narrative wherein women could critique abuse, without seeming to challenge patriarchal 
structures. Although the duchess herself struggles with “sensations of grief too poignant to be 
expressed,” the story provided a way for readers to conceptualize and, finally, express in spoken 
words and in written testimony, the contradictions of sentimental ideals of marriage (20).  
As its many refractions during the early national period attest, the duchess’s narrative 
resonated powerfully with American readers. While Gillian Dow has argued for Genlis’s 
influence on Anne Radcliffe, Jane Austen, and other early nineteenth-century English novelists, 
it is clear that Genlis’s influence also extended across the Atlantic.25 The narrative’s many 
refractions, from the 1780s through the first decades of the nineteenth century, transformed the 
“Duchess of C” into a recognizable character: her story became so widely known in British and 
                                                
25 See Dow, “Northanger Abbey, French Fiction, and the Affecting History of the Duchess of C***,” Persuasions, 
vol. 32, 2010, pp. 28-45. 
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American culture that a letter printed The Port Folio in 1808, describing the writer’s travels in 
Europe, made the following reference in order to describe the castle of Chillon in Geneva: “and 
if you wish to be still more strongly impressed with the ideas, natural upon such an occasion, 
read Madame De Genlis’s description of the Duchesse of C….; you cannot have forgotten her 
long confinement, and the interesting account she is made to give of it” (“Travels” 339). It is 
telling, furthermore, that an early twentieth-century scholar included an 1814 New York edition 
of The History of the Duchess of C—— in his 1902 bibliographical study Early American Fiction, 
1774-1830: Being a Compilation of the Titles of American Novels, Written by Writers Born Or 
Residing in America, and Published Previous to 1831.26 The success of The History of the 
Duchess of C—— offers just one example of the extent to which French literature was 
incorporated into—and acculturated, or naturalized, by—early U.S. literary culture. The process 
through which an embedded subplot of a French pedagogical novel became a sensational tale of 
the female gothic and a vehicle for American women to imagine and critique violence within 
marriage, was importantly different from what Tsing has called a “faithless translation”: the 
British and American editions did not introduce linguistic infidelities. Yet the reprinting and 
adaptation of the text were not simple copies. As the duchess’s narrative was refracted through 
new contexts, it acquired new meanings that were produced as much by their editors, publishers, 
and readers as by their author. 
 
  
                                                
26  See Oscar Wegelin, Early American Fiction, 1774-1830; Being a Compilation of the Titles of American Novels, 
Written by Writers Born or Residing in America, and Published Previous to 1831, Stamford, Conn., 1902. 
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Table 1. Editions of The History of the Duchess of C—— 
 
Note: At least three English translations of Adèle et Théodore were published simultaneously in 
London, beginning in 1783. The two that served as the basis for most subsequent British and 
American editions of the duchess’s narrative have been labeled “A” and “B.” Although it is in 
most cases impossible to know which previous edition any particular edition was based on or 
reprinted from, I have used these labels to demonstrate that these two distinct genealogies lasted 
through the narrative’s fifty years of reprinting. (Where the “Notes” column has been left blank, 
I have been unable to access a copy of the text.)  
 
French British American Notes 
Adèle et Théodore, ou lettres sur l’éducation; contenant 
tous les principes relatifs aux trois différens plans 
d’éducation des Princes, des jeunes Personnes, & des 
Hommes. Paris: M. Lambert & F. J. Baudouin, 1782. 
This first edition was printed in three volumes. 
 
The duchess’s narrative appears on pages 329-422 of 
Volume II, with the subtitle “Histoire de la Duchesse de 
C…..Écrite par elle-même,” and includes the footnote 
indicating that the narrative is based on Genlis’s 
conversations with the narrator’s father. 
Adelaide and Theodore; or Letters on Education: 
containing All the Principles relative to three different 
Plans of Education; to that of Princes, and to those of 
young Persons of both Sexes. Translated from the 
French of Madame la Comtesse de Genlis. London: C. 
Bathurst and T. Cadell, 1783. 
Translation B 
 
The duchess’s narrative appears on pages 196-253 of 
Volume II, with the subtitle “The History of the 
Dutchess of C——, written by herself,” and includes the 
footnote.  
Histoire Intéressante de Madame La Duchesse de C***. 
Écrite par elle-même. Traduite de l’Italien. Lausanne: 
Henri & Luc Vencent, 1783. 
Includes an Editors’ Preface, absent from English and 
American editions of the text. 
Adelaide and Theodore; or Letters on Education: 
containing All the Principles relative to three different 
Plans of Education; to that of Princes, and to those of 
young Persons of both Sexes. Translated from the 
French of Madame la Comtesse de Genlis. The Second 
Edition, Carefully Corrected and Amended. London: C. 
Bathurst and T. Cadell, 1784. 
Translation B 
 
This second edition includes a preface in which the 
translators identify themselves as “some Ladies, who 
through misfortunes, too common at this time, are 
reduced from ease and opulence, to the necessity of 
applying, to the support of life, those accomplishments 
which were given them in their youth … They are 
sensible that the favourable reception of the Work, and 
the quick sale of the former Edition, are owing more to 
the great merit of the Original, than to the accuracy of 
the Translation: In gratitude therefore to the Public, and 
in justice to the celebrated Author, Madame de Genlis, 
they have endeavoured at a thorough revisal of it” (qtd. 
in Dow, “Introduction” xxvi). 
Adela and Theodore; or, Letters on Education, The 
Universal Magazine, June 1782-December 1786.  
Translation A 
 
The opening installment included a short preface 
reflecting on the importance of “the Science of 
Education,” and stating the magazine’s hope “to gratify 
our Readers, by the following Translation of an excellent 
little Work just published at Paris, intitled [sic] Adela & 
Théodore, ou Lettres sur l’Education; in which the happy 
Effects of a good Education are displayed with all the 
pleasing variety of blended Reasoning and Narration” 




The duchess’s narrative appears in the July-Sept 1785 
issues, with the subtitle “The History of the Dutchess of 
C———: Written by herself,” and does not include the 
footnote. 
Adelaide and Theodore, or Letters on Education. 
Containing All the Principles Relating to Three 
Different Plans of Education for Princes, Young Ladies, 
and Young Gentlemen, The Lady’s Magazine, May 
1785-April 1789. 
The duchess’s narrative appears in the July-Supplement 
1788 issue, under the subtitle “History of the Duchess of 
C——, Written by Herself,” although the magazine had 
by this time already printed another translation of the 
narrative under the title “Female Fortitude” (see below). 
“Female Fortitude, or the History of the Duchess of C---




The magazine was also running a serialization of 
Adelaide and Theodore, or Letters on Education in its 
May 1785-April 1789 issues. 
 
Robert Mayo notes that this was “An unacknowledged 
translation of Mme. de Genlis’s Adèle et Théodore, ou 
Lettres sur l’éducation (1782), about three-fifths the 
length of the original (Mayo 441). 
The Beauties of Genlis; Being a Collection of the most 
Beautiful Tales and other Striking Extracts from Adela 
and Theodore; the Tales of the Castle; the Theatre of 
Education and Sacred Dramas. Perth: R. Morrison and 
Sons, 1787. 
 
The Beauties of Genlis; Being a Collection of the more 
Beautiful Tales and other Striking Extracts from Adela 
and Theodore; the Tales of the Castle; Theatre of 
Education, and Sacred Dramas, written by the Countess 
of Genlis. With Copper Plates. Second Edition. 1788 
 
“The History of the Dutchess de C——, Written by 
herself,” The New York Magazine, or Literary 




The Beauties of Genlis; Being a Collection of the more 
Beautiful Tales and other Striking Extracts from Adela 
and Theodore; the Tales of the Castle; Theatre of 
Education, and Sacred Dramas, written by the Countess 




This edition follows the text of Translation A, but alters 
the spelling of the title from “Dutchess” to “Duchess.” 
 
“The History of the Duchess of C——: from Adela and 
Theodore. Written by Herself,” appears on pages 69-116.  
The History of the Duchess of C. From Adela and 
Theodore. Written by Herself. Philadelphia: Stewart and 
Cochran, 1792. 
Translation A 
The history of the Duchess of C-----. From Adela and 
Theodore. Written by Herself. To which is added, Edwin 
and Angelina, a Ballad. Northampton, Mass.: Andrew 
Wright for Simeon Butler, 1798. 
Translation A 
 
This volume also includes a short story entitled “Story of 
a Castilian.” 
Moral tale. The Dutchess of C——. from “Adelade and 
Theodore,” by Madame la Comtesse de Genlis. 
Manchester: G. Nicholson. Sold by T. Knott and 
Champante & Whitrow, 1798. 
Translation A 
 
This edition includes an illustration on the title page and 
an extra paragraph at the end: “How unfortunate has 
been this amiable, this virtuous, this touching woman! 
How severe her sufferings! Ah, may we guard our hearts 
against the fatal impressions of love! May a passion 
never be known that can produce such misery and guilt! 
And let us not fail to deduce from the narrative of the 
Duchess of C*** two important truths: the first, that 
indulgence of the passions may plunge us into the 
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deepest abyss of human woe; and the second, that there 
is no calamity that religion cannot help us bear.”  
 
As Trouille notes, “This passage does not appear in the 
original French text of the novella … nor is it found at 
the end of the duchess’s narrative in Adèle et Théodore. 
It appears to have been drawn from a passage in Adèle et 
Théodore preceding the duchess’s story” (“Introduction” 
32). 
The True and Affecting History of the Duchess of 
C****, Who Was Confined by Her Husband in a Dismal 
Dungeon, Under Ground, Where Light Never Entered, 
and in which was nothing except a Straw Bed; Bread 
and Water Being Her only Support, and that Conveyed 
by Means of a Turning-Box, by her Unrelenting 
Husband, Whom she saw but once during her 
imprisonment of nine years; in which course of time she 
frequently suffered the severity of extreme Hunger, 
Thirst, and Cold. But Happily, a Few Days before her 
Tyrant’s Death, he disclosed the Secret of her 
Subterraneous Abode To a Friend; from which she was 
soon after released by her Parents. London: S. Fisher, 
1799.  
Translation A 
“The History of the Dutchess of C——, Written by 
Herself,” The Franklin Minerva [Chambersburg, Penn.], 
August 17, 1799-Oct 12, 1799. 
Translation B 
The True and Affecting History of the Duchess of C---. 
London: S. Bailey, 1800. 
 
The history of the Duchess of C----. From Adela and 
Theodore. Written by Herself. To which is added, Edwin 
and Angelina, a ballad. Hudson, N.Y.: Ashbel, 1803. 
Translation A 
 
Appears to be a reprinting of 1798 Northampton edition 
(includes “Story of a Castilian”). 
Adèle et Théodore, ou  Lettres sur l’éducation, Par 
Madame de Genlis. Quatrième édition, revue, corrigée 
et augmentée. Paris: Maradan, 1801. 
This revised edition was printed in four volumes. 
 
“Histoire de la duchesse de C…..écrite par elle-même” 
appears on pages 92-189 of Volume III. 
 
As Trouille notes, in this edition Genlis “divided many 
of the longer paragraphs into shorter ones, changed the 
passé composé past tense to the more formal passé 
simple, and changed non-proper nouns (such as Heroïne 
and Lettre) to lower case throughout. She also 
modernized some spellings (changing vûe to vue, asyle 
to asile, and & to et). Finally, she corrected a few 
grammatical errors” (“Introduction” 27).  
 
This edition also shortened the original footnote and 
provides more specific details: “Le fond de cette histoire 
est parfaitement vrai. L’auteur, en 1776, a vu à Rome 
madame la duchesse de Cerifalco, et tous les jours dînait 
avec le prince de Palestrine, père de cette personne 
intéressante.”  
The history of the Duchess of C----. From Adela and 
Theodore. Written by Herself. To which is added, Edwin 
and Angelina, a ballad. Newport, R.I.: O. Farnsworth 
for Asaph Chilson, 1804. 
Translation A 
 
The history of the Duchess of C----. From Adela and  
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Theodore. Written by Herself. Hartford: Lincoln and 
Gleason, 1806. 
The history of the Duchess of C--, from Adela and 
Theodore. Poughkeepsie: Chester Parsons and Co., H. & 
L. Steele, 1809. 
 
“Memoirs of the Dutchess of C——,” New Magazine of 
Choice Pieces, 1810. 
Translation A 
 
Mayo notes that “This translation is not new, however, 
but taken from ‘The History of the Dutchess of C——, 
Written by Herself,’ contained in the Universal’s ‘Adela 
and Theodore’” (555).  
History of the Duchess of C****, Who was Confined in 
a Dungeon Under Ground, By her Unrelenting 
Husband, Whom she saw but ONCE during her 
Imprisonment of NINE YEARS, in which course of time 
she frequently suffered the severity of extreme hunger, 
thirst and cold. But happily, a few days before her 
Tyrant’s death, he disclosed the secret of her 
subterraneous abode to a Friend; from which she was 
soon after released by her parents. From the French of 
Madame de Genlis. Baltimore: Edward J. Coale, 1812. 
Translation A  
 
This edition follows the text of Translation A, but 
includes significant redactions that I discuss in this 
dissertation’s first chapter. 
The history of the Duchess of C--. From Adela and 




The history of the Dutchess of C----. From Adela and 
Theodore. Written by herself. Baltimore, 1819. 
Translation A 
 
Follows text of 1798 edition (not the other Baltimore 
edition) but changes spelling of title (“Dutchess,” not 
“Duchess”). 
The affecting history of the Duchess of C** : who was 
confined nine years in a horrid dungeon, under ground, 
where light never entered, a straw bed being her only 
resting place, and bread and water her only support, 
conveyed by means of a turning-box by her inhuman 
husband; whom she saw but once during her long 
imprisonment, though suffering, by hunger, thirst, and 
cold, the most severe hardships : with the manner she 
was providentially discovered and released by her 
parents. London: Dean and Munday, 1820(?). 
Translation D 
 
Trouille notes this is the first edition of the Maria 
Stanley translation (“Introduction” 30). 
 
The affecting history of the Duchess of C-----; who was 
confined nine years in a horrid dungeon … by her 
inhuman husband … With the manner she was 
providentially discovered and released by her parents. 
New York: Borradaile, 1823. 
 
 
The inhuman husband, or, The sad narrative of the 
Dutchess of C---, who was excluded for nine years from 
the sight of the sun, being confined all that time in a 
dreadful dungeon under ground, without a bed, a scanty 
allowance of bread and water, suffering through 
hunger, thirst, and cold, annoyed by vermin, and nearly 
deprived of sight, with her fortunate deliverance and 
restoration to society, by the Count of Bellmire, together 
with the happy marriage of her daughter. London: 






Chapter II. “Not of the Modern French School”: The Ancien Régime, the Natural Aristocracy, 
and Literary Conservatism in Joseph Dennie’s Port Folio and Martha Meredith Read’s Monima, 
or the Beggar Girl 
Interpreting the French Revolution 
 In the previous chapter, I considered how a French text was “naturalized” for 
Anglophone reading publics through the linked processes of translation, adaptation, and 
refraction. If authors and readers “collude” in the production of a text’s meaning, as Bassnett 
writes, Madame de Genlis’s The History of the Duchess of C—— demonstrates the way that new 
meanings are produced as a text is refracted through the cultural and historical situations of new 
audiences (39). Rather than merely reproducing an identical text in multiple iterations, the 
British and American editors and publishers of Genlis’s text adapted and repurposed it, 
acculturating it to the particular times and places where it was reprinted, so that the gothic tale of 
wife abuse that was published in Baltimore in 1812 was, in important ways, a different text than 
the didactic story of female conduct that was a subplot of Genlis’s 1782 pedagogical novel Adèle 
et Théodore.  
In this chapter, I turn to a context within which French texts and ideas were not, like The 
History of the Duchess of C——, naturalized within American literary culture, but were instead 
viewed as irreducibly foreign. Within the polemical writings of partisan newspapers in the U.S. 
in the 1790s, the French Revolution was seen as a pivotal world event, one whose meaning stood 
in urgent need of interpretation. Whereas for radicals like Thomas Paine, and Democratic-
Republicans like Benjamin Franklin Bache, who edited Philadelphia’s radical and Francophile 
Aurora, the French Revolution represented the progress of democracy and liberty, and the 
overthrow of a tyrannical government and class system, for Federalists like John Fenno, editor of 
the Gazette of the United States, and Joseph Dennie, a contributor to the Gazette who later 
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founded the influential literary magazine The Port Folio, revolutionary France demonstrated the 
terrifying outcome of unchecked democracy and Jacobinism.  
Over the course of the 1790s and the early 1800s, these competing interpretations of the 
French Revolution produced a network of ideas and concepts that were deployed by Federalist 
writers not only to criticize the French government, but also to critique American culture itself. 
Words like “democrat,” “leveller,” “Jacobin,” “aristocrat,” and “monarchist” possessed specific 
referents in relation to the French Revolution, but they also took on more abstract connotations 
that could be applied in a broad range of contexts. Dennie and other writers who published, often 
anonymously, in the Gazette of the United States and The Port Folio used idealized images of 
Old Regime France to define their own conservative aesthetic and political values, criticizing 
modern “innovations” in American letters and politics. Dennie’s contemporary, the novelist 
Martha Meredith Read, likewise thematized Old Regime France in her 1802 novel Monima, or 
the Beggar Girl in order to expose modern U.S. society as beleaguered by corrupt modern values 
and destabilized by the absence of a governing aristocratic class.  
Whereas the previous chapter of this dissertation attended to translation, adaptation, and 
refraction as modes through which early U.S. literary culture engaged with French texts and 
ideas, here I will consider interpretation as another way in which American writers reflected on 
their own entanglements with French politics and culture during the Age of Revolutions. By 
interpretation, I mean to indicate the standard move in literary criticism by which a writer 
explains what another writer means—or, in a sense, “translates” another writer’s tacit 
assumptions or motives, by making the implicit content of a text explicit. This form of 
“translation,” as Schleiermacher argued in 1813, does not necessarily mean a movement between 
languages, but can also apply to the way we feel obliged to restate or explain another person’s 
views, even when we speak the same language. As he writes: 
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Yea, are we not often compelled to translate for ourselves the utterances of another who, 
though our compeer, is of different opinions and sensibility? Compelled to translate, that 
is, wherever we feel that the same words upon our own lips would have a rather different 
import than upon his, or at least weigh here the more heavily, there the more lightly, and 
that, would we express just what he intended, we must needs employ quite different 
words and turns of phrase; and when we examine this feeling more closely so that it takes 
on the character of thought, it would appear that we are translating. (43) 
 
As I will argue in my discussion of Federalist periodicals below, writers like Dennie appear to 
have felt “compelled to translate” the “different opinions and sensibility” of their Democratic-
Republican compeers. They were not doing so, however, in order make those different opinions 
and sensibilities more widely known: rather, they were attempting to make visible the internal 
contradictions and hypocrisies they read into U.S.-American texts—like the Declaration of 
Independence—that, however anachronously, appeared to express a French revolutionary 
sensibility. 
In addition to attending to interpretation as a mode of critique, I also mean to point 
towards interpretation as the process through which historical events are emplotted or 
fictionalized: how history, in other words, becomes a story. As I will discuss in the final section 
of this chapter, by incorporating French revolutionary history into her novel, Read promoted a 
particular interpretation of the French Revolution’s prehistory and its outcomes that supported 
her own Federalist sensibility: a distrust of liberalism as the new social order, and a nostalgia for 
the fixed social hierarchies of Europe’s old regimes. 
 
“An Author’s Evenings”: The Ancien Régime in Federalist Periodicals  
By the winter of 1800, when the Philadelphia Gazette of the United States published a 
review essay by Joseph Dennie entitled “An Author’s Evenings,” the paper’s Federalist, anti-
French politics were conspicuously displayed in articles and letters condemning not only the 
French government, but also any American who displayed the “least tincture of French principles” 
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(“Lucius”).27 Within this context, Dennie’s choice to review a contemporary French novel in his 
“Author’s Evenings” column may have appeared, to the paper’s pro-administration readership, 
provocative. The book was Genlis’s Les Chevaliers du Cygne, a historical novel set in the ninth-
century court of Charlemagne. Published in Edinburgh and London as The Knights of the Swan 
in 1796, the novel had been imported to Philadelphia and New York bookstores the following 
year.28 But Dennie was careful to specify that he was referring to the original French. “I have just 
looked into Madam Genlis ‘Les Chevaliers Du Cygne,’” he writes. “The stile is neat and easy, 
and remarkable for that bewitching vivacity so conspicuous in French pages” (“An Author’s 
Evenings”). Although he went on to describe “many of the incidents and scenes” as “trite and 
thread-bare,” he concluded with the favorable verdict that the novel’s “principles . . . are 
excellent” and might inspire readers “to deeds of valour, justice and benevolence” (“An Author’s 
Evenings”). 
Departing from the animosity that the Gazette of the United States had reserved for the 
French and for “frenchified” Americans in previous years, Dennie’s endorsement of a French 
novelist registers a shift in the way that American writers conceptualized the French Revolution 
at the turn of the century. After years of conflating France with revolutionary destructiveness and 
atheistic modern philosophy, critics of the French Revolution, like Dennie, began to see the 
                                                
27 On the Federalist press and the Gazette of the United States, see Jeffrey Pasley, “The Tyranny of Printers”: 
Newspaper Politics in the Early American Republic, University Press of Virginia, 2001, pp. 51-60 and 229-57; and 
Ronald Lora and William Henry Longton, editors, The Conservative Press in Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century 
America (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1999), 19-50. 
28 Stéphanie Félicité de Genlis, Les Chevaliers du cygne, ou la Cour de Charlemagne. Conte historique et moral, 
pour servir de suite aux Veillées du Château, et dont tous les traits qui peuvent faire allusion à la révolution 
française, sont tirés de l’histoire (Paris: Lemierre, 1795). The Edinburgh translation abbreviated the title and called 
it a “romance”: The Knights of the Swan; or, The Court of Charlemagne: A Romance, Written by the Countess of 
Genlis, in Continuation of the Tales of the Castle (Edinburgh: Bell & Bradfute, 1796). The London edition of the 
same year translated the original title more directly and included the name of the translator: The Knights of the 
Swan; or, the Court of Charlemagne: A Historical and Moral Tale; to Serve as a Continuation to the Tales of the 
Castle: and of Which All the Incidents That Bear Analogy to the French Revolution Are Taken from History. 
Translated from the French of Madame de Genlis, Author of the Theatre of Education, Adelaide & Theodore, &c. by 
the Rev. Mr. Beresford (London: J. Johnson, 1796). For advertisements for the novel in U.S. bookstores, see “New 
Books. H. & P. Rice, Booksellers,” Aurora General Advertiser, June 19, 1797; and “Late Novels, Just received and 
for sale by John Harrisson,” Weekly Museum, June 10, 1797.  
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Ancien Régime in a new light. As the “Author’s Evenings” review makes clear, Genlis’s novel 
appealed to Dennie precisely because of its affinity with Old Regime France: the production of a 
contemporary French author, the novel was nevertheless anti-contemporary—or, in Dennie’s 
words, “not of the modern French school” (“An Author’s Evenings”). 
That Dennie was drawn to a largely conservative writer who had acquired a reputation in 
England as one of the few morally upright contemporary novelists, and who was an outspoken 
critic of the philosophes, is unsurprising.29 Yet the idea of “the modern French school” and, by 
extension, that of Ancien Régime, were recent inventions at the time of Dennie’s writing. 
Consolidating the Enlightenment philosophy of the authors of the Encyclopédie, and the political 
theories of the French revolutionaries, “the modern French school” also evoked the larger 
cultural and ideological transformation of the Atlantic world that the Federalists believed the 
French Revolution had precipitated. As Federalist writers argued throughout the 1790s, an 
obsession with the ideals of liberté and égalité had effected sweeping changes in the minds of 
ordinary people and the structure of Western civilization itself by destabilizing the bonds of 
familial loyalty and deference to authority that organized not only the old regimes of Europe, but 
also the U.S. republic. The idea of an old regime thus took on significance for Americans 
because of a perceived loss of traditional structures and values in the wake of the French 
Revolution. The dialectic of the Ancien Régime and the “modern French school” provided 
Federalist writers with a way to interpret the profound geopolitical and cultural changes of the 
1790s and to translate their own values into a set of aesthetic principles that William Dowling 
                                                
29 As Wahba notes, Genlis’s lifelong campaign against the French philosophes made her appear to English 
conservatives “as one who, but for the accident of birth, might have played a leading role in the English evangelical 
revival” (226). 
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has described as “literary Federalism”—the “deliberate attempt to create in language an 
alternative to the conditions of American social existence” (Dowling xi).30 
Stressing Genlis’s disregard for literary innovation and the “fashions” of contemporary 
literature in the “Author’s Evenings” review, Dennie suggested that correct literary taste could be 
measured to the extent that it departed from the standards of the “modern French school.” With 
affected astonishment at Genlis’s rejection of modern trends, he writes: “This is the age of 
revolutions. On a sudden, in the full blaze of the eighteenth century, Madame G., whether guided 
by the reproaches of Burke, or solicited by the fickle and depraved taste of the Parisians, 
composes, or rather compiles, volumes of the exploits of feudal heroes, and the ceremonies of 
chivalry.” In the context of the Age of Revolution and its obsession with the novelty of the 
present, Genlis’s novel, with its dutiful attention to chivalric values and tradition, should be a 
flop. Yet Dennie argues that it is precisely the novel’s old-fashioned style that makes it valuable: 
“like old damask and brocade though stiff and unyielding, yet serviceable and sound.” 
The reverence for tradition and respect for France as the locus of Western civilization 
demonstrated in this review had a longstanding history in English (and, somewhat more recently, 
American) culture at the time of Dennie’s writing.31 Yet the preoccupation with the Ancien 
Régime that Dennie and other Federalist writers and editors exhibited at the turn of the century 
represents a different iteration of Anglo-American traditionalism and constitutes a new form of 
conservatism that defined itself in opposition to the “modern French school.” In the work of 
Dennie and the other writers who contributed to the Gazette of the United States and Dennie’s 
                                                
30 On Federalism as cultural and ideological paradigm as well as political party, see also Marshall Foletta, Coming to 
Terms with Democracy: Federalist Intellectuals and the Shaping of an American Culture (University Press of 
Virginia, 2001); Linda K. Kerber, Federalists in Dissent: Imagery and Ideology in Jeffersonian America (Cornell 
University Press, 1980); and James M. Banner, To the Hartford Convention: The Federalists and the Origins of 
Party Politics in Massachusetts, 1789–1815 (Knopf, 1970). 
31 See Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837 (Yale University Press, 1992); Gerald Newman, The 
Rise of English Nationalism: A Cultural History 1740-1830 (St. Martin’s, 1997); Robert Tombs and Isabelle Tombs, 
That Sweet Enemy: The French and the British from the Sun King to the Present (Heinemann, 2006); and 
Furstenberg, When the United States Spoke French. 
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literary magazine, The Port Folio—as well as in Read’s 1802 novel, Monima, or the Beggar 
Girl—references to the Ancien Régime reveal a new understanding of world history that took the 
French Revolution as its pivotal moment.32 This understanding of the French Revolution as 
marking an absolute break between tradition and modernity has figured prominently scholarly 
accounts of the history of conservatism. In many interpretations, it was the French Revolution’s 
promise not merely to reform but to remake society—breaking from the past, and starting over 
again to construct a state founded on the rational humanist principles of the philosophes—that 
made the emergence of modern conservatism possible. As Armin Mattes has explained, 
“Conscious, modern conservatism could only emerge in reaction to such a fundamental threat to 
basic traditional structures and habits—just as the idea of an ancien regime only makes sense in 
hindsight and presupposes the existence of a new, ideological alternative” (65-66). The idea of 
Old Regime France as a bygone world of traditional values gained traction as a concept in 
Federalist writing precisely at the moment when these writers saw French Revolutionary 
ideology as having taken hold in the United States through the rhetoric of democratic 
egalitarianism. The Old Regime, in other words, became visible only when it was eclipsed by the 
new. Dennie could christen himself “Oliver Oldschool,” the pen name he used as editor of The 
Port Folio, only because the French Revolution had given birth to the “new school.” 
Yet, as Mattes has argued, this explanation of the origins of modern conservatism fails to 
take into account the plurality of views that were only retrospectively taken to be a unified 
intellectual tendency, as well as the development of those views that took place prior to the 
French Revolution. As Mattes notes, John Adams’s conservatism was not identical to Edmund 
Burke’s, and the basic framework of both writers’ ideas was already in place decades before the 
                                                
32 Whereas variant spellings of the title of the magazine, such as Portfolio or Port-folio, have appeared in studies of 
American periodicals from the nineteenth century to the present, I have rendered the title here as it originally 
appeared on the magazine’s masthead, The Port Folio. 
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outbreak of the French Revolution. Likewise, the literary conservatism exemplified by The Port 
Folio was not only a reaction to the French Revolution. It also emerged out of a particular social 
and discursive context: the antagonistic partisan debates pitting Jefferson’s alleged Jacobinism 
against the Adams administration’s alleged monarchism in the years surrounding Jefferson’s 
election in the “Revolution of 1800.”33 Moreover, within Federalist literary conservatism, there 
are important differences: Dennie, following Burke, idealized the Ancien Régime, whereas Read, 
whose political vision more nearly reflected John Adams’s, rejected both radical democracy and 
old-world absolutism. Thus while Dennie’s conservatism was backwards-looking and celebrated 
monarchy as the ideal form of government, Read believed that Americans should recall the 
Ancien Régime in order to reform, rather than return to, an Old Regime model.  
In spite of these differences, Read and Dennie were united in their belief in the need for 
the U.S. republic to be governed by a “natural aristocracy.” And both believed in a direct link 
between the natural aristocracy and an elitist literary sensibility, asserting that their refined tastes 
distinguished the natural aristocracy from the mass of Americans who had embraced French 
revolutionary ideas. Both writers defined proper literary discernment in contrast to popular 
American tastes, defining “elegant” literature in its difference from popular genres like the 
partisan newspaper editorial and the sentimental or the gothic romance. Consequently, both 
writers self-consciously distanced themselves from the popular Francophobia of the 1790s: in 
Monima, Read criticizes popular anti-French attitudes, associating this Francophobia with the 
                                                
33 On American responses to the French Revolution and its effects on the United States’ political party system, see 
Rachel Hope Cleves, The Reign of Terror in America: Visions of Violence from Anti-Jacobinism to Antislavery 
(Cambridge University Press, 2009); Jonathan Den Hartog, Patriotism and Piety: Federalist Politics and Religious 
Struggle in the New American Nation (University of Virginia Press, 2014); Seth Cotlar, Tom Paine’s America: The 
Rise and Fall of Transatlantic Radicalism in the Early Republic (University of Virginia Press, 2011); Matthew 
Rainbow Hale, “‘Many Who Wandered in Darkness’: The Contest over American National Identity, 1795-1798,” 
Early American Studies, vol. 1, no. 1, 2003, pp. 127-75; and Andrew W. Robertson, “‘Look on This Picture . . . And 
on This!’ Nationalism, Localism, and Partisan Images of Otherness in the United States, 1787-1820,” American 
Historical Review, vol. 106, no. 4, 2001, pp. 1263-80. On the ideological disputes that led to the formation of the 
Democratic-Republican party, and the role of newspapers in consolidating Jefferson’s opposition to Federalism, see 
Pasley, “The Tyranny of Printers” and “The Two National ‘Gazettes’: Newspapers and the Embodiment of 
American Political Parties,” Early American Literature, vol. 35, no. 1, 2000, pp. 51-86. 
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superstition and illiteracy of the American lower classes, and portrays her virtuous French 
heroine as a rightful member of Philadelphia’s natural aristocracy. Likewise, by including 
“translations of passages, elegant or instructive, from the French classics,” Dennie rejected 
widespread anxieties about dangerous French influences, and he thereby reinforced the elitist 
tone of the Port Folio, asserting his authority as a literary critic on the basis of his ability to 
distinguish between “the bloody doctrines of pernicious revolution” and “a substance, pure and 
nutritious, grateful to every moral taste, and invigorating to every well-disciplined mind” (“Polite 
Literature” 115). In addition to offering works of French literature as models of “elegant or 
instructive” writing, Dennie and other Federalist editors published detailed criticisms of the 
prose style of American partisan newspapers (“Polite Literature” 115). Federalist writers used 
the concept of the Ancien Régime to achieve common objectives: to define literature in contrast 
to popular forms of writing, and thus as fundamentally undemocratic; to find in aesthetics the 
basis for the distinction of the natural aristocracy; and to establish correct literary discernment as 
the purview of this elite class. 
The rise of the Democratic-Republican party, culminating in Jefferson’s 1800 election, 
confirmed Federalist fears about the changing tenor of American culture. Dennie offered a bleak 
portrait of the intellectual climate of the nation months before the election: “The man of worth 
slumbers in deathlike obscurity; while the knave and the fool possess the choicest honors of our 
species.” Scarcely concealing his own personal bitterness, he added, “The wise are concealed 
from notice and applause by the darkening mantle of poverty; while stupidity feasts upon 
delicacies and rails in splendid pomp” (Dennie, “The Lay Preacher”). Federalist periodicals 
attributed this degeneration of American culture to the influence of the French Revolution: 
privileging innovation over tradition, democratic egalitarianism over respect for class 
distinctions, and modern philosophy over religion, French Revolutionary ideals had, in their 
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view, resulted in a loss of shared values. As an anonymous writer for the Gazette of the United 
States commented in 1800, “It will require centuries to establish a national character, or to create 
a national spirit in the United States of America. The mixture is too heterogeneous: it is 
compounded of too many foul ingredients, to permit any part to be proud of the whole” (“True 
American”). 
This sense of a profound divide in the United States’ “national spirit” drove some 
Federalists to change their approach to the print public sphere and inspired a more reactionary 
stance in others. Whatever misgivings they may have harbored about the American people, most 
Federalist politicians adapted outwardly to the increasingly democratic tone of American politics 
at the turn of the century and became less explicitly elitist in their rhetoric. Yet the writers whose 
work appeared in magazines such as the Analectic, the Monthly Anthology, and The Port Folio 
continued, according to David Hackett Fischer, “to think and to speak like the men of the old 
school,” becoming if anything still more contemptuous of “the people” (35). The Port Folio, 
which Dennie founded in 1801 and edited until 1809, was, as Fischer writes, “open and 
unrestrained in its elitism, undisguised in its old-school ideals,” and Dennie “did not bother to 
camouflage ‘the profound contempt [he] entertain[ed] for the herd of society’” (348). The 
reverse side of the coin of this disdain for the people and for contemporary society was 
veneration for authors whose work confirmed Dennie’s conception of the superiority of Europe’s 
old regimes and the misguidedness of democratic revolutions. Shakespeare, the ancient Greeks, 
the Augustan poets, and works of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French literature that 
Dennie judged to be, like the work of Genlis, “not of the modern French school,” were The Port 
Folio’s luminaries. Like Genlis, who stated in her preface to Les Chevaliers du Cygne that her 
intention was “to recal, by great examples, the ancient and sublime virtues which honoured those 
ages we call barbarous,” Dennie believed that adherence to the models of tradition was the 
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standard by which contemporary writers should be judged.34 Experimentation with new styles or 
ideas, by contrast, aligned a writer with the revolutionary heresy. 
Molded by Edmund Burke’s ideas, Dennie incorporated into The Port Folio Burke’s 
respect for the Ancien Régime, his condemnation of the philosophes, and his contempt for the 
common people. Dennie made this allegiance to Burke explicit in the prospectus to the 
magazine’s first issue. Part counterrevolutionary manifesto and part defense of literature, the 
prospectus promised that The Port Folio would “combat revolutionary doctrine” by publishing 
works “whose grace and strength will endure, when the delusions of fanatic democracy and 
Gallic philosophy shall have vanished, like the filthy fogs of a morbid autumn” (“Oliver 
Oldschool”).  In Dennie’s view, “revolutionary doctrine” held sway both in France and in the 
United States, where the principle that all men are created equal had caused Americans to 
disregard what Dennie took to be self-evident differences in ability and talents and fostered 
dangerous political and social unrest. 
Dennie insisted in the prospectus that the French Revolution had profoundly altered daily 
life in the United States by creating a culture where “Classical Learning is exploded as a 
senseless study of words; public quiet disturbed by every boorish bawler; a church pronounced 
no better than a barn, and the bible classed with an obsolete almanac” (“Oliver Oldschool”). In 
his assessment, “Genius, Talents, and Virtue are wrenched from their just elevation, and ‘trodden 
under the hoofs of a swinish multitude’” (“Oliver Oldschool”). Dennie’s reference to the 
“swinish multitude,” a direct quotation of Burke, declared his loyalty to Burke’s ideas at a 
moment when the traditionalist, aristocratic values associated with Burke’s 1790 Reflections on 
the Revolution in France were distinctly out of fashion in Jeffersonian America. In a short tribute 
to Burke, which ran in an early issue of The Port Folio, the writer portrayed Burke’s life as a 
                                                
34 Genlis, The Knights of the Swan (London, 1796), xiv. 
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heroic struggle against “a hostile array of profane philosophy, enraged jacobinism, seditious 
nobility, profligate ambition, and grovelling democracy” (“Miscellany” 123). The author 
suggested wistfully that Burke’s true achievements would “be duly remembered and estimated in 
the public sentiment” only when “the infectious spirit of base obsequiousness to plebeian 
insolence and domination shall have been repressed” (“Miscellany” 122). It was precisely the 
public’s lack of appreciation for Burke that confirmed his genius.35 
Dennie’s conservatism also drew on French examples. Many of the core principles of the 
aesthetic philosophy that he would elaborate over the course of his editorship of The Port Folio 
were already in place in the work of Madame de Genlis by the time of Dennie’s “Author’s 
Evenings” review. A relentless critic of the philosophes, a political moderate who at first 
supported the French Revolution but quickly denounced the radicalism of the Jacobins and spent 
much of the 1790s as an émigré, Genlis represents an important bridge between Burke and 
Dennie: whereas Dennie adopted Burke’s politics, his belief in the moral and instructive function 
of literature bears the imprint of Genlis’s ideas.36 A preface to Les Chevaliers du Cygne outlines 
Genlis’s conception of the historical novel: although she “had no intention of re-establishing 
Chivalry,” she believed “that the generosity, humanity, and loyalty of the ancient Knights, would 
contribute more to strengthen a Republic, than the principles of Marat and Robespierre.”37 
Echoing these remarks, Dennie would write in his review of the novel that the function of works 
of literature, as exemplified by Genlis’s novel, was to reveal the enduring forces of order and 
tradition running beneath the surface of a tumultuous present. “The object of Madame de Genlis 
in leading her reader among tilts and tournaments and ‘throngs of knights and barons bold,’” he 
                                                
35 On Burke’s reception in the United States, see Drew Maciag, Edmund Burke in America: The Contested Career of 
the Father of Modern Conservatism, Cornell University Press, 2013, pp. 29-32. 
36 Genlis and Burke met at least twice, during Genlis’s visits to London in 1785 and in 1792, and, as part of each 
other’s extended social and intellectual networks, it is likely that they had at least a passing familiarity with each 
other’s work. On their 1785 meeting, see Gabriel de Broglie, Madame de Genlis, Librairie Academique Perrin, 1985, 
p. 145. 
37 Genlis, The Knights of the Swan (London, 1796), xiv; emphases in original. 
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proposed in the “Author’s Evenings” piece, “perhaps was to contrast more forcibly the tricks of 
innovations with the dignified and regular costume of early times.” If the French Revolution was, 
as the Federalist press asserted elsewhere, a “plan to disorganize the human mind itself, as well 
as to undermine the venerable pillars that support the edifice of civilized society,” remembering 
the world as it existed before this change, and rendering that world visible to discerning readers, 
was an aesthetic task of crucial importance (“The Stand”). 
As I discussed in the previous chapter, Genlis’s extensive body of work was well 
received in the counterrevolutionary political climate of England at the turn of the nineteenth 
century and would become a staple of American circulating libraries and bookstores. Popular 
Francophobia, however, had tainted the initial response to Genlis in the United States. Her 
connection with Louis Philippe d’Orléans (who became duke of Orléans in 1785 and changed his 
name to Philippe Égalité in 1792), first as gouverneur of his sons, and later as his mistress, led to 
speculation about her involvement in the French Revolution. In 1792 an editorial in 
Philadelphia’s Dunlap’s American Daily Advertiser conjectured about the identity of two young 
girls who were seen with Mademoiselle d’Orléans, the duke of Orléans’s daughter, on a visit to 
London. Noting that “most people have supposed that they were the three daughters of the Duke,” 
the writer clarified that “the shortest and least pretty of the three is Mademoiselle d’Orleans” 
(“Foreign Intelligence”). The writer then revealed that the other two girls “are called Pamela and 
Harriette de Circe, but who they are nobody seems to know.” The writer concluded suggestively, 
however, that “from the fondness and attention always shewn them by Madame de Genlis, the 
Gouvernante, people are wicked enough to say they are much nearer related to her affections, 
than by mere sentiments of philanthropy” (“Foreign Intelligence”). 
Just a year later, the duke of Orléans (now Philippe Égalité) voted in favor of the 
execution of Louis XVI in the French National Convention, but he was himself arrested and 
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guillotined months later. British and American newspapers expressed little sympathy: a London 
editorial reprinted in Kingston, New York, described him as “that matchless monster [who] 
aspired to the Throne, while he affected to embrace the principles of Democracy” (“Foreign 
Intelligence: London”). The Gazette of the United States commented that Égalité “was educated 
in dignity, that his villainy might be more prominent; . . . was rich and powerful, only that his 
vices might be more numerous and despised; . . . was stationed near the Throne, only to overturn 
it with more public disgrace, and thus offer a terrible lesson to nations and to kings” (“Portrait of 
Philip Egalite”). Listing Genlis’s husband, the marquis of Sillery, as one of Égalité’s “friends 
and agents . . . homogenial with himself,” the author of this piece described Sillery as “a man the 
most deeply perverted in iniquity of any other of the present age, and the hero of the annals of 
debauchery” (“Portrait of Philip Egalite”). 
Yet in spite of her involvement with these two notorious enemies of the French monarchy, 
Genlis emerged as a luminary of Federalist literary criticism. In his “Author’s Evenings” piece, 
as in later reviews of Genlis’s work published in The Port Folio, Dennie emphasized her ties to 
the Ancien Régime, not to the Revolution, describing her as “an ancient gentlewoman, arrayed in 
courtly robes” (“An Author’s Evenings”). Dennie’s review thus dismissed any ambiguity about 
Genlis’s work, presenting it as decisively counterrevolutionary. He argued that Genlis’s writing 
was acceptable for American readers precisely because it rejected the very concepts and ideas 
that the Federalist press considered the epitome of French revolutionary ideology: “Of the 
revolution mongers and philosophers of France, she expresses her opinion either in the loud 
tones of anger, or with the hiss of contempt,” Dennie stated, adding that “she nourishes a hatred 
for that false philosophy, the bane of the human race, and in France the grand principle of 
destruction” (“An Author’s Evenings”). 
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Dennie’s review further emphasized Genlis’s ideological separation from the “modern 
French school” by distinguishing Genlis from names that American newspaper readers would 
have identified with the Reign of Terror and the ongoing diplomatic tensions between the United 
States and the French government in the wake of the XYZ Affair. “She has received her 
education under better master than the Abbè Sieyes, [sic] or the impious Le Paux,” he wrote, 
adding, “She has evidently been taught according to the straightest sect of a fourth Henry and a 
fourteenth Louis” (“An Author’s Evenings”). Emmanuel-Joseph Sieyès, better known as the 
Abbé Sieyès, was a foundational political theorist of the Revolution, author of Qu’est-ce que le 
Tiers-État? (What Is the Third Estate?), and was a member of the Estates General and the French 
National Convention.38 He and Louis-Marie de La Révellière-Lépeaux, who was a member of 
the National Convention and, later, the Directory, bridged two pivotal moments for American 
readers—the Reign of Terror, which many thought definitively marked the French Revolution’s 
failure and its degeneration into mob rule and bloodshed, and the more recent XYZ Affair. 
Dennie added further that Genlis was “an ancient gentlewoman, arrayed in courtly robes, in the 
gorgeous vestments of Maria [sic] Antoinette, not in the flimsy and scanty drapery of Tallien, or 
in the filthy rags of a suburban Poissarde” (“An Author’s Evenings”).39 Thérésa Tallien, a 
political moderate who was imprisoned during the Terror, famously popularized Greek revival 
fashion for women in the years of the French Directory (1795–1799). For American readers, her 
name was therefore associated with the cultural transformation that the Revolution had effected 
                                                
38 As the French historian François Furet has argued, by writing Qu’est-ce que le Tiers Etat? in late 1788, and 
publishing it in January 1789, Sieyès “anticipated the founding event [of the French Revolution] by several months 
and yet gave it its full meaning in advance” (2). 
39 Although poissarde literally means fishwife, the term also connotes working-class women more generally and 
alludes to the Parisian market women who marched on Versailles in 1789 and led other riots during the French 
Revolution. The reference to a poissarde here thus suggests a kind of populist unruliness and vulgarity that would 
have been all the more offensive, to opponents of the French Revolution, for disobeying norms of feminine delicacy. 
Beginning in the seventeenth century, the term poissarde was also used to refer to the slang spoken by working-class 
Parisian women and, after the march on Versailles, to a form of political pamphlet in which writers used this well-
known colloquial style to establish that they were speaking on behalf of the people. See Carla Hesse, The Other 
Enlightenment: How French Women Became Modern, Princeton University Press, 2001, pp. 10-29. 
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in Paris. The reference to her provocative clothing style evokes conservative Americans’ sense of 
the French Revolution’s power to destabilize not only government and social hierarchy, but also 
public morality and ideals of feminine virtue. 
As the New York Commercial Advertiser posited in 1798, the French Revolution not only 
had legalized divorce, but also was rapidly leading to the complete “dissolution” of the family. 
“It is among the singular and fantastic vagaries of the French revolution,” the author noted, “that 
while the Duke of Brunswick was marching to Paris, a new law of divorce was passed; which 
makes it as easy for a husband to get rid of his wife, and a wife of her husband, as to discard a 
worn-out habit. To complete the dissolution of those ties, which are the chief links of domestic 
and ultimately of social attachment,” he continued, “the Journals of the Convention record with 
guilty applause accusations preferred by children against the lives of their parents” (“The Stand”). 
This brief editorial captures how the Revolution was perceived simultaneously as absurd to the 
point of incredulity—full of “singular and fantastic vagaries”—and as unfolding, with 
astounding efficiency, a chain of unstoppable outcomes. If the people could guillotine their king, 
who could say that women could not divorce their husbands? And if women could divorce their 
husbands, who could say that children would not soon be able to divorce their parents? 
 The significance of literary criticism for Dennie and other Federalist editors and writers 
lay in its power to leverage the weight of tradition against this rapidly accelerating tide of 
cultural innovation. The allusions to Tallien and Marie Antoinette demonstrate that American 
conservatives worried not only about the French Revolution’s dissemination of political ideas, 
but also about its power to reshape the ways ordinary people perceived the world around them, 
wherein Thérésa Tallien’s loosely draped clothing could replace the elaborate architecture of 
Marie Antoinette’s gowns as an ideal of female beauty. 
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In addition to the significant presence of translations and reprints of French texts in the 
early national United States, interpretations of French politics and culture such as Dennie’s 
essays demonstrate another mode of transatlantic engagement. As Dennie’s “Author’s Evenings” 
piece exemplifies, interpretations of the French Revolution in the form of literary criticism 
offered editors of early American newspapers and magazines opportunities for supervising the 
increasingly diverse, unruly world of transnational print culture. With hundreds of new books, 
pamphlets, newspapers, and magazines reaching bookstores, circulating libraries, and private 
subscription lists in the United States every year, editors of newspapers and, especially, new 
literary magazines like The Port Folio and Charles Brockden Brown’s Monthly Magazine 
assumed responsibility for defining, through what they chose to print and review, appropriate 
scholarly borders of literature within a chaotic expanse of printed texts. Hence the review of Les 
Chevaliers du Cygne not only authorized a particular book as properly literary, but also placed 
literature and history within a coherent system wherein correct politics were immediately 
recognizable in the expression of a refined aesthetic sensibility. Federalist writer-editors knew 
that their readers, exposed to a broad selection of domestic and foreign newspapers and 
pamphlets, encountered many of these texts outside their original contexts. By establishing a 
system of signification in which certain tropes and allusions had definitive meanings in relation 
to each other—for instance, Genlis’s symbolic proximity to Henry IV and Marie Antoinette, and 
her distance from Sieyès and Tallien—the Federalist press created a new, transportable context 
for readers to interpret other texts.40 
Dennie continued to define virtue and literary talent in opposition to popular tastes 
throughout his editorship, arguing that a refined aesthetic sensibility, accompanied by a 
                                                
40 My reading of Dennie’s work parallels Kaplan’s description of Dennie’s attempt through The Port Folio to 
“[tutor] readers in a way of responding to the world and welcom[e] them into a fellowship of shared reference points 
and language,” offering them “rhetorical frameworks into which any politician or election could be placed” (180-
181).  
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disengagement from the world of politics, distinguished the virtuous “natural aristocracy” from 
the “swinish multitude” in the age of Jeffersonian democracy. A satirical piece, in the form of a 
letter supposedly sent to Dennie, captures his disdain for politics and for members of the working 
classes who exercised their newly sanctioned participation in politics by reading and discussing 
partisan newspapers. “Dear Sir,” the letter begins, “I am a poor woman, hardly able, with the 
assistance of my husband (who is a tailor by trade) to procure a subsistence for my small family, 
were he even to work, like other industrious men” (“Bridget Neuter”). The “poor woman” then 
reveals that “of late, to my sorrow, he has become, as I may say, so newspaper mad, that things 
have gone very far behind with us.” Rather than provide for his family, the tailor spent his days 
reading the Aurora, Benjamin Franklin Bache’s Francophile, Democratic-Republican paper. The 
writer concludes her letter by imploring Dennie to advise her husband “against meddling so 
much with politics; and shew him the propriety of attending to his own business, in preference to 
that of all others” (“Bridget Neuter”). The letter, possibly written by Dennie himself, imagines 
the democratization of politics and the expansion of print culture as threats to propriety, and even 
to manhood itself: the piece accuses men like this imaginary tailor of neglecting their duty to 
provide for their families by daring to move beyond their proper station, thereby demonstrating 
Dennie’s belief in the necessity of strict social hierarchies and divisions to prevent the 
breakdown of civil society. 
Following the letter in this issue of The Port Folio, another anonymous piece directly 
linked the French Revolution to the embrace of egalitarian values in the United States and 
suggested that the supposedly natural equality of individuals was a French invention that could 
be made a reality only through the violence of the guillotine. The writer begins by declaring, 
“The world is a Republic,” and, “The people are by nature EQUAL.” Parodying the Declaration of 
Independence, he then states that this is “a self-evident truth” that applies to all human beings, 
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from “the simple African to the crafty inhabitant of Europe” (“Paragraphs”). (Dennie’s readers 
would have recognized here a direct reference to Jefferson, since Federalist publications, 
including The Port Folio, frequently criticized his hypocrisy in advocating for greater equality 
among all citizens, while also defending chattel slavery.) The writer goes on to ridicule the idea 
that a republic is more “natural” than a monarchy by declaring that before “kings came to 
innovate upon the republican system, and to impair its beautiful level,” all people were equal—
and even plants followed this natural law by growing exactly to the height of “their neighbour 
plants” (“Paragraphs”). Only through the maneuverings of kings, the writer suggests ironically, 
did “an artificial state [succeed] to that happy one of nature,” by forcing certain people—and 
plants—to rise above others. The writer concludes, with an implicit reference to the Reign of 
Terror, that this “evil was not without remedy: and the aborigines applied the power of steel in 
restoring the ancient level; by means whereof, the harmony and equality of the republic shall be 
restored” (“Paragraphs”). 
Without explicitly naming France, the writer struck the familiar notes of Federalist 
objections to the French Revolution with words such as “level” and “innovate,” and evoked the 
guillotine by referring to “the power of steel in restoring the ancient level.” The abrupt change 
from past to future tense in the last sentence—“the harmony and equality of the republic shall be 
restored”—evokes the sense of the French Revolution as an ongoing threat. Mocking the 
empiricism of the Encyclopédie, this piece suggests that the idea of universal human equality 
was the hollow invention of atheist philosophers. This passage thus demonstrates how Dennie 
and his circle conceived of their world as divided not only politically but epistemically; they 
believed that the consensus view of reality in the wake of the French Revolution, including the 
promotion of universal equality as a self-evident truth, was profoundly false. 
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 In addition to such satirical pieces, Federalist authors published critical essays that sought 
to expose how American literature had suffered as a result of the spread of democratic ideals. As 
they dissected Democratic-Republican writers’ grammar and syntax, rather than merely using 
such critiques to damage their political opponents’ credibility, Federalists also sought to claim 
authority in the print public sphere on the grounds of their superior literary talents. At the same 
time, they questioned what a distinctively “American” literary style should sound like. 
On April 29, 1800, the Gazette of the United States reprinted an editorial from the New 
York Advertiser with detailed annotations criticizing its grammatical errors and stylistic faux pas. 
Calling the piece a “Specimen of the Sublime in American Composition,” the Gazette writer 
noted, “If a scholar of the European model, could forget his classical lore, throw away his taste, 
quench his imagination, falsify his judgment, and become a ‘motley fool, a miserable varlet,’” 
his writing might finally resemble this sample of American prose. In becoming such a “motley 
fool” (an epithet from Shakespeare’s As You Like It), “there is no doubt, but he would bask in the 
broadest sunshine of success, and be hailed a beautiful, patriotic, true-American writer” 
(“Specimen”). According to the Gazette, rejecting European models had led to this “wretched, 
patchwork, Gallic and corrupt stile,” which made American writers “the laughing stock of 
foreign critics.” The writer juxtaposed the classically trained European scholar to contemporary 
American and “Gallic” writers, suggesting the influence of the French Revolution on American 
writers. He added that the prevalence of this “fulsome,” “stupid,” “truly American” style should 
be blamed on “that quackish theory which would reject the study of the ancients, and adopt as 
models of sentiment and language, the Reports of a French Convention” (“Specimen”). By 
reading Democratic-Republican papers like Bache’s Aurora, which reprinted official documents 
of the French National Convention, Americans had acquired not only dangerous political ideas, 
but also bad stylistic habits. Finally, arguing that “this bombast will answer very well for a town 
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meeting bawler,” he evoked the Federalists’ nightmare vision of democracy as rule by the mob: a 
“miserable populace, gaping to be instructed whether their natural baseness and malignity shall 
be employed to quench genius, or to fire a city, to rip open a FEATHER BAG, or unhead a TAR 
BARREL.” The writer concluded that this style of writing “is too low, and absurd, and vicious to 
enter into any sentence of legitimate composition” (“Specimen”). 
Federalist editors accepted that this style, however illegitimate in their view, was 
becoming ever more prevalent in U.S. literary culture. The Gazette of the United States declared 
that there was “nothing original in literature, nothing sublime or beautiful in the fine arts” in the 
United States, and it lamented that financial self-interest had replaced Americans’ desire to 
cultivate their aesthetic sensibilities (“Literary Intelligence”). As the author of this piece 
observes, “Genius and the muses, painting and sculpture are driven over by the dray of 
commerce,” while “the cares of sharking gain, and the deceitfulness of speculation and her riches 
choak the good word.” Rather than aspiring to the ideal of the man of letters existing in a genteel, 
disinterested isolation from crass commercial concerns, many Americans now preferred 
speculation and “the dray of commerce” (“Literary Intelligence”). This accusation that 
Americans privileged commerce over the arts, and financial gain over intellectual cultivation, 
would have resonated with the newspaper’s recent coverage of the XYZ Affair. Readers may 
have recalled, for instance, Alexander Hamilton’s essays, in which he argued emphatically that 
Talleyrand’s demands for bribes, and refusals to negotiate with Adams’s envoys, had proven that 
“interest is [France’s] God” and “MONEY, MONEY is the burthen of the discordant song of these 
foul birds of prey” (“Titus Manlius”). As Federalist periodicals would continue to assert well 
into the early 1800s, the French revolutionaries’ and the Democratic-Republicans’ grand 
proposals for liberty, equality, and fraternity were merely a screen for their capitalistic 
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aspirations. Thus, even as Jefferson championed a specious “equality,” he continued to condone 
chattel slavery. 
The controversy over the French Revolution presented Federalist writers with 
opportunities to reexamine American politics, and in some cases to trace their points of 
contention with the Democratic-Republicans back to the nation’s founding. An 1801 essay in 
The Port Folio demonstrates that literary criticism could be deployed to political ends. 
Lamenting the poor quality of compositions “held up as models for imitation,” the writer 
identified these defective examples as the reason “that a classic stile is so rare among us; and that 
faults abound in our best compositions” (“Criticism” 98). The author explained that his remarks 
had been prompted by recent praise for the Declaration of Independence, a text that he 
considered by contrast to be “void of that elegance and perspicuity, by which it ought to have 
been distinguished.” The remainder of the 2,500-word essay offers a close reading of this 
founding document, highlighting its stylistic flaws. The writer began by analyzing the opening 
words of the Declaration, “When, in the course of human events,” demanding, “does the word 
human stand here opposed to inhuman, to divine, to angelic, or to celestial? If not, why say 
human events? And why indeed the whole phrase?” (“Criticism” 28) Pointing out that “the single 
word when is sufficient, unless it was intended to convey the idea that a certain declaration may 
be proper, when a thing becomes necessary in the course of events, which would be improper if 
the same thing should become necessary out of the course of events,” he portrayed the iconic 
language of the Declaration as empty, overblown rhetoric. Moving on to the next clause—“it 
becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands, which have connected them 
with another”—he opined that the word “dissolve” is “so uncommonly splendid, that it may well 
be questioned whether the most lexiphanic lady of the Johnsonian school would call on her maid 
to dissolve her garters” (“Criticism” 98). In this painstaking manner, he went on to dissect each 
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phrase, asserting that the wording of the Declaration is so imprecise and overwrought that it 
borders on unintelligibility. 
Joyce Appleby has argued that the French Revolution inspired a reinterpretation of the 
United States’ founding: it “promoted an alternative view of what the War for Independence 
signified for American nationhood” that, she asserts, “turned [the American Revolution] into a 
rejection of the past, a rebellion of the spirit, a revolt against traditional sensibilities” (11, 12). 
The Port Folio’s critique of the Declaration of Independence demonstrates, however, that the 
French Revolution also allowed Federalists to construct their own revisionary narrative of the 
nation’s founding. Although he maintained a focus on semantics and style, the author began to 
critique the very premises of the Declaration, questioning, for instance, the meaning of equality. 
Addressing the document’s second paragraph, which begins, “We hold these truths to be self-
evident—that all men are created equal, and that they are endowed by their creator, with certain 
unalienable rights,” the writer asserted that “it has been generally understood that, whatever may 
have happened in the old times, men are not created but merely begotten and born” (“Criticism” 
98-99). He went on to stress, moreover, that “It is true that they are all equally born, except those 
who are brought forth by the Cæsarian operation, but that (when born) they are equal to each 
other is a matter not so clear” (“Criticism” 99). Contrary to the ideal set forth in the Declaration, 
he proclaimed, the conditions of one’s birth establish undeniable differences and inequalities. 
“Setting aside the difference between a healthy and an unhealthy, a strong and a weak child,” he 
continued, “it seems somewhat questionable whether (in Virginia) a black child be equal to a 
white child” (“Criticism” 99). Although men might be equal in theory, the perpetuation of chattel 
slavery in Jefferson’s home state presented a glaring contradiction. And it was the pressure 
exerted by the French and Haitian revolutions on the concept of equality that led the Federalists 
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to argue that the political equality of individuals, unchecked by a strong federal constitution and 
a culture of deference to elected officials, could only devolve into mob rule and violence. 
In addition to questioning the meaning of equality, this writer also criticized liberty as a 
national value. Referring to the “unalienable rights” to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” 
promised by the Declaration of Independence, the writer asked “to what liberty” this right 
applies (“Criticism” 99). He even questions the meaning of the word liberty itself, inquiring, “Is 
it the liberty of a soldier in the French army, of a sailor in the British fleet, of a German boor, or 
a Mohawk Indian? If the last was in contemplation,” he continues, then “will it not follow, that 
all legal constraint is tyranny? Will not every social compact, which restricts this native freedom, 
be merely void?” (“Criticism” 99). For him, the word liberty, like the word equality, was another 
empty concept that failed to encompass the complexity of the United States’ social relations. 
Although the Declaration of Independence presented such concepts as universal, this critic 
asserted that in practice, the application of such overly broad political ideals offered no basis for 
sound governance. Worse, as France’s Reign of Terror had demonstrated, such ideals left 
unchecked could lead to violence and chaos. The Port Folio’s jeremiad reveals that recent events 
in France had a dual meaning for Federalist authors: although they raised pressing, immediate 
concerns for the U.S. government (such as the widely feared possibility of a French invasion), 
the unfolding events of the French Revolution could also be superimposed on American history, 
serving as a conceptual lens through which to reenvision the United States’ own founding ideals. 
Nostalgia for the Ancien Régime, in response to the perceived dominance of the “modern 
French school” at the turn of the century, lent a renewed legitimacy to the concept of “natural 
aristocracy,” an idea that had fallen from favor during the 1790s. At the time of the U.S. 
Constitutional Convention, most American politicians (including Adams and Jefferson) agreed 
that social inequalities were natural and inevitable, and that a particular class of people was 
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better suited for leadership on the basis of education, talent, and social influence. In Jefferson’s 
words, a natural aristocracy of “virtue and talents” existed in every society and was “the most 
precious gift of nature for the instruction, the trusts, and government of society” (“Jefferson to 
John Adams” 388).41 Yet partisan disagreement over the French Revolution made “aristocracy” a 
divisive term in the 1790s; Adams’s Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United 
States of America and Discourses on Davila, in which he defended a bicameral legislature and 
cautioned against France’s move toward a centralized, unicameral government, led to 
accusations that Adams himself was a closet monarchist who secretly wished for a ruling elite to 
commandeer the sovereignty of the people.42 
Despite such criticisms, objections to social leveling proliferated in Federalist periodicals 
during the 1790s. The authors of these articles believed that the trend toward egalitarianism that 
had started in France had allowed Americans to disavow the differences between the natural 
aristocracy and the “swinish multitude.” Although concerns about this development among 
European Americans had existed since the early colonial period, the term levelling acquired a 
new specificity in relation to the French Revolution.43 In addition to leveling class distinctions by 
                                                
41 On the concept of natural aristocracy in the early national period, see Michal Jan Rozbicki, Culture and Liberty in 
the Age of the American Revolution, University of Virginia Press, 2011, pp. 214-219; Mattes, 74-82; and James L. 
Huston, Securing the Fruits of Labor: The American Concept of Wealth Distribution, 1765–1900, Louisiana State 
University Press, 1998, pp. 66-69. 
42 See Adams, Discourses on Davila: A Series of Papers, on Political History. Written in the Year 1790, and Then 
Published in the Gazette of the United States (Russell and Cutler, 1805). Discourses on Davila originally appeared 
in the Gazette of the United States in 1790 and 1791. On Jefferson’s response to Adams’s Davila essays, see Rachel 
Hope Cleves, “‘Jacobins in this Country’: The United States, Great Britain, and Trans-Atlantic Anti-Jacobinism,” 
Early American Studies, vol. 8, no. 2, 2010, 433; and Mattes, 83-85. 
43 As it appears in the texts under discussion here, forms of the verb “to level” follow the British spelling (e.g., 
levelled, levelling, leveller). The present-day American spelling (e.g., leveled) became standard somewhat later in 
the nineteenth century. Whereas Noah Webster’s 1806 dictionary contains an entry for leveller (defined as “one who 
destroys due subordination”), his 1828 American Dictionary offers leveler instead (defined as “One that destroys or 
attempts to destroy distinctions, and reduce to equality”) and lists leveled and leveling as the past and present 
participles. See Webster, Compendious Dictionary of the English Language (Hartford and New Haven, 1806), 175; 
and Webster, American Dictionary of the English Language (New York: S. Converse, 1828), 2:48. 
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enfranchising the third estate and abolishing noble privileges and titles, the French 
revolutionaries had used the guillotine to “level” noble men and women symbolically.44 
 Levelling also referred to a broader cultural tendency affecting both Europe and the 
United States. According to a short piece that appeared in the Gazette of the United States in 
1798, “A rage for levelling science, as well as government, to the lowest capacities, is a feature 
of the present times” (“Walpole”). The writer continued, “We have books, whose titles indicate 
that they are designed for those who can scarcely read. We have ‘Every Man his own Lawyer’ 
and ‘Every Man his own Physician.’” He then scoffed at “The Jacobins,” who, he claimed, 
“propose shortly to publish a smutty work, to be entitled ‘Every Man his own Negro’” 
(“Walpole”). Not only were legal and medical knowledge threatened by attempts to level print 
culture to the lowest common denominator, but slavery—the one establishment that even the 
American “Jacobins” seemed unwilling to level or innovate—was at risk of being undermined by 
their own egalitarian principles. The writer underscored the absurdity of the trend toward 
democratic egalitarianism and class leveling in a nation that also condoned chattel slavery. Read 
in the context of The Port Folio’s allegations that Jefferson had fathered children with the 
enslaved Sally Hemings, the reference to “a smutty work, to be entitled ‘Every Man his own 
Negro’” alludes to the open secret that slave owners raped enslaved women, fathering children 
who would also become their legal property. Yet, as Dowling has argued, a Federalist audience 
would have read this essay less as a condemnation of slavery itself and more as a critique of the 
three-fifths rule that allowed southern states to augment their voting power as the enslaved 
population increased.45 
                                                
44 Thomas Ingersoll has identified anxieties about class mobility among elites in early eighteenth-century New 
England; see Ingersoll, “‘Riches and Honour Were Rejected by Them as Loathsome Vomit’: The Fear of Leveling 
in New England,” in Inequality in Early America, edited by Carla Gardina Pestana and Sharon V. Salinger, 
University Press of New England, 1999, pp. 46-66. 
45 See Dowling, 16-19. 
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 This “rage for levelling” piece also demonstrates how words that had acquired particular 
meanings as part of a critique of the French Revolution could be repurposed and applied 
specifically to the material conditions that supported American democracy. Terms like levelling 
and innovation could not be heard or read in 1800 without evoking France, but they now had 
another distinct referent for Federalist readers—the Democratic-Republicans. By the turn of the 
century, this counterrevolutionary vocabulary had evolved beyond its original context to refer to 
both French and American politics. And the terms continued to link Jefferson and other 
Democratic-Republican politicians to earlier villains of the Federalist press such as Robespierre, 
Marat, and Égalité. By associating the American “democrats” with the French revolutionaries, 
the Federalists suggested that the Democratic-Republicans were leading their own nation to the 
same violent disruption that had recently engulfed France. 
 The Gazette piece, moreover, expressed anxieties not only about the French Revolution, 
but also about another epochal event that was taking place even closer to home: the Haitian 
Revolution (1791-1804). As Duncan Faherty has argued, “The unease surrounding French 
revolutionary excess was unendingly magnified when inflected through the Caribbean” (59). 
Although a minority of Democratic-Republican printers interpreted the Haitian Revolution as a 
positive step in the global spread of liberty and democracy, fears about a French invasion and the 
spread of uprisings among the enslaved to the southern United States provoked anxiety among 
both Federalists and Democratic-Republicans. Taking into account the United States’ geographic 
proximity and strong commercial ties to the Caribbean, the “work, to be entitled ‘Every Man his 
own Negro,’” discloses, despite its ironic tone, the Federalists’ real sense of anxiety that the 
Haitian Revolution could spread and lead to uprisings among the enslaved population of the 
United States (“Walpole”). 
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The stance of these Federalist authors, writing during Jefferson’s presidency, in regard to 
social leveling and the need for a natural aristocracy was self-consciously eccentric and 
reactionary. Rather than adapting to the increasingly democratic, modernizing ethos of the print 
public sphere, these writers aggressively championed traditionalism, aristocracy, and monarchy; 
Dennie, as Kaplan has pointed out, even went so far as to publish an annual announcement for 
King George III’s birthday in his magazine (149). Dennie asserted that by reading and discussing 
The Port Folio’s carefully curated selections, readers could preserve their identity as a natural 
aristocracy that, although politically marginal after 1800, nonetheless endured as an identity 
cohering through a shared aesthetic sensibility. An essay in The Port Folio entitled “Aristocracy” 
contends that the most promising citizens need “to have leisure to read, reflect, and converse,” as 
well as “to associate with the wise and learned.” These citizens, whom the writer addressed 
directly, should also “be habituated to the censorial inspection of the public eye, to stand on 
elevated ground,” and “be led to a guarded and regulated conduct, from a sense that you are 
considered as an instructor of your fellow citizens in their highest concerns, and that you act as a 
reconciler between God and man” (“Issachar”). The use of the second-person pronoun, of course, 
implies that the natural aristocracy included the readers of The Port Folio. 
In light of his aristocratic and monarchical sympathies, it is unsurprising that Dennie 
would celebrate Old Regime France in his magazine. Yet the dual meaning of France—its 
significance as both the hotbed of revolutionary politics and the locus of ancien régime values—
continued to influence his selections for the magazine. Dennie’s ambivalent attitude toward 
French literature appears in his preface to an essay by the poet Jean-Pierre Claris de Florian that 
was featured in an early issue of The Port Folio. Dennie began by asserting, “Of the purer 
miscellaneous writers of France, perhaps no one is more correct and charming, than FLORIAN,” 
before going on to promise that other “translations of passages, elegant or instructive, from the 
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French classics” would soon be regular features of The Port Folio (“Polite Literature” 115). 
Acknowledging the reaction that this announcement might provoke, he added, “The old-
fashioned reader need not be alarmed by our project to ransack the stores of Gallic literature. We 
shall consult nothing but the pages of gentlemen, and real philosophers. We shall not repair to 
the bagnio of Mirabeau, or the bureau of Tallyrand.” To reassure his readers that The Port Folio 
would continue to distinguish between writers of the old and new regimes, he declared, in 
conclusion, “The pages of the Port Folio shall never be polluted with the bloody doctrines of 
pernicious revolution. When the filth of atheism, rebellion, and regicide is loathingly cast away, 
we can find, in the works of HONEST MEN, and loyal subjects, a substance, pure and nutritious, 
grateful to every moral taste, and invigorating to every well-disciplined mind” (“Polite Literature” 
115). Marking the difference between “the French classics” and the “filth” of French modernity 
was the task not of the politician or the partisan newspaper editor, but of the man of letters. The 
very instability of the meaning of Old Regime France made it that much more powerful a tool in 
Dennie’s hands. 
Taking it upon himself to distinguish between works that were truly literary and those 
tainted by modern philosophy, Dennie defined literature itself in relation to the French 
Revolution. By attributing what they saw as the deplorable state of contemporary American 
writing to a “wretched, patchwork, Gallic and corrupt stile,” Dennie and other Federalist writer-
editors, by contrast, equated writing that was properly literary with a cast of mind that remained 
influenced by (and loyal to) the Ancien Régime (“Specimen”). Thus, the idea of literature as 
distinct from other, popular forms of writing, corresponded closely with reactions to the French 
Revolution, and this would lead to the consolidation of a form of modern conservatism that was 
nostalgic and traditionalist, as exemplified by Dennie, Burke, and Genlis. The Ancien Régime 
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could be understood as a set of recognizable aesthetic values only retrospectively, at the moment 
when its values seemed most at risk of disappearing permanently.46 
 
“Why she speaks quite like a novel-character!”: Literature and the Natural Aristocracy in 
Martha Meredith Read’s Monima, or the Beggar Girl 
 This vision of the old regime was thematized by Dennie’s contemporary, Martha 
Meredith Read, whose 1802 novel Monima, or the Beggar Girl also contemplated the meaning 
of Old Regime France in Jeffersonian America. What is immediately striking about this novel, 
written by the wife and daughter of prominent Federalists, is the nationality of its characters: the 
title character, her father, her eventual husband, and an important minor character, are all French 
emigrants. Untainted by revolutionary principles, these French characters’ virtue and sensibility 
are contrasted with the cruelty and stupidity of the novel’s American characters. Philadelphia 
society in Read’s novel reflects all the vices that Federalists had attributed to the American 
“Jacobins” who supported Jefferson: a myopic pursuit of personal economic interests; a neglect 
of civic obligations; a rejection of familial and conjugal ties; a libertine disrespect for traditional 
moral and religious injunctions; and, perhaps most damning, an inability to read and write 
properly. The world of the novel, which Read claims in the preface is “chiefly founded on fact,” 
is the externalization of the Federalists’ deepest fears about democracy: a state of mob rule 
where ruthless self-interest has supplanted classical republican value of civic virtue (v). 
Although Read’s novel enacts the same critique of democracy that appeared in Dennie’s 
Port Folio, the novel diverges from Dennie’s idealized view of Old Regime France. A blueprint 
for the form of populist tyranny that characterizes Read’s Philadelphia is found in the novel’s 
subplot, a hundred-page backstory taking place in France in the decades prior to the French 
                                                
46 See Mattes, 65-66. On the thematic importance of nostalgia and melancholy in The Port Folio, see Dowling, 49-
56, and Kaplan, 147-79. 
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Revolution, where titled nobles use their wealth and power to persecute the naturally virtuous 
men and women who threaten to interfere with their sexual and financial intrigues. The corrupt 
old regime aristocracy later follows Monima’s family to the New World: Pierre de Noix, who 
kills Monima’s older brother Ferdinant in the subplot, encounters Monima and her father, 
Fontanbleu, in Philadelphia fifteen years later. Allying himself with Madame Sontine, a 
scheming woman “of an illiterate and vulgar family,” De Noix assists her in tormenting Monima, 
whom she suspects—as it transpires, correctly—of rivaling her in her husband’s affections. Later, 
De Noix becomes attempts to seduce and kidnap Monima (213). Tormented by De Noix and 
Madame Sontine, Monima becomes the foil to both the vicious nobility of the Ancien Régime, 
and to the crass, upward-mobilizing lower classes and bourgeoisie of Philadelphia.  
The novel’s political vision ultimately resembles John Adams’s more than Dennie’s or 
Burke’s: it seems to suggest finally that both absolutism and democracy will allow a corrupt 
aristocracy to rise to power. As a solution, Monima, or the Beggar Girl affirms the need for a 
natural aristocracy to govern and supervise their fellow citizens. Monima’s loyalty to her father, 
her unbending defense of her honor, and the signs of physical beauty and intelligence that pierce 
through her outwardly impoverished appearance, clearly signal her rightful claims to wealth and 
influence. The challenges that Monima must overcome in order to accede to this position—
poverty, begging, and the constant threat of rape and starvation—dramatize the perils of social 
mobility in the early republic. Yet Read also suggests that it is in the United States, and not in the 
Old World, where such an ascension of the naturally virtuous is possible. As Dowling has 
explained, the concept of natural aristocracy was not inimical to the vision of the United States 
as a more democratic society than the old regimes of Europe: by “abolishing aristocracy and 
inherited privilege in America,” the American Revolution “opened up a kind of mobility 
unknown in the older states of Europe, the very point of which was to allow such qualities as 
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intelligence and personal energy to lead to increased prosperity and social status” (4-5). Read 
thus suggests that in the absence of a (titled) aristocracy, old regime values and an aristocracy of 
merit could coexist in the United States. Monima’s eventual entry into bourgeois financial, 
sexual, and moral security suggests a belief the early republic would, eventually, reach such a 
state of stability, in which the natural aristocracy would be able to minister to the poor and keep 
less civic-minded citizens from abusing their relative social power. Despite the evident problems 
of democracy, the U.S. republic offered a setting where the violence and disruption of the French 
Revolution could be redeemed. It is significant, in this regard, that it is a French immigrant who 
inherits the twin legacies of the old and new regimes: the new, virtuous American is literally 
descended from Old Regime France, and it is because of both the French and the Haitian 
Revolutions that she has been brought to the U.S.  
Although the novel reaches what is ultimately an optimistic conclusion about 
republicanism, it maintains a distinctively Federalist class sensibility. Several scenes in the novel 
appear to contradict Paine’s and Jefferson’s belief in the innate “moral instinct” of ordinary 
people (Wood 15). Published just two years after the “Revolution of 1800,” the novel reflects the 
Federalists’ sense of anomie in a society that had embraced Jeffersonian ideals. In the novel’s 
opening scene, the narrator describes Monima and her father as “utter strangers” (13). Although 
Fontanbleu was once a wealthy member of the bourgeoisie, with properties in Paris and Saint 
Domingue, a series of misfortunes detailed in the subplot—including the French and Haitian 
Revolutions, the wrongful imprisonment of Fontanbleu and his eldest son, and Philadelphia’s 
yellow fever epidemic—have resulted in the deaths of Monima’s mother, sister, and eldest 
brother, the presumed death of her other two brothers, and the loss of the family’s properties and 
fortune. The novel’s opening scene reveals that Fontanbleu has no productive skills; without his 
property, he is literally helpless, dependent on his teenaged daughter for material support. 
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However, their lack of any kind of social network frustrates Monima’s efforts to find work: 
“[W]ho can depend on your honesty without recommendation?” Fontanbleu asks her (13). 
Monima’s increasing poverty becomes an added obstacle to finding employment. As the narrator 
explains, “No one could trust the ‘mean-looking creature’ with work; and yet each one 
exclaimed against her indolence, in passing her prime, engaged in claiming charity, when she 
looked great and able enough to work” (251). Monima and her father’s last hope is a friend 
named Sonnetton, who “considered [Fontanbleu] in the light of a parent” and who, unbeknownst 
to Fontanbleu, has also immigrated to Philadelphia (212-13). Because Sonnetton’s name was 
mistranslated—“from a wrong pronunciation of the inhabitants of Philadelphia … changed from 
Sonnetton to Sontine”—Fontanbleu does not realize that his long-lost friend is in Philadelphia, 
even though Monima is briefly employed by a woman named “Madame Sontine” (213-14). Due 
to this mistranslation and the scheming of Madame Sontine, who perceives Monima as a rival 
and does everything she can to keep her away from her husband (including kidnap her no fewer 
than three times), Fontanbleu and Sonnetton are unable to reach each other.  
Monima and Fontanbleu thus find themselves trapped in the vicious circle of their own 
isolation and estranged from their one friend. Despite the idiosyncrasies of their situation (the 
confluence of disasters including two revolutions, yellow fever outbreaks, intercepted 
correspondence, and numerous kidnappings and false accusations leading to multiple trials and 
imprisonments), Read’s careful tracing of the futility of Monima and Fontanbleu’s predicament 
enacts rote Federalist critiques of American society. French revolutionary principles have spread 
throughout the world of the novel in precisely the ways that Federalist-Calvinist writers 
envisioned they would during the Illuminati scare.47 Read’s depiction of Philadelphia society 
                                                
47 As Timothy Dwight warned in a 1798 sermon, the Illuminati, intent on spreading the ideas of the philosophes, 
were gathering in societies where “THE being of God was denied and ridiculed. GOVERNMENT was asserted to be a 
curse, and authority a mere usurpation. CIVIL society was declared to be the only apostasy of man. THE possession 
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evokes Federalist warnings that ties to an abstract “humanity” would sever centralized 
connections to the family and to the localized communities of town, church, and state, and would 
result in the failure of the forms of moral sensitivity and sympathy that were meant to ensure the 
functioning of a republic. As Joseph Fichtelberg notes in his reading of Monima, American 
religious conservatives like William Merchant Richardson worried (in Richardson’s words) “that 
philosophy … teaches us to root out all the private affections from the heart, to make room for 
the exercise of universal benevolence; to be tenderly affectionate towards all mankind”—but to 
neglect one’s own family and nation.48  
As Dennie argued in the Port Folio, this philosophy, although French in origin, had 
saturated American thought as well, resulting in a society governed by crude economic self-
interest rather than civic virtue. As one Gazette of the United States editorial observed, “the cares 
of sharking gain, and the deceitfulness of speculation and her riches choak the good word,” 
distracting Americans from cultivating the kind of aesthetic and literary sensibility that would 
attune them to civic responsibility. As Fichtelberg points out, the vision of France’s prospects 
offered by Timothy Dwight in an 1801 oration “might well have been America’s” in the wake of 
Jefferson’s 1800 election: the atomized citizen of this new order would be “cast out a vagabond 
among cosmopolites, with hearts harder than adamant, … to pick a miserable support in a world 
                                                                                                                                                       
of property was pronounced to be robbery. CHASTITY and natural affection were declared to be nothing more than 
groundless prejudices. ADULTERY, assassination, poisoning, and other crimes of the like infernal nature, were taught 
as lawful, and even as virtuous actions.” See Dwight, The Duty of Americans, at the Present Crisis, Illustrated in a 
Discourse, Preached on the Fourth of July, 1798 (New-Haven: Thomas and Samuel Green, 1798). See also Timothy 
Dwight, The Nature, and Danger, of Infidel Philosophy … (New Haven, 1797); Theodore Dwight, An oration, 
spoken at Hartford, in the state of Connecticut, on the anniversary of American independence, July 4th, 1798 
(Hartford, Conn., 1798); and Jedidiah Morse, A Sermon, Preached at Charlestown, November 29, 1798. On the 
Anniversary Thanksgiving in Massachusetts (Worcester, Mass., 1799). As Chandos Michael Brown has pointed out 
in a reading of Robison’s Proofs of a Conspiracy, it was believed that “the Illuminists acted under the direct 
supervision of the archfiends of Jacobinism: Voltaire, D’Alembert and Diderot, the principal compilers of the 
Encyclopedie … These conspirators, most of them French, had united in a secret plot to destroy Christianity and 
thus to topple the social institutions reared upon its base” (397). See also Bryan Waterman, “The Bavarian Illuminati, 
the Early American Novel, and Histories of the Public Sphere,” The William and Mary Quarterly, vol. 62, no. 1, 
2005, pp. 9-30. 
48 An Oration, Pronounced at Groton, July 4, 1801 (Amherst, N.H.: Samuel Preston, 1801), 15. Qtd. in Fichtelberg, 
“Friendless,” 208. 
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where Charity lets not a crumb fall from her table; trained up without a filial, or a fraternal 
sentiment: loving, and beloved by, no human being; … ignorant of his God; in sickness 
friendless; in death deserted” (qtd. in Fichtelberg, “Friendless” 208).  
 The novel envisions Monima and Fontanbleu in precisely this situation: cast out 
vagabonds among cosmopolites, they are vulnerable to starvation, homelessness, and the 
predations of the libertines Madame Sontine and Pierre de Noix; to exploitation by Monima’s 
employers; and to the indifferent or openly hostile impulses of the anonymous populace. A 
moralizing and often sarcastic omniscient narrator stresses the hypocrisy and self-interest of the 
novel’s minor characters, who take advantage of a helpless Monima: a seamstress who 
subcontracts work to Monima, for instance, takes “the prudent circumspection of reserving to 
herself in secret, half the price, of what the poor girl would earn in doing it!” (434) Later, when 
she is robbed by “a suspicious lowering figure,” rather than coming to her assistance, a mob 
gathers around to taunt her distressed cries of “Murder!”: “Some judged her to be intoxicated, 
while others were for examining her throat to see if it were cut. A considerable time the 
unfortunate girl was the jest … of the hardened unfeeling populace … her tears were of no avail, 
they rather increased the sport and derision of the mob” (440-41). 
The financial insecurity that Monima and her father experience keeps them precariously 
close to starvation, so that when Monima is robbed and cries out “Murder!” she does so because 
she is in fact afraid for her life. As the novel tacitly suggests, her only remaining option and a 
looming threat, should working and begging fail, is prostitution. When she returns to her father 
after being robbed she tells him, “Oh! my father, I am ruined, I am undone forever” (441). 
Fontanbleu takes this to mean that she has become a “ruined woman,” in the conventional sense 
of sentimental fiction: that she has lost her sexual purity. As Fichtelberg notes, Fontanbleu’s 
“reaction is to fear for his daughter’s virtue, not realizing that her statement has far more 
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application to his own failure than to her purity” (“Friendless” 217). This confusion evokes the 
novel’s larger anxiety about the way that finance has replaced virtue and sympathy in American 
society: the financialization of (specifically feminine) virtue suggests the unraveling of the social 
and familial bonds at the core of republican social theory.49 Fontanbleu’s failure to fulfill the 
masculine obligation to provide for his daughter, as Fichtelberg notes, is the reverse side of the 
coin of this state of ruin: Fontanbleu, a ruined man, puts his daughter at risk of becoming a 
ruined woman.50 
The restoration of orderly republican society in the novel’s conclusion is based upon 
Monima’s successful defense of her sexual purity: she shoots De Noix with a pistol in one of the 
novel’s final scenes, and Madame Sontine conveniently falls ill and dies, leaving no further 
obstacle to the marriage of Monima and Sonnetton. Critical of the idea that human beings’ 
natural “system of social affections” was enough to ensure social stability, Monima, or the 
Beggar Girl suggests that republicanism could not function without the supervision of a natural 
aristocracy (Thomas Paine, qtd. in Wood 17). As Fichtelberg notes, “As patriarchal ties 
dissolved, Scottish thinkers like Adam Ferguson and Adam Smith foresaw a new, more 
impersonal order in which sympathy became a social lubricant, ‘distributing fellow feeling in an 
essentially democratic spirit’ that allowed the free circulation of individuals” (“Friendless” 209). 
Whereas eighteenth-century economic theorists proposed sympathy as a conduit to commercial 
transactions in the liberal marketplace, Read’s novel suggests that financial self-interest has 
displaced “fellow feeling.” Depicting Monima as she wanders the city looking for work—“her 
                                                
49 There is a large body of scholarship on the interlinked constructions of virtue, femininity, and republicanism in 
early American literature and political discourse. See Kerber, Women of the Republic; Ruth Bloch, “American 
Feminine Ideals in Transition: The Rise of the Moral Mother, 1785-1815,” Feminist Studies, vol. 4, no. 2, June, 
1978, pp. 100-126; Bloch, “The Gendered Meanings of Virtue in Revolutionary America,” Signs: Journal of Women 
in Culture and Society, vol. 13, 1987, pp. 37-58; Rust, Prodigal Daughters; and Zagarri, “Morals, Manners, and the 
Republican Mother,” AQ, vol. 44, June 1992, pp. 192-215. 
50 Read continued to think about the complicated relationship between the obligations of fatherhood and the role of 
women in republican society in “A Second Vindication of the Rights of Woman,” which was published in The 
Ladies’ Monitor, August 22, 1801, pp. 19-20; and September 5, 1801, pp. 34-35. 
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senses … assailed, with the ascending fumes of luxurious provisions, for the satiated palates of 
the unfeeling great”—the narrator emphasizes that greed, finance, and the consumption of 
“luxury provisions” have blunted Philadelphians’ capacity to sympathize with the less fortunate: 
“no eye was found open enough to read her sorrows in her dejected countenance” (18).  
As Shapiro has demonstrated, the opening of American trade with French-controlled 
Caribbean colonies in 1793 resulted in an unprecedented influx of wealth to American mid-
Atlantic port cities (109-117). Read’s depiction of the selfish and unsympathetic members of the 
upwardly-mobile American nouveaux riches—particularly Madame Sontine, who married into 
her wealth and social status—expresses the Federalists’ profound distrust of this new, liberal 
social order. The characters in Read’s novel who do offer to help Monima, like Mrs. Firming, 
only pretend to be engaging in acts of rational exchange: they obligate Monima “in return for 
their little kindnesses … by their repeated insinuations of the mighty favours they had confered, 
to be a slave at their command, and repay them by incessant labour, and servile humility” (222-
23). Although teeming with the sensations of consumption and affluence, the Philadelphia of 
Read’s novel appears to lack the kind of sentiment that would produce the “fellow feeling” 
needed to underwrite liberal transactions. The power of trade “to cultivate ‘humanity’ and to 
make people more ‘sociable,’” is cast in serious doubt (David Hume, qtd. in Fichtelberg, 
“Friendless” 210). Although the narrator frequently refers to Monima’s beauty and explains that 
“[p]overty had not diminished the natural graces of her person, but had added an interesting 
dejection to her lovely countenance, which spoke pity to every feeling heart,” her suffering 
elicits no sympathy from most of the people she meets (85-86). As the narrator writes, “It would 
be an endless task to recount the insolence, repeated insults, the cold contempt, the mortifying 
strictures on idleness, the affected pity of the seemingly feeling, and the ostentatious charity of 
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the naturally contracted and cringing hypocrite, with their bitter effects on her tender heart” 
(434).  
Read implies that unlike these cruel and unfeeling Philadelphians, her own readers 
possess the judgment and discernment not only to recognize the superior merits of “the beggar 
girl,” but also to prefer “strict adherence to truth” over the works of novelists who invent 
unrealistic plots—or, as she calls them, “‘NOVEL-TINKERS,’ who arrogate to themselves the 
right of infringing on the limits of nature by conjuring up scenes, images, and actions which 
nature cannot boast” (v).51 In the preface to her novel, Read criticizes this genre of unrealistic or 
unnatural novels, declaring that “be [they] ever so well worded,” if the works of such “novel-
tinkers” deviate from the truth, “the mind must become enveloped in mystery and darkness.” 
Read concludes that such books are “weak, puerile, and even condemnable,” and “answer no 
valuable purposes to the enlightened citizen, as his feelings cannot be interested with 
impossibilities” (v-vi). This “enlightened citizen” a particular kind of reader: someone who can 
perceive, in her or his own social reality, the deceptive contradictions between surface 
appearances and the more enduring aspects of identity (those who can discern between a 
Madame Sontine and a Monima); and whose taste in literature (a preference for realism over 
romance) reflects Read’s own belief that “[t]o exhibit mankind in their true colours, to display 
characters as they are, to unfold the pernicious tendency of ignorance, prejudices and immorality, 
is the indisputed privilege of the Novel-writer.” Read thus argues that the purpose of the novel is 
to put readers in sharper contact with reality: to heighten their sensibilities by training them in a 
particular kind of aesthetic sensitivity that they can then apply in reality. 
                                                
51 Unfortunately for Read, another critic judged Monima to fall into the class of novels that Read condemns. 
Published in Charles Brockden Brown’s American Review, and Literary Journal, a review of Monima criticized the 
novel for relying too heavily on “circumstances … too improbable to admit of easy belief, and others too 
preposterous to be reasonably imagined.” See “Art. VI. Monima, or the Beggar Girl; a Novel, in one Volume, 
founded on Fact. By an American Lady. 12mo, pp. 465. New-York. P. R. Johnson. 1802,” The American Review, and 
Literary Journal, vol. 2, no. 2, April 1, 1802, p. 164. 
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Read relates the cultivation of moral sympathy to the practice of reading in two parallel 
incidents that immediately succeed each other in the novel: in the first, Monima goes to a shop 
where she has been told she can find work and sees a young woman reading a book behind the 
counter. Ignoring Monima, the young woman, “Miss Jenny,” remarks to another woman in the 
store, “What a sweet character. Oh! how she loved Melmont” (254). She goes on rhapsodically, 
“It’s the sweetest novel I ever read. How I do wish I was a novel-character, for what is life? one 
dull round of sameness.” The older woman then interrupts her to ask what Monima wants. Jenny 
continues to ignore Monima, alternately reading and praising the novel’s heroine who, despite 
being “reduced … to mere beggary, … is giving charity to a poor woman who is begging with a 
fine fat baby in her arms” (255). Finally acknowledging Monima, the women proceed to taunt 
her for her shabby appearance and her manner of speaking; as Jenny remarks, “[W]hy she speaks 
quite like a novel-character! It does not become such as your sort, to take such airs upon you, I 
assure you” (257). Unable to discern fiction from reality—or reality from fiction—and oblivious 
to her own hypocrisy, Miss Jenny epitomizes the naïve consumer of mass culture against whom 
Read defines her own audience. 
Distraught after this encounter, Monima then stumbles into a bookstore, where she comes 
across “[t]hree or four men … engaged in a warm controversy” over the marketability of a new 
book. One of them comments that “it will never do; I know the prevailing taste of the public too 
well, to suppose, that a thing so common, so much in the natural occurrence of events, will take 
… Truth, and nature, are too simple to please the refined imaginations of the present generation” 
(258). He goes on to suggest “Sprights, Hobgoblins, and Sorceresses! Blue blazes! 
Subterraneous abodes for banished queens, and offending servants!” as the proper, marketable 
subjects for contemporary novels. Another replies, “Subjects as you describe … may probably be 
suited to the tastes, of the wonder-fraught multitude, but in men of judgment, they must excite 
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contempt” (258-9). Cynically aware of the ways in which reading, rather than elevating the 
general populace, has become another form of desensitizing consumption, the men in this scene 
strike a counterpoint to the naïve and female readers of the preceding scene. They proceed to 
confirm the implied correlation between proper reading and civic virtue by offering Monima a 
small monetary donation.  
These two “meta” scenes offer a commentary on the function of the novel in the early 
republic. Whereas popular romances like Fanny Burney’s Camilla, which Miss Jenny is reading 
in the first scene, and gothic fiction featuring sorceresses and subterranean abodes like those 
being discussed in the bookstore appear to provoke sympathetic responses, Read asserts that 
“Truth, and nature” are the proper, if unpopular, subjects for fiction. Read’s criticism of popular, 
commercially-successful genres echoes the Dennie’s condemnation of the democratization of 
print culture: both Monima and in the Port Folio depict texts that appealed to popular tastes as 
morally worthless and proof that commerce and literature were fundamentally at odds.  
Throughout Monima, Read hints at the morally degrading effect of reading such popular 
novels. Rather than cultivating readers’ sensibility, such texts impair their ability to accurately 
“read” and interpret reality. An anonymous “man of a very genteel appearance, who occupied the 
largest house in the neighborhood,” seems to perceive Monima and her father as characters out 
of temperance literature, responding to Monima’s “heart-rending sobs” by saying, “Aye, aye … 
intemperance has ruined numberless families: he must be taken to the Bettering-house” (82). 
And when Madame Sontine has Monima and her father kidnapped and locked in her country 
house (the second of the novel’s several kidnappings), she is able to keep them concealed there 
largely due to her servants’ superstitious confusion of ghost stories and reality: when her servant 
Jemmy sees a face in the window of the house, he exclaims to his wife, “Lord! Suckey … did 
you ever hear that the mansion was haunted? … it seemed to me just now, as if I had seen an old 
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ghost up there” (56). Read thus explicitly links ethical failure to a particular kind of naïve 
reading, a confusion of reality with the sensational genres of popular fiction.  
Read furthermore associates these interlinked problems of moral and aesthetic 
discernment to class. The novel’s evident disdain for members of lower social classes is matched 
by its concerns about social mobility: the anxiety about “levelling” that had been voiced in 
Federalist periodicals over the preceding decade appears in Read’s characterization of Madame 
Sontine. Whereas Monima’s immaculate virtue withstands the downward-leveling of her 
impoverished existence in Philadelphia, allowing her to return to her proper place by the novel’s 
conclusion, the upward-leveling of Madame Sontine represents the risks that were posed, in the 
minds of the Federalists, by the destabilization of social hierarchies in the Atlantic world of the 
early nineteenth century. In the novel’s opening pages, the narrator notes that Madame Sontine 
comes from “a low situation,” and that she has married improperly into a higher social class: 
“Madame Sontine was an American, who, from a low situation, had been raised to opulence by 
her marriage … Craft and cunning, were the distinguished traits of her character” (15). The 
narrator stresses that Madame Sontine is “by nature avaricious and narrow-hearted,” and her 
“character … composed of dispicable meanness,” underscoring a ‘natural’ correlation between 
class and virtue (49, 42—emphasis added). Insecure about her status, Madame Sontine is 
“conscious of her own defects, in mental excellence” in Monima’s presence and “dread[s] 
Monima as a rival” (15). Her speech further marks her as Monima’s inferior, as when she tells 
Monima, “I han’t got no work for you” (16). The narrator also reveals that Madame Sontine is 
illiterate: when she asks her servant, Betty, to write a letter for her, it is transcribed phonetically: 
“I tak this opertunety to let you no that I am well, hopping this may fint you the same” (26).  
This cynical portrait of human nature, and of the direct relation between class and virtue, 
featured commonly in Federalist criticism during this time, as seen for instance in a review of 
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Isaac Weld’s narrative Travels Through the States of North America published in the Gazette of 
the United States in 1800, prefaced by the remark that Weld’s “pencil is harsh, but it is doubted 
whether his picture is a caricature.” As Weld writes, “the lower classes of people will return rude 
and impertinent answers to questions, couched in the most civil terms, and will insult a person, 
who bears the appearance of a gentleman, on purpose to shew how much they consider 
themselves on an equality with him” (“Literary Intelligence, Isaac Weld”). Weld links this 
disregard for norms of deference (norms that had, to the Federalists’ dismay, rapidly gone out of 
style since the American Revolution) to the rhetoric of revolution: the “American vulgar … seem 
to think civility incompatible with freedom, and that there is no other way of convincing a 
stranger that he is really in a land of liberty, but by being surly, and ill-mannered in his presence” 
(“Literary Intelligence, Isaac Weld”). Although this “impertinence” was used “to shew how 
much they consider themselves on an equality” with their more well-to-do compatriots, Weld 
implies that the lower classes, by attempting to disrupt the social hierarchy, only reinforced their 
position. Failing to master codes of polite socialization is presented as proof that the celebratory 
rhetoric of the United States as a classless society was empty rhetoric, and that only “the 
American vulgar” were taken in by it. Read’s novel similarly contrasts the enduring “natural” 
differences in virtue and talents that she recognized in American society, and an ideology of 
“levelling” that imagined America as truly democratic and classless.  
Yet Read complicates this portrait of American class relations by suggesting that even 
those who should be most secure in the existing social hierarchy are similarly failing in their 
civic obligations. As Fichtelberg emphasizes in his reading of the novel, its “male authorities” 
fail to provide security for Monima: Fontanbleu fails to provide for his daughter, and 
Sonnetton’s ineptitude makes him unable to thwart his wife’s and De Noix’s schemes 
(Fichtelberg, “Friendless” 213). Mentioning that “Sonnetton was an enthusiast in his love of 
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literature,” the narrator seems to position him as an ‘man of letters’ and therefore part of the 
“natural aristocracy” (315). Although Sonnetton’s marriage to Monima in the novel’s conclusion 
confirms his status as part of this virtuous elite, the novel explains that his failure to help her was 
due to his lack of true sympathy. Instead of Sonnetton, a French immigrant named Pompine who 
works for one of Sonnetton’s friends comes to Monima’s aid after hearing that she has been 
unjustly imprisoned in the city workhouse. Pompine is so moved by hearing about Monima that 
he secretly follows Sonnetton to the workhouse, where he sees Monima and is immediately 
reminded of his sister, “whom the guillotine had mercilessly robbed him of” during the French 
Revolution (40-41). Pompine’s sympathetic interest in Monima is so strong that, after shedding 
“a tear for the fate of his unhappy sister … he involuntarily trace[s] Monima to her humble door,” 
where he leaves her ten dollars (41). Pompine later reflects on “the seeming ignorance of 
Monsieur Sontine,” who is unable to thwart his wife’s scheme to have Monima locked up, and 
concludes that Sonnetton’s heart is not “as interested” as his own. Whereas Pompine “beheld 
Monima with the pity of a brother,” Sonnetton is “only paying the obligations of justice and 
humanity” (89). Echoing earlier Federalist-Calvinist critiques of the modern French philosophy 
that had precipitated the French Revolution, this scene implies that the “obligations of justice and 
humanity” are weaker than “the pity of a brother.” 
Resolutely traditionalist in its rejection of democracy and modern philosophy, and in its 
criticism of the French Revolution, Read’s novel nevertheless criticizes the Ancien Régime as 
well, suggesting in the French subplot that the Old Regime nobility exercised an unchecked, 
despotic power over the common people. Taking place a year before Monima’s birth, when her 
brother Ferdinant is nineteen, the subplot begins with Ferdinant falling in love with a beautiful 
village girl named Julia. Although she seems to be a peasant, Julia is actually the illegitimate 
daughter of a Marquis. Since her mother died in childbirth, the Marquis has paid a village 
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woman to raise Julia as her own daughter, so that “from being the natural daughter of a vicious 
Marquis, she is imposed on the world as an humble villager” (131). Despite her humble 
appearances, Julia’s noble blood is suggested by her virtue and intelligence: she is described as 
“supereminently distinguished for dignity of deportment, for politeness and an easy address, 
from all the village girls” and, as one villager remarks, “God only knows where she got as much 
book sense as she has. To be sure, she is always and forever a reading” (146, 122). Ferdinant and 
Pierre de Noix become rivals for Julia’s affection, and whereas Ferdinant stands for the 
disinterested virtue of the natural aristocracy, De Noix, the nephew of a Marquis, represents the 
corruption of a hereditary nobility: he is described as “want to do homage in the most abject 
manner” to his uncle in the hope of being named his heir, making him “mean, and servile in the 
extream.” The narrator explains, “Truth, sincerity, and every social obligation, was therefore 
sacrificed to the caprice of the uncle, by this fawning nephew; and as Pierre increased in years, 
he became more and more initiated, in the practices of deceit, cunning, and every degrading 
artifice” (110).  
The novel thus suggests that the Old Regime was inherently corrupt, because “deceit, 
cunning, and every degrading artifice” were rewarded with power and wealth, whereas “truth, 
sincerity, and every social obligation”—the virtues that De Noix suppresses and Ferdinant 
embodies—only made one an easy victim. Read confirms this later in the subplot, when 
Ferdinant is unjustly imprisoned in the bastille because of “the influence of a lettre de cachet” 
written by Julia’s stepmother, a Marchioness (127). When Julia and Ferdinant both die as a result 
of his imprisonment, the Marchioness is briefly “heart-struck at the fate of Julia,” and “her 
compunction increased by the death of Ferdinant” (203). However, “her ready confession soon 
gained her absolution for her sins and she lived, as heretofore, the same giddy, round of 
dissipation and levity” (203). Criticizing the Ancien Régime’s arrangement of power around the 
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nobility and the Catholic church, the subplot uses this fictional idea of the Old Regime to 
imagine the possibility of a more perfect society in the United States, where the unofficial and 
untitled nobility would be based, by definition, on natural virtue and merit.  
The social order that Read envisions in her novel’s conclusion seeks to reconcile a belief 
in the necessity of a static social hierarchy—one which would preclude the possibility of 
advancement for people like Madame Sontine—with an aristocracy of merit, where virtue and 
talent would replace title and inheritance as the criteria for social power and influence. Having 
proven that her virtue can withstand a corrupt, democratic society, Monima can claim the right to 
an elevated social position in Philadelphia—but it is clear that she has always belonged there.  
Read casts her heroine as French not only to emphasize her own alienation and 
estrangement as a Federalist in Jeffersonian America, but also to evoke the lineage of Old 
Regime France within contemporary American society. It is only because of the French and 
Haitian Revolutions that Monima finds herself in Philadelphia in the first place, and only in 
contrast to the corruption of Madame Sontine that her virtuous nature proves itself. Read’s novel, 
like Dennie’s Port Folio, bases its social critique on the conceptual dialectic between the Ancien 
Régime and “the modern French school.” This understanding of old regime values arising out 
of—and therefore arriving, paradoxically, after—the advent of the new regime, is reflected in the 
novel’s other reversals: whereas Monima and her French husband become the model Americans, 
“Madame Sontine”—the American woman who has married improperly into a (mistranslated) 
French name—exemplifies the threat of innovation and class leveling that the Federalists traced 
to revolutionary France.  
As Appleby has argued, the French Revolution led Americans to revise their own history, 
generating a narrative that turned the War for Independence into the American Revolution—and 
a conservative counternarrative that disavowed this affinity between the founding of the French 
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and American republics. Dennie and Read both imagined literature as a space where this 
counternarrative—which affirmed the United States’ continuity with the old regimes of Europe, 
despite the rupture marked by the French Revolution—could be inhabited. Dennie’s celebration 
of Genlis as a living voice of prerevolutionary France, and his insistence on her identity as “an 
ancient gentlewoman,” exemplifies this turn in Federalist writing, which was not merely 
traditionalist but, in a meaningful way, revisionist in its disavowal of revolutionary modernity. 
As I will argue further in chapter four of this study, this fascination with the Ancien Régime 
remained a recurring preoccupation in early American literature, as a number of translations and 
reprints of French historical novels in the U.S. in the early nineteenth century attests. First, 
however, I turn in the following chapter to the role that French revolutionary politics and 
Enlightenment philosophy played in early American debates about women’s rights. As 
mentioned above, the legalization of divorce in revolutionary France marked, for Anglophone 
conservatives, “the dissolution of those ties, which are the chief links of domestic and ultimately 
of social attachment” (“The Stand”). As I will argue in the following chapter, the continued 
association of the French Revolution with threats to the structure of the family had significant 
consequences for the ways in which the concepts of sex and women’s rights could be imagined 





Chapter III. “I Am Often Forced to Refer to France”: Sex, Materialism, and Citizenship in Judith 
Sargent Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes” and Charles Brockden Brown’s “The Rights of 
Women: A Dialogue” 
 
During the early national period, hundreds American writers debated the status of women 
within the U.S. republic, in essays, satires, novels, and poems that considered what role women 
should play in society and politics. Many of these writers maintained that women belonged in the 
home, arguing that their role as “republican mothers”—the caretakers of the next generation of 
virtuous citizens—was a sacrosanct duty.52 Others took distinctly modern stance, critiquing 
women’s subordination within a supposedly democratic society, calling for education reform, 
and arguing for women’s political rights. Whereas scholars of U.S. women’s history have 
primarily analyzed this discourse in the context of the American Revolution, by the 1790s it is 
clear that writers who took up the question of women’s rights were, in the words of the English 
writer Jane West, “often forced to refer to France” (346). With the advent of the French 
Revolution, American writers articulated their views on women’s rights, education, divorce, and 
marriage not only in relation to U.S. politics, but also in reference to the radical ideas of the 
philosophes and the social changes effected by the French revolutionaries.  
Whereas the discussion in the previous chapter focused on a conservative tendency in 
early American literature, in this chapter I consider the ways in which modern philosophy and 
politics—and the critical and, in some cases, reactionary responses to these French innovations—
affected American writers’ and publishers’ thinking about the meaning of sex equality and 
women’s rights. The texts that form my primary case studies here—Judith Sargent Murray’s 
1790 essay “On the Equality of the Sexes,” and Charles Brockden Brown’s 1798 “The Rights of 
                                                
52 On the ideology of “republican motherhood,” see Kerber, Women of the Republic. 
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Women: A Dialogue” (also published under the title Alcuin; a Dialogue)—have both been 
variously interpreted as radical or conservative. As I will argue here, these texts encompass 
contradictory positions that cannot be evaluated along the unilateral axis of radicalism-
conservatism. Looking at these texts in their relations not only to American but also to French 
discourses—as engaging in a transnational, translational dialogue—reveals the complex and 
evolving contests that took place over the meanings of sex, gender, equality, and women’s rights 
during the Age of Revolutions. 
 
“The Worthy Example of Our Allies, the French”: The Meaning of “Sex” in the Age of 
Revolutions 
 In 1791, a writer using the pen name Philokoinoneas published an essay in the 
Philadelphia Universal Asylum entitled “On the Happy Influence of the Female Sex in Society, 
and the Absurd Practice of Separating the Sexes Immediately After Dinner.” Praising man’s 
“counter-part, the woman,” in her dual capacities as “the mother of mankind” and “a rational 
companion for the other sex,” the writer rapturously declares: 
Who, that considers the amiable qualifications of the fair sex, but must feel an animation 
of the soul, superior to what any other terrestrial object is capable of giving.—The 
beauteous form, the exquisite sensibility, the enchanting animation, the pleasing sallies of 
wit and humour, and the astonishing quickness of perception, by which the female mind 
is capable of the most sublime elevations, together with that softness, delicacy, and 
refinedness of manner, with which heaven has endued [sic] her, all, all, conspire to 
captivate and charm the soul of man! 
 
As the breathless tone of this passage suggests, the virtues of “the fair sex” could hardly be 
captured in prose. But despite women’s intellectual refinement and their eminently positive 
influence on men, certain people (“the Chinese, Turks, and even some Europeans”), as this writer 
laments, “deprive society of so invaluable a blessing as the company and conversation of the 
ladies” by keeping women “shut up at home, or only permit[ting] them to walk out veiled and 
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attended.”53 As Philokoinoneas reveals, such practices were not limited to eastern cultures; even 
American men were guilty of suppressing women’s beneficent influence on society through “that 
odious custom of banishing the ladies from the table immediately after they dine.” This custom 
had the pernicious effect of not only authorizing men to engage in “conversation upon such 
vulgar or indecent subjects, as would be disgusting to a delicate and refined mind,” but also 
encouraging the excessive consumption of alcohol among “the sons of Bacchus” who “prefer the 
sensual gratification of drinking, to the pleasing and refined one of an accomplished woman’s 
conversation” (Philokoinoneas).  
As a solution, the writer proposes, “Why do we not follow the worthy example of our 
allies, the French?” He goes on to suggest that “some of our distinguished characters, whose 
example will have an effect upon the minds of others,” should set a new trend by serving coffee 
instead of wine after meals, and inviting women to stay at the table to encourage polite 
conversation (Philokoinoneas). Citing a French expression, “Les Demoiselles animent la 
conversation,” the writer suggests that emulating the French would allow Americans to 
overcome their provincialism by aspiring towards the Enlightenment ideal of an intellect 
gradually perfected through the rational exchange of ideas (Philokoinoneas). “Les demoiselles” 
would “enliven” their conversation, providing both entertainment and a stimulus towards rational 
self-improvement. 
Published during the early years of the French Revolution, when many Americans still 
supported its principles, this essay reflects longstanding ideas in British and American society 
about the cultural ascendancy of the French. Just as France had long been considered the center 
of European civilization, Americans during the early national period looked to France for models 
                                                
53 As I discuss further in the following chapter, such Orientalist depictions of eastern culture in U.S.-American 
writing cited the oppression of eastern women in order to assert the superiority of the West—and hence, in a circular 
logic, to claim that European and American women enjoyed greater equality and freedom than their eastern 
counterparts. 
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of cultural refinement.54 This piece demonstrates that ideas about the benefits of socializing in 
mixed company, which may otherwise have been perceived as improper, could be justified 
during this period by appealing to France’s progressive example. Another essay published in the 
Universal Asylum in the same year, by an anonymous female writer, also criticized Americans 
and asserted France’s enlightened stance on the relations between the sexes: “Those cloistered 
drones who effect to despise the society of women,” she explains, “grow timid, sullen, and 
suspicious; while those, as the French, who form all their pleasurable parties in the company of 
women, retain their vivacity, and enjoy life to its latest period” (A Lady). The model of the 
eighteenth-century French salon, in which women played a central role as hostesses, social 
liaisons, and patrons to aspiring writers and intellectuals, was emulated by American elites who 
sought to recreate this culture, and by writers—like the author of this piece—who campaigned 
for women’s right to education during the early national period, arguing that both men and 
women would benefit from socializing and conversing more freely with the opposite sex. The 
writer also cites an anecdote about Voltaire, who reportedly “refused the invitation of the king of 
Prussia for the company of Madame de Chatelot,” a woman who “knew by heart most of the 
beautiful passages in Horace, Virgil, and Lucretius, and all the philosophical works of Cicero; 
could write Latin elegantly, and speak all the languages of Europe: was perfectly conversant with 
the works of Locke, Newton, and Pope, and was particularly fond of the mathematics and 
metaphysics.” Reflecting on this story, the writer concludes, “we [women] possess faculties 
which are by no means inferior to the greatest ornaments of the other sex; and that the highest 
felicity man can possess must arise from the society of well educated women.”  
Although certain American writers continued to refer to France’s example in their 
arguments for reforming women’s education and expanding women’s civil and political rights, 
                                                
54 See Newman, The Rise of English Nationalism; and Furstenberg, When the United States Spoke French. 
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the tenor of this discourse shifted over the course of the 1790s, as reports of the Reign of Terror 
dampened American support for the French Revolution and ideas emanating from (or attributed 
to) France came to be associated with dangerously radical reenvisionings of society—which 
sometimes included questioning traditional views of women’s role. While some American 
writers embraced what they saw as the potential to introduce similarly radical changes in the 
United States, with the goal of creating a more democratic society, others were alarmed by the 
threats that these revolutionary ideas seemed to pose to traditional morality and social norms. As 
Jane West wrote in 1801, referring to France, “the marriage bond is there permitted to be broken, 
as whim, caprice, petty disgust, or any new attachment, determines the roving imagination to the 
desire of freedom, or of another engagement” (346). As she reported regretfully, this dissolution 
of the traditional structure of marriage was the result of wide acceptance of the theories of Mary 
Wollstonecraft, whose Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), written in response to the 
French revolutionary government’s plan for a system of public education that excluded girls and 
young women, had advocated reforms to marriage, divorce, and property laws that would 
establish greater equality between men and women.55  
Other British and American writers argued that the French Revolution, and the modern 
philosophy that seemed to have authorized it, posed not only moral but also physical threats to 
women. British periodicals and pamphlets offered sensationalized accounts of the violence 
committed by the French revolutionaries against women. In an anti-French screed published in 
Philadelphia, the English expatriate William Cobbett, for instance, depicted “women roasted 
alive, and their flesh cut off and presented to men for food” during the violent months of the 
                                                
55 As I discuss further below, Wollstonecraft’s Vindication was generally well-received in the United States before 
William Godwin’s publication of Memoirs of the Author of a Vindication of the Rights of Woman (London, 1798) a 
year after Wollstonecraft’s death, which revealed Wollstonecraft’s extramarital relationship with Gilbert Imlay and 
the birth of Godwin’s and Wollstonecraft’s daughter Mary (later Shelley) before their marriage. On the backlash 
against Wollstonecraft, see Karen Weyler, “John Neal and the Early Discourse of American Women’s Rights,” in 
John Neal and Nineteenth-Century American Literature and Culture, edited by Edward Watts and David J. Carlson, 
Bucknell University Press, 2011, pp. 229-231; and Brown, “Mary Wollstonecraft, or, the Female Illuminati.” 
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Reign of Terror (qtd. in Cleves 98). This sense of the French Revolution as a threat to women 
also appears in the many iterations of the “Jacobin philosopher-villain” who terrorized the 
virtuous heroines of the popular anti-jacobin novels of the 1790s (Watson 77). Thus, as Anne 
Mellor has observed, even for radical women writers like Wollstonecraft and Helen Maria 
Williams, the French Revolution “represent[ed] both the possibility of freedom for women and 
… the potential liberation of monstrous evil” (255). As the French Revolution unfolded, writers 
on both sides of the Atlantic who were thinking about the role of women in republican society 
were, in West’s phrase, “often forced to refer to France” (346). For it was in France that, for 
better or for worse, political and philosophical inquiry had brought into relief questions about 
women’s rights in the domains of education, politics, and marriage.56  
 
“Women, at least in the current state of things”: Judith Sargent Murray’s “On the 
Equality of the Sexes” as a Response to the Abbé Sieyès 
Judith Sargent Murray, who has been heralded as “America’s first major feminist author,” 
claimed to have drafted “On the Equality of the Sexes” in 1779, but it was not published until 
1790, when it appeared in the Massachusetts Magazine (Harris 152).57 Although this fact has 
been noted in previous studies of Murray’s work, the relation of Murray’s essay to French 
revolutionary politics has not been examined. The essay’s composition during the American 
Revolution suggests that Murray was likely thinking about sex equality in relation to the 
Declaration of Independence and the discourse of political equality. Yet, as scholars of U.S. 
                                                
56 For studies of the effect of the American Revolution on American women’s rights, see Mary Beth Norton, 
Liberty’s Daughters: The Revolutionary Experience of American Women, 1750-1800 (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1980); Kerber, Women of the Republic; and Zagarri, Revolutionary Backlash. 
57 Murray prefaced the text: “The following Essay is yielded to the patronage of Candour.—If it hath been 
anticipated, the testimony of many respectable persons, who saw it in manuscript as early as the year 1779, can 
obviate the imputation of plagiarism” (132).  
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women’s history have demonstrated, the American War for Independence failed to secure equal 
citizenship rights for women. 
Questions about women’s rights once again became prominent with the advent of the 
French Revolution, which offers a plausible explanation for the timing of the publication of 
Murray’s essay. The editors of the Massachusetts Magazine, Ebeneezer Andrews and Isaiah 
Thomas, were closely following the developments in Paris, and were aware of the contradictions 
and insufficiencies of a discourse of universal rights that excluded women. In the issues of the 
magazine in which they published Murray’s essay, they also printed an English translation of the 
“Preliminary to the Constitution of France” that the Abbé Sieyès had presented to the French 
National Assembly in July of 1789. Written during a period of debate in the National Assembly 
over the questions of human rights and citizenship qualifications that led up to the drafting of the 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen in August of 1789, Sieyès’s “Preliminary to the 
Constitution of France” addressed the concepts of popular sovereignty and universal rights (Hunt 
13-20). But the text also theorized a distinction between passive and active citizens: while 
passive citizens were entitled to all the protections and civil rights afforded by the state—in Joan 
Wallach Scott’s words, the “right to be given or allowed something by someone else”—only 
active citizens had the right to participate in politics as “individual agents, making moral choices, 
exercising liberty, acting (speaking) on their own behalf” (“French Feminists” 5). 
The text apparently piqued Andrews’ and Thomas’ interest at least in part because of its 
resonance with American debates about representation and citizenship that had received renewed 
support in light of the French Revolution. In 1790 the French Revolution appeared to most 
Americans to align with the American Revolution’s own principles: the French revolutionaries 
were ostensibly trying to overthrow a system of absolute and arbitrary rule, abolish an oppressive 
structure of class distinctions, and create a state in which all men, regardless of class, would be 
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equally represented in government. Prior to the Reign of Terror, narratives that linked the French 
and American Revolutions were popular features in American periodicals. Even after the Terror, 
self-proclaimed American “democrats” who opposed the Federalist administration in the 1790s 
continued to appeal to popular sympathy towards the French Revolution to advocate for reform 
in the United States. While the U.S. Constitutional Convention had restricted the role that “the 
people” would play in American politics, as Seth Cotlar has argued, the French Revolution (as 
well as other radical democratic movements in Europe in the early 1790s) “worked at counter-
purposes to America’s constitutional settlement, making it easier for democrats to reopen the 
conversation about popular sovereignty” (“Reading the Foreign News” 309).58 Enthusiasm for 
the French Revolution also inspired a number of women-led demonstrations and rallies.59 
Beginning in the fall of 1789, American newspapers devoted extensive coverage to the 
French revolutionary government’s proceedings, reprinting documents such as the Declaration of 
the Rights of Man and Citizen and the French Constitution of 1791.60 Newspapers such as 
Philadelphia’s Freeman’s Journal and New York’s Daily Advertiser printed France’s 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen, as well as abridged or complete versions of the 
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1791 Constitution.61 These American newspaper writers and editors often drew favorable 
comparisons between the French and American Revolutions; some even went so far as to suggest 
that if the American Revolution had inspired the French to pursue their own ideals of liberty and 
equality, the American government might now be well advised to look to France as a model for 
further progress (Appleby, Liberalism 232-252). The Philadelphia Mercury, for instance, printed 
a letter from Paris late in 1789, in which the writer expresses a pleasurable surprise at the 
magnitude of the changes sweeping France:  
It is extremely gratifying … to have spent the last six months in this country—where, 
next to the American revolution, the greatest and most wonderful scenes are unfolding. 
The progress of truth and reason is beyond calculation. We might have believed from 
theory, that government would meliorate … But when we consider the slow and almost 
imperceptible progress of such ideas from the days of Magna Charta to the last revolution 
in England, their retrograde motion from the time of the great Henry, to Louis XVIth, in 
France … it is astonishing that so many events of this nature should be crowded into 
fifteen years. It is but since the American war that the faculty of thinking has been by any 
means general in France. The example of America in her theoretical ideas of liberty has 
certainly been a great thing for France. (“Philadelphia, December 22”) 
 
Another private letter, this one published six months later by the Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Spy, echoed the above writer’s sentiments: “You must probably feel the same satisfaction and 
triumph in the late revolution in France that I have felt. It appears to me that most of the events 
in the annals of the world are but childish tales compared with it—The United States of America 
have the glory of having led the way to it” (“Extract”). While the United States had “led the way,” 
the proliferation of such texts praising the French Revolution in American newspapers suggests 
that American audiences were receptive, at least in theory, to the prospect of further radical 
change.  
                                                
61 “Declaration of Rights, Affixed to the New Constitution of France, decreed by the National Assembly, and 
sanctioned by the King,” The Freeman’s Journal, March 9, 1791; “A Concise Abstract of the New Constitution of 
France, Accepted by the King and Ratified by the People, July 14, 1790. Constitutional Articles,” The General 
Advertiser and Political, Commercial, Agricultural and Literary Journal, May 27, 1791. The same text also appears 
in the Concord, New Hampshire Herald, June 29, 1791; and the Windsor, Vermont Journal, July 26, 1791. 
“Constitution of France,” Daily Advertiser, October 13, 14, and 18, 1791; “Constitution of France,” Gazette of the 
United States, October 19, 1791. 
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American newspapers also reprinted excerpts from British periodicals that were equally 
enthusiastic. An impassioned editorial reprinted from a London newspaper by the New-York 
Daily Gazette and by various other New York and Philadelphia papers in the autumn of 1790 
lambasted Edmund Burke’s criticism of the French Revolution, asking, “is there a patriot, is 
there a philosopher in this island whose heart is not filled with rapture at the glorious progress of 
freedom in France? Impossible! every enlightened mind, uncontaminated by a base, designing 
heart, must rejoice in the enterprize and pant for its consummation” (“A New Character”). 
Thomas Paine’s rebuttal of Burke was published by the New York Daily Advertiser in 
installments over the course of May, 1791, before being published as a book in Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, and Boston later that year (the Massachusetts Magazine editors Thomas and 
Andrews were the publishers of the Boston edition).62 The polarization of Paine and Burke 
would ultimately be reversed later in the decade, with more American writers embracing Burke’s 
conservative critique of the French Revolution and denouncing Paine on political and religious 
grounds. Yet these traces of Burke and Paine’s earlier receptions demonstrate that French texts 
and ideas were part of the everyday reading and conversations of many Americans (particularly, 
but not exclusively, those who lived in major port cities). Even as public opinion grew less 
enamored with the French Revolution over the course of the 1790s, Democratic-Republican 
newspapers like Benjamin Franklin Bache’s Aurora continued to reprint French legal and 
legislative documents, including the Constitution of 1793. 
                                                
62 See “Rights of Man,” The Daily Advertiser, May 12, 1791. Another extract was printed in the Charleston, South 
Carolina City Gazette on May 25, 1791. The full text was published as Rights of Man: Being an Answer to Mr. 
Burke’s Attack on the French Revolution. By Thomas Paine, Secretary for Foreign Affairs to Congress in the 
American War, and Author of the Work Entitled Common Sense (Baltimore: David Graham, 1791). A second edition 
was printed by Samuel Harrison Smith in Philadelphia in 1791, with a “Second Philadelphia Edition,” based on the 
“Fourth London Edition, Corrected and Enlarged,” printed by Smith in the same year. This edition was reprinted by 
George Kline in Carlisle, Pennsylvania in the same year. Thomas and Andrews issued the “Fourth American Edition” 
of the text in Boston, also in 1791. The second part of the text was published the following year. 
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Reprinting French texts in the U.S., however, entailed repetition with a difference. The 
process of refraction, which I discussed in relation to The History of the Duchess of C—— in 
chapter one of this study, also characterizes the process through which French revolutionary 
documents traveled between France, Britain, and the U.S.: when American newspapers and 
magazines reprinted documents of the French revolutionary government, they also translated, 
excised, reframed, and commented on them. Starting with the selection of what to reprint, editors, 
printers, and publishers also engaged in acts of interpretation, collating some of the many 
available official and unofficial accounts of the French Revolution into narratives and explaining, 
through the addition of commentary, the underlying causes and implications of events as they 
unfolded. When Thomas and Andrews printed Sieyès’s “Preliminary,” they interpreted it for 
their readers by including a short preface, putatively written by a correspondent who had sent the 
text to the magazine for publication, stating, “The grand Political Truths, contained in the 
subsequent Preliminary of the French Constitution, as proposed by the State Committee, cannot 
fail of being acceptable to the Friends of Liberty, for every line breathes the Spirit of America” 
(“Preliminary”). The editors further interpreted the text’s meaning by adding a paragraph-long 
footnote that closely examined Sieyès’s distinction between active and passive citizenship and 
alerted their readers to its potential implications for the United States. And, by publishing 
Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes” in the same two issues in which the “Preliminary to the 
Constitution of France” appeared (as I discuss in greater depth below), Thomas and Andrews 
asserted that women’s role in the public and political life of the nation also merited closer 
examination.  
In the first half of the “Preliminary to the Constitution of the France,” printed in the 
Massachusetts Magazine’s March 1790 issue, Sieyès rehearsed arguments about the conditions 
of man in the state of nature and man in society that echo Rousseau’s The Social Contract (1762). 
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The purpose of “the social state,” Sieyès writes, is to “protect the weak from the enterprizes of 
the strong,” thereby ensuring that each individual is free to exercise his rights (166). Whereas 
differences in ability occur in nature, Sieyès argues, “Two men, being equally men, have in an 
equal degree all the rights which belong to human nature” (165). Sieyès argues that entering into 
society affords individuals more rather than less liberty. The social state “protects the equality of 
rights against the natural but injurious influence of the inequality of means” (166). Sieyès 
proceeds to define what constitutes liberty and enumerates the threats to individual liberty: 
“malevolent citizens”; abuses of power by “the officers charged with the exercise of parts of the 
publick duty”; and foreign enemies (163-64). The second half of the text, published in the 
following number of the Massachusetts Magazine, transitions from a discussion of the “ends of 
society” to the “publick means [that] ought to be proportioned to them”: Sieyès explains that 
those means are the “body politick,” which must be organized in a legislative and an executive 
branch (219). To establish such a body politic, Sieyès argues, a constitution must be formed, and 
a “constitution supposes a constituting power” (220).  
Whereas his discussion so far has pertained to “natural and civil rights,” here Sieyès 
transitions to a discussion of political rights (220). In order to better schematize the distinction, 
he pauses to define “natural and civil rights” as “those for the maintenance and the development 
of which the society is formed.” Political rights on the other hand are “those by which the society 
forms itself” (220). He then adds: “It is better for the clearness of language to call the first 
passive, and the second active rights” (220). Although Sieyès asserts that this is merely a matter 
of semantics, this distinction between civil rights as passive and political rights as active already 
assumes the gendered difference that Sieyès will appeal to in the ensuing discussion. Whereas all 
citizens are endowed with civil rights—e.g., “the protection of their persons, of their property, of 
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their liberty, &c.” (220)—in Sieyès’ formulation, it is up to a specific class of citizens to define 
those rights:  
All the inhabitants of a country ought to enjoy the passive rights of a citizen … [but] all 
have not the right to take an active part in the formation of the publick powers: all are not 
active or acting citizens. Women, at least in the present state of things,* children, 
strangers, those who contribute nothing to the support of the publick establishment, ought 
not to influence activly [sic] in publick affairs. All ought to enjoy the advantages of 
society, but those only who contribute to the publick establishment are the true 
adventurers in the social enterprize. They alone are the true active citizens, the true 
members of the association. (220)63 
  
Resting on this tautological definition of active citizens as those who “have the right to take an 
active part” in politics and governance, Sieyès’ exclusion of women, children, strangers (les 
étrangers), and the seemingly more elastic category of “those who contribute nothing to the 
support of the publick establishment,” appeals to preexisting beliefs about the relations between 
sex, political agency, economic interest, and financial ownership. The “true adventurers” were 
those who held a stake in “the social enterprize,” those whose ownership gave them a claim to 
the management of the state.64 Whereas such a right may have been more narrowly restricted, 
prior to 1789, to those who owned property—the clergy who comprised the “first estate,” the 
landed nobility who comprised the “second estate,” and certain members of an expanding, 
upwardly mobile bourgeoisie—the new liberal discourse of the French Revolution expanded the 
concept of ownership to include the possession of one’s labor.65 As Sieyès writes in an earlier 
                                                
63 The asterisk was added by the Massachusetts Magazine editors and indicates their addition of a footnote, which I 
discuss below. 
64 To eighteenth-century readers, the connotations of commerce and business in the phrase “true adventurers in the 
social enterprize” would have been more apparent than they perhaps are today. Rendered in the Massachusetts 
Magazine as “true adventurers,” Sieyès’s term vrais actionnaires could also be translated as “real shareholders” or 
“real stakeholders”; Sieyès’s phrase la grande entreprise sociale, translated here as “the social enterprize,” also 
connotes enterprise in the sense of a business undertaking or commercial firm. See Préliminaire de la Constitution 
Françoise: Reconnoissance et Exposition Raisonnée des Droits de l’Homme & du Citoyen (Versailles, 1789), 37. 
65 The French Constitution of 1791, prefaced by the Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen (which included 
reworked passages from the version of Sieyès’s “Preliminary” discussed here), incorporated the concept of active 
and passive citizenship, but excluded, in addition to women, “the large majority of male citizens from full political 
participation” “on the basis of wealth” (Landes 122). The changes that Sieyès seems to envision here were realized 
more fully in 1792, after the fall of the monarchy, when property requirements were dropped, and active citizenship 
granted to all male citizens over the age of 21. See Scott, “French Feminists,” 5. 
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section of the “Preliminary,” “The property of the person is the first of all rights. From this 
primitive right flows the property of actions and that of labour … I appropriate to myself an 
object that belongs to no one … by a labour that modifies it and prepares it for my use. My 
labour belonged to me; and so it does still” (167). The productive labor vested in an object, once 
that object has been processed and commodified, grants the actor a right to the value of that 
object, and thus a share or stake in the body politic. As Sieyès writes, “The air we breathe, the 
water we drink, the fruit we eat, is transformed into our proper substance by the voluntary or 
unvoluntary labour of our bodies” (167). It was on the basis of this transformation, via 
productive labor, of common resources into private property, that the “third estate” could claim 
its political rights. 
Sieyès’s exclusion of children, foreigners, and “those who contribute nothing to the 
support of the publick establishment” from active citizenship follows from his premise that it is 
the transformation of resources into commercial value, or the possession of such value in the 
form of property, that grants citizens a stake or share in “the publick enterprize” and thus the 
political rights of active citizenship. His somewhat qualified exclusion of women, however, is 
more complicated.66 Women’s property and inheritance rights in eighteenth-century France were 
limited, as family wealth or property passed to a woman’s brothers or her husband. Yet women 
contributed to the production of value and to “the support of the publick establishment” through 
diverse forms of skilled and unskilled labor, some of the most common forms of which included 
spinning, weaving, silk production, and lacemaking; gleaning, harvesting wheat, caring for farm 
animals, carrying water, carting produce to markets, and other agricultural tasks; and cooking, 
cleaning, washing clothes, and other forms of domestic labor in the capacity of servants. Starting 
                                                
66 Sieyès admits the uncertainty of this exclusion, conceding that women “at least in the present state of things” were 
not active citizens, perhaps acknowledging the ongoing conversation about women’s political status that also led to 
the publication of Condorcet’s Sur l’admission des femmes au droit du cité in August of 1790. 
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from as early as age twelve, girls performed these kinds of labor both to contribute to their own 
household income and to save money for a dowry. Most women also continued to work after 
marriage, earning money for their families in addition to the domestic and reproductive labor 
they performed in the household (Hufton).67 As Olwen Hufton has observed, women’s 
contributions to household economies were not merely supplementary in eighteenth-century 
France. Drawing on records from hospices in the French cities of Lyon, Bayeux, Clermont, 
Strasbourg, and Rennes, Hufton notes that men whose wives passed away were commonly 
forced to abandon their children to charitable associations because they “could not afford the 
wages of the person who replaced the mother’s industrial activities and the succoring of the 
children” (Hufton 18). Women thus played an important role in the economy of eighteenth-
century France, a role that on a daily basis brought all but the wealthiest minority out of the 
domestic environment of housekeeping and childcare, into the public world of labor and 
commerce. 
The exclusion of this evidence of women’s activity—in the economic sense specifically 
intended by Sieyès—from consideration of women’s political rights suggests the force exerted 
by the Rousseauian ideology of gender and the imbrication of a bourgeois model of the family in 
the rise of liberal republicanism in France (as in the early U.S.). The idea that nature conscribed 
women to the home and to motherhood was reinforced legally and culturally: women’s labor was 
legally subsumed in the family through laws of inheritance and coverture, and the relatively low 
wages that female industrial workers received, vis-à-vis male workers, reinforced women’s 
dependence on their male relatives. In addition to the legal restrictions on women’s property 
rights, a powerful cultural apparatus reinforced women’s subordination over the course of the 
eighteenth century, with “masculine” neo-classicism overtaking the “feminine” rococo style in 
                                                
67 See also Louise Tilly and Joan Scott, Women, Work and Family (Routledge, 1978). 
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the visual arts (Gutwirth). In the decades leading up to the French Revolution, this gendered 
aesthetic influenced political writings that increasingly encoded decadent and corrupt monarchies 
as feminine, and criticized the political influence of Old Regime salonnières, while promoting 
the “manly” values of republicanism. At the same time, the new bourgeois ideology of “family 
values,” and the enormous influence of Rousseau’s writings reinforced the idea that a woman’s 
place was in the home, and childbearing her calling. As Madelyn Gutwirth has argued, 
“Rousseauist familialism had become in the decade preceding Revolution so prevalent, so 
insistent, that it can be seen as a quasi-religious dogma, embracing all statements about women. 
Its imperatives are so absolute that they co-opt and deform all other frameworks for discussion” 
(150).  
These imperatives stood in a complicated relation to the French Revolution’s 
construction of the “abstract, rights-bearing individual as the unit of national sovereignty” (Scott, 
“French Feminists” 1). As Joan Scott has demonstrated, this abstract political subject was 
conceived as simultaneously “genderless” and “embodied.” The body figured prominently in the 
discourse of human rights; as Scott explains, “Rights were often referred to as being inscribed on 
bodies, inalienably attached to them, indelibly imprinted on human minds or heart” (“French 
Feminists” 2). Yet the body was also the irrefutable site of difference. The eighteenth century’s 
“anatomy and physiology of incommensurability” was based on the idea that women were more 
completely defined by their sex than men were (Thomas Laqueur, qtd. in Scott, “French 
Feminists” 4). Women’s bodies came to be seen as both qualitatively and quantitatively different 
than men’s: women were both differently sexed, more thoroughly permeated by their sex, and 
these distinctions were “taken as a founding principle of the natural, hence the social and 
political order” (Scott, “French Feminists” 3-4).  
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Sieyès’s invention of two kinds of citizenship—one active, and one passive—can thus be 
seen as an attempt to reconcile the French Revolution’s ideology of equality with the differences 
that seemed to be prescribed by nature. However, his exclusion of women from active citizenship 
contradicts the premise that ownership of one’s labor grants one a stake in the social enterprise. 
Denying that women should and did participate actively in public life, Sieyès, like the members 
of the National Convention who would ban women’s political clubs in 1793, implicitly applied 
to all women, regardless of class, an idealized image of Rousseauian femininity and maternity 
that, as Hufton points out, only really applied to a small minority: “Rousseau and the philosophes 
… were qualified to write about only the narrowest section of society and … extended to 
working women generalizations applicable at best to aristocratic and bourgeois women” (12). 
Denying the reality of women as laborers and hence active members of the third estate, Sieyès 
projected an ideal of women as mothers enshrined eternally in domestic space, and followed the 
Rousseauian prescription that the sexes are, by their very nature, polarized between active and 
passive: “L’un doit etre necessairement actif et fort, l’autre passif et faible: il faut necessairement 
que l’un veuille et puisse, il suffit que l’autre resistre peu” (“The [male sex] should be active and 
strong, the [female] . . . passive and weak; it is necessary one should have both the power and the 
will, and the other should make little resistance”) (qtd. in McAlexander, 254; McAlexander’s 
translation).68 In this sense, Sieyès, following Rousseau, paved the way for a member of the Paris 
Commune, in response to women who protested the 1793 decree prohibiting female political 
clubs, to demand: “Since when is it permitted to give up one’s sex? Since when is it decent to see 
women abandoning the pious cares of their households, the cribs of their children, to come to 
public places … Is it to men that nature confided domestic cares? Has she given us breasts to 
feed our children?” (qtd. in Scott, “French Feminists” 3) Claiming that nature, which “commands 
                                                
68 As I discuss below, Charles Brockden Brown’s “Mrs. Carter” also notes this contradiction in Alcuin. 
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imperiously and receives no law,” had dictated the separate roles of men and women, the 
National Convention justified women’s exclusion from active citizenship (qtd. in Scott, “French 
Feminists” 3). 
While the possibility for French women to be recognized as political agents was 
foreclosed by the National Convention’s 1793 decree, and their claims to equal rights 
overwhelmingly silenced by the ideology of an eternal female nature, in the summer of 1789 it 
was still possible for Sieyès to leave open the possibility of women’s future entry into the 
political. He thus specified that women “in the current state of things” remained passive citizens, 
but that this condition was perhaps open to later revision (110). Likewise, in Massachusetts in 
1790, amid a generally enthusiastic interpretation of the French Revolution as the American 
Revolution’s ongoing realization in Europe, it was possible for American writers to analyze 
French revolutionary ideas as works in progress, or as unfinished structures in the evolution of a 
more perfect republican order. Drawing their readers’ attention to Sieyès’s ambivalent exclusion 
of women from active citizenship, Thomas and Andrews did not merely reprint a French text in 
their magazine, but also intervened in its meaning. Inserting an asterisk (“all are not active or 
acting citizens. Women, at least in the present state of things,* children, strangers, those who 
contribute nothing to the support of the publick establishment, ought not to influence activly in 
publick affairs…”) they commented, in a footnote, “This partial exception of women from those 
excluded from active rights is an idea but lately introduced by political philosophers, and has not 
yet been put into practice.” In their interpretation, women were—at least in a “partial” sense—
already included in the category of active citizens. It is worth noting however that this inclusion 
takes place through a kind of double exclusion: women were partially exempted from the 
category of those excluded from active rights. The structure of this double negative appears 
repeatedly in eighteenth-century feminist critiques of the rights of man. As Scott has argued, 
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women like Olympe de Gouges, who was guillotined for her counterrevolutionary political 
writings, including the Declaration of the Rights of Woman (1791), were forced to assert their 
particular need for political representation as women, even while seeking entry to the category of 
abstract citizenship that eschews particularity. In order to assert their membership in the category 
of abstract citizenship, women had to prove, twice, that they were a special case—the exemption 
from the exemption.69  
While Sieyès made no further comment on women after this point in his text, the 
Massachusetts Magazine editors said more. As they pointed out, “There are a great many women 
who are dependent on no one, who possess property in their own right, and either belong to no 
family or are at the head of one: As single women in the one case and widows in the other” (220). 
Property-holding widows and single women would officially begin to exercise active citizenship 
in New Jersey later that year, when they were able to vote in local and state elections until voting 
rights were explicitly limited to men in 1807. Yet this was the exceptional case: despite the 
active role that American women took in domestic, commercial, and political activity during the 
American Revolution, they remained excluded from political rights, prompting Abigail Adams’ 
famous request to her husband to “remember the ladies.” Despite their active role in society, 
women had no political representation, and they could not hold public offices or serve on juries. 
As Thomas and Andrews point out in the footnote, independent, property-holding women 
“contribute to the publick establishment, yet have no active influence in publick affairs; they are 
not represented.” Although Sieyès does not explicitly include women in the category of “those 
who contribute nothing to the support of the publick establishment” (women and those who 
                                                
69 De Gouges appears to have been significantly less well known in the United States than were the French 
revolutionaries whom she criticized in her writings. A single notice of her death, printed in two U.S. newspapers, 
seems to be the only time she was mentioned in a U.S. periodical during the eighteenth century. (Through an 
unfortunate error of translation, moreover, the single sentence that mentions de Gouges attributes her famous 
counterrevolutionary writings to her ex-husband.) See “Philadelphia, Tuesday, March 4, 1794. Remainder of the 
principal Events in the interior of France, months of November and December,” American Star, March 4, 1794.  
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contribute nothing are two separate items in his list), Thomas and Andrews suggest that it may 
be a fault in his logic not to consider more carefully the basis for women’s exclusion, given that 
contributing to the public establishment—taking an active “share” in the “publick enterprize”—
is the chief qualification through which Sieyès claimed political representation for the third 
estate.  
Thomas and Andrews went on to ask in the footnote, “What gives the right of 
representation? Whether not as much the rights of the person as the rights of property?” These 
rhetorical questions contest Sieyès’s active-passive distinction on his own terms: if “[t]he 
property of the person is the first of all rights,” as Sieyès claimed, why should any other right 
supplant that primary right as the basis for political representation? (167). By extension, the 
Massachusetts Magazine editors suggested, the franchise should have no property restrictions. 
Thomas and Andrews’ readers would likely have recognized here a criticism of the United States’ 
own voting restrictions, entailed property requirements (a practice that was maintained in most 
states until the mid-nineteenth century. By posing these questions, Thomas and Andrews seem to 
imply that the United States Constitution had also introduced a distinction between active and 
passive citizenship, and that this unexamined distinction not only affected women, but also 
impinged on the political rights any citizen who did not meet his or her state’s property 
requirements. 
At the conclusion of their footnote, Thomas and Andrews returned to the question of 
women’s political rights, stipulating unmarried, property-owning women “differ but in two 
points from every father or head of a family. They bear no offices, and they do not carry arms. 
The other sex are obliged to them for secluding themselves from the honours and profit of the 
first, and the last charge they must bear in common with the whole sect of the Quakers” (220). 
Whatever was taken to be essentially or naturally feminine, Thomas and Andrews suggested here, 
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was in practice contingent, the product of custom and social norms. The difference between the 
sexes—at least in the case of unmarried women—for them amounted to nothing other than the 
convention that women would not carry arms or hold public office. And, as they drily insinuated, 
there was no pressing reason why even these differences should be taken seriously. The category 
of women was less clearly defined than it appeared to be: if women could be heads of 
households and contribute to the public establishment, and if not bearing offices or carrying arms 
were traits that they shared with “the whole sect of the Quakers,” the alleged passivity of women, 
and the distinct line separating men and women’s roles in society, appeared to have little basis in 
reality. 
Within the context of their response to Sieyès, Thomas and Andrews’ decision to publish 
Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes” in the same two issues of their magazine as Sieyès’ 
“Preliminary” can be seen as a direct response to the unresolved tension between the French 
Revolution’s assertion of human rights as universal and inalienable, and the definition of women 
as passive citizens. Murray’s essay, which defends women’s right to education and contends that 
sex difference is produced by custom and norms rather than inherent in nature, extends the 
editors’ critique of the concept of passive citizenship. The relation between the two pieces is 
most apparent in the magazine’s April 1790 edition, in which the second half of Murray’s essay 
was printed directly following the second half of Sieyès’s text, the part containing his discussion 
of passive and active citizenship. Positioning Murray’s essay in this way, Thomas and Andrews 
underscored Murray’s ability to speak for herself publicly, to perform her active citizenship on 
the page. By presenting both texts to their readers, Thomas and Andrews framed Murray’s essay 
as a direct challenge to the Rousseauian ideology underlying Sieyès’s concept of passive 
citizenship: the premise that women, by their very nature, belonged outside of the political. 
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Although the political meaning of Murray’s essay was thus produced, in this sense, by its 
editors, who chose to publish the piece at a particular moment and to pair it with Sieyès’s 
“Preliminary,” Murray herself may have chosen to submit the essay for publication during this 
period because she recognized that it spoke to a larger debate about women’s rights, a debate that 
was growing in magnitude and urgency as the French Revolution unfolded. Murray’s short 
prefatory note—“The following ESSAY is yielded to the patronage of Candour.—If it hath been 
anticipated, the testimony of many respectable persons, who saw it in manuscript as early as the 
year 1779, can obviate the imputation of plagiarism”—suggests that like Thomas and Andrews, 
she was aware of other voices in this transatlantic conversation about women’s rights. While it is 
difficult to discern exactly what text may have “anticipated” Murray’s essay and prompted her 
concerns about “imputation[s] of plagiarism” (if Murray even had a specific text in mind), it is 
worth noting that both the Marquis de Condorcet, a French revolutionary whose pamphlet Sur 
l’admission des femmes au droit de cité (On the Admission of Women to the Rights of 
Citizenship) argued for women’s political rights, and the English feminist writer Catherine 
Macaulay published strikingly similar arguments in and around the same year: in his 1790 
pamphlet, Condorcet argued that “[i]t is not nature, it is education … which is the cause of this 
difference [between men and women]” (qtd. in Moses 236); and Macaulay, in her 1790 Letters 
on Education, argued that girls and boys should receive the same quality of education on the 
grounds that, as happiness in the next life “may possibly depend on the degree of perfection we 
have attained in this, we cannot justly lessen, in one sex or the other, the means by which 
perfection … is acquired” (201-202). (Macaulay herself was actively engaged in analyzing the 
French Revolution, and published a response to Edmund Burke’s Thoughts on the Revolution in 
France in 1790.70) Both the context of its publication and the content of its ideas locate Murray’s 
                                                
70 See Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections of the Right Hon. Edmund Burke, on the Revolution in France, in 
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essay in the network of texts and ideas linking the French Revolution and the question of 
women’s political rights. 
Although her later work, collected in The Gleaner, has been criticized for reinforcing 
stereotypical ideas about women, “On the Equality of the Sexes” stands within Murray’s 
somewhat ambivalent career as her most straightforwardly feminist essay. While Harris grants 
Murray the title of “America’s first major feminist author,” and Joseph Fichtelberg has called her 
“the most daring exponent of women’s issues in Federalist America,” Cathy Davidson has made 
the more temperate claim that if discourse about women’s role in society in the 1790s can be 
roughly divided between “traditional” and “equalitarian” views, Murray, “more than any other 
single American writer, represents the equalitarian position” (Harris 152; Fichtelberg, 
“Friendless” 205; Davidson, Revolution 129). Murray’s feminism continues to be debated: in a 
review of Skemp’s biography of Murray, Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor calls Murray “an unlikely 
feminist hero for revolutionary times,” while Skemp takes a more skeptical view (Hartigan-
O’Connor 431). Jeanne Boydston has considered the larger social forces that shaped Murray’s 
politics, arguing that her later career was curtailed by the rise of the Democratic-Republican 
party and the expansion of (white, male) franchise, which corresponded to an attenuation of the 
social and political influence of élite white women like Murray.71 Nina Baym has suggested, in 
her introduction to a 1992 critical edition of The Gleaner, that describing Murray as a feminist 
may offer “a useful approach to her work in some ways, but could Murray have understood our 
contemporary feminism, she almost certainly would not have applied the label to herself. Her 
truly radical ideas about women were constrained by a world view whose key values—‘virtue’ 
                                                                                                                                                       
a Letter for the Right Hon. The Earl of Stanhope, London: C. Dilly, 1790. 
71 See Boydston, “Making Gender in the Early Republic: Judith Sargent Murray and the Revolution of 1800,” in The 
Revolution of 1800: Democracy, Race, and the New Republic, edited by James Horn, Jan Ellen Lewis, and Peter S. 
Onuf, University of Virginia Press, 2002, pp. 240-266. 
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and ‘subordination’—are substantially irrelevant to or in conflict with feminism as we know it 
today” (iii).  
And yet, all of these arguments, by locating Murray’s politics in the “authorial 
function”—by seeking to find in Murray’s biography an authorial intention that could be used to 
explain the tensions and ambivalences of her work—minimize or ignore the extent to which 
Murray’s work was imbricated in the U.S. culture of reprinting, where texts rarely stood alone, 
and were not necessarily read in relation to the author’s work as a whole, but were more often 
instead printed and read in connection to the larger networks of texts that were produced by 
editors. Reading Murray’s essay in its intertextual relation to Sieyès in the Massachusetts 
Magazine—and in the context of a transatlantic discussion of women’s rights within which, as I 
argued in this chapter’s opening, American writers were “often forced to refer to France”—
illuminates how the concept of sex difference, and ideas about equality and political 
representation, were shaped by U.S.-American engagements with French revolutionary politics 
and philosophy. 
Writing as “Constantia,” the pen name she had used in her earlier submissions to the 
Massachusetts Magazine, Murray rejected the idea that the mind is sexed, and proposed reforms 
to women’s education that would correct the pernicious effects of a faulty education that were 
taken to be proof of women’s mental inferiority.72 As “immortal beings,” “Constantia” argues, 
women should be encouraged to cultivate their minds by studying the subjects normally 
restricted to men. By studying astronomy, a woman “might catch a glimpse of the immensity of 
the Deity … In geography she would admire Jehovah in the midst of his benevolence … In 
natural philosophy she would adore the infinite majesty of heaven” (134). Suppressing women’s 
intellectual development was an affront to the doctrine of universal salvation that she defended 
                                                
72 On Murray’s earlier career in the Massachusetts Magazine, see Gardner, 111-115. 
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as a Universalist.73 “[T]o be consistent,” Murray argued, anyone who wanted to limit women’s 
educational opportunities would have to “deny [women’s] future existence” (134). Constraining 
women’s intellectual development to “the mechanism of a pudding, or the sewing the seams of a 
garment” was to treat women as animals rather than human beings with immortal souls (134).  
Murray asserted a theological basis for sex equality: beginning from the premise that the 
soul has no sex, she argued that training women’s minds upon subjects that evoke divinity (rather 
than the worldly tasks of sewing garments and making puddings) would diminish or even 
eliminate the ways in which women’s intellects appeared to be sexed. As “Constantia” argues, 
the apparent inequalities between men and women in the United States were caused by education. 
Replying to an imagined objection, voiced by a female interlocutor who would protest that “our 
judgment is not so strong—we do not distinguish so well,” she responds that “it may be 
questioned, from what doth this superiority, in this determining faculty of the soul, proceed. May 
we not trace its source in the difference of education, and continued advantages?” (133) 
Observing that the “difference of education” begins in early childhood, she notes that at two 
years old, girls seem to outpace boys in their powers of “judgment.” “But from that period what 
partiality!” she writes, continuing: 
how is the one exalted, and the other depressed, by the contrary modes of education 
which are adopted! the one is taught to aspire, and the other is early confined and limitted 
[sic]. As their years increase, the sister must be wholly domesticated, while the brother is 
led by the hand through all the flowery paths of science. Grant that their minds are by 
nature equal, yet who shall wonder at the apparent superiority, if indeed custom becomes 
second nature; nay if it taketh place of nature, and that it doth the experience of each day 
will evince. (133) 
 
The result of this disparity in early education, she asserts, is that upon reaching adulthood, a 
woman would inevitably realize that her lack of mental cultivation has left “a void, which the 
employments allotted her are by no means capable of filling.” Facing the paltry options of 
                                                
73 On Murray’s Universalism, see Skemp, 41-66. 
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reading novels or pursuing “[f]ashion, scandal, and sometimes what is still more reprehensible” 
to occupy their minds, women were left with no possibility for self-improvement, and were thus 
compelled to turn to the very activities that would then be offered as proof of their moral and 
intellectual inferiority (133).  
Taking this point even further, “Constantia” also casts doubt on the idea that even 
physical differences between men and women are natural and self-evident: “I know there are 
who assert,” she writes, “that as the animal powers of the one sex are superiour, of course their 
mental faculties also must be stronger; thus attributing strength of mind to the transient 
organization of this earth born tenement. But if this reasoning is just, man must be content to 
yield the palm to many of the brute creation, since by not a few of his brethren of the field, he is 
far surpassed in bodily strength. Moreover, was this argument admitted, it would prove too much, 
for occular demonstration evinceth, that there are many robust masculine ladies, and effeminite 
gentlemen” (134-35). Not only was it illogical to posit a relationship between physical strength 
and “mental faculties,” but “robust masculine ladies, and effeminite gentlemen” proved that even 
differences between men’s and women’s bodies had been exaggerated.  
Murray’s discussion of education poses another challenge to the idea that the mind is 
subject to nature. As she writes, “Grant that [boys’ and girls’] minds are by nature equal, yet who 
shall wonder at the apparent superiority, if indeed custom becomes second nature; nay if it 
taketh place of nature, and that it doth the experience of each day will evince” (133). Here she 
suggests that the supposedly determining power of nature is constantly overridden by custom; 
more than “second nature,” custom supplants nature, as “the experience of each day” made clear. 
Murray’s claims are directly opposed to the words of the French National Convention deputy 
André Amar, who in 1793 justified the banning of women’s political clubs by stating, 
The private functions for which women are destined by their very nature are related to the 
general order of society; this social order results from the differences between man and 
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woman. Each sex is called to the kind of occupation which is fitting for it; its action is 
circumscribed within this circle which it cannot break through, because nature, which has 
imposed these limits on man, commands imperiously and receives no law. (Qtd. in Scott, 
“French Feminists,” 3) 
 
Contrary to Amar’s assertion that nature “receives no law,” Murray contends that custom and 
convention in fact constantly overruled nature.  
Murray’s argument here anticipates the work of radical English feminists Mary 
Wollstonecraft and Mary Hays. As Hays wrote, anonymously, in an essay that the New-York 
Magazine reprinted from the British Monthly Magazine in 1797, women’s education “rendered 
them systematically weak and powerless” (406). Hays thus demanded: “If, thus situated, women 
marry from mercenary and venal motives (the worst kind of prostitution) with little delicacy or 
selection, is it reasonable to condemn them?” (407) Writers like Murray and Hays traced the 
vices ascribed to women’s nature to a faulty educational system that led to women’s economic 
dependence on men. Unlike Hays or Wollstonecraft, however, Murray based her arguments for 
sex equality on a theological conception of the soul that, as Denise Riley has observed, was 
delegitimized over the course of the eighteenth century, leading to an increasingly naturalized 
conception of women as controlled or determined by their sex in a way that men were not. As 
Riley writes, “The gradual processes of secularisation and theological revision were 
accompanied by an increasing sexualisation which crowded out the autonomous soul – while at 
the same time a particularly feminised conception of Nature began to develop” (18).  
Murray’s argument that differences between men and women are not innate or immutable, 
but rather are produced through acculturation, had been widely accepted since the late 
seventeenth century, when writers including John Locke and Mary Astell argued, in the words of 
Francis Poulain de la Barre, that “the mind has no sex.” Yet by the end of the eighteenth century, 
these “seventeenth-century philosophical suppositions did nothing to impede the renewed 
sexualisation of the female intellectual capacities – at a time when the older theological 
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convictions about the gender-indifference of the soul, at least, were themselves crumbling” 
(Riley 19). Against the rise of secularism, religiosity itself was “feminized”: religious belief was 
increasingly viewed as the purview of “irrational” women. In hindsight, it is clear that Murray’s 
view of the intellectual equality of the sexes was, over the course of the course of the nineteenth 
century, discredited by the secularization of knowledge and by the increasing acceptance of a 
materialist paradigm in philosophy and science. But examining Murray’s essay in the context of 
its original printing reveals that at the end of the eighteenth century, it was still possible to 
imagine that the reforms of the French Revolution could lead to a different outcome for women, 
both in France and in the U.S.  
Beliefs about the extent of “nature’s jurisdiction over women—which in the past could be 
countered by appealing to the soul as an immaterial, and hence unsexed, entity—gained 
legitimacy in part because of widening acceptance of the doctrine of materialism developed by 
Holbach, Helvétius, and Diderot. According to Holbach’s The System of Nature (1770), a text 
that was widely read throughout Europe and the United States in the late eighteenth century, 
there was nothing outside of the material world of nature, and nothing that could not eventually, 
through the perfection of science, be explained according to the immutable physical laws that 
governed the universe. The idea of a soul that somehow transcended the physical world was 
rejected by Holbach. As he states at the opening of the text, “Man has always deceived himself 
when he abandoned experience to follow imaginary systems.—He is the work of nature.—He 
exists in Nature.—He is submitted to the laws of Nature.—He cannot deliver himself from 
them:—cannot step beyond them even in thought” (qtd. in Verhoeven 23). To the French 
Revolution’s critics, this philosophy—and the atheism that it implied—was one of the most 
offensive aspects of modern French thought: it reduced human beings to literal “machines” (in 
the words of La Mettrie’s 1747 Man a Machine), and reduced God to a mere figment of the 
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imagination.  
The materialist philosophy of Holbach and Helvétius that would be used to justify the 
concept of radical equality that was at the heart of French revolutionary politics, starting with 
Sieyès’s own revolutionary manifesto What is the Third Estate?, was also used to rationalize 
women’s exclusion from politics. And by rejecting this philosophy, in favor of maintaining that 
the mind transcended nature, Murray’s conception of sex was subject to the same double-bind: 
although she could argue that men and women were intellectually equal (an idea that was 
increasingly accepted in the United States), her arguments could not circumvent the prevailing 
ideology of “republican motherhood” that, even while accepting the equality of men and women, 
nonetheless consigned women to an apolitical role in the U.S. republic for many decades to 
come.74 Murray’s own later work—particularly the tale of Margaretta, serialized in her 
collection of essays The Gleaner (1798)—by modeling a conventional femininity, rather than 
resisting norms, demonstrates that radical egalitarianism could and did coexist alongside very 
traditional views of proper female conduct in early American writing. 
 
“The Paradise of Women”: Charles Brockden Brown’s Alcuin; a Dialogue and French 
Philosophy in the Women’s Rights Debate 
Like Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes,” Charles Brockden Brown’s fictional 
dialogue on the rights of women was situated within other U.S.-American engagements with 
French texts and ideas, and the dialogue’s complicated publication history demonstrates the 
influence of French revolutionary politics on the American print public sphere. Serialized in 
                                                
74 On the expansion of women’s education in the early national period, see Mary Kelley, Learning to Stand and 
Speak: Women, Education, and Public Life in America’s Republic (University of North Carolina Press, 2006). On 
the trope of republican womanhood, see Kerber, Women of the Republic; and Nash, “Rethinking Republican 
Motherhood: Benjamin Rush and the Young Ladies’ Academy of Philadelphia,” Journal of the Early Republic, vol. 
17, Summer 1997, pp. 171-191. 
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James Watters’s Philadelphia Weekly Magazine from March 17 to April 7, 1798 as “The Rights 
of Women: A Dialogue,” the text was also published as a book by Brown’s friend Elihu Hubbard 
Smith as Alcuin; a Dialogue in April 1798. In both editions, only the first half of the dialogue 
(parts I and II) was included; it was not until 1815, when William Dunlap completed and 
published the unfinished biography of Brown that Paul Allen had begun in 1811, that the second 
half (parts III and IV) appeared in print. The first and second halves of the text were not 
published together until 1971.75 
In addition to the seventeen-year delay between the publication of the first and second 
halves of the text, there are significant differences between the book and serialized editions of 
the first half. As Robert Arner has demonstrated, for the Weekly Magazine serialization, editor 
James Watters (or Brown himself, under Watters’ direction) edited the dialogue to remove its 
references to contemporary political controversies. The dialogue recounts a conversation 
between the speaker (a young schoolteacher named Alcuin in the book edition, and Edwin in the 
serialization), and Mrs. Carter, a widow who hosts a salon: “a sort of rendezvous of persons of 
different ages and conditions, but respectable for talents or virtues” and “the favourite resort of 
the liberal and ingenious” (Brown, “Alcuin” 7). Their conversation centers around Alcuin’s 
question, “Pray, Madam, are you a federalist?” (Brown, “Alcuin” 7) As Anita Vickers has argued, 
this question may be read in two distinct ways: as a way of ascertaining Mrs. Carter’s opinions 
on the U.S. Constitution, or as a roundabout way of asking her views on Franco-American 
diplomatic relations (95-96).76 At the time of the dialogue’s publication, tensions between the 
U.S. government and the French Directory (1795-99) were high: France had been at war with 
                                                
75 On Brown’s complicated status within “the feminist revision of the American literary canon,” see Paul Lewis, 
“Charles Brockden Brown and the Gendered Canon of Early American Fiction,” Early American Literature, vol. 31, 
no. 2, 1996, pp. 167-188. 
76 I would add however that this is really one question since, as I argue throughout this dissertation, the critique of 
the paradoxes and exclusions that inhere in the U.S. Constitution, which Vickers locates in Mrs. Carter’s arguments, 
arose from American writers’ engagements with the French Revolution. 
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Britain and most of Europe since 1792, and despite the United States’ neutrality, American 
merchant ships were frequently seized by the French. In 1797, shortly after taking office, John 
Adams sent a special commission to negotiate with the Directory. But in March 1798 he revealed, 
in a report to Congress that soon became public, that for several months the French ambassadors 
(whom he designated “X,” “Y,” and “Z” in his report) had refused to negotiate with the 
American commission, ultimately demanding a bribe. The ensuing scandal, which came to be 
known as the “XYZ Affair,” more sharply polarized Federalists and Democratic-Republicans, 
and led to the series of naval aggressions that came to be known as the Quasi War with France. 
In the book edition of the dialogue, Alcuin explicitly links his question (“Pray, madam, 
are you a federalist?”) to the topic of France: as he explains, asked Mrs. Carter this question 
because when he visits her home, he notices that “The theme of discourse was political. The 
edicts of Carnot, and the commentary of that profound jurist, Peter Porcupine, had furnished 
ample materials of discussion” (Brown, “Alcuin” 7). These references—to Lazare Carnot, a 
member of the French Directory and former member of the Committee of Public Safety, and to 
“Peter Porcupine,” the pen name of the English expatriate polemicist William Cobbett—suggest 
the contentious topic of the French Revolution, and subtly indicate to the reader that Alcuin’s 
and Mrs. Carter’s subsequent discussion of women’s rights should be read in the context of such 
debates about the French Revolution. In the Weekly Magazine serialization, however, these 
references are removed, so that the speaker—named Edwin, in this version—simply remarks: 
“The theme of discourse was political. The present condition of our country had furnished ample 
materials of discussion” (Brown, “The Rights of Women” 231). The French word coterie in the 
book edition, likewise, is changed to “circle” in the serialization (“Alcuin” 3; “Rights of Women” 
198).  
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Reid notes that these changes reflect the editor’s policy of excluding any mention of 
partisan politics, and publishing only “orthodox and non-controversial subjects, for [Watters] felt 
compelled to warn his contributors against submitting material which might be considered 
offensive” (330). In Watters’ own words, his magazine would categorically reject all “pieces 
having an immoral tendency, belonging to party either in politics or religion, or partaking of 
personality” (qtd. in Reid 330-331). The textual alterations can thus be understood as the result 
of “the wish to remove from ‘The Rights of Women’ any references that could in any way be 
construed as espousing radical republican views, particularly those that might seem to tie the 
dialogue to American supporters of the French Revolution” and to expunge “all things French or 
even remotely French” (Reid 294). In keeping with Reid’s interpretation, scholars have 
concluded that the “mood of conservatism and retrenchment” which dominated the late 1790s 
U.S. can explain both Watters’ decision to remove these references to France, as well as the 
suppression of the dialogue’s second half from publication (Davidson, “The Matter and Manner” 
72).77 
However, despite these changes, “The Rights of Women: A Dialogue” as it appeared in 
Watters’ Weekly Magazine—beginning with its title, an undisguised reference to 
Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman—still clearly evoked conversations about 
sex equality that had their origins in the transatlantic debates sparked by the French Revolution. 
Although the dialogue is most explicitly concerned with the condition of women in the United 
States, Brown’s Alcuin and Mrs. Carter also enact larger debates about human nature and social 
reform that emerged from Brown’s thinking about eighteenth-century French philosophy—
particularly, as Marc Amfreville and W. M. Verhoeven have demonstrated, the works of 
Holbach, Helvétius, Condorcet, and Diderot. Verhoeven has noted that at the time Brown was 
                                                
77 See also Vickers, 92. 
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writing Alcuin (1796-97), he and fellow members of New York’s Friendly Club, including Elihu 
Hubbard Smith and William Dunlap, read and debated works including Holbach’s The System of 
Nature and Condorcet’s Esquisse d’un tableau historique des progrès de l’esprit humain (1793), 
translated in England as Outlines of an Historical View of the Progress of the Human Mind in 
1795. According to the editors of Brown’s collected letters, Brown, Smith, and their circle were 
intrigued by Condorcet’s “historical vision of a social order in which scientific rationalism 
supersedes religion and overcomes existing forms of gender, class, and other inequalities” 
(Barnard, Kamrath, and Hewitt 353). Holbach’s The System of Nature was an important 
precursor to Condorcet’s Esquisse, and was also read carefully by Brown’s New York circle. As 
Verhoeven explains, “Denying even the soul an immaterial existence independent of the body 
(though granting it is ‘concealed’), Holbach’s materialist epistemology strictly limits man’s 
existence to the ‘physical laws’ of Nature, of which there are but two kinds, those related to 
matter and those related to motion” (23). Arguing that Brown’s personal philosophy was 
profoundly influenced by Holbach’s materialism, Verhoeven traces a “skeptical stance toward 
self-determination, justice, truth, and providence” through Brown’s novels Wieland, Edgar 
Huntly, and Ormond, concluding that many of the radical ideas in Brown’s work that have been 
attributed to the influence of William Godwin in fact derive from Brown’s reading of the 
philosophes (24). Building on Verhoeven’s insights, I would argue that rather than offering a 
decisive statement pro or contra women’s rights, Alcuin; a Dialogue exhibits Brown’s rendering, 
in dialogic form, of the implications of French materialist philosophy for the question of 
women’s rights in the United States. Although critics have attempted to resolve the puzzle of 
whether Alcuin or Mrs. Carter best represents Brown’s personal views on women’s rights, it is 
my contention that the dialogue is irreducible to either of its two voices. Instead, it enacts what 
remained, essentially, an unresolved question about whether social and political reform could 
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engender a more just and equitable republican society, or if some degree of injustice and 
inequality were inevitable.78 
Brown’s debts to the materialist philosophy of Holbach and Helvétius and to the social 
theories of Condorcet are visible early in the exchanges between Alcuin and Mrs. Carter. In 
response to Alcuin’s initial question, “Pray, madam, are you a federalist?” Mrs. Carter responds 
ironically at first: “What! ask a woman, shallow and inexperienced as all women are known to be, 
especially with regard to these topics, her opinion on any political question! What in the name of 
decency have we to do with politics?” (Brown, “Alcuin” 7). Alcuin quickly agrees, explaining 
that it is “No wonder that [women] should be most willing to handle topics that are connected 
with their daily employment.” Mrs. Carter commends him for beginning to “talk reasonably,” 
and notes that he has inferred correctly “that women occupy their proper sphere, when they 
confine themselves to the tea-table and their work-bag.” She adds, however, that “this sphere, 
whatever you may think, is narrow,” and has led to women’s “eternal reproach”: that they 
“digress into scandal” and gossip (8).  
At this point Alcuin interrupts her to say that women are reproached “Most unjustly” for 
this, since they only “profit by their opportunities” and “are trained to a particular art.” It is 
unreasonable, he argues, to censure women for what is the natural result of their station in life. 
He goes on to explain that women, like all human beings, “are moulded by the circumstances in 
which they are placed” (10). Like Helvétius, who believed that “differences of talent are 
primarily the consequence of differences of education, upbringing, and access to resources,” 
Alcuin asserts that if women display a seemingly narrow-minded interest in the trivialities of 
social life, this is due to the external conditions of their circumstances rather than nature 
                                                
78 Scholarship that has identified Alcuin as Brown’s mouthpiece includes Davidson, “The Matter and Manner of 
Alcuin,” and Vickers. For an argument that Mrs. Carter actually represents Brown’s views, see Amfreville. 
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(Wootton 312). He goes on to offer an explanation of the obstacles to women’s education. 
Arguing that women—like all human beings—are naturally curious, he contends that  
though we may strive, we can never wholly extinguish in women the best principle of 
human nature, curiosity. We cannot shut them out from all commerce with the world. We 
may nearly withold [sic] from them all knowledge of the past, because that is chiefly 
contained in books, and it is possible to interdict them from reading, or, to speak more 
accurately, withold from them those incitements to study, which no human being brings 
into the world with him, but must owe to external and favourable occurrences. But they 
must be, in some degree, witnesses of what is passing. Theirs is a limited sphere … They 
see and hear somewhat of the actions and characters of those around them. These … 
become the topics of reflection, and, when opportunity offers, they delight to produce and 
compare them. All this is perfectly natural and reasonable. (Brown, “Alcuin” 9) 
 
Alcuin thus argues that both men and women are so absolutely shaped and conditioned by their 
“sphere” of experience that, in addition to the disparities created by an unequal system of 
education, women’s intellectual growth was also limited by their being denied even the 
“incitements to study” that men received.  
At first, Mrs. Carter seems to approve of this “plausible apology for the peculiarities of 
women.” However, she cautions that Alcuin’s “system” “is a new doctrine that would justify 
triflers and slanderers” (9). “According to this system,” Mrs. Carter asserts, “it would be absurd 
to blame those who are perpetually prying into other people’s affairs, and industriously 
blazoning every disadvantageous or suspicious tale” (9). In other words, asserting that human 
behavior is deterministically caused by external conditions and circumstances seemed to absolve 
individuals from any accountability for their own actions. The same objection had been leveled 
against the French materialist philosophers Helvétius and Holbach, whose ideas seemed to leave 
little room for personal virtue (or even free will). If man were truly a “machine,” whose actions 
were fully determined and explainable by the unchanging laws of nature, it seemed to the critics 
of this philosophy as though human beings could only be driven by self-interest, by the impulses 
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of their material, physical bodies, rather than any higher principle or value.79 As Jane West wrote, 
“our philosophists, by giving full ascendancy to the passions, deduce virtue not from principle, 
but from feeling.” The philosophes seemed to reduce virtue to “an impulse of the heart, a kind of 
animal sensation.” As West demanded, “Can we depend on the justice, the benevolence, the 
fidelity, or the honour of a fellow-creature who measures his performance of those duties, not by 
an undeviating standard, but by the humour which he finds himself to be in when our necessities 
require his interference?” (374) 
For Helvétius, the principle of “interest” was a more rational way of theorizing moral 
behavior. As David Wootton explains, Helvétius believed that “since people could only be 
expected to pursue their perceived interests, their interests must be made to coincide with the 
common good” (312). Critics of Helvétius objected that this idea not only got rid of the concept 
of virtue, but was also inimical to the family as the foundation for moral attachment. As the 
Abbé Barruel claimed in his counterrevolutionary screed History of Jacobinism (1797), 
Helvetius affirms, that the only rule by which virtuous actions are distinguished from 
vicious is the law of princes and public utility. Sublime virtue and enlightened wisdom, he 
says, are only the fruits of those passions called folly. He informs the fair sex, that 
“Modesty is only an invention of refined voluptuousness; that Morality has nothing to 
apprehend from love, for it is the passion that creates genius and renders man virtuous.” 
He teaches children, that the commandment of loving their father and mother, is more the 
work of education than of nature, and parents, that “the law which condemns them to live 
together, becomes barbarous and cruel on the day they cease to love each other.”80 
 
                                                
79 See Julien Offray de la Mettrie, L’Homme machine (Leyden, 1747). As Verhoeven notes, Brown’s July 2, 1793 
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Such outraged responses to the philosophes were present in British and American 
periodicals as early as 1790, and intensified over the course of the decade.81 British and 
American writers criticized the philosophes for their antireligious and anti-traditionalist ideas: in 
the derisively sarcastic words of John Cortenay, a member of the British Parliament, quoted by 
the Gazette of the United States, “The luminous scrutinising genius of Montesquieu; the splendid 
levity of Voltaire; … the daring paradoxical spirit of Helvetius; the majestic sublimity of the 
systematic Buffon; … the impressive condensed thoughts of Diderot,” had all “assailed and 
unsettled the consecrated opinions of ages” (“Philosophical Reflections”). Joseph Dennie, under 
his pen name “The Lay Preacher,” later wrote that Jefferson should retire from public office 
because he was so corrupted by French philosophy: “his principles relish so strongly of Paris, 
and are seasoned with such a profusion of French garlic, that he offends the whole Senate house. 
Better for Americans, that on their extended plains ‘thistles should grow instead of wheat, and 
cockle instead of barley,’ than that a philosopher should influence the councils of the country, 
and that his admiration of the works of Voltaire and Helvetius should induce him to wish a closer 
connexion with Frenchmen” (“Lay Preaching”). A later piece in The Port Folio condemned 
French philosophy for having led directly, not only to the French Revolution, but also to the 
complete desecration of religion and society: 
There was a time when the bold arrogance of Human Reason was silent, and when 
Infidelity dared only in the cloak of Philosophy to look upon the day: but lately we have 
seen it leagued with political frenzy in the attempt to overthrow and destroy … The dark 
counsels of the Illuminati, have been directed against the fountain of truth, the stability of 
government, and the peace of the world. Voltaire, without solidity of talents or profundity 
of erudition, but with a mind wonderfully versatile, may be considered as the leader of 
that daring sect. He called to his aid the weightier sagacity of D’Alembert and Diderot … 
and the convulsions of France, the unparallelled outrages which she has witnessed, the 
Jacobinical banditti which she has nourished, the blood of the innocent which has 
streamed from her scaffolds, the groans which were heard from the prisons of despair, 
have declared how deadly was the poison. (“Untitled Review”) 
                                                
81 See Jonathan Den Hartog, “Trans-Atlantic Anti-Jacobinism: Reaction and Religion,” Early American Studies, vol. 
11, Winter 2013, pp. 133-145. 
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In this interpretation of the French Revolution, the philosophy of Voltaire, D’Alembert, and 
Diderot—the principal authors of the Encylopédie—had directly led to the violence of the Reign 
of Terror and “the attempt to overthrow and destroy” established government. 
Whereas Federalist publications like the Gazette of the United States and the Port Folio 
printed such scathing condemnations of French philosophy throughout the 1790s and early 1800s, 
other American periodicals continued to interpret the French Revolution as a triumph of reason 
and liberty over obscurantism and despotism. An excerpt from the French writer François Pagès’ 
Secret History of the French Revolution, entitled “On the Influence of Writers on the Public 
Opinions of a Nation” and reprinted in the New York Time Piece in 1797, emphatically praised 
Montesquieu, Rousseau, Voltaire, and Helvétius for having “kept alive the sacred flame of 
liberty” (“Sketches”). Like the author of the Port Folio piece cited above, Pagès believed that the 
philosophes were directly responsible for the French Revolution, although in his view, this was a 
good thing: “The strong and vigorous geniuses of some of these men had been able to preserve a 
sort of energy in the public mind, and were gradually kindling a fire, which was ready at the 
critical minute to expand a universal blaze, and shew the world the astonishing power of genius.” 
Because “a hatred to despotism was rooted in all hearts, as it was displayed in all their writings,” 
the people were able to mobilize on an unprecedented scale, putting Enlightenment ideas into 
practice (“Sketches”). 
Other British and American publications were, however cautiously, receptive to the 
philosophes’ contributions to the natural sciences, despite the potentially anti-religious 
implications of materialism as an ontological paradigm. A year after the publication of Brown’s 
dialogue, the Weekly Magazine printed a piece that summarized some of the ideas of Buffon’s 
Histoire naturelle, générale et particulière (1747). According to this article, the entire history of 
the earth could be reduced, “in all probability,” to “grand, simple, eternal laws of attraction and 
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repulsion” (“Fragment”). Praising Buffon as “unquestionably one of the greatest [philosophers] 
this century has produced,” the writer explains that what Buffon called natural laws could also be 
interpreted as “the laws of God.” He concludes, with a distinctly secular impartiality, “Whether 
we hold these great laws of nature, … to be the work of God, … or believe these laws to be 
founded in the intrinsic, but to us unknown nature of things, yet are they in all cases invariable” 
(“Fragment”). 
This secular interpretation of Buffon’s materialist natural history represents a markedly 
different position from the religious critique epitomized by The Port Folio’s condemnation of 
“Infidelity … in the cloak of Philosophy,” cited above (“Untitled Review”). The writer even 
concludes the piece with a quotation from Diderot, a notorious atheist: “Tous les peuples ont de 
ces faits, à qui, pour être merveilleux, il ne manque que d’être vrais; avec lesquels on démontre 
tout, mais qu’on ne prouve point; qu’on n’ose nier sans être impie, et qu’on ne peut croire, sans 
être imbécile.” (All people have those facts, which, to be miraculous, must only lack truth; with 
which one can demonstrate anything, but prove nothing; which one cannot deny without impiety, 
and which one cannot believe, without imbecility.) (“Untitled Review”) Endorsing Diderot’s 
pithy dismissal of religion as superstition, this Weekly Magazine piece embraces a secular 
approach to the sciences, even at the risk of denying the existence of God. 
The dialogue structure of Alcuin allowed Brown to voice and reflect on both sides of this 
controversy over French philosophy. Whereas Alcuin’s claim that men are molded by 
circumstance echoes Helvétius, Mrs. Carter’s response reiterates the objection articulated by 
Barruel and other critics of the philosophes. Yet his choice of the dialogue form offers further 
influence of Brown’s emulation of French thinkers. As Amfreville has argued, although critics 
have tended to interpret Brown as prefiguring nineteenth-century romanticism, Brown was 
firmly grounded in an eighteenth-century tradition of philosophical investigation. Amfreville 
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emphasizes the influence of Diderot, one of the major proponents of the dialogue form, and “of 
whose works Brown particularly admired the Supplément au voyage de Bougainville (1772) and 
Le Neveu de Rameau (1774)” (87; my translation).82 Amfreville cites Jean-Jacques Tatin-Gourier, 
who argues that although the fictional dialogue can be traced to Greek antiquity, it was seized 
upon by French philosophers in the eighteenth century because, as they discovered, it was the 
form “best adapted to the mise-en-scène of reason engaged in critical scrutiny and the search for 
truth” (qtd. in Amfreville, 87-88).  
The controversial second half of Brown’s dialogue—which was completed by Brown 
shortly after the first half, but not published until 1815, seventeen years after the publication of 
the first half—similarly borrows its form and genre from French sources. This sequel picks up a 
week after the conversation recounted in the first half, with Alcuin returning to Mrs. Carter’s and 
announcing that he has “travelled father than common, incited by a laudable desire of 
knowledge,” and has visited “the paradise of women” (Brown, “Alcuin” 34). The “imaginary 
voyage” narrative was also employed in such works as Montesquieu’s Persian Letters (1721) 
and Diderot’s Rêve de d’Alembert (1769) and Supplément au voyage de Bougainville. In these 
texts, which describe imagined voyages to exotic or unreal places, the philosophes used the 
imaginary voyage “to frame their utopian hypothesizing, their pedagogical (and ethical) 
demonstrations, and their social satires” (Evans 255). Brown likewise uses the form to imagine, 
through Alcuin, a society where men and women have equal obligations and privileges, where 
sex difference is regarded as a trivial anatomical feature with no larger social implications, and 
where there is no concept of marriage.  
                                                
82 Diderot, a founder of the Encyclopédie, was infamous in conservative British and American circles for his 
association with the modern philosophy that led to the French Revolution and for being an atheist. According to the 
Columbian Magazine, Diderot was “a Frenchman, the infidel compeer of Voltaire—the intimate friend of 
D’Alembert, and though he wanted the wit of the former, and the cunning of the latter, yet in impiety, he rivalled 
them both. A professed disciple of that false philosophy which rejects divine revelation, and idolizes bewildered 
reason: A Bold and active member of that antichristian conspiracy, whose grand object was the destruction of the 
altar and the demolition of the throne” (“Anecdote of Diderot” 327). 
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By maintaining the dialectical structure of the first half, Brown also expresses 
reservations about his own “utopian hypothesizing” through Mrs. Carter’s critique of Alcuin’s 
ideas. She encourages Alcuin to keep talking about his radical ideas—despite his reservations 
that “It may not be proper” to discuss them with a woman—so that she may “take so much 
interest in [his] welfare, as to see [his] errors corrected” (Brown, “Alcuin” 51). Under the guise 
of criticizing Alcuin’s Godwinian speculations about a world without marriage, however, Mrs. 
Carter offers her own critique of marriage as “a bondage not only of the hands, but of the 
understanding; which divests them of all those energies which distinguish men from the basest 
animals, destroys all perception of moral rectitude, and reduces its subjects to so calamitous a 
state, that they adore the tyranny that rears its crest over them, and kiss the hand that loads them 
with ignominy!” (53)  
Mrs. Carter’s response to Alcuin echoes the arguments for reforming marriage that Mary 
Wollstonecraft had made in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), while also 
demonstrating the dangers of espousing such views. Although Mrs. Carter goes so far as to argue 
for “unlimited power of divorce,” she also insists she is an “advocate of marriage” (58, 65). Like 
Wollstonecraft, Mrs. Carter argues for a more expansive definition of marriage: as “an union 
founded on free and mutual consent” that “cannot exist without friendship … [and] personal 
fidelity” (67). She adds, however, that voicing even such modest reforms required extreme 
caution, telling Alcuin, “Remember the atrociousness of the charge you would insinuate” by 
calling her an “opponent of marriage” (53, 52). Mrs. Carter’s restraint in this concluding section 
of the dialogue—rather than contradicting her earlier, emphatic arguments for women’s rights—
reflect the way that any discussion of “women’s rights” had become associated with French 
revolutionary radicalism at the time of Brown’s writing.  
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This conflation of women’s rights with “Jacobinism” was evident in the reception of 
Wollstonecraft’s writing over the course of the 1790s: A Vindication of the Rights of Man (1790) 
and A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792) were generally well-received in England and 
the United States upon their initial publication, but a significant backlash followed 
Wollstonecraft’s death in 1797 and the publication of her husband William Godwin’s Memoirs 
of the Author of a Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1798). Revealing that Wollstonecraft had 
had an affair with Gilbert Imlay, and had given birth to Godwin’s child out of wedlock, the 
Memoirs caused a scandal and linked Wollstonecraft’s name to revolutionary France. According 
to the Mercury and New England Palladium, for instance, “Since the writings of MARY 
WOLSTONECRAFT, many errors have been propagated and embraced respecting the rights of 
women. … The prostitution of MARY herself, of HELEN MARIA WILLIAMS, and other 
disciples of the new school, affords the best commentary on the principles and writings of those 
learned ladies” (“The Restorator”). In this brief comment, the very concept of “women’s rights” 
was conflated with “the new school” (another name for the French Revolution and for modern 
philosophy more generally), Wollstonecraft’s rejection of marriage was equated with prostitution, 
and “learned ladies” were perceived as leading a campaign against morality.  
As Chandos Michael Brown has demonstrated, Wollstonecraft’s thought was insistently 
associated with “Jacobinism” in the late 1790s. As a scapegoat for any threat to, or any failure of, 
traditional family units structured around wives’ subordination to their husbands, 
Wollstonecraft’s name figured prominently in the “creation, enforcement, and defense of the 
gender defining ideologies that she sought to expose and disable” (C. M. Brown 393). Criticisms 
of her work, including Jane West’s remarks in Letters to a Young Man, cited at the opening of 
this chapter, and Benjamin Silliman’s satiric Letters of Shahcoolen, a Hindu Philosopher, 
published in the New York Commercial Advertiser from 1801-1802, argued that 
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Wollstonecraft’s personal life, as revealed in Godwin’s Memoirs, proved that her ideas were 
corrupt. Pursuing their rights, in other words, would only lead women to a state of prostitution, 
undermining the family. Suggesting that Wollstonecraft’s ideas would lead women to renounce 
any sexual propriety, Joseph Dennie condemned  
the moral deformity of those arrogant and audacious, literary, political, philosophical 
courtezans, who emulous of the fame of MRS. WOOLSTONECRAFT, have striven to 
divest the sex of their ancient character; to banish shamefacedness, and softness, and 
delicacy, the retired virtues, and the domestic attainment; and to invite women to become 
amazons and statesmen, and directors, and harlots, upon philosophical principles. (“The 
Lay Preacher’s Review” 367)  
 
Perhaps more forcefully than a decade earlier, women with literary, political, or philosophical 
aspirations were condemned as “courtezans” and “harlots.” This insistent sexualization of 
women was part of the process that Riley has described, whereby “a new density or a new re-
membering of ‘women’ … gradually developed” over the course of the eighteenth century—and 
calling women whores of course remains to this day a preferred method of silencing women in 
public discourse (19). 
These attacks on Wollstonecraft thus exemplify a larger cultural shift, emerging as a 
reaction to the French Revolution in transatlantic print culture, through which the idea of 
“women’s rights” was reinvented as an assault on the family and on women’s nature itself. A 
writer for the Richmond National Magazine, for instance, noted in 1800 that despite the 
“[l]iberality of opinion, and freedom of expression, … now spreading themselves more and more 
widely among mankind,” support for women’s rights remained a contentious position, perhaps 
imposing a degree of censorship: “I am aware,” he notes, “that a disquisition on the Rights of 
Woman will expose the author to ridicule; and although he may not draw down the thunders of 
an attorney-general, Bigotry will frown, and Folly—thrice happy Folly! will jingle her bells and 
laugh at the attempt” (“On the Rights of Woman” 204). Invoking that nature by citing its 
endangerment by “harlots” like Wollstonecraft and Hays, this discourse thus helped to produced 
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an image of women as perhaps by definition unsuited to public, political activity: an image of 
women as, in Sieyès’s term, “passive subjects.”  
This hyper-sexualizing of women was also performed, ironically, by the trope of the 
“unsex’d” woman.83 In 1800, William Cobbett reprinted Richard Polwhele’s 1799 poem The 
Unsex’d Females in New York, stating in the preface that English women writers like 
Wollstonecraft and Helen Maria Williams “had thrown aside that modesty, which is the best 
characteristic and the most brilliant ornament of their sex, and … with unblushing front, had 
adopted the sentiments and the manners of the impious amazons of republican France” (qtd. in 
Thiébaux 212). According to Polwhele, “The female advocates of Democracy in this country, 
though they have had no opportunity of imitating the French ladies, in their atrocious acts of 
cruelty; have yet assumed a calm serenity in the contemplation of those savage excesses.” 
Polwhele went on to quote John Robison’s anti-Illuminati manifesto Proofs of a Conspiracy 
against all the Religions and Governments of Europe: “To express their abhorrence of royalty, 
they (the French ladies) threw away the character of their sex, and bit the amputated limbs of 
their murdered countrymen—I say this on the authority of a young gentleman who saw it—I am 
sorry to add, that the relation, accompanied with looks of horror and disgust, only provoked a 
contemptuous smile from an illuminated British fair-one” (qtd. in C. M. Brown 406). 
Throughout such sensationalized accounts of the effect of the French Revolution on British and 
American (as well as French) women, the recurring idea that women could “divest,” “forget,” 
“lay aside,” or “throw away” their sex discloses an undercurrent of fear that the seemingly 
natural, entrenched distinction between men and women was, in fact, merely cosmetic, 
something that women could choose to put on or take off at will. The campaign of publicly 
shaming the deceased Wollstonecraft—as well as any woman who emulated her—was a 
                                                
83 As noted in chapter one, above, educated women—or “female pedants”—were often portrayed as “unsexed,” or as 
having the power to unsex men. See page 25, above. 
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response to this sense of crisis in women’s sexuality, which was also felt as a crisis in the very 
foundation of the state.  
As seen in the Monthly Magazine, which Brown founded in 1801, Wollstonecraft’s ideas 
continued to be debated, rather than wholly embraced or rejected, in the following years. In 
“Reflections on the Character of Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin,” the writer praises her “actions 
and writings” as being “of no common kind,” and claims that “their direct tendency is to produce 
a revolution in principles and manners, the effects of which are of infinite consequence.” 
Although the writer claims to have “respected her, even to veneration,” he criticizes her later 
writings, in which she began to consider God “merely as the great first cause and vital spring of 
existence,” and instead, “deified reason, and denied revelation: she ceased to regard herself as an 
accountable being: she assumed the provinces of judge and law-giver to herself; and, finally, 
laboured to view all things as fabulous and visionary which are beyond the limits of human 
comprehension” (“Reflections”). The American Citizen and General Advertiser also defended 
Wollstonecraft by responding directly to Silliman’s Shahcoolen, arguing that “THE Hindu 
philosopher exhibits profound ignorance of French manners, where he presumes that the 
doctrines of Miss Wollstonecraft has [sic] introduced into France that looseness of dress and 
levity of deportment for which the females of that country have ever been remarkable” (“The 
Citizen”). Pointing out that Silliman misinterpreted Wollstonecraft, the writer attempts to 
separate Wollstonecraft from the ‘French’ tendencies her name had become associated with; as 
he writes, the “immodesty of conduct in the females of France, which the Hindu philosopher 
seems to deplore, have been very pointedly and severely reprehended by Miss Wollstonecraft.” 
He goes on to criticize Shahcoolen for masquerading as a kind of moral calling-to-account, while 
deploying language that the American Citizen writer found far from morally impeccable: “It is 
something worse than ludicrous to observe a sensor censuring immodesty by words the most 
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immodest. The Hindu philosopher seems to rejoice that modesty is yet a characteristic of our 
females. … But how long we shall be enabled to boast of this virtue we know not, if essays like 
his, fraught with the most unchaste language, are suffered to be circulated in our papers.” An 
essay in the Philadelphia Lady’s Monitor likewise defended Wollstonecraft against the charges 
leveled against her, calling Wollstonecraft “a woman of high genius” who “enveighed bitterly 
against a code of regulations which she deemed derogatory to her sex” (“Mary Wollstonecraft 
Godwin”). Noting that she may have been mistaken in considering herself exempt from certain 
norms (or “above the ordinary trammels of civil communities”), the writer nonetheless argues 
that Wollstonecraft’s “deviations from propriety, have been mistaken for principles of action,” 
and that her impressive body of work had thus been discarded unfairly (“Mary Wollstonecraft 
Godwin”). 
Regardless of whether or not publication of Godwin’s Memoirs had any direct influence 
on Brown’s decision not to publish the second half of Alcuin, Brown’s biographers Paul Allen 
and William Dunlap saw the second half of the dialogue as harboring a dangerous skepticism, 
and went so far as to claim that Brown himself renounced the ideas he elaborated in the text.84 
As Dunlap writes,  
Ever fond of analysis, Charles, even in very early life, would take no opinion on trust. He 
found in his own mind abundant reason to reject many of the received opinions of 
mankind, and to doubt the reality of many facts upon which those opinions are founded. 
Much of his reading at this time tended to bewilder rather than enlighten and to confirm 
his predisposition to scepticism. In common with many others, he imputed to wrong 
causes the defects which are but too apparent in existing systems. He saw the wrong and 
injustice and evil which exist, and instead of attributing them to the ignorance and 
selfishness of individuals, he assigned as the cause the errors or inefficiency of those 
codes which are intended to enlighten or to restrain. (69-70) 
 
                                                
84 Brown himself seems to have been satisfied with the second half of the dialogue; as he noted, “I have completed a 
third and fourth parts of the dialogue of Alcuin, in which the topic of marriage is discussed with some degree of 
subtilty and comprehensiveness at least” (qtd. in Allen 106). 
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Dunlap highlights here a question that was at the heart of Federalist rejections of the French 
Revolution, as well as at the heart of the conflict between Federalism and Democratic-
Republicanism: whether the “defects” which were “but too apparent in existing systems” should 
be attributed to human nature, or to governmental institutions. Brown’s vision of a radically 
different society in the second half of Alcuin suggests that Brown at least entertained the idea 
that it was “those codes which are intended to enlighten or to restrain” which were to blame for 
the inequalities between men and women (and not the moral failing of particular individuals). As 
Paul Allen (the original biographer, whose unfinished manuscript Dunlap later edited and 
completed) argues, “Whatever of defect was discernible in existing systems, [Brown] imputed to 
the wrong cause, which was to some inherent ineffectiveness in the system itself, and not to the 
depravity of our common nature, so capable of perverting the best systems to the worst of 
purposes” (qtd. in Dunlap 70). Allen goes on to argue that for Brown, Alcuin was ultimately an 
intellectual exercise: “following his own speculations, intent only on finding fault with existing 
establishments,” when it came time to write the second half of the dialogue Brown found himself 
“compelled to plunge headlong into the very difficulty he would have wished most sedulously to 
avoid.” As Allen concludes,  
Such is the fate of those who let speculation loose without discretion. They are compelled 
to justify what in heart they abhor, and to defend enormities that shock their moral sense, 
before they are conscious of their being pressed into such service. It is now too late to 
retreat, and the error must be fairly brazened out, or what is still worse, it must be 
admitted by the speculatists themselves, that they harboured wrong ideas on the subject. 
(Qtd. in Dunlap 106) 
 
That Allen felt compelled to apologize to this extent for Brown’s dialogue demonstrates Allen’s 
anxiety about Brown’s intellectual debt to those earlier “speculatists” whose ideas, “fairly 
brazened out,” had led to the French Revolution. Just as Burke had objected to the French 
revolutionaries’ rejection of the established order based on philosophical principles and their 
failure to construct a viable alternative, Allen argues that Brown’s speculations in Alcuin merely 
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demonstrate that “[w]ith the aid of eloquence nothing is easier than to represent … defects of 
gigantic magnitude … But when such ingenuity is pressed upon this point to provide a substitute 
for what it demolishes, it commonly terminates in an evil tenfold more alarming than what has 
been so violently declaimed against” (qtd. in Dunlap 106). 
As the publication of Murray’s “On the Equality of the Sexes” and Brown’s Alcuin, a 
dialogue demonstrate, U.S.-American writers who addressed the concept of sex or women’s 
rights in the early national period were forced to refer to France. Woven into the fabric of the 
transatlantic debates sparked by the French Revolution, the question of women’s rights in the 
United States necessarily engaged with texts and ideas that were refracted through Americans’ 
responses to the French Revolution. As I discuss in the following chapter, the regulation of 
women’s sexuality—the enforced enactment of properly feminine behavior—continued to be 
imbricated in a counterrevolutionary discourse, as confrontations between the Old Regime and 
the Revolution, or between European purity and an Orientalized Other, were thematized in the 
early-nineteenth-century historical novel. Whereas in this chapter and the preceding I have 
primarily focused on U.S.-American interpretations of French revolutionary texts and ideas, in 
the following chapter I return to issues of translation and refraction to discuss the influence of the 
French historical novel in the early-nineteenth-century U.S. 
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Chapter IV. Revolutionary Tyranny and Criminal Affections: 
 The French Historical Novel in Translation, 1808-1816  
 
Translation and the Historical Novel 
 
In the introduction to this dissertation, I argued that the literary culture of the early 
national U.S. was not only transnational but translational: as American writers negotiated their 
political, intellectual, and aesthetic relationships to revolutionary France, they engaged with 
French texts and ideas through translation, criticism, reprinting, adaptation, and other modes of 
refraction. As I argued in chapter one, in relation to refractions of Genlis’s The History of the 
Duchess of C——, foreign literature was integral to the development of what can only 
retrospectively and ambiguously be classified as American literature. In the early national U.S., 
French ideas and concepts were appropriated, reused, and denounced; French poems were 
reprinted in American magazines; French novels sparked review essays that became treatises on 
the politics and aesthetics of American literature. All of these foreign inflections continually 
affected what early American writers wrote, as well as the forms, genres, and aesthetic criteria 
that shaped how they wrote. 
In this chapter, I discuss two historical novels that were translated from French into 
English in the first decade of the nineteenth century. Reading these novels-in-translation as part 
of the literature of the early national United States complicates the standard account of the 
historical novel, which takes Walter Scott and James Fenimore Cooper to be the first modern 
historical novelists. Studies of the historical novel in the U.S. have typically drawn on Georg 
Lukács’s influential study of the historical novel, which demonstrated that the development of 
the modern historical novel in the early nineteenth century stemmed from a widespread 
“awakening of national sensibility” in response to the global threat of Napoleonic conquest, and 
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argued that the modern historical novel began with the materialist, progressive view of history 
epitomized by Scott and Cooper (25).85  
In this chapter, I build on Lukács’s insight that the historical novel is linked to 
nationalism, but I critique his emphasis on Scott and Cooper: the French historical novels that 
were translated and reprinted in Britain and the United States in the early nineteenth century 
represent a range of perspectives on the history of the French Revolution, perspectives that often 
deviate from or explicitly deny the progressive view that Lukács takes to be paradigmatic of the 
historical novel genre. In the years 1808-1816, at least a dozen French historical novels were 
translated or republished in the United States (see Table 3). Below, I focus specifically on two 
historical novels-in-translation from this period: Richard Alsop’s The Lovers of La Vendée, or 
Revolutionary Tyranny (Middletown, Conn.: 1808), a translation of Etienne Gosse’s Les amans 
vendéens (Paris: 1799); and The Saracen, or, Matilda and Malek Adhel, A Crusade-Romance 
(New York: 1810), the American edition of Sophie Cottin’s novel Mathilde, ou Mémoires tirés 
de l’histoire des croisades (Paris and London: 1805). Despite their differences in setting and 
subject matter, both of these novels stage threats to Old Regime values (projected in Cottin’s 
novel onto the chivalric codes of European crusaders), and assert the inevitable triumph of those 
“traditional” values over the forces of secularism, democratic revolution, and enlightened 
humanism. (These novels can thus be seen as continuous with the conservative tendency that I 
discussed in relation to Joseph Dennie and Martha Meredith Read in chapter two of this study.) 
Both novels thus promote a legitimist, counterrevolutionary interpretation of history that 
contradicts the dialectical historicism that Lukács identifies with Scott and Cooper, and which he 
takes to be inherent to the genre of the historical novel.  
                                                
85 For accounts of the American historical novel that take Scott and Cooper as foundational, see George Dekker, The 
American Historical Romance (Cambridge University Press, 1987) and James Fenimore Cooper the Novelist 
(Routledge and Keegan Paul, 1967); and Harry Shaw, The Forms of Historical Fiction: Sir Walter Scott and His 
Successors (Cornell University Press, 1983). 
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The translation and reprinting of these novels in the U.S. reveal both continuities and 
disjunctions between the American and French contexts. In the case of Alsop’s translation of Les 
amans vendéens, the license that Alsop took to render the novel coherent and marketable to an 
American audience, which entailed suppressing certain passages and politically-charged words, 
indicates that translating the meaning of the French Revolution was an ongoing process of 
revision and reevaluation. In the case of The Saracen’s reprinting, Cottin’s “Orientalist” 
representations of the Middle East take on distinct connotations in the context of the United 
States’ own colonial past and imperialist present, even though the English translation is 
ostensibly literal or “faithful.” The translation of these novels to the U.S. literary marketplace 
suggests as well the ongoing relevance of the idea of the Old Regime for U.S.-American readers 
during the era of Jefferson’s and Madison’s presidencies and Napoleonic imperial ventures in 
Europe. 
 
“The evils of civil dissension”: Legitimist Historicism in The Lovers of La Vendée, or 
Revolutionary Tyranny 
Etienne Gosse’s Les amans vendéens, published in Paris in four volumes in 1799, takes 
place during the war in the Vendée, a counterrevolutionary rebellion that began when the 
inhabitants of the Vendée region in western France revolted against the newly-established 
revolutionary government’s 1793 levée en masse: the forced conscription of 300,000 civilians. 
The ensuing war between the national republican army and the Vendéan army (which eventually 
named itself the Catholic and Royal Army) resulted in “the longest and bloodiest of the civil 
disturbances that characterized the year 1793” (Furet, “Vendée” 165). Although two of the 
Vendéan leaders, Jean-Nicolas Stofflet and François de Charette, signed armistices with the 
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revolutionary government in 1795, the war did not officially end until 1796, and by most 
estimates resulted in the deaths of hundreds of thousands of civilians and soldiers on both sides.  
Gosse, who served the republican army and was stationed at Nantes, where he witnessed 
the conflict firsthand, was wounded in 1796. Writing during the relatively stable period of the 
Directory (1795-1799), Gosse composed the novel at only a slight remove from the events he 
depicts: the novel’s conclusion recounts “the joy of the ninth of Thermidor,” the revolutionary 
calendar date of Robespierre’s July 27, 1794 arrest, before jumping ahead to the execution of 
Charette (March 1796) and the commencement of further hostilities between the Republican 
army and the Vendéans (II:291).  
Because the novel depicts historical events occurring within Gosse’s lifetime, Les amans 
vendéens could be understood as a “novel of the recent past,” rather than a “historical novel” in 
the sense that critics have used this term to discuss the work of Scott and Cooper.86 However, as 
Helen Kingstone has argued, “The critical orthodoxy that marks a distinction between genuinely 
‘historical’ novels and those of merely ‘recent past’ effectively disregards the fact that 
contemporaries would have read such novels as manifestly retrospective” (142). Particularly 
during the 1790s, the rapid succession of regime changes within the French revolutionary 
government accelerated this process of retrospection, and newspaper readers on both sides of the 
Atlantic were regularly exposed to reports emphasizing the epochal significance of such events 
as the execution of Louis XVI and the rise of Napoleon. Francophone and Anglophone readers in 
1799, when the novel was published in France, and in 1808, when it was published in the United 
States, would already have had distinctly historical perspectives towards the events of 1793-94. 
And because the events described in the novel, including the Noyade, the mass executions by 
drowning at Nantes, where an estimated four thousand people were drowned between the winter 
                                                
86 The term “novel of the recent past” was coined by Kathleen Tillotson in Novels of the Eighteen-Forties (Oxford 
University Press, 1961 [1954]). 
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of 1793 and spring of 1794, had been documented by newspapers in both Europe and the United 
States, Les amans vendéens possessed a level of “historical probability” that would have been 
unavailable even a generation earlier due to the expansion of print periodical circulation.87  
In the “Translator’s Preface” to his American edition, Richard Alsop introduced a further 
layer of historical probability by explaining, “From its accurate delineation of the manners, 
prejudices and mode of warfare of the Vendéans, of the characters of their leaders, the horrors of 
the prisons at Nantes, and the hideous vices engendered by the revolution, [the work] presents a 
valuable historical document respecting a war so celebrated and sanguinary, the details of which 
are but little known” (I:iii-iv). For Alsop, the novel’s representation of history had a distinct 
significance for American readers who were presumably less familiar with the events it details 
than its French readers had been. Although published only nine years after Les amans vendéens, 
Alsop’s translation refracts the historical events chronicled in the novel through Alsop’s own 
political commitments, through the perspective of the first years of the Napoleonic Wars (1803-
1815), and through a consensus—available to Alsop in 1808 in a way that it was not yet to Gosse 
in 1799—that the French revolutionaries had been on the losing side of history: that rather than 
an unprecedented event in human history, imposing an absolute break from the past, the “civil 
war” between the French revolutionaries and royalist counterrevolutionaries was in fact yet 
another iteration of the eternal struggle between crude personal ambition and civic virtue.  
Narrated from the perspective of Emily, a minor noble who lives with her father in 
Ancenis, on the right bank of the Loire, the novel begins with brief descriptions of Emily’s 
education and upbringing that contrast her virtuous rural existence with the bourgeois corruption 
                                                
87 Although Alsop mentions in his preface to the translation that the war in the Vendée has remained relatively 
obscure to Americans, the Noyade was infamous. For instance, the French revolutionaries’ ironic use of the term 
“National Baptism” was mentioned by a Catholic reverend in Boston, in a sermon that was printed in the July 24, 
1798 issue of the Gazette of the United States. Alsop notes in a footnote in the novel’s second volume that the term 
“Noyade” “has already been rendered too familiar to the English reader in the various details of the horrors 
committed at Nantes” (II:177). 
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of city life. When her father, Dormon, takes her to visit his acquaintances in the city, Emily 
observes that their house is permeated with “an air of selfishness and distrust,” and that most of 
its rooms have been “converted into counting-rooms, where a number of inanimate figures were 
constantly employed in accounts” (I:5). Emily describes their host M. Beillard as “ignorant and 
indelicate,” and observes that his “sharpness in trade” is his only redeeming quality. Mme. 
Beillard is likewise depicted as a parody of the materialism and vanity of the bourgeoisie: she is 
obsessed with wearing the latest Parisian fashion, and Emily notices that her clothing “suited her 
but ill, and served to display more forcibly her personal defects and the folly of her affectation” 
(I:6). When Emily and her father attend a ball with the Beillards, where foppish young men 
insult her behind her back, Emily has her first exposure to the treachery of polite society. 
After this accelerated sentimental education, Emily returns to Ancenis, where she falls in 
love with the impeccably virtuous Darcourt, whose estate is in Champtoceaux, on the left bank 
of the Loire. But on March 11, 1793, the day planned for their wedding, the war in the Vendee 
begins.88 As Darcourt explains in a letter to Emily, the inhabitants of Champtoceaux, taking up 
the counterrevolutionary or royalist cause, “were resolved to throw off the odious yoke of the 
regicides [i.e., the Republican government], or perish in the attempt” (I:28). Despite warning 
them that their cause is hopeless, Darcourt is compelled to fight with the Vendéans. And despite 
Emily and Darcourt’s engagement, her father is forced to fight for the Republican army, which 
has been sent by the government (controlled during this period by the radical Jacobin faction’s 
Committee of Public Safety) to put down the Vendéan revolt.  
Over the course of the novel, characters continually reflect on the way that the war 
arbitrarily divides families and suggest that this forced politicization of the French peasantry is 
                                                
88 The first conflict in the war in the Vendée, the Massacre of Machecoul, took place on this date. As elsewhere in 
the text, Gosse used specific dates and locations that connect the fictional plot to documented events in the history of 
the Vendéan War. 
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inimical to the bonds of family and to nature itself: as the Republican general Rollard declares: 
“From hence forward … we must discard the ties of nature. The left shore is inhabited only by 
royalists and murderers, and who would think of acknowledging as a member of his family one 
whose hands are stained with the best blood of France?” (I:35; I:62)  
The charge that enlightened humanist ideals aimed to “discard the ties of nature” by 
privileging an abstract connection to all of humanity over the traditional loyalties of blood and 
faith, was frequently leveled against the French Revolution by French, British, and American 
conservatives. Here, Gosse implies that this rhetoric of enlightened humanism was appropriated 
by so-called revolutionaries in the service of financial self-interest rather than any higher 
political or civic motive. Shortly after her father is coerced into serving under Rollard, Emily 
overhears two of Rollard’s soldiers plotting to kill him, casually justifying murder by reassuring 
each other that Dormon is an aristocrat and that they both stand to profit by blindly following 
Rollard’s orders: “Dormon is rich,” one of them says, “and Rollard says that all your rich and 
sensible men are aristocrats and conspirators. I dont know whether it is so or not; it is enough for 
us that he pays us well” (I:40). By giving voice to fears about a violent populace taking revenge 
on the upper classes, this passage resonates with American Federalist diatribes against 
democracy as mob rule. 
Whereas this depiction of Rollard and his soldiers seems to promote a straightforwardly 
conservative, counterrevolutionary politics, the novel’s first volume presents countervailing 
perspectives as well.89 In one letter to Emily, Darcourt anxiously observes that the militarization 
of peasants has led to a breakdown of class distinctions: “Those who once scarce dared to look at 
their landlords….whose fearful eyes were constantly bent upon the ground, surprised to learn the 
                                                
89 In his translation, Alsop condensed the original four-volume work to two volumes. Unless otherwise noted, 
quotations and plot summary refer to Alsop’s translation. Passages quoted and summarized in this section are 
essentially similar in the translation and the original. In the following section, I discuss the parts of the text where 
Alsop made significant departures from Gosse’s original.  
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secret of their strength, and giddy with their newly acquired importance, are remarked at present 
for their audacity” (I:69).90 Although this description echoes conservative American polemics 
against social leveling as a byproduct of egalitarianism and democracy, here these newly 
politicized citizens are those who are fighting against the French Revolution, demanding 
(however paradoxically) the right to reinstate the former privileges of the church and the nobility. 
Effectively, they are fighting to relinquish whatever equality of rights had ostensibly been 
promised to them by the Revolution: “to restore the tythes, the gabelle, and all those feudal rights 
so disgraceful to humanity,” in Darcourt’s words (I:70). As he explains: “Our unthinking 
peasants sacrifice their lives to protecting those who so long have been their oppressors … They 
not only fight in defence of their lords, but for priests, men who perform their mummeries at the 
bed sides of the old and sick, and seek to obtain their confidence for the sole purpose of dictating 
their wills” (I:70). This anti-Catholic (“mummeries”) and anti-aristocratic (“oppressors”) rhetoric 
is explicitly sympathetic towards the French revolutionaries and critical of the Old Regime, and 
seems to contradict the counterrevolutionary undertones of the novel’s opening.  
This unflattering depiction of the royalist, counterrevolutionary cause is further expanded 
when Darcourt describes the aftermath of the Vendéans’ victory over the city of Beaupreau: 
“The richest effects and most valuable furniture have been brought hither from the neighbouring 
chateaus, and the proprietors have resumed the manners of the old gentry: they address each 
other by their former titles; ceremonial visits, etiquette, and all those trifling devices which 
ignorance and indolence have invented to kill time have now become fashionable” (I:107-108). 
The apparent ridiculing of “the manners of the old gentry,” although critical towards the 
counterrevolutionary Vendéans, resonates with American ambivalence towards the concept of 
aristocracy: whereas American Federalists insisted on the need for a “natural aristocracy” to 
                                                
90 Ellipses that use four or more dots appear in the original text. 
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govern the nation, as discussed in the first chapter of this dissertation, many were nonetheless 
cautious to reject the idea that the United States should ever have a titled aristocracy analogous 
to the “old gentry” of Europe. In the novel’s original French context, however, this passage 
offers a distinctly liberal perspective that remains in tension with the politics articulated in the 
novel’s second half. 
By highlighting the corruption and brutality of the republican army, epitomized by 
Rollard and his soldiers, and at the same time emphasizing the pretentions and vanity of the 
royalist Vendéan army, the first volume of The Lovers of La Vendée resists taking a clear 
partisan stance. Whereas Alsop added the subtitle “Revolutionary Tyranny” in his translation, 
explicitly figured France’s revolutionary government as the novel’s villains, Gosse’s original (at 
least through the first half) expresses a profound ambivalence and a resistance to interpreting the 
revolutionaries as solely accountable for the war in the Vendée. This ambivalence is reinforced 
through Darcourt and Dormon’s being compelled to fight on opposing side: rather than placing 
the blame unambiguously on one side or the other, Gosse suggests that “civil dissension” is itself 
the root of the “evils” that plague the Vendée. In the novel’s opening, before the outbreak of the 
war, the narrative foreshadows the impending conflict when Dormon, pointing out the ruins of a 
medieval fortress, says to Emily: “Most wretched is that state of things, when a country is rent by 
factions, and a prey to the evils of civil dissention” (I:4). As Emily states later in the first volume, 
in an aside to the reader: “O wretched inhabitants of La Vendée, what monsters has civil 
dissension introduced among you!....what a torrent of corruption has overwhelmed your country!” 
(I:170) The novel thus condemns political dissent and factions in and of themselves, regardless 
of their specific agendas.91  
                                                
91 Gosse’s complex attitude towards the war in the Vendée was not exceptional. As Furet explains, this episode the 
French Revolution has remained one of the most controversial in French historiography, with authors including 
Furet and Simon Schama arguing in the 1980s that whereas previous histories had deliberately minimized the 
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This condemnation of factional conflict takes on more distinctively conservative, 
counterrevolutionary undertones, however, when read through the lens of the second half of the 
novel, in which Emily, Dormon, and Darcourt are reunited, and the novel assumes a stance that 
is distinctly sympathetic to the Vendéan side, which has by this point gained ground against the 
Republican armies and with which Emily now identifies. As she explains, “the whole of the right 
shore was in our possession, and three provinces appeared to be completely submissive to our 
commands” (II:10, emphasis added). In contrast to the first volume’s disparaging depiction of 
Vendéans who “resumed the manners of the old gentry,” in the second volume Emily condones 
this renewal of old customs, observing approvingly: “The greater part of the chateaus were in the 
hands of their former owners….the old order of things was restored….virtue had become 
triumphant over vice” (II:10).92 This concept of the “old order,” as I argued in the first chapter of 
this dissertation, could only be imagined retrospectively, in relation to the revolution that 
threatened to destroy it by ushering in a new order.  
The second half of the novel also voices more overt criticism of the revolutionary 
government: a Republican soldier who befriends Emily and Darcourt explains that despite his 
“engagements to the republick,” he “lament[s] the excesses which are committed in its name,” 
that he “despise[s] the empty orators of the tribunes, who have courage only to assassinate the 
defenceless,” and that he prays “to heaven that these monsters may yet ascend the scaffold in 
their turn” (II:5-6). The leaders of the revolutionary government are referred to elsewhere in the 
                                                                                                                                                       
number of casualties and the revolutionary government’s role in provoking conflict, the war in the Vendée 
constituted “Franco-French genocide.” Their “antirevolutionary” interpretations of the war in the Vendée, and of the 
French Revolution more broadly, marked a strong critique of the orthodox Marxist interpretations of French 
revolutionary history that had predominated since the nineteenth century. See Hunt, “It’s Not Over Till It’s Over”; 
Furet and Ozouf, A Critical Dictionary of the French Revolution; and Schama, Citizens: A Chronicle of the French 
Revolution (Random House, 1989). 
92 The distinct tonal shift between the novel’s first and second halves may also indicate Gosse’s or his publishers’ 
changing attitudes towards the French Revolution and the war in the Vendée over the course of the novel’s 
composition. As a soldier for the Republican army and the author of “liberal” theatre and magazine pieces in the 
1790s, Gosse may have had a more ecumenical perspective towards the Revolution at the beginning of the war in 
the Vendée—a perspective he may have revised after he was wounded in 1796, and after news of the Terror and the 
Noyade intensified transatlantic backlash against the French Revolution. 
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second volume as “those ephemeral legislators, those butchers and stage-players who harangue 
in the convention”; as the “few popular assassins [who] held the reins of government”; and as 
“those villains who murdered our good king, his wife, and his sister” (II:43, II:49, II:106).  
Tonally, the second volume closely resembles conservative American jeremiads against 
the French Revolution, such as the preface The Echo, a volume of poetry that Alsop wrote with 
other Federalist writers Theodore Dwight and Joseph Meredith in the 1790s. As Alsop and his 
coauthors explain in their preface to the volume, their aim in publishing the work was to fight the 
“hideous morality of revolutionary madness” (iv). “Disgusted with the cruelties exhibited by the 
French revolution,” they resolved “to attack … those tenets, as absurd in politics as pernicious in 
morals, [such as] the visionary scheme of equality, and the baleful doctrine that sanctions the 
pursuit of a good end by the most flagitious means” (iv). In The Lovers of La Vendée, Emily uses 
a similar rhetoric to explain that under the revolutionary government, “every thing became 
reversed: wealth was a reproach….integrity a crime….education was treason….ignorance a 
proof of merit….vice virtue….and cruelty the first of duties” (II:49-50). Depicting the French 
Revolution as a totalizing ideological system, this rhetoric could be deployed in virtually any 
context as a critique of any writer or politician who, in the words of the Philadelphia Gazette of 
the United States, displayed “the least tincture of French principles” (“Lucius”).  
This criticism of the revolutionary government is also connected in the second volume to 
a sentimental portrayal of Old Regime class distinctions and norms. Whereas the novel’s first 
volume raises the frightening specter of politically-awakened “peasants, armed with scythes, 
pitchforks, and woodbills” going off to fight in the Vendée, in the second volume, Emily 
nostalgically refers to a time before the war, when the Vendée was inhabited by a virtuous 
peasantry obedient to the dictates of religion and tradition (I:56). As she goes on to exclaim in 
one of the second volume’s frequent sentimental appeals to the reader: “Behold that old man, 
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that honest peasant, who was wont each evening at the close of his daily labour to collect his 
numerous family beneath the shade of his cotemporary oak, and instruct them in virtue by pious 
reading and his own lessons of morality….he has now quitted his bible for the blasphemous 
effusions of Marat” (II:50). Whereas the first volume seems to condemn peasants for neglecting 
their labor in order to take up a political and military cause, reappropriating their agricultural 
tools—scythes and pitchforks—as weapons in the Royalist army, in this later passage it is the 
influence of the revolutionary government, epitomized here by Marat, that is figured as the true 
source of the corruption of the peasantry.93 
The second volume’s starkest condemnation of the Republicans and of “revolutionary 
tyranny” appears in the depictions of the prisons at Nantes and of the Noyade, a neologism 
referring to the mass executions by drowning of Vendéan prisoners. After the Vendéans’ defeat 
at Mans and Savenay, Emily is captured by Republican soldiers and taken to the prison at Nantes 
where, every night, the guards take some of the prisoners onto boats on the Loire, tie their hands 
together, and push them overboard. Emily is taken onto one of these boats, and escapes being 
drowned when one of the soldiers claims that she is his wife. Emily thus lives to describe what 
she sees: 
In the mean time these monsters pursued the work of death, and threw over the prisoners, 
who uttered fearful shrieks, while the wretches, stationed around in the smaller boats, 
deliberately cut off with their sabres the arms of those who attempted to save themselves 
… When I recovered I looked at the Loire….it was no longer water, it appeared a river of 
blood, and I heard amidst its waves the expiring groans of my wretched companions. 
(II:174) 
 
After being released from the prisons, Emily recounts finding bodies, including that of an infant, 
washed up on the banks of the Loire (II:264). The novel’s sensationalized depictions of the 
Noyade were, however, corroborated by earlier reports in British and American newspapers, 
                                                
93 The radical political theorist Jean-Paul Marat, who was famously murdered in 1793 by the Girondist Charlotte 
Corday, was well-known to British and American newspaper readers as one of the masterminds of the French 
Revolution. 
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offering further evidence to Anglophone readers that beneath the veneer of satire, depictions of 
revolutionary France as overrun by murderers (like the colorful descriptions of the English 
polemicist “Peter Porcupine”) were not works of fiction.94 
Although the novel condemns the violence inflicted against the Vendéans, this violence 
also becomes a means of restoring proper Old Regime boundaries between the nobility and the 
peasantry. While she is imprisoned, Emily meets a Canoness who solicits her advice in how to 
respond to a peasant named James, who visits her in the prison and proposes to marry her in 
order to ensure her release. The Canoness initially rejects the prospect of marrying James 
because of their difference in class, telling Emily, “Am I not yet sufficiently humiliated? O my 
noble parents inspire me with sufficient courage to meet death rather than submit to such a 
degradation” (II:191). Emily suggests however that given her situation, the impropriety of her 
relationship with James is outweighed by the protection that he might be able to offer her. 
Further emphasizing the novel’s anxiety about possible transgressions of “the old order,” James 
continually reassures the Canoness that when they are married he will scrupulously respect the 
distinction between them and her authority over him: “You shall have the name of my wife, but I 
will be your servant….never will I take advantage of my situation, or forget the respect due to 
your rank” (II:200-201). Despite these assurances, the Canoness remains conflicted after 
accepting his proposal, asking Emily:  
I love him … Yet, ought I to be ashamed of this sentiment? is it destructive to the rights 
of rank? ought long established prejudices to have the same influence over mankind as 
reason and justice? I am conscious that if I marry one greatly my inferior to escape death, 
I cannot be blamed … but gratitude has inspired me with love; and does not the daughter 
of the Count de G**** degrade herself by placing her affections on one so far beneath 
her? (II:211-12) 
                                                
94 See Peter Porcupine [William Cobbett], The Bloody Buoy, Thrown Out as a Warning to the Political Pilots of all 
Nations. Or a Faithful Relation of a Multitude of Acts of Horrid Barbarity, Such as the Eye never witnessed, the 
Tongue never expressed, or the Imagination conceived, until the Commencement of the French Revolution. To which 
is added, an Instructive Essay, Tracing These Dreadful Effects to Their Real Causes. Third Edition. Philadelphia 
and London, 1797. 
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Articulating a distinctly modern, revolutionary attitude towards Old Regime class distinctions by 
privileging “reason and justice” over “long established prejudices,” the Canoness’s speech stages 
a liberal argument—but seemingly only in order to allow Emily to correct her. Although Emily 
reassures the Canoness that the danger of being killed in the Noyade is “a sufficient excuse” for 
her to marry James, she adds that she is “far, however, from approving the absurd principles of 
our enemies; equality of rank appears to me a chimera, and the capricious whims of fancy alone 
ought never to sanction such improper alliances” (II:212). In contrast to the ambiguity of the first 
volume, Emily’s position here is distinctly counterrevolutionary, rejecting the revolutionary tenet 
of equality and defending the Old Regime’s inviolable separation between the nobility and the 
Third Estate.  
 The novel ultimately resolves the tension introduced by this potential marriage between a 
titled noble and a peasant when the Canoness, the night before her release from the prison and 
marriage to James, is chosen by the guards to be drowned. Although Emily emphasizes the tragic 
irony of this timing, the abrupt ending to this subplot also allows the novel to consider the 
romantic, fictional possibilities of an “improper alliance,” without going so far as to “sanction” it. 
The novel further condemns sexual relations between members of the Third Estate and the 
nobility in a short, earlier incident that mirrors the Canoness’s subplot: in this earlier scene, a 
Republican officer boasts to Emily and his soldiers that he “intend[s] to be a Count in a moment,” 
before returning with a prisoner whom Emily recognizes as “the beautiful Countess de P*****” 
(II:180). The Countess, however, resists her captors and goes on deliver a speech spanning three 
pages, inspiring an awed silence in her would-be rapist as she vows to never “submit to the 
embraces of a monster” and warns the Republican soldiers, “The same scaffold to which you 
drag your victims awaits you,” before drowning herself in the Loire (II:181-83). The obvious 
parallels and oppositions between these two episodes in the novel—the Canoness declares that 
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romantic love has supplanted her fear of the Noyade as her motive for marrying James, whereas 
in the story of the Countess, her “marriage” to the officer who claims that he will “soon be a 
Count” is explicitly a euphemism for rape—depict women’s bodies as conduits through which 
improper (and, in both cases, ultimately prevented) breaches of Old Regime class relations 
threaten to take place. Whereas the Countess who preserves the boundary between herself and 
the soldier who threatens her virtue—which becomes a kind of metonym here for the sanctity of 
“the older order”—is glorified in Emily’s narration as a kind of martyr of female purity, the 
Canoness is implicitly punished, through a seeming twist of fate, for seeking to transgress Old 
Regime class distinctions. In contrast to the ambiguity of the first volume, with its criticism of 
both sides of the war in the Vendée, the second volume unambiguously sides with the Royalist, 
counterrevolutionary cause, promoting Old Regime class distinctions in a way that would have 
catered to Alsop’s American Federalist audience. 
In his “Translator’s Preface,” Alsop states that The Lovers of La Vendée “may justly be 
ranked among the most interesting of the French Novels,” and that its “principal 
recommendation” is its historically accurate depiction of the “civil war provoked by the cruelties 
of the Revolutionary Government” (I:iii). In Alsop’s view, the novel accorded with what was at 
the time a prevailing interpretation of the French Revolution among his intended, American 
audience: that the French revolutionaries, in disturbing the status quo, had inflicted their own 
tyranny and violence upon the French people, causing needless civil war and bloodshed, only to 
propel France into yet another state of despotism. Criticizing the actions of both the Republican 
and the Vendéan armies, before ultimately promoting a legitimist, counterrevolutionary 
perspective, the novel expresses a nostalgia for authority based in absolute monarchist rule—a 
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sentiment that resonates with the tone of Federalist criticisms of factional politics in the U.S. at 
this time.95 
 However, a comparative reading of Gosse’s Les amans vendéens and Alsop’s The Lovers 
of La Vendée, or Revolutionary Tyranny reveals that in addition to reducing the overall length of 
the novel and dividing it into chapters in order to make the novel more “commodious to the 
reader” (as Alsop notes in the preface), he at times omitted or rephrased passages not only to 
accelerate the novel’s pacing, but also to make the novel’s political implications clear to his 
American readers. In the preface, he claims that his alterations to the original text are minimal 
and that “few liberties have been taken” (I:iv). He explains, “Passages, indeed, have been 
occasionally omitted where the reflections have appeared either too trite, or unseasonably to 
interrupt the narrative; some other slight variations have likewise been made, and it has been 
divided into chapters in order to render it more commodious to the reader” (I:iv-v). He also 
apologizes that “it has been found extremely difficult to avoid gallicisms” in translating “a 
production whose turn of thought, as well as style, is so essentially different from the English” 
(I:v). 
 Although Alsop claims to have introduced only “slight variations,” these alterations 
reveal marked differences between Alsop’s and Gosse’s views on the republican government, on 
                                                
95 Alsop, a “minor Connecticut wit,” was part of the literary culture that made Connecticut known as the “Athens of 
America” in the 1790s. He and his circle were staunch Federalists, writers who considered themselves to be carrying 
on an Augustan literary tradition during the American Revolutionary period, deploying satirical poetry as social 
critique in the mode of Pope and Swift. After the outbreak of the French Revolution, they sought to expose what 
they conceived to be the false ideological promises of “jacobinism” and the Democratic-Republicans. Alsop was 
likely the author of Aristocracy, a satirical attack against Aaron Burr that the (anonymous) author framed as a 
Democratic-Republican critique of “aristocratic” Federalists—thereby tricking a Democratic-Republican publication 
into printing it. See The Poetry of the Minor Connecticut Wits, edited by Benjamin Franklin (Gainesville: Scholars’ 
Facsimiles & Reprints, 1970); and “Biography,” Boston Medical Intelligencer, vol. 4, no. 2, May 30, 1826. p. 22. 
Although his literary reputation suffered in the twentieth century (an early-twentieth-century critic remarked 
that he “is forgotten now, and rightly so, for he had small talent even for those days”), he was regarded by his 
contemporaries as a talented poet and translator. See The North American Review, vol. 248, no. 1, Autumn 1939, p. 
205. The author of a short, nineteenth-century biography of Alsop argued that his style was practically English—
high praise for a Federalist. See Theodore Dwight [“The Younger”], “Biographical Sketch,” The Charms of Fancy: 
A Poem, In Four Cantos with Notes. By Richard Alsop. Edited from the Original Manuscript, with a Biographical 
Sketch of the Author, by Theodore Dwight, D. Appleton, 1856, p. xii. 
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the Ancien Régime, and on the role of the philosophes in the outcomes of the French Revolution. 
In one such revealing change, Alsop removes about a page of Emily’s reflections on the different 
dispositions of the Vendéan generals, in which she declares: “Non! je ne partage point la colère 
farouche de Stofflet, et le délire impitoyable de Charette!” (“No! I do not share the furious anger 
of Stofflet, or the merciless delirium of Charette”) (Gosse III:33; my translation). Emily goes on, 
in the original French, to declare that not all of the Republicans are equally guilty, and that only 
“une poignée de misérables” (“a handful of wretches”) who control the government should be 
held accountable for the events in the Vendée (III:33; my translation). Although Alsop may have 
simply omitted this passage because he judged it “to interrupt the narrative” (since it describes 
Emily’s thoughts only, and does not further advance the plot), this omission further weights 
Alsop’s version of the novel towards a monolithic condemnation of the French revolutionaries 
and defense of the Vendéans, erasing some of the nuance of Gosse’s original. 
 Similarly, Alsop omits an earlier passage in which Dormon criticizes the Old Regime. At 
the outbreak of the war in the Vendée, Dormon explains to Emily (in Alsop’s translation): “O my 
daughter! … you have been a witness to my grief, you have heard me lament the wretched 
situation of our country. Blood will be shed; the views of the party in power are but too obvious; 
tyranny ever assumes its most hideous form amidst the fury of civil war” (I:32). In the original 
French version of this passage, however, there are two additional sentences in which Dormon 
explains that, before his retirement, he served the monarchy and “witnessed its vices at first hand, 
and quickly learned to detest them,” and that at the start of the French Revolution, he “applauded” 
the idea of “a people reclaiming their rights,” and “beheld with joy those sublime energies, those 
unanimous uprisings, as presages of the public happiness.”96 By excising these remarks, Alsop 
                                                
96 “Au service de la monarchie, j’en ai vu de près les vices, et j’ai appris de bonne heure à les détester. J’applaudis 
donc, du fond de ma retraite, au mouvement généreux d’un peuple qui ressaisissait ses droits; je vis même avec 
transport ces élans sublimes, ces transports unanimes, présages de la félicité publique.” (I:49-50) 
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removed any suggestion that the monarchy had been at fault or was in any way responsible for 
the French Revolution, as well as the fact that Dormon was once sympathetic to the French 
revolutionaries. This erasure clearly caters to Alsop’s conservative American readership’s 
monarchist sympathies, despite the fact that many Americans—like Dormon—initially 
celebrated the French Revolution, before denouncing the actions of the revolutionary 
government during the Terror. This erasure also challenges Lukács’s claim that the historical 
novel promotes a materialist view of history: here, rather than interpreting the French Revolution 
as the inevitable outcome of the failure of the Old Regime (as the excised passage might suggest), 
Alsop, through this removal, asserts that the war in the Vendée—and by extension the French 
Revolution itself—was merely a civil conflict: a disturbance within the established order, rather 
than the beginning of a new and better society. 
This kind of change of course was invisible to readers, and demonstrates the autonomy 
that Alsop exercised in interpreting Gosse’s novel to be consistent with his own and his readers’ 
political commitments at the time of his writing. Other, similar linguistic substitutions—as well 
as the omission of certain clauses and sentences—offer further evidence of the extent to which 
Alsop’s translation was refracted through his own views towards the French Revolution. For 
instance, the word philosophie is omitted from the translation in several instances, suggesting 
that “philosophy” continued to have a pejorative connotation for American readers who blamed 
the philosophes for inventing the revolutionary ideas that led to the Terror. When Emily 
describes the escalating violence in the Vendée, she explains (in Alsop’s translation): “On all 
sides the insurrection had assumed a most serious and threatening aspect. Those who had 
attempted to restrain the popular fury, and had deprecated the horrors of civil war, had fallen 
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victims to the violence of the insurgents” (I:33).97 The phrase “Those who had attempted to 
restrain the popular fury,” however, is a deliberate mistranslation of the original French “ceux 
qui avaient fait entendre la voix de la philosophie” (“those who had made philosophy’s voice 
heard”) (Gosse I:51; my translation). In Gosse’s novel, the moderates who called for an end to 
civil war—and who resisted taking sides—were also the proponents of philosophy. For Alsop, 
on the other hand, it was incoherent for the same group of people who exhibited restraint and 
moderation to also endorse philosophy, which in the American Federalist context, continued to 
denote radicalism and atheism. By rewriting “ceux qui avaient fait entendre la voix de la 
philosophie” as “those who had attempted to restrain the popular fury,” Alsop furthermore draws 
a parallel between French and American conservatism: “Those who had attempted to restrain the 
popular fury” could very well be an American Federalist’s representation of his own party, 
which consistently described itself as the voice of reason and resistance against the “popular fury” 
of democratic politics. By analogy, the “popular fury” they sought to restrain could be equated 
with the American Democratic-Republicans, who had supported the French revolutionary 
government and advocated the principles of egalitarian democracy.98  
Perhaps for similar reasons, Alsop also omitted a passage in which Emily laments that the 
ideas of Rousseau have been appropriated by the Republican government. During her 
imprisonment at Nantes, she is shocked to see “a great number of children from three to twelve 
years old,” and reflects, “Of all the horrors exercised in La Vendée, this appeared to me the most 
                                                
97 “De toute part l’insurrection prenait un caractère plus menaçant; de toute part, ceux qui s’étaient élevés contre le 
danger des guerres civiles, ceux qui avaient fait entendre la voix de la philosophie, avaient péri victimes de leur 
dévouement” (I:51). 
98 Whereas Gosse’s text refers to philosophy in the service of criticizing the tyranny of the revolutionary government 
again later in the novel, Alsop drops the word from his translation here too. A former soldier for the Republican 
army explains, “Je me plaignis des moyens tyranniques avec lesquels on voulait nous faire jouir de la liberté: ma 
gaité m’abandonna. Je fis des réflexions philosophiques sur la manières dont les Français étaient libres” (III:103). In 
Alsop’s translation—“I complained of the oppression practised to make me enjoy liberty, and I began to reflect 
seriously upon the kind of freedom which the French possessed”—the expression “Je fis des réflexions 
philosophiques” (or, literally, “I reflected philosophically”) becomes “I began to reflect seriously.” 
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dreadful” (II:166). In the original French, she goes on to lament that this abuse of children is 
being perpetrated by the same people who have appropriated Rousseau’s ideas (a cornerstone of 
Rousseauian philosophy was the importance of early childhood education in fostering a virtuous 
republic).99 Among conservative Anglophone reading publics, however, Rousseau had a 
somewhat controversial reputation: in one scene in Martha Meredith Read’s novel Monima, or 
the Beggar Girl, for instance, as I discussed in the second chapter of this dissertation, Fontanbleu 
warns Monima not to read Rousseau’s Eloisa: “I do not approve of it,” he says. “It is the 
production of a strong judgment rendered pernicious by a weakness of sensibility, that disgraces 
the soaring genius of its author” (368). That Emily would make this impassioned defense of 
Rousseau may be another detail that, to American readers, would have appeared inconsistent 
with her otherwise virtuous character. 
Alterations to the Canoness’s subplot further indicate Alsop’s efforts to rewrite the novel 
in order to make it more coherent to his American readers. Whereas he translates more or less 
directly the parts of the Canoness’s increasingly liberal ideas that are immediately corrected by 
Emily, Alsop removes several passages where the Canoness elaborates further on why she no 
longer believes in the sanctity of noble titles and class distinction. In accepting James’s proposal, 
for instance, the Canoness states, in a sentence omitted by Alsop: “Ah! si quelque chose doit 
rendre les hommes égaux, c’est la vertu; elle seule doit rapprocher toutes les distances” (“Ah! if 
anything makes men equal, it is virtue; virtue alone must level all differences”) (Gosse IV:37; 
my translation). Alsop similarly altered a passage in which the Canoness suggests that virtue 
must originally have been the justification for a titled nobility: as Emily relates (in Alsop’s 
                                                
99 “O mânes d’un philosophe imprudent! réveillez-vous. Tes écrits mal entendus ont poussé l’homme au changement, 
aux révolutions! O Rousseau! on égorge ceux que tu aimais tant! et les scélérats osent quelquefois avancer tes 
principes! Tes pensées sublimes passent par ces bouches infernales; et le délire de la vertu pousse au délire de tous 
les crimes” (“Oh, ghost of that rash philosopher! Awaken! Your works, so poorly understood, have driven mankind 
to alterations, to revolutions! Oh Rousseau! They are slaughtering what you loved above all! And the villains dare 
sometimes to invoke your principles! Your sublime thoughts pass through these wicked mouths; and the madness of 
virtue leads to the madness of all crimes”) (III:235-36)  
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translation), “Throughout the day the young Canoness was continually talking to me of James; 
… and it was very obvious that the pride of birth was completely subdued by her love” (Alsop 
II:207). Alsop omits, however, the sentences that follow, in which the Canoness declares to 
Emily:  
J’habiterai une chaumière … mais au milieu d’une famille vertueuse; la femme la plus 
noble n’est jamais déplacée; l’origine de la noblesse n’est-elle pas la vertu? n’est-ce pas 
par de bonnes actions que toutes les familles ont obtenu leur premier titre? et n’est-il pas 
plus glorieux de commencer la noblesse par sa conduite, que de la faire oublier par son 
oisiveté? 
 
I will live in a humble cottage … but be surrounded by a virtuous family; the most noble 
woman can never be displaced; for is not virtue the origin of nobility? is it not by their 
good actions that the first noble families acquired their titles? and is it not more glorious 
to engender nobility through one’s conduct, than to let it be forgotten through idleness? 
(Gosse IV:45-46; my translation) 
 
Suggesting that nobility depends upon virtuous conduct rather than birthright, and that virtue 
may therefore “rapprocher toutes les distances”—literally, “close all distances,” but with the 
sense here of leveling or eliminating differences or distinctions—the Canoness’s ideas veer 
dangerously close to the principles of universal equality expounded by the French revolutionaries. 
Here, again, although Alsop may have omitted these passages in order to shorten the overall 
length of the novel and accelerate its plot development, removing this part of the text is also a 
substantive, qualitative change, in that it eliminates a further instance in which revolutionary and 
counterrevolutionary ideas are ambiguously juxtaposed. 
 Alsop’s addition of the subtitle, “Revolutionary Tyranny,” further cements his 
interpretation of the war in the Vendée as evidence of the evils of the French Revolution. From 
the vantage point of the new century it was clear, Alsop implies, that the French Revolution—
which had purportedly sought to overthrow the tyranny of the old order—had succeeded only in 
turning the inhabitants of France against each other, exchanging one tyrannical regime for 
another; as Darcourt wonders, “Even beneath a tyrannical government, is he not a madman who 
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only fights to change his oppressors? and if it be a law of nature that the ruling power is ever 
burdensome to society, is it not better to bend under the yoke than to perish in resisting it?” 
(I:69-70) In the context of the translation’s 1808 publication, Alsop’s addition of this subtitle not 
only gestures towards the tyranny of the French revolutionary government during the period in 
which the novel takes place (1793-96), but also evokes American concerns about Napoleon’s rise 
to power.  
During the first decade of the nineteenth century, Napoleon’s self-promotion to Consul 
for Life in 1802, and then to Emperor of the French in 1804, had offered Federalists a new 
occasion to rehearse the truism that democracy leads to despotism. Rather than liberating the 
people of France, they argued, the French revolutionaries had delivered them into the hands of a 
dictator. Even the Democratic-Republicans—the supporters of Jefferson who, throughout the 
1790s and 1800s continued to interpret the French Revolution as a positive step in the progress 
of democracy—were disillusioned by Napoleon’s accession to Emperor: in the words of a 
Virginia newspaper in 1804, “to acquire this title of emperor, this nomen which may alike 
distinguish the fool, the madman, the infant and the superanuated [sic], [Bonaparte] has 
destroyed the fairest hopes of humanity and forfeited a title which correct ambition, would have 
secured him, and by which he would have induced a world to have hailed him the Jefferson of 
Europe” (qtd. in Shulim 157). Federalist newspapers meanwhile reveled in the Democratic-
Republicans’ betrayal by a leader they had once admired, and congratulated themselves on 
having seen Bonaparte all along as “just what he ever was … a grasping, ambitious, insatiable, 
and bloodthirsty tyrant” (qtd. in Shulim 164). When Alsop’s The Lovers of La Vendée, or 
Revolutionary Tyranny was published in Connecticut in 1808, his readers would easily have 
discerned the novel’s political message, before even opening the cover. 
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 Whereas the novel, in the original French, encompasses a multiplicity of voices and 
perspectives—revolutionary and counterrevolutionary, republican and royalist—and subjects 
these voices to considerable ambivalence and even reversal before ultimately arriving, in the 
second volume, at a legitimist, counterrevolutionary position, Alsop’s translation construes the 
war in the Vendée as proof of “Revolutionary Tyranny.” By trimming certain complicated 
passages, Alsop’s translation makes the counterrevolutionary perspective as central and as 
amplified as possible. Alsop’s The Lovers of La Vendée, or Revolutionary Tyranny thus supports 
Venuti’s claim that a particular translation of a source text “conveys no more than an 
interpretation of the source text, one among other varying possibilities, each of which transforms 
that text by reflecting the receiving language and culture at a particular stage of development, in 
a specific social situation at a specific historical moment” (“Genealogies” 484). In this 
translation—which I am suggesting can furthermore be seen as a particular interpretation—
Alsop inscribed differences between French and American versions of French revolutionary 
history, even as he sought to bridge or translate those different histories through introducing the 
war in the Vendée to an American audience. Whereas Gosse’s novel depicted the ideological 
disorganization and complexity of the war in the Vendée, Alsop imagined and represented clear 
oppositions between revolutionary and counterrevolutionary actors. In this respect it is telling 
that, in the final scene of Gosse’s novel, Emily loses her senses due to the shock of learning that 
Charette has been murdered and that the war in the Vendée will apparently continue. The 
narrative jarringly shifts to an omniscient third person perspective in the final paragraphs, 
emphasizing the loss of Emily’s very ability to tell her story. In Alsop’s version of the ending, 
the novel concludes instead with Emily describing the solace she has found in friendship and 
religion, and in devoting herself to raising her son, despite the ongoing conflict around her. 
Whereas Alsop’s novel ultimately seeks to reassure the reader that the forces of virtue, religious 
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devotion, and familial loyalty will withstand the upheaval of revolution, Gosse’s novel offers no 
such certainty about the endurance of “the old order,” presenting instead a radically uncertain 
future for those who adhere to Old Regime conventions.  
 
“A Criminal Affection”: Romantic Imperialism in The Saracen, or, Matilda and Malek 
Adhel, a Crusade-Romance  
Whereas Alsop’s novel depicted historical events occurring recently in his readers’ 
memory, Sophie Cottin’s The Saracen, or, Matilda and Malek Adhel, a Crusade Romance (New 
York: Isaac Riley, 1810) takes place in twelfth-century Egypt and Palestine, and is loosely based 
on the third crusade (1189-92). Cottin (1770-1807)—who published as Madame Cottin—was the 
author of five internationally successful novels, all of which were translated into English. As 
Megan L. Morris has pointed out (in the only scholarly article published in English to have 
analyzed The Saracen), Cottin’s fourth novel Élisabeth ou les Exilés de Sibérie (Paris: 1806), 
translated as Elizabeth: or the Exiles of Siberia, was “so popular in England that it was published 
as a ‘British Pocket Classic’ in the same volume [as] Oliver Goldsmith’s The Vicar of Wakefield.” 
(It was also published in at least nine U.S. editions between 1808 and 1819.100) Although The 
Saracen seems to have been less widely reprinted than Elizabeth, it also received positive 
reviews in English and American magazines. The novel was translated anonymously in London 
in 1805, the year of the original French publication, where the English publisher changed the title 
                                                
100 Elizabeth; or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin (Philadelphia: 
M. Carey, 1808); Elizabeth; or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin. 
Second Edition (Boston: Munroe, Francis, and Parker, 1809); Elizabeth; or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded 
upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin. Third Edition (Poughkeepsie: Paraclete Potters, 1810); Elizabeth; 
or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin (Philadelphia: Printed by A. 
Loudon for Matthew [sic] Carey, 1809); Elizabeth; or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded upon facts. From the 
French of Madame Cottin (Philadelphia: Printed by Ann Cochran for Mathew Carey, 1811); Elizabeth; or, The 
Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin (New-York: Everet Duyckinck, 
1812); Elizabeth; or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin 
(Philadelphia: Printed by Jane Aitken for Mathew Carey, 1814); Elizabeth; or, The Exiles of Sibera: a tale, founded 
upon facts. From the French of Madame Cottin (Windsor, Vt.: P. Merrifield, 1815); Elizabeth, by Madame Cottin 
(Baltimore: F. Lucas, 1819). 
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from the original French Mathilde, ou Mémoires tirés de l’histoire des croisades. Although an 
1809 British edition changed the title yet again, to Matilda and Malek Adhel, the Saracen, the 
American edition of 1810 retained the original English title, emphasizing the Saracen—and not 
the English heroine—as the novel’s subject, a decision that was perhaps in keeping with the 
original English publisher’s “attempt to attract a readership through [the novel’s] exotic character 
and eroticized relationship between the eastern Other and the European heroine” (Morris).101  
Despite its distant setting, the novel reflects the imperialist concerns of nineteenth-
century European and North American readers, who were witnesses—through the media of print 
periodicals, letters, pamphlets, and in some cases first-hand experience—to Napoleon’s military 
campaigns in Europe and U.S. territorial expansion. The novel’s staging of military and romantic 
confrontations between European crusaders and Arab Muslims—or “Saracens”102—suggests that 
the displacement of non-European Others is inevitable and desirable. Projecting what were in 
fact recently conceived national identities into Europe’s medieval past, the novel itself, and the 
historical introduction which accompanied it, suggest the growing importance of nationalism in 
the early nineteenth century and the role that the historical novel genre played in the construction 
of national histories. The novel also demonstrates the ways in which ideas about sex would be 
                                                
101 Despite Cottin’s apparent popularity in the U.S. during the first two decades of the nineteenth century, the 
Philadelphia magazine Waldie’s Select Circulating Library asserted in 1837 that “Madame Cottin’s novels are but 
little read in America; and, with the exception of ‘The Saracen,’ perhaps it is as well for our country that they are 
almost unknown through the medium of translations.” This writer notes, however, that The Saracen “has been a 
favourite for a long period … Though not true to history in all its parts, it is filled with striking scenes, many well-
contrasted characters, and a great variety of the most affecting incidents … an unexceptionable work, and a very 
noble romance” (“Introduction” 1).  
102 Forms of the word “Saracen” had been used in various European languages since the Middle Ages to denote 
Muslims or Arabs. The word is used more or less interchangeably in Cottin’s novel (as well as in the historical 
introduction to the novel) with “Arab,” “Muslim,” “Infidel,” and “Turk.” The eighteenth-century English historian 
Edward Gibbon noted that “Saracens” was a “general appellation” applied to the “Arabian tribes” by the Greeks and 
Romans. In the eighteenth century the word was sometimes used even more vaguely as a pejorative way to denote 
anyone who was not a Christian. Gibbon, The history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire (London: 1776-
1788), vol. l, p. 181. Qtd in “Saracen, n. and adj,” OED Online (Oxford University Press, June 2017), accessed 
December 2017.  
The medieval origins of the word “Saracen” as a vague, catch-all term for a variety of geographic, ethnic, racial, 
and/or religious categories, offer an instructive precursor to today’s Western rhetorical insistence on “the Muslim 
world” as a coherent entity (Edwards 340). 
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used to justify European and North American imperial conquest in the nineteenth-century, and 
the role of the Islamic Other in the consolidation of European and American national and racial 
identities. As Joan Wallach Scott has argued, claims of gender equality in the West have long 
depended on, and been used to assert, the alleged essential difference and inferiority of Islamic 
societies—a logic that continues to be deployed in political discourse today.103 
Loosely basing each of its major characters on actual historical figures, the novel 
imagines a romance between Matilda, the sixteen-year-old sister of Richard the Lionheart, and 
Malek Adhel, the younger brother of Saladin, who meet when Matilda, along with Richard’s 
wife Bérengère and the Archbishop of Tyre, are captured by Adhel’s army and brought to 
Damietta.104 There, despite Matilda’s intentions to commit herself to a convent after visiting the 
Holy Land, and in a reversal of her preconception that “the Saracen” is “the most hideous of all 
creatures, and similar in every respect to the terrific picture drawn of Satan in the Scriptures,” 
she is so impressed by Adhel’s honor, virtue, and good looks that she finds herself torn between 
her devotion to Christianity and support for the European crusaders on the one hand, and her 
love for Adhel and desire to convert him to Christianity on the other (I:59). Adhel, likewise, is 
enchanted by Matilda’s beauty and purity, which Cottin contrasts with the sensuality of Eastern 
sexual mores while emphasizing that Matilda’s modesty is, ironically, far more seductive than 
the overt sexuality that Adhel has been accustomed to: when Adhel sees Matilda in a long veil, 
with “her eyes fixed on heaven,” “his blood ran in a burning flame through his veins” (I:222-23). 
Matilda’s inner conflict intensifies when Adhel releases the Archbishop of Tyre, who has 
acted her moral guardian, allowing him to return to the Christian army and leaving Matilda to 
                                                
103 See Scott, Sex and Secularism (Princeton University Press, 2018).  
104 According to London’s Monthly Review, Cottin’s “Matilda” was based on Henry II’s eldest daughter Maud, a 
little-known historical figure who, “touched by Madame COTTIN with the magic wand of historical romance … 
stands before us metamorphosed into one of the most attractive heroines that have ever moved our sympathy” (“Art 
VIII 515). 
“Malek Adhel” likewise had a historical corollary in Al-Adil I, the historical Saladin’s brother, who ruled Egypt 
during the Third Crusade. 
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confront an increasingly vexed set of moral choices that, having been raised in a convent, she 
lacks the worldly experience to navigate.105 Sensing that her faith and virtue are imperiled, 
Matilda decides to cross the desert to seek the counsel of a religious hermit. Upon reaching him, 
however, she and the Christians who have accompanied her are attacked by Bedouins. Adhel 
arrives just in time to rescue Matilda but, abandoned in the desert by Adhel’s soldiers, who 
disapprove of Adhel’s loyalty to the English princess, Adhel and Matilda find themselves 
stranded and on the brink of death, prompting Adhel’s “conversion” to Christianity and 
Matilda’s promise to take Adhel as her husband. Ultimately they are rescued, but are unable to 
keep their promises to each other because of their respective loyalties to Saladin, who will not 
condone Adhel’s conversion to Christianity, and Richard, who has engaged Matilda to marry 
Guy of Lusignan, the deposed European “King of Jerusalem.” Matilda, however, rejects 
Lusignan, and insists on keeping her former promise to join a convent (and her more recent 
pledge “to take no other husband” than Adhel). When the war between the Christian and Muslim 
armies resumes, Adhel is fatally stabbed by Lusignan’s servant, but survives just long enough for 
Matilda and the Archbishop to perform his baptism. The novel concludes with the entombment 
of Adhel’s remains in the convent of Mount Carmel, where Matilda finally takes her vows and 
where the Muslims who have come to Adhel’s burial undergo a spontaneous conversion: “the 
Majesty of the Most High was perceived in every part of the august temple … even in the hearts 
of the Mussulmen … impelled by an invisible hand, they rushed through the Christians with loud 
acclamations, and, prostrating themselves round the Prelate’s chair, they touched the ground with 
their foreheads, repeating, ‘Father! O Father! we believe!’” (II:267) Matilda’s spiritual and 
                                                
105 By disparaging Matilda’s education, and repeatedly comparing her taking the veil to a live burial, Cottin—a 
Protestant—articulates an anti-Catholic critique of the French convent system that would have appealed to her 
Protestant British and American readers. 
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romantic conquest over Adhel is thus completed by the novel’s conclusion, even as the 
consummation of their marriage remains beyond the boundaries of literary representation.  
Leading up to this successful resolution, the regulation of female sexuality, and its direct, 
literal consequences for ensuring the success of the European imperial project, are the novel’s 
central preoccupation. Although the eroticized romance between Matilda and Adhel drives the 
novel’s plot, Matilda’s status as the novel’s heroine depends on her resistance to physical 
temptation: as Morris argues, “Matilda faces a nearly non-narratable dilemma within this 
nineteenth-century context.” The novel emphatically describes Matilda’s and Adhel’s physical 
desire for one another, using images with distinct sexual undertones, such as the description of 
Matilda’s veil (which here as elsewhere becomes a metonym for her virginity): “Never had she 
indulged her sentiments so far; they became a true passion, and her chaste veil was drenched 
with the tears of love!” (II:88) Yet, Cottin uses Matilda’s religious conviction as a kind of 
descriptive barrier, one which permanently defers the consummation of the marriage between a 
European, Christian woman and an Arab, Muslim man. As Morris notes, Adhel is subtly marked 
not only as spiritually but also as racially Other: analyzing Matilda’s “secret curiosity to see the 
young Arab again, in order to discover that distinguishing sign which the Lord must have 
stamped on the reprobate,” Morris notes that “the term ‘Arab’ focuses the reader’s attention on 
Adhel’s race, suggesting that the barrier to the hero and heroine’s union may be physical as well 
as spiritual.” In the scene in the desert in which Matilda and Adhel are symbolically married, and 
Adhel accepts his conversion to Christianity, his sudden religious inspiration prevents them from 
having sex: “in calling God into the Desert, in making him the witness of their august union, in 
placing him between her and Adhel, the virgin [i.e. Matilda] had surrounded herself with so 
much majesty, that, in presence of the veneration she inspired, passion became silent, every 
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image of pleasure and voluptuousness was wholly effaced from the mind of Malek Adhel” 
(I:267). 
Matilda’s ability to overpower Adhel’s (and her own) sexual desires with the force of her 
religious devotion supports the novel’s larger emphases on the distinction between Eastern and 
Western sexuality, and on the superiority of European, Christian virtue. In one of the novel’s few 
references to Muslim women, when Bérengère and Matilda witness a dance performed by slaves 
at Damietta, the “luxuriant voluptuousness” of their movements “disturbed the Queen and 
alarmed the virgin” (I:104). What these European women perceive as disturbing or alarming is 
apparently the explicit eroticism—and exoticism—of the women. But this depiction of Adhel’s 
harem is also illustrative of the differences in Muslim and Christian norms of courtship and 
romantic love. As the Archbishop explains to Matilda:  
Madam, … we are not here as in Europe, where women, free in their choice, require time 
to love and to be loved; there they can only form indissoluble bonds, because the 
happiness of these bonds has virtue for its basis, and virtue is discovered only by the help 
of time; but, in the East, where women are subjected to a master who disposes of them 
according to his will, the qualities of the mind are thought nothing of, external charms are 
every thing, and, to behold them and be inflamed, it requires but a moment. (I:80) 
 
The harem becomes evidence of Eastern women’s slavery—their subjection “to a master who 
disposes of them according to his will”—and of the relative freedom and liberty of women in 
European societies, which in turn is taken as evidence of the relative strength of European, 
Christian societies, which are purportedly formed upon such “indissoluble bonds.” Although 
European women’s supposed “freedom” in their choice of a husband is later contradicted by 
Richard’s attempts to force Matilda to marry Lusignan, this dichotomy between the virtuous 
freedom of Western women—and the “voluptuous” slavery of Eastern women—remains 
unchallenged in Cottin’s novel. The narrator elsewhere describes Adhel as unable to control his 
desire for Matilda precisely because he is a Muslim, and thus incapable of the “fortitude” of a 
Christian: “A stranger to the precepts of that sublime and severe religion which alone has the 
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fortitude to struggle against the passions, and the strength to triumph over them” (I:227). And 
earlier, his advances towards Matilda are depicted in quasi-allegorical terms, where Matilda is 
referred to by her epithet “the Virgin,” and “Modesty” and “Religion” are themselves threatened 
by “the Mussulman”: “his emotion increased, his senses misled him; he ventured to press in his 
arms the Virgin of the Lord!—The unfortunate!—the fire of heaven is not quicker in consuming 
its prey. Modesty was alarmed, Religion shuddered; she pushed away with horror the audacious 
Mussulman” (I:174). While tantalizing readers with the prospect of the action that it explicitly 
condemns and refuses—sex between a Muslim man and Christian woman—the novel reinforces 
the binaries Islam/Christianity, lust/chastity, sensuality/spirit, and body/mind. 
The regulation of proper female conduct is interpreted as crucial to the European 
imperialist project. Whereas Matilda is contrasted with Adhel in order to assert the superiority of 
Christianity and the West over Islam and the East, her embodiment of idealized feminine virtue 
is also used to demonstrate faults in other European women. Matilda’s perfect submissiveness 
and obedience are contrasted with Bérengère’s assertiveness: when Richard insists at the 
beginning of the novel that Matilda and Bérengère stay behind at Cyprus until the European 
armies retake Jerusalem, “the pale visage of Matilda exhibited the signs of a calm and resigned 
grief, such as piety approves of and allows; while [Bérengère] carried in her distracted 
countenance the image of the profound desolation that reigned in her soul” (I:63). When Matilda 
disobeys her brother by refusing to marry Lusignan and threatens Richard’s authority over his 
armies, she seems to flout these conventions of female conduct: when she flees to the convent of 
Mount Carmel, Richard is “incensed at the disturbance the news had created in the camp, and the 
influence a woman exerted over the souls of so many warriors” (II:192-93). In addition to being 
“absolute sovereign over Malek Adhel’s thoughts,” Matilda wields a similar level of influence 
over the European armies (I:160). However, the narrative continually excuses what would 
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otherwise be improper by emphasizing Matilda’s almost saintly religious devotion: her seeming 
transgressions are in fact always in the service of the Christian imperial project.106 Matilda, like 
Judith Sargent Murray’s literary persona “Constantia,” appeals to a theological concept of 
women and men as spiritual equals, using her religious devotion to resist secular, male authority. 
The limits of female agency are however clearly charted through the character of Agnes: 
whereas Matilda’s virtue ultimately withstands her conquest of Adhel, the Agnes subplot 
demonstrates the dangerous possibility of a European woman’s conversion to Islam, which is 
figured as a literal seduction by the Eastern Other. During their captivity at Damietta, the 
Archbishop of Tyre warns Matilda to be wary of Adhel by telling her about Agnes, the daughter 
of Amaury, the former European ruler of Jerusalem. Disregarding proper distinctions—between 
femininity and masculinity, and between Christian and Muslim identities—Agnes fought in the 
crusades and became “celebrated throughout the East for her beauty and valour.” However, 
“soaring thus above her sex, whose glory she wished to be, [she] soon became the disgrace of it, 
by neglecting its duties, as she had forgotten its modesty” (I:82). The Archbishop reveals that 
after being defeated in battle, Agnes fell in love with Adhel and abandoned the Christian army to 
convert to Islam and live with Adhel. However, rather than condemning her for betraying the 
European army, for renouncing Christianity, or for becoming Adhel’s mistress, the Archbishop 
insists that Agnes’s primary fault lay in her defiance of the boundary between proper male and 
female behavior:  
Thus, deceiving herself still, and fancying she saw glory in celebrity, she has left the 
distaff for the sword, and the shade of retreat for the bustle of arms; and thus will those 
wander, who, scorning the place God has marked for them, and the qualities that are their 
appendage, substitute for their humble virtues the bold ones of men, and, confounding 
                                                
106 On her journey to visit the hermit in the desert, for instance, Matilda’s fortitude is described as a “miracle,” and 
the Christians who have followed her see her as a “saint”: “At the soft unction of her voice, the warriors recovered 
their courage, the Christians their ancient fervour; and all, astonished to see a delicate and timid virgin encounter, 
with the assistance of her zeal only, fatigues and hardships under which they were almost overcome, thought God 
has imparted his strength to her. Moved at the miracle, they bent their heads reverently low, and fell on their knees 
singing before her, Hosanna in excelsis” (I:234, I:235). 
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what heaven has divided, belong to the sex they have forsaken and the one they adopt, 
only to unite and combine the vices of both. (1:92-93)  
 
Emulating “bold,” masculine virtues, Agnes “confound[s]” sexual difference. A kind of liminal, 
hermaphroditic figure, Agnes’s eventual expulsion from the world of the novel suggests the 
impossibility, within the novel’s imaginary, of a rapprochement of Europe and its Other. After 
several failed attempts to murder Matilda (whose sway over Adhel is such that he decides to 
renounce his harem, including Agnes, shortly after Matilda’s arrival at Damietta), Agnes 
reappears in one final scene. When the Archbishops attempts to persuade Matilda once more not 
to marry Adhel, he brings her to “a wretched hovel, where all announced sorrow and misery,” 
and where they see the nearly unrecognizable Agnes, who has been rendered so abject by this 
point that she can no longer speak coherently: “a woman, pale, dishevelled, lying on the ground, 
striking her breast, and uttering piercing shrieks” (II:174). The Archbishop explains to Matilda:  
In the days of her modesty … Agnes was also fair; she was proud, she was the glory of 
our arms, the honour of her family ;—but, a guilty passion prevailed over all her duties; 
and, now, behold! disfigured features, faded beauty, general scorn, deep wretchedness, 
wandering intellects, crime without repentance, and, consequently, everlasting 
reprobation, are the fruits of the weakness and all that remains of Agnes! (II:174) 
 
Agnes’s fate seems to literalize the threat that Matilda has faced throughout the novel: as the 
Archbishop has earlier warned her, “the Saracen, my daughter, has conceived a criminal 
affection for you … The impious man, harbouring an adulterous flame, wants to count you 
among his wives; you, a christian virgin, the daughter of kings, the bride of the Lord!” (I:129) 
But whereas the threat of Matilda’s corruption by Eastern sexuality becomes the obstacle 
through which she can prove her religious commitment and virtue—as the Archbishop tells her, 
“in struggling alone against the demon’s snares, your glory will be greater”—Agnes 
demonstrates what is at stake in preserving boundaries between Christianity and Islam, and what 
happens when those boundaries are collapsed (I:130).  
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Agnes’s transformation from “modesty” to “crime,” and from “fair” to “disfigured,” also 
speaks to anxieties about the consequences of European imperialism, which in the early 
nineteenth century already entailed increasingly intimate contact between Europeans and their 
Others. As Morris writes, “The crusade romance’s consistent reliance on a European villain”—
such as, in this case, Agnes—“reflects post-colonial fears associated with the expansion of 
nineteenth-century empires. These fears stemmed not from the supposed vices and dissolution of 
the East, but from the transfer of those vices to European citizens.” Although France would not 
invade Algeria for another quarter of a century by the time Cottin’s novel was published, 
Napoleon’s recent campaign in Egypt (1798-1801) was in part responsible for drawing Europe’s 
attention to the Middle East. Read in the United States, Cottin’s novel would moreover have 
resonated with earlier literary representations of North Africa’s Barbary Coast.  
Cottin’s Orientalist depictions figure Muslim (male) sexuality as uncontrollable and 
predatory, in contrast to Christian (female) sexuality as at once able to be perfectly controlled or 
suppressed, and as inherently more powerful—and thus able to control—the Eastern Other. This 
relative power of Christian women over Muslim men is articulated in The Saracen by Saladin, 
who remarks: “Perhaps [Adhel] may be in love; most probably he is, for it is said that the women 
of Europe possess to a supreme degree the art of enlivening, by feigned rigours, the most 
unconquerable warriors” (I:155). This set of oppositions and the implied superiority of 
Christianity and the West reflect what Timothy Marr has termed the “imperialism of virtue” in 
U.S. islamicist narratives. In the Barbary captivity narratives that Marr analyzes, virtue justifies 
U.S. imperialism, and the “democratic vigor” of Western societies is contrasted with 
representations of Muslim societies as despotic, undemocratic, weak, and uncivilized (35). 
Depictions of the Eastern harem epitomize this conflation of Islam with despotism and unruly 
sexual passions: as Marr explains, “Enlightenment thought frequently figured the harem as the 
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domain of sexual dissipation in which lawless passions disrupted the social process of moral 
home building,” and “early American islamicist narratives clearly delineate how the excesses of 
despotic government stemmed from its lack of a stable moral family” (42). As Marr notes, such 
“Orientalist constructions of despotism” had been present in Europe and America at least since 
the publication of Montesquieu’s influential De l’esprit des lois (1748)—translated Spirit of the 
Laws in 1749—a text that was widely read and reprinted in the United States (23). 
As Jacob Crane has argued, in the late eighteenth century, the Barbary Coast inspired the 
production of an array of “cultural engagements with Islam that qualifies Edward Said’s 
assertion that the United States had little interaction with Islam until after World War II” (334). 
The relation between U.S. and European islamicisms—and the role of the Middle East in the U.S. 
literary imaginary prior to the mid-nineteenth century—has, in comparison, received less 
attention in early American studies. The U.S. reprinting of Cottin’s The Saracen offers just one 
example of the continuity between U.S. and European representations of Islam.  
Translated anonymously, the English version of The Saracen, as it was reprinted in the 
American edition, was a direct, literal, “faithful” translation, maintaining the original paragraph 
and chapter breaks, as well as adhering to Cottin’s sentence structure and using English cognates 
of French words wherever possible. Unlike Alsop’s translation of Les amans vendéens, the text 
does not seem to have been altered for aesthetic, political, or commercial reasons (with the 
exception of the fact that the American printer consolidated the four-volume English edition into 
two volumes). The novel was generally well received and appeared, to its nineteenth-century 
readers, to have influenced (or perhaps even been imitated by) Walter Scott: as the United States 
Literary Gazette observed in an 1825 review of Scott’s The Talisman, “The curious in these 
matters will probably be interested in the comparison between this Talisman and the Saracen of 
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Madame Cottin, a crusade romance of great reputation in its day. The time, the place, and the 
principal characters in both are the same” (“Reviews” 406).  
The republication of The Saracen in the United States in 1810 offers suggestive evidence 
of the extent to which the American literary marketplace, as well as broader cultural trends, were 
continuous with developments taking place across the Atlantic. Whereas Marr largely focuses on 
Barbary captivity narratives as the first instances of American islamicism, the tropes that he 
identifies are also present in the crusade romance, a genre that dates to the Middle Ages in 
Europe and that grew in popularity in the early nineteenth century in Europe and—as The 
Saracen’s American reprinting suggests—in the United States. Marr also references the 
Massachusetts Magazine’s 1790 Louisa: A Novel, in which the kidnapped British heroine, “held 
in captivity in Algiers … refuses to submit to the licentiousness of the Sultan Osmen,” a plot that 
echoes Matilda’s resistance to being seduced by Adhel (41). Louisa—again, much like 
Matilda—also ultimately succeeds in “converting” her captor, convincing him to give up his 
harem and to emulate the virtues of a Western ruler (in Louisa’s case, George Washington). A 
number of British crusades narratives were also part of early U.S. literary culture: Clara Reeve’s 
The Old English Baron, published in London in 1778, was reprinted in New York in 1805; and 
Anna Maria Porter’s The Knight of St. John, A Romance was published in both London and 
Philadelphia in 1817.107 The U.S. reprinting of these texts suggests the continuity that existed 
between American and European islamicisms—a continuity that is obscured by the tendency to 
                                                
107 Other British crusades novels that were listed in circulating libraries or for sale in the U.S. include Aluredus: 
Knight of Malta (Anonymous; London, 1800), in Pelham’s Circulating Library (Charlestown, Massachusetts, 1801); 
Azalais and Aimar: A Provencal History of the Thirteenth Century, from an Ancient Manuscript (Anonymous; 
London, 1799), in H. Caritat’s Circulating Library (New York, 1803); Elizabeth Helme’s The Pilgrim of the Cross: 
Or, the Chronicles of Christabelle De Mowbray, an Ancient Legend. 2 Vols. (Brentford: P. Norbury, 1805), in the 
Baltimore Circulating Library (1807); Horatio of Holstein. 3 Vols. (Anonymous; London: R. Dutton, 1800), in 
Harwood’s Circulating Library (Philadelphia, 1803); Mary Radcliffe’s Ida of Austria: Or, the Knights of the Holy 
Cross: A Romance (1812), in Goodrich and Co.’s Circulating Library (New York, 1818). 
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study Barbary narratives in isolation from the larger culture of reprinting and translation that 
characterized early nineteenth-century U.S. literary production.108  
When crusades fictions were reprinted in the U.S. in the early nineteenth century, they 
also participated in the conservative literary tendency that I have discussed in chapter two of this 
study. As Adam Knobler has argued, the crusades represented “the epitome of the moral 
absolute: good and evil, without hint of confusion,” and “Spanish Carlists and French legitimists 
alike have been able to re-appropriate the symbols of pre-revolutionary Europe to post-
revolutionary settings, to serve as unambiguous representations of good versus evil” (324). In the 
literary culture of the early national U.S., as I have argued above, an idealized image of the 
Ancien Régime represented a lost world of traditional morality based on loyalty to God and king. 
Just as Joseph Dennie (writing in 1800) had interpreted Madame de Genlis’s The Knights of the 
Swan—set during the age of Charlemagne—as a critique of French revolutionary principles, 
American readers of The Saracen in 1810 could project a similar nostalgia for a world of clear 
moral dichotomies onto Cottin’s depiction of the crusades. This nostalgia for an idealized Ancien 
Régime, as I discussed in relation to The Lovers of La Vendée, above, figured prominently in a 
transatlantic counterrevolutionary aesthetic and political sensibility that was increasingly 
preoccupied with the concept of a “natural aristocracy” (in the U.S.) and with the origins of 
nobility (in France). As Knobler writes, “In the face of revolutionary barricades, the crusades 
represented to many supporters of the ancien regimes a time when governance, justice, and 
diplomacy were undertaken with divine sanction and under a rather uncomplicated set of moral 
absolutes” (294).  
                                                
108 As Gordon Sayre has argued, the increased attention to the history of Christian and Muslim relations since 
September 11, 2001, has made it crucial to study captivity narratives beyond “the politics of American 
exceptionalism”—to read them “multilaterally and transnationally, first in a transatlantic context that responds to 
calls to break down the distinction between English and American literature, and then in a hemispheric or truly 
global context” (327).  
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The Saracen, read by American audiences in the context of the Napoleonic wars, was 
refracted through both a counterrevolutionary sensibility, and an incipient imperialist ideology. 
Cottin’s novel was written and published during a period of renewed interest in the crusades 
among European and American readers that was provoked, in part, by Napoleon’s 1798 invasion 
of Malta, where he deposed the Knights of Saint John, the last surviving chivalric order, whose 
early members had participated in the crusades. In 1798, several U.S. newspapers published 
pieces on Malta. The Farmer’s Weekly Museum, for instance, explained that “Malta, as well as 
Sicily, was long under the tyranny of the Saracens; from which they were both delivered about 
the middle of the eleventh century, by the valour of the Normans: after which time, the fate of 
Malta commonly depended on that of Sicily, till the emperour Charles V, about the year 1530, 
gave it, together with the island of Gozzo, to the knights of St. John, of Jerusalem, who at that 
time had lost the island of Rhodes” (“A View of Malta”). This brief history contrasts the 
“tyranny of the Saracens” with “the valour of the Normans,” anticipating the historical 
reevaluation of the crusades that took place during the first half of the nineteenth century: against 
the Enlightenment interpretation of the crusades—a view epitomized by the English historian 
Edward Gibbon’s verdict that the “principle of the crusades was a savage fanaticism”—
nineteenth-century historians, beginning with Joseph Michaud, began to celebrate the legacy of 
the crusades (qtd. in Knobler 293). In Knobler’s words, the legends of the crusades became, for 
French royalist historians, “a means of discrediting Napoleonic legitimacy and evoking the great 
deeds of the French heroes of the pre-Revolutionary past” (295). 
 In its coverage of Napoleon’s campaigns, The New York Evening-Post—a Federalist 
newspaper—explained in 1802 that “the restoration of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem … is 
a matter of perfect indifference to this country,” but went on to comment on “a peculiar 
stipulation in the Treaty, by which the natives of Malta are made admissible to all the offices, 
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privileges and dignities of the Order, without being obliged to exhibit proofs of high descent or 
Nobility” (“The Politics of Europe”). The writer characterizes this agreement as “an act of the 
most laudable justice,” but goes on to speculate that “when we reflect on the insuperable vanity” 
of “the supercilious Knights,” “we do not think that they will ever be reconciled to the idea of 
associating with their former subjects, and shaking hands with plebeians; probably, the old 
tongues will forget their chivalry” and “the romantic opinion which they generally entertain of 
the pre-eminence of noble blood, will naturally lead them to use the language of arrogance with 
their new brethren, and to cast on them looks of contempt” (“The Politics of Europe”). In this 
commentary, the Evening-Post writer praises the “laudable justice” of eliminating “proofs of 
high descent or Nobility” from the Maltese political system. The writer expresses a certain 
condescension, as well, for “the romantic opinion” that the Knights of St. John “entertain of the 
pre-eminence of noble blood.” But although this writer maintains a critical stance towards the 
old-world idea of nobility, this commentary nevertheless demonstrates the kind of skepticism 
about class leveling that made other U.S.-American writers nostalgic for the very class 
distinctions that this writer criticizes. 
Crusades stories expressed not only a nostalgia for the Ancien Régime, but also a 
forward-looking, imperialist sensibility. As Christopher Tyreman has observed, Joseph 
Michaud—who edited and wrote the historical introduction to The Saracen, and who went on to 
become a leading historian of the crusades, publishing a seven-volume History of the Crusades 
(Paris, 1812-22) and a four-volume Bibliography of the Crusades (Paris, 1829)—described 
Christian-controlled lands in the Middle East during the crusades as “Christian colonies” and 
“regarded [the crusaders] as proto-colonists” (116). Tyreman argues that, in nineteenth-century 
French historiography, the “romantic nostalgia” surrounding the crusades was blended with 
“supremacist ideology,” so that, in contrast to the Enlightenment historians’ view of the crusades 
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as “a disreputable example of excess,” the crusades instead “became synonymous with fighting 
good causes, primarily religious or moral, throughout the western world, including North 
America” (116-117). In the U.S. context, The Saracen’s thematic concerns with the absolute 
separation between Europe and its Other, and the inevitability of Western conquest, spoke to the 
nation’s recent and unprecedented territorial expansion with the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, and 
the accelerating western movement of white settlement. 
Alsop’s The Lovers of la Vendée, and the U.S. reprinting of Cottin’s The Saracen, both 
point to an abiding concern in early U.S. literary culture with the cultural and political afterlife of 
the Ancien Régime. As I discussed in chapter two, Federalist writers of fiction and criticism at 
the turn of the nineteenth century thematized the Old Regime both as a mythic place and time, 
and as a coherent set of aesthetic principles to guide American cultural production. The U.S. 
reprinting and translation of French historical novels were guided by a similar motive: to assert 
Old Regime values as a moral counterweight against the rise of secularism, democratic politics, 
and class leveling. 
Predating the nationalist historical fictions of Cooper and Scott, these French historical 
novels in translation demonstrate that the American historical novel was already transnational 
before it became national. Fictions that encompassed other national histories, in other words, 
were part of early American literature before the U.S.-nationalist historical novels of the 
antebellum period: the novels of authors including Samuel Woodworth, James Fenimore Cooper, 
Catharine Maria Sedgwick. Although I have focused here on just two French historical novels in 
translation, dozens of romans historiques written in the period following the Terror in France 
and predating Scott’s Waverley, reached a broad readership in the United States. Between 1808 
and 1816, at least ten French historical romances and historical novels were translated or 
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reprinted in the United States (see Table 2), while dozens of others circulated among American 
readers in the original French or in British editions.  
As Katie Trumpener has argued, Lukács’s “foregrounding of Scott’s 
singular/representative status”—the elevation of Scott to the status of “the single-handed 
inventor … of the ‘historical novel’”—not only ignores the work of other, contemporary 
novelists, but also produces “a totalizing sense of historical determinism, a normative sense of 
national coherence, and a belief in great men who embody and shape their epochs” (686-687). 
Taking Scott’s historicism as exceptional or paradigmatic, in other words, obscures the 
alternative conceptualizations of history that are present in other works of historical fiction of the 
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, such as Cottin’s The Saracen and Alsop’s The 
Lovers of La Vendée.  
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French Title American Title 





Les amants vendéens The Lovers of La 
Vendée, Or 
Revolutionary Tyranny 




Mon oncle Thomas My Uncle Thomas. A 
Romance 
1802 No American edition. 
(Listed in Caritat’s 
Circulating Library 


















No American edition. 
(Records in New York 
Society Library 1804-1806 
and listed in Shakespeare 
Circulating Library 





Marguerite de Strafford, 
Roman Historique, 
Contenant plusieurs 
Anecdotes du règne de 
Charles II, et autres 
relatives à la révolution 
d’Angleterre. Par 
Madame de ***. 
Margaret of Strafford, 
an Historical Romance; 
containing many 
Anecdotes of the Reign 
of Charles II. and others 
relative to the 




No American edition. 
(Listed in Boston Library 
Catalogue for 1817; 
French edition listed in 
Union Circulating Library 
Catalogue [Boston] for 















New York: Isaac Riley, 
1810 
 
London: Peltier, 1805 (in 
French) 
 
London, 1805[?], with 
biographical sketch of the 
author and title change 
(The Saracen, or Matilda 
and Malek Adhel) 
London, 1809, entitled 





Mathilde, ou Mémoires 
tirés de l’histoire des 
croisades 
The Saracen, or, Matilda 
and Malek Adhel, A 
Crusade-Romance, from 
the French of Madame 
Cottin, with an 
Historical Introduction 












Elisabeth ou les Exilés 
de Sibérie 
 
Elizabeth; or, The Exiles 
of Siberia: a tale, 
founded upon facts. 










Le Siège de la Rochelle, 
ou le Malheur et la 
conscience 
The siege of Rochelle; or 
The Christian heroine. 






French of Madame de 
Genlis. By R.C. Dallas, 






No American edition. 
(Listed in Charleston 
Circulating Library 
Catalogue for 1811 and 
Union Circulating Library 
Catalogue [Georgetown, 






Le Duc de Lauzun, Pour 
Servir de Suite a 
L’Histoire de La 
Duchesse de la Valliere. 





D. Mallory & Co., Boston; 
Philip H. Nicklin & Co., 
Baltimore; Lyman, Hall & 


















Mademoiselle de la 
Fayette, ou le siècle de 
Louis XIII 
Mademoiselle de 
Lafayette, an Historical 
Novel, illustrating the 
character and manners 











Jeanne de France: 
Nouvelle historique 







Chapter V. Translating the Haitian Revolution: Mary Julia Young’s The Mother and Daughter: 
 A Pathetic Tale and Jean-Baptiste Piquenard’s Colonial Tales Adonis, ou le bon nègre, and 
Zoflora, or the Generous Negro Girl 
 
The Haitian Revolution: Other Secret Histories 
In the preceding chapters, I have argued that translation, interpretation, and refraction 
were modes through which U.S. literary culture grappled with the significance of the French 
Revolution. In this chapter, I turn to literary representations of the Haitian Revolution. As noted 
briefly in this dissertation’s second chapter, the eruption of revolution in the French colony of 
Saint-Domingue in 1791 amplified U.S.-American fears about the spread of “French 
revolutionary excess,” and illuminated the unsettling possibility of slave revolts in the United 
States (Faherty 59). Yet the textual history of U.S.-Haitian engagements remains a recurrently-
forgotten archive. As Elizabeth Maddock Dillon and Michael Drexler argue in their introduction 
to a recent collection of critical essays on Haiti and the U.S.: “It should no longer be possible to 
write a history of the early republic of the United States without mentioning Haiti.” And yet, they 
point out, “similar claims in the past … have tended to rise to the fore only to recede beneath 
subsequent waves of amnesia” (1).109 The Haitian Revolution, which began with slave revolts in 
August, 1791, and ended with the establishment of Haiti as a free and independent nation in 1804, 
was, from the perspective of many U.S. Americans, dangerously entwined with the French 
Revolution and posed “a threat to U.S. sovereignty” (Faherty 58). During the first decade of the 
nineteenth century—after Napoleon’s generals Leclerc and Rochambeau experienced disastrous 
defeats against the army of Jean-Jacques Dessalines, the first ruler of independent Haiti, who 
subsequently ordered the execution of all whites remaining on the island in 1804—anxious 
                                                
109 See also Daut, Tropics of Haiti; and Trouillot, Silencing the Past. 
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reports of violence against the island’s white population, and of possible invasions of U.S. cities 
by Haitian revolutionaries, proliferated in U.S. newspapers. In addition, dozens of novels, plays, 
histories, and other textual accounts of the Haitian Revolution circulated between the Caribbean, 
the United States, and Europe from the 1790s onward; scholar of Haitian literature Marlene Daut 
has catalogued “more than 100 novels and plays of the Revolution … published or staged in the 
Atlantic World” before 1865 (Daut, Tropics 152).110 
Scholars of early American literature, however, have so far only scratched the surface of 
this body of literature. Although Leonora Sansay’s Secret History, or the Horrors of St. Domingo 
(Philadelphia, 1808) has recently risen to canonical status within early American literature, 
literary representations of the Haitian Revolution by non-U.S.-American authors have received 
relatively little attention in early American studies.111 Daut has critiqued this “U.S.-centricity or 
‘one-centeredness’” in work “concerning U.S.-Haitian relations” on the grounds that “too much 
attention has been paid to U.S. reactions to and readings of the Haitian Revolution … at the 
expense of analyzing the Haitian reaction to U.S. nonrecognition, on the one hand, and Haitian 
reactions and contributions to U.S. readings of their revolution, on the other” (Daut, “The ‘Alpha 
and Omega’” 292). Daut’s scholarship thus focuses on the work of Haitian authors, reclaiming 
the centrality of Haitian voices that have too often been written out of American literary history: 
as she points out, “rarely do Haitian writers fit into the otherwise remarkable work of scholars” 
writing about the U.S. and Haiti (“Daring to be Free” 376). “Instead,” she argues, “many 
contemporary scholars are content to examine images or representations of Haiti in the writings 
                                                
110 I am indebted to Daut’s bibliographical research on the literary history of the Haitian Revolution, published on 
her website Fictions of the Haitian Revolution: https://www.haitianrevolutionaryfictions.com. On first-hand and 
other reportedly historical accounts of the Haitian Revolution printed in U.S. newspapers, see also Clavin; Faherty; 
and James Alexander Dunn, “(Mis)reading the Revolution: Philadelphia and ‘St. Domingo,’ 1789-1792,” in The 
Haitian Revolution and the Early United States: Histories, Textualities, Geographies, edited by Dillon and Drexler, 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016, pp. 42-57. 
111 Exceptions include Daut; Bongie, Friends and Enemies; and Brickhouse, Transamerican Literary Relations. All 
three of these books, however, focus on the middle decades of the nineteenth century or later, with the exception of 
Bongie’s chapter on Jean-Baptiste Piquenard, whose first novel was published in 1795. 
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of Charles Brockden Brown, Thomas Jefferson, Leonora Sansay, Claude McKay, or William 
Faulkner; the ‘influence’ of the Haitian Revolution upon various regions or populations of the 
United States; or the reactions to the revolution of scared southerners” (Daut, “Daring to be Free” 
376). As the “hemispheric turn” in early American studies has made only more apparent, studies 
of American literature, by “denoting the US (rather than the hemisphere),” tend to limit the 
linguistic and geographic scope and complexity of the literatures that were produced and 
circulated in North American during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Bauer, “Early 
American Literature” 253). Daut calls for us to expand this geography and work towards a 
“dialogic Haitian-U.S. studies” guided by the key terms “interactions,” “dialogue,” and 
“intertextuality” (“Daring to be Free” 376). 
One of the obstacles impeding the kind of interactive, dialogic, intertextual analysis Daut 
calls for is linguistic. The bias towards Anglophone texts in studies of U.S.-Haitian relations has 
contributed to obscuring both the writings of Haitian authors, and literary representations of the 
Haitian Revolution in the work of French authors. Recent work by Susan Gillman and Elizabeth 
Maddock Dillon on Victor Hugo’s novel of the Haitian Revolution Bug-Jargal has suggested its 
inclusion within American literary histories—but the fictional accounts of Saint-Domingue or 
Haiti that were written between 1791 (when the Haitian Revolution began) and 1820 (when Bug-
Jargal was originally published as a short story) remain obscure. Daut likewise focuses on the 
work of Haitian authors who began publishing in the 1810s, including the first Haitian historian 
of the revolution, Baron de Vastey. Yet a number of now obscure or forgotten novels were 
written about the Haitian Revolution by French and English authors in the 1790s and 1800s: 
Jean-Baptiste Piquenard’s “colonial tales” Adonis, ou le bon nègre and Zoflora, ou la bonne 
négresse were published in Paris in 1798 and 1800, respectively; the English translation of 
Zoflora was published in London in 1804; and Mary Julia Young’s The Mother and Daughter 
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(an unattributed translation of Jean-Baptiste Berthier’s 1801 Félix et Éléonore: ou les colons 
malheureux) in London, also in 1804. Despite never being reprinted in the U.S., copies of 
Zoflora and The Mother and Daughter were advertised by booksellers and circulating libraries in 
U.S. newspapers throughout the first two decades of the nineteenth century, overlapping with 
hundreds of other accounts of the Haitian Revolution in the form of letters and other direct 
testimonies printed in newspapers, as well as histories, biographies, and works of fiction (Clavin). 
As Daut notes, much of the literature of the Haitian Revolution in fact blended several of these 
genres (Tropics 8). 
As I argued in the first chapter of this dissertation, before the hemispheric, transatlantic, 
and transnational turns in American studies in the late 1990s, the study of early American 
literature was filtered through the lens of nationalism. And it is easy to see why a literary-
nationalist scholarship would relegate these novels to obscurity: The Mother and Daughter, 
Young’s unattributed translation of Berthier’s Félix et Éléonore, is easy to disqualify from the 
categories of U.S.-American, British, Haitian, and French literature, precisely because it is 
situated in (or between) all four: set in Saint-Domingue (but concluding in Connecticut), the text 
deploys virulently racist depictions of its black Creole112 and African characters; and, although 
written by an English author, the text ostensibly plagiarized the French source text (changing the 
title in order to obscure its French origins and sensational content). As Daut has noted, “Haitian 
revolutionary texts … often featured large passages that had been copied or closely paraphrased 
from prior works, making discussing authorship with respect to this corpus unwieldy and 
complicated” (Tropics 3). Within the disciplines of English or American literature – or even 
                                                
112 As a number of scholars have established, the complicated term “Creole” was used in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries both as an adjective and a noun; to refer to both white European colonists who were born in, or 
immigrated to the Caribbean; and to designate persons of mixed European, African, and/or indigenous American 
descent. “Creole” also connoted particular racial and sexual traits, particularly in descriptions of Creole women, and 
could be ambiguously interchanged with mulatto/a. See Manganelli, 17-36; Brody, 15-16; Daut, Tropics of Haiti; 
and Bongie, “Of whatever color.” 
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Comparative Literature – Young’s complicated authorial status with regard to The Mother and 
Daughter would render the work’s literary status questionable at best. Piquenard’s work, 
although anchored by a more traditional “authorial function,” is likewise difficult to classify: 
Adonis, ou le bon nègre, was never translated into English, and remains obscure even in French 
literary history.113 Even Chris Bongie, the first contemporary scholar to devote considerable 
research to Piquenard, voices skepticism about Adonis’s literary qualifications, comparing this 
“brief work” to the author’s second novel Zoflora, which at “twice the length of Adonis” is, in 
Bongie’s opinion, “much more of a ‘pure’ novel” (Friends and Enemies 104). 
As the title suggests, Adonis, ou le bon nègre draws on the stock character of the “Bon 
Nègre,” or the “Good Black.” As Léon-François Hoffmann points out, this literary figure was 
used to serve diametrically opposing ideological functions in the literature of the period: on the 
one hand, to assert the humanity of African and African-descended people; and, on the other, to 
confirm a pro-slavery logic wherein the “good black” is the “exception who proves the rule,” a 
loyal accomplice to the colonial project whose virtue is always measured against the “savagery 
of rebellious slaves” (Hoffmann 201; my translation). However ambivalent in its treatment of the 
racial politics of the Haitian Revolution, Piquenard’s Adonis nonetheless imagines, in its 
conclusion, the possibility of a future society built on peaceful, inter-racial fraternity and 
cooperation: a society located, however surprisingly, in the U.S.-American “province” of 
Virginia (276). Whereas this ideologically and geographically complicated novel was never 
translated into English, Piquenard’s second novel Zoflora, ou la bonne négresse—in many ways 
a companion or prequel to Adonis—was translated into English and published in London in 1804, 
raising compelling questions about the politics of translating Haitian revolutionary fictions: as I 
discuss further below, the British publisher’s decision to translate and print Zoflora, but not 
                                                
113 Exceptions include Hoffmann, Le nègre romantique; and Bongie, Friends and Enemies, 69-104. 
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Adonis, reflects the norms governing genre in the literary marketplace of the early nineteenth 
century, and reveals emergent ideas about the place of non-white Creole subjects within the 
world of the novel and of the nation. 
Although written within the same half decade, these three novels offer very different 
views on the Haitian Revolution, and demonstrate very different trajectories of translation and 
refraction. I have chosen to analyze them here in order to consider the politics of interpreting the 
Haitian Revolution; what it meant to translate those interpretations between transatlantic 
contexts; and how a failure or absence of translation signifies within this literary network. 
Moreover, Young’s and Piquenard’s novels illuminate the ways in which the fraught questions of 
slavery and abolition were mediated through earlier responses to the French Revolution in both 
Francophone and Anglophone literature: in addition to suggesting that Saint-Domingue became a 
testing ground for French revolutionary ideology, all three of these novels contend that the 
Haitian Revolution was the planned outcome of a European plot, wherein formerly enslaved 
Haitian revolutionaries were simply pawns in a larger French revolutionary and British colonial 
intrigue. These three novels, in their different trajectories of translation and reprinting, also 
reveal the ways in which translation facilitated and compounded a discourse of scientific racism 
in the Atlantic world: whereas Young’s novel reiterated and refracted the source text’s racial 
imaginary, supporting a biological, determinate concept of race, Piquenard’s literary 
experimentation with the possibility of a society built upon the equal rights of men of all races 
did not translate to the Anglophone literary marketplace. Unless a resident of Virginia traveled to 
Paris and happened upon a copy of the first (and, to my knowledge, only) edition of Adonis on 
the shelves of a bookstore or of an acquaintance’s library, the ephemeral idea that her home state 
could have offered the setting of such an imagined world would have passed by, beyond her 
notice, across the Atlantic.   
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Although Piquenard’s most radical ideas never transcended their original literary context, 
sections of Adonis were later “faithlessly” translated by Napoleon’s propagandist, Louis 
Dubroca. Ironically, Dubroca used Piquenard’s material to support a racist and pro-slavery 
agenda. As Bongie has observed, the defamatory biography of Jean-Jacques Dessalines that 
Dubroca wrote during Napoleon’s attempt to retake control of Saint-Domingue and reinstate 
slavery in France’s colonies “not only incorporates verbatim a good deal of material from 
[Adonis,] but it also engages in a strategic rewriting of that novel’s (admittedly wavering) 
humanist assumptions” (Friends and Enemies 73).114  
Turning to The Mother and Daughter, Adonis, and Zoflora, we can see that even as 
revolutionary violence was still smoldering in Saint-Domingue, the process of interpreting, 
allegorizing, and translating the Haitian Revolution was already underway. Whereas most studies 
of the literature of French colonialism and of the Haitian Revolution center around the mid-
nineteenth century—with some recent scholarship turning attention to Victor Hugo’s Bug-Jargal 
(1820), Leonora Sansay’s Secret History: or, The Horrors of St. Domingo (1808), and the novel 
sometimes attributed to Sansay entitled Zelica, the Creole (1820)115—in the reactionary opening 
years of the nineteenth century, the era of Napoleon and Jefferson, the writing and translating of 
the Haitian Revolution had already begun.  
 
“The god of love between two dæmons”: Romance and Slavery in The Mother and 
Daughter, A Pathetic Tale 
                                                
114 Although Dubroca’s biographies of Napoleon and of Toussaint Louverture appear to have been more widely read 
and reprinted, the biography of Dessalines was excerpted in the German periodical Minerva in 1805, and translated 
into Spanish in 1806: Vida de J.J. Dessalines, gefe de los negros de Santo Domingo (Mexico [City]: Zúñiga y 
Ontiveras, 1806). On Dubroca’s unflattering depiction of Dessalines, see Philippe R. Girard, “Jean-Jacques 
Dessalines and the Atlantic System: A Reappraisal,” The William and Mary Quarterly, vol. 69, no. 3, July 2012, pp. 
549-582. 
115 See Gillman; and Dillon, “Reassembling the Novel.” 
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Mary Julia Young, author of The Mother and Daughter, a Pathetic Tale, was an English 
Romantic writer who, although considered a minor figure in British literary history, was able to 
make a living as a professional author at a time when this was still relatively unusual. In addition 
to publishing three works of poetry in the 1790s, she was the author of nine novels, as well as 
three translations from German and French (including The Mother and Daughter). In a letter to 
London’s Royal Literary Fund committee—from whom she requested financial assistance after 
her publisher went bankrupt—Young stated that The Mother and Daughter was a translation 
from the French of Jean-Baptiste Berthier (Lloyd 83). And yet the novel as printed contains no 
mention of Berthier and does not acknowledge its French origins (Lloyd 63). A footnote in the 
second volume, explaining that “circumstances too well known to [be] repeated” have been 
excised, and signed “TRANSLATOR,” is the only explicit sign that The Mother and Daughter is 
not an original English novel (II:156).  
The title—a deliberate mistranslation of Berthier’s title Félix et Éléonore: ou les colons 
malheureux (literally, “Felix and Eleonore: or the unfortunate colonists”)—may have been 
chosen by Young’s publisher, James Fletcher Hughes, given that it “is clearly reminiscent of the 
title of Amelia Opie’s Father and Daughter, published three years earlier,” and that Hughes had 
a “propensity for capitalising on popular titles” (Lloyd 69). Within an English literary culture 
hostile to translations, to popular sentimental novels by women, and to French revolutionary 
politics, suppressing the novel’s status as a translation, and masking its relation to revolutionary 
Saint-Domingue, may have been a pragmatic choice on the part of Young or her publisher.  
Regardless of the reasons for presenting the text in this way, this adaptation of the title, 
and the disavowal of the novel’s status as a translation, both bear significantly on the text’s 
meaning. First, by eliding the names of the heterosexual couple who are more prominently 
featured in the plot (the “mother,” made into a title character in Young’s translation, plays a 
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distinctly minor role), the title at once acknowledges and masks the novel’s sexualized content. 
This simultaneous act of concealment and emphasis—the implicit assertion that there is 
something illicit about the novel’s romance plot—parallels other suggestive moments in the text 
that allude to erotic attraction. In two scenes, such illicit proximity takes place between the white 
heroine, Leonora, and the black characters, Jonetto and Antonio: in the first, the narrator 
describes Leonora and Jonetto dancing together, but compares Jonetto to a “dog” and a “horrid 
satyr,” implying that their enactment of heterosexual courtship is somehow monstrous: “The 
dark-browed African now enjoyed infinite delight, which he expressed by inarticulate sounds, 
such as those uttered by a dog when overjoyed … he looked like a horrid satyr dancing with a 
lovely nymph” (II:145). In a later scene, Leonora travels to Cape François with Antonio, a 
maroon who remains loyal to the novel’s white characters after the other formerly-enslaved 
characters join the revolutionary army: although the narrator has praised Antonio throughout the 
novel for his virtue and loyalty, Leonora is horrified to find herself “lean[ing] on the arm of 
Antonio for support,” and “relinquished it immediately with a sensation of horror at the idea of 
permitting a black to supply the place of Felix, whose arm had so often sustained her, and who so 
often, impelled by love, had fondly pressed her’s to his faithful bosom” (III:13). Although the 
thought produces “a sensation of horror,” Leonora nonetheless realizes in this passage the 
possibility for a black man “to supply the place of” her white fiancé. In both instances, the novel 
suggests that the Haitian Revolution created a proximity between black and white bodies that it 
presents as erotic and titillating precisely by insisting on the discomfort that these sexual 
undertones produce in the novel’s virtuous protagonists and in its implied audience.116  
                                                
116 The novel also contains a number of steamy passages between its white protagonists, in which the proximity of 
revolutionary violence produces opportunities for Leonora to be repeatedly kidnapped and rescued, discovered by 
Felix with her clothing in tatters and various body parts alluringly exposed. 
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The removal of the French title’s reference to “the unfortunate colonists” is also 
significant, in that it restages a historically-situated text as a more “generic” sentimental novel. 
Again, the sharp contrast between the title and the content of the novel in this respect has the 
effect of marking the novel’s setting in Saint-Domingue (the obvious referent of the French title) 
as somehow illicit or immoral. Taken together, these alterations to the title point to the novel’s 
thematization of Saint-Domingue as a space of combustible sexual, criminal, and eventually 
homicidal action. 
 Set in the interior of Saint-Domingue and the city of Cape François, the novel takes 
place in the years leading up to the French and Haitian Revolutions and concludes, in 1791, with 
its protagonists Felix and Leonora’s escape from revolutionary violence and resettlement in the 
U.S. Detailing the histories of two families—St. Firmin and his son Felix, and the eponymous 
mother and daughter, Mrs. Delmont and Leonora—the novel celebrates the superior moral 
sensibilities of its French protagonists who, despite their ostensibly humane treatment of their 
slaves, are persecuted during the Haitian Revolution (which neither St. Firmin nor Mrs. Delmont 
survive). In the opening of the novel, the widower and retired soldier St. Firmin travels to Saint-
Domingue and sets out to establish a plantation with his son Felix. Unperturbed by warnings 
from the governor of Cape François that the white colonists who have attempted to settle the 
interior of the island are preyed upon by runaway slaves (or “maroons”), “St. Firmin was not to 
be shaken; nothing could alter his resolution, founded upon the principles of the most sublime 
philosophy” (I:22).  
The novel’s references to of St. Firmin’s philosophical principles stands in an uneasy 
relation to its superficially apologetic yet ultimately favorable view of slavery, and its 
conservative stance on the question of abolition. The first reference to the slave trade presents 
what appears, in the context of the novel’s publication, as a conspicuous silence on the heated 
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moral, political, and philosophical debates surrounding slavery at the time of the novel’s 
publication. In this passage, the novel’s black and “mulatto” characters are introduced, but 
presented as nameless objects rather than as characters:  
While he remained at the Cape, Mr. St. Firmin purchased the necessaries for forming his 
establishment. The small capital which he had carried from France was just sufficient for 
that purpose. He bought three negroes, two youths and one of riper years; the last had 
been recommended as an acquisition from his knowledge of the localities, the plantations, 
and their cultures. He took also into his service a mulatto woman, to manage his house. 
He bought a large quantity of tools and utensils of all sorts; such as hatchets, anvils, 
hammers, saws, &c. and a provision of oatmeal, flour, and manioc, to sustain his little 
colony. (I:22-23) 
 
This itemized, quantitative description—which structurally conflates enslaved persons with the 
miscellaneous “tools and utensils” that are afforded approximately the same amount of narrative 
attention—reflects the novel’s European characters’ insistence on the naturally subordinate status 
of the island’s black and mixed-race population. But the absence of narrative commentary on the 
question of slavery also marks a distinctly conservative position when read in the context of the 
novel’s publication during a period of intense debate over the status of the Atlantic slave trade.117 
Given that France’s National Convention had abolished slavery in France’s colonies in 1794 (a 
law which Napoleon would revoke in 1802, the year after the publication of Berthier’s novel), 
and that the growth of a dynamic anti-slavery movement would lead to the abolition of the slave 
trade in the British Empire in 1807 (the year before the publication of Young’s translation), this 
initial reference to slavery suggests an intentionally de-historicized representation of slavery. 
Although the events of the novel’s plot refer to the historical timeline of the Haitian Revolution 
in the second and third volumes, the social and ethical contradictions of slavery are concealed 
beneath rhetoric and images that depict slavery as an eternal and natural condition of world 
                                                
117 This initial absence of engagement with contemporary debates surrounding slavery and abolition is especially 
noticeable given that Piquenard—whose novels Adonis and Zoflora were published in French (and, in the case of 
Zoflora, in English) within the same five-year period as The Mother and Daughter (and its source text, Felix et 
Léonore)—felt compelled to explicitly address the question of abolition in the preface to both novels, as well as to 
thematize the morality and politics of slavery and liberty in the novels’ plots (more on this below). 
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history, erasing the contingency that surrounded the future of the slave trade in the 1790s and 
early 1800s.  
The text further naturalizes slavery through stock representations of the plantation as a 
“family” composed of a white father and his black “children.” The narrator asserts that for St. 
Firmin, “The title of master was … but that of father and friend,” and explains that after his 
plantation is established, “Each of the inhabitants lived comfortably, in the department alloted 
him; the masters and the slaves were apparently contented; they lived together, more like one 
happy family, than individuals of such different origins” (I:64, 105). This apparent harmony is 
enabled through what the text represents as a natural hierarchy wherein the enslaved characters 
Jeremiah, Moco, and Jonetto—repeatedly depicted as mentally child-like and morally 
depraved—depend on their “father” St. Firmin for moral instruction and discipline: as the 
narrator explains, “St. Firmin assembled his household to join in morning and evening prayer,” 
and “read some extracts from moral tracts, which he explained in a manner suitable to the 
comprehension of the blacks, who would have scarcely been benefitted by a lesson delivered in 
refined language” (I:105). 
The text further insists on the compatibility of slavery and European patriarchal goodwill 
by contrasting French colonialism in Saint-Domingue to the earlier Spanish conquest of the 
island. An early scene offers sentimental reflections on the island’s indigenous population, who 
at the time of the novel’s action have been decimated, and are present only as a kind of ghostly 
aura. Describing the plot of land where St. Firmin settles as “troubled by fatal remembrances,” 
the narrator explains that it is situated at “the feet of those mountains which covered the bones of 
numberless Indians buried beneath them” (I:47). This passage both condemns the Spanish 
settlement of the island, motivated by the desire to extract gold and silver rather than establish 
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farms, and represents the second wave of European colonization (the French settlement of Saint-
Domingue) as an act of benevolent redemption:  
St. Firmin was going to impose silence on those eternal witnesses of the destruction of 
the gentlest and most innocent of human kind. He was wisely going to repair, by his 
agricultural labours, the cruel errors of those who conquered the island, and avenge 
Nature, by searching on the surface of a fruitful land for those riches which Avarice had 
vainly expected to find in the deep pits which they dug and into which whole nations 
were precipitated. (I:47-48) 
 
The island’s indigenous population represent “the gentlest and most innocent of human kind,” or 
a romanticized childhood within a narrative of progressive human development that the novel 
supports by figuring St. Firmin as the idealized European: one who can act as the wise, paternal 
avenger of “Nature” and rule over his non-white “children.”  
When The Mother and Daughter does explicitly address the question of slavery (only 
after establishing St. Firmin’s exemplary paternal treatment of his slaves), it does so to 
emphasize Felix’s virtue and sensibility. When St. Firmin explains to his son that the youngest 
slave, Jonetto, “had been torn from his country and family, sold for a slave, and brought as such 
to St. Domingo,” this “idea rent the heart of Felix,” who exclaims: “If I cannot restore him to 
liberty I will at least endeavour to render his condition supportable” (I:59, 60). Through the 
conditional clause (“If I cannot restore him”), the idea of abolition is articulated as an already 
foreclosed possibility. Valuing individual benevolence and collective obedience to the colonial-
imperial laws that dictate the colony’s slave codes—as modeled by the ideal colonists St. Firmin 
and Felix—the “happy family” presented in the first volume of The Mother and Daughter 
articulates a counterrevolutionary ideology that will become more explicit in the second and 
third volumes. 
The text’s most dramatic assertions of white superiority appear through recurrent 
comparisons of Felix and the enslaved characters. Felix, raised under the scrupulous 
guardianship of St. Firmin, according to Rousseauian educational principles, and away from the 
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corruptive influences of Parisian society, epitomizes the virtuous subject of eighteenth-century 
sentimental literature. Jeremiah, Moco, and especially Jonetto, on the other hand appear as pre-
civilized and barbaric. Frequent comparisons of Jonetto to an animal depict him as governed by 
brute physical impulse rather than rational agency: during an illness, he is compared to “a 
suffering beast,” while Felix tends to him, again emphasizing Felix’s compassion and sensibility 
(I:60). Comparisons of Jonetto’s and Felix’s physical features are explicitly linked to judgments 
of their moral character: whereas “the expression of [Jonetto’s] features was morose,” and “his 
gait and manners expressed” both “indolence” and “the violence of his character” (I:107), Felix 
is “an enemy to rest; his disposition was gentle, but replete with spirit and energy; his inclination 
for reflection discovered a strong soul, but did not restrain his agility in his works … his eyes 
were frequently so animated in conversation, that they seemed to emit a sparkling radiance; his 
vivacity being unmixed with petulancy gave him that firmness of character, in which were united 
intrepid courage and exquisite sensibility” (I:99). Importantly, Jonetto lacks the fetishized 
eighteenth-century quality of sensibility: “his heart seemed to be insensible to every amiable and 
tender emotion,” and he “appeared equally insensible to happiness and sorrow” (I:107). 
In addition to manifesting in such explicit, moral terms, race is also depicted in 
allegorical imagery and cast almost as a metaphysical category. Describing a teenaged Felix 
working alongside Moco and Jeremiah, the narrator explains: 
To behold his body between these men, black as ebony, bending his body, stretching his 
arms, striking his spade with his foot, and raising the earth in perfect unison with them, 
he might have been taken for the god of love between two dæmons, beginning to perform 
a pantomime. (I:65) 
 
In this image—which simultaneously links Felix to classical antiquity, and expels black men 
from the Edenic space of the New World—racial difference is represented as grotesque, self-
evident and immutable. In its representations of racialized bodies, The Mother and Daughter 
exemplifies the larger shift, noted by Paul Gilroy, from “confused and unsystematic race-
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thinking” in the eighteenth century, to the “more coherent, rational, and authoritative” discourse 
of scientific racism in the nineteenth (qtd. in Bongie, Friends and Enemies 71). Writing about 
representations of race in Francophone literature, Bongie and Hoffmann have both analyzed this 
shift in relation to “that dramatic step back from Enlightenment values so greatly facilitated” by 
the rule of Napoleon (Bongie, Friends and Enemies 71). In Hoffmann’s words, “openly racist 
literature, of which there were a few isolated examples before the [French] Revolution, really 
takes off during the Consulate and the Empire” (qtd. in Bongie, Friends and Enemies 71). 
Bongie tracks the ways in which “the consolidation of this racism … required an erasure of the 
revolutionary idea of ‘universal humanity,’” and thus a rethinking of the meaning of the French 
Revolution. 
 As I argued in the introduction to this study, translations and reprints of French literature 
illuminate steps in the evolution of concepts and ideas before they are fully naturalized. The 
Mother and Daughter, considered as part of the literary culture of the early U.S., captures a 
particular moment in the coevolution of a counterrevolutionary sensibility and a discourse of 
scientific racism. These two ideas are inseparable in the novel: the second volume explicitly 
criticizes the French Revolution by suggesting that the immediate effects of liberty in Saint-
Domingue—the debaucherous revelry of the people of color, as witnessed by a disapproving 
Felix—serve as confirmation that French revolutionary principles, while appealing in theory, are 
in practice destructive.  
The novel’s counterrevolutionary politics are thus embroiled in its pro-slavery agenda 
and its condemnation of the liberation of Saint-Domingue’s enslaved black population and the 
extension of the rights of citizenship to people of color. Hearing about the “agitation among the 
people” in Cape Francois in September, 1790, St. Firmin “judged that the crisis must be long and 
destructive; his country was without government and laws; its whole system overthrown” (II:155, 
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158).118 Worried about “the errors, into which the magic of such words and principles might lead” 
Felix, St. Firmin decides to give his son all of the revolutionary pamphlets that he has received 
from Cape François and allow him to form his own opinion (II:158-59). Whereas Felix is 
initially impressed by the humanist principles expounded in these pamphlets, and concludes that 
the “violent excesses” of revolution are “an evil which precedes the greatest blessings,” he is 
quickly disillusioned when he visits Cape François (II:161). There, he witnesses “in every place 
a species of tumultuous revelry, which must inspire a reasonable soul with disgust and terror” 
(II:184). Although he initially believed that by “recovering the rights which they possessed from 
nature,” the French people would “be inspired with emulation, to prove themselves worthy the 
liberty they have obtained,” his visit to the Cape leads him to reject the idea that these natural 
rights should apply to people of color (II:162). He reprimands (and nearly starts a brawl with) a 
“man of colour” for calling him “brother citizen,” and is further distressed by the “gaiety” of the 
“middle class, chiefly composed of people of colour” and the national guard formed of formerly 
enslaved blacks, for whom “living in idleness was their delight” and who use their new position 
to “gratify their inclinations without obstacle” (II:185, 188).  
This depiction of unruly revolutionaries, read in the U.S., where newspaper stories that 
seemed to blend first-hand testimony with elements of gothic fiction, supported an interpretation 
of contemporary history that compressed the Haitian and French revolutions into a singular event. 
In Read’s novel Monima, for instance, a particularly Francophobic character suggests sending 
Monima and Fontanbleu back to “their French negro country” (50). In The Mother and Daughter, 
Young participates in a transatlantic counterrevolutionary discourse—echoing widely rehearsed 
claims that while in principle the French revolutionaries had succeeding in abolishing “barbarous 
                                                
118 In a footnote to this chapter, signed “TRANSLATOR,” Young explains that “Julian here related to Mr. St. Firmin 
the heads of the revolution in France, from the commencement, until the royal family were prisoners in the 
Temple—circumstances too well known to [be] repeated” (II:156) 
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feudal rights” and the breaking the “chains of despotism,” in reality they had merely caused a 
senseless bloodbath and the depleted of the morals of society (II:163)—while also objecting to 
the abolition of slavery. The Mother and Daughter connects the critique of the French 
Revolution to the emancipation of Saint-Domingue’s enslaved population, emphasizing the 
disparity between revolutionary ideology in theory and in practice: “What a contrast from what 
Felix had seen in idea, and what he beheld in reality!” the narrator reflects. “What a perversion 
of principles” (II:191). During Felix’s visit to Cape François, the narrator explains that “It would 
have been a heart delighting spectacle to Felix, could he have beheld such a number of 
emancipated slaves united in the peaceable enjoyment of a happy independance [sic]; but he was 
inexpressibly shocked to see the use they made of their self acquired liberty, and the power of 
acting with impunity” (II:189).  
 The novel’s insistent sentimentalizing of slavery in the first volume provides a subtext to 
these explicitly counterrevolutionary, pro-slavery arguments: when St. Firmin says to Felix, “I 
grieve, like you, at the deplorable situation, into which a fatal custom has precipitated so large a 
portion of mankind, and I sincerely wish that proper means could be taken to abolish slavery,” 
the text implicitly absolves both St. Firmin and Felix from their complicity in what they both 
acknowledge as the “evils” of slavery (II:204). Depictions of black men and men of color as 
unfit for “liberty” are presented as evidence confirming that the abolition of slavery must be 
indefinitely deferred: it must be “the perfect fruit of a deliberate and of a wise legislature,” in St. 
Firmin’s words, and “much as we may wish to see the blacks free and happy, we have great 
reason to dread their usurping power over us….my soul shudders at the idea of such governors, 
so ignorant, and so revengeful!” (II:204) 
The novel’s concluding volume details the violence inflicted by the self-emancipated 
black characters against Saint-Domingue’s white population, deploying what Daut has called 
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“the mulatto/a vengeance narrative”: as Daut writes, “the literature of the Haitian Revolution 
demonstrates a dogged obsession with ‘mulatto’ or other ‘mixed-race’ beings, and, more 
specifically, with understanding the initial revolt and subsequent rebellion as one of children of 
‘color’ against their ‘white’ fathers, and not as an antislavery revolution led by predominantly 
‘negro’ slaves” (Tropics 4). Confirming Daut’s thesis, The Mother and Daughter frames the 
actions of formerly-enslaved blacks as motivated by revenge: as the narrator explains: “The 
kindled vengeance of the blacks spread death and devastation through every quarter of the island, 
sparing neither sex nor age; all were condemned to perish, the colonists and their works” (III:67). 
Whereas the text does not support Daut’s claim that fictions of the Haitian Revolution uniformly 
depict mixed-race or mulatto/a people as the instigators of the revolution—Jeremiah, Moco, and 
Jonetto are all African, and the narrator raises the possibility that “European emissaries … 
excited [the slaves] to revolt” (III:120)—the “revenge” of Moco, Jeremiah, and Jonetto against 
St. Firmin is nonetheless figured as parricidal or fratricidal.119 St. Firmin’s former “children” 
immediately leave his plantation to join an increasingly well-organized and threatening army of 
“vengeful blacks,” who, “triumphant, indulge their rage, and indiscriminately punish all the 
Europeans for the inhuman cruelties of too many; deluging the land with torrents of blood, and 
then, with raging fires, absorb the sanguinary stain” (III:68).120  
Through its sentimentalizing of slavery, and its deployment of the “mulatto/a vengeance 
narrative,” The Mother and Daughter denies the humanist principles of the French and Haitian 
Revolutions, insisting on the inherent inferiority of black people and people of color. The black 
revolutionary army is dismissed as incompetent, capable only of preying on the colony’s weakest 
                                                
119 Elsewhere, Young does include a a brief reference to the role of people of color in the Haitian Revolution: when 
the island’s white families begin to evacuate, the narrator suggests that in doing so they are saving “the men of 
colour from the horrid crime of parricide, for they, the children of white people, were the first to plunge a poniard in 
the hearts of their parents” (III:129). 
120 The anomalous use of present tense here is suggestive of the extent to which, in 1804 as in 1801, the events of 
1791 continued to appear as an immanent threat to European and U.S.-Americans who continued to have a stake in 
the Atlantic slave trade. 
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inhabitants: approaching Mrs. Delmont and Leonora’s house, where Jonetto and several other 
revolutionaries have apparently preceded him, Felix “felt no fear at the idea of encountering 
numbers of blacks, for he knew them to be undisciplined, cowardly, and without any arms, 
except what they had picked up by chance, to cut the throats of defenceless men” (III:75). By the 
time he arrives, he sees that the house is on fire, and that the revolutionaries are in the process of 
tying up the two women in order to burn them alive. Despite being drastically outnumbered, 
Felix is able to single-handedly kill two men and scare the others away, but not in time to save 
Mrs. Delmont, who has been reduced to “a disfigured, blackened corpse!” (III:80). Felix, 
however, later avenges Mrs. Delmont—and his father, who is also killed by revolutionaries—by 
killing Jonetto.  
The Mother and Daughter thus ultimately denies the possibility of a peaceful transition 
out of slavery, by combining the moralism of sentimental fiction with what Daut has called the 
“mulatto/a vengeance plot.” Rejecting the capacity of its black and mulatto characters to develop 
the sensibility exemplified by Felix, St. Firmin, Leonora, and Mrs. Delmont, the novel ultimately 
denies them a place within the social world imagined by the novel: Mary and Antonio, the 
mixed-race and black “domestics” who remain loyal to their white employers, are left behind, 
absent from the novel’s conclusion; Jonetto is killed by Felix, who thus avenges St. Firmin and 
Mrs. Delmont (III:195). Moco and Jonetto are never mentioned again after leaving St. Firmin’s 
farm to join the revolution; and Antonio is last seen grieving for Mrs. Delmont and St. Firmin. 
As Elizabeth Maddock Dillon has argued, novels of the Haitian Revolution—rather than ending 
with the promise of social reproduction that characterizes most contemporaneous British and 
American sentimental fiction—represent, instead, “the end of white familial lineage,” as white 
characters are either killed or forced to escape the island (“Reassembling the Novel” 173). Dillon 
argues that these fictions of the Haitian Revolution produce, however, alternative social 
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arrangements that Dillon describes as modes of “postgenealogical ‘kinlessness,’” including 
fraternal (or “sororal”) relations that may have “cross-racial dimensions” (“Reassembling the 
Novel” 177, 179). The Mother and Daughter, however, forecloses the possibility of multiracial 
assemblage—or, indeed, any future for its black and mulatto characters, who are essentially 
written out of the novel’s plot by the ending.  
Felix and Leonora, on the other hand, are finally saved from the apocalyptic outcome of 
slavery’s abolition in Saint-Domingue by “an English merchantman, bound for Jamaica,” whose 
captain, fortunately, “spoke French very well, and was greatly affected by the account which 
Felix gave him of Leonora’s sufferings, and his own” (III:216). They sail to New York, and 
using his inheritance, Felix purchases “a spot of land, on the banks of the river Connecticut, 
which he obtained from the Governor of Massachuset’s Bay” (III:217). The novel’s concluding 
sentences suggest that the couple live happily ever after, “enjoying rural felicity amidst a 
blooming offspring” (III:218). Rather than conform to the “end of the line” trope Dillon has 
identified—“in which white genealogical lineage is ruptured, and the European patrilineal family 
meets its demise”—Felix and Leonora rupture the trope itself, suggesting that the purity of their 
lineage can endure so long as they are in a white-dominated space (“Reassembling the Novel” 
168). 
Imagining a seamless transfer of these French emigrants into the U.S., the conclusion of 
The Mother and Daughter represents the fluidity of national borders within the novelistic 
imaginary of the Age of Revolutions. The ease with which this relocation takes place—and 
through which Haiti itself is erased—seems to resonate uncannily in Young’s publishers’ own 
fluid concept of boundaries. By presenting Young’s translation of Berthier as an original English 
novel, they implicitly endorsed a free circulation of texts and ideas between European-dominated 
spaces, retracing the trajectory of the novel’s white characters. Just as Young’s publishers—or 
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Young herself—erased any mention of Saint-Domingue from the novel’s title; and just as both 
Berthier and Young conceived of a story that can only be resolved by extracting its protagonists 
from the threatening, multi-racial space of revolution; so did this novel’s movement within the 
Atlantic world participate in the ideological work of separating Europe from the violent 
consequences of its colonial enterprises. 
 
“Je suis ton frère”: Fraternal Possibility in Piquenard’s Colonial Tales 
 Whereas The Mother and Daughter’s representation of the Haitian Revolution supports a 
pro-slavery and counterrevolution ideology, rejecting its black and mixed-race characters the 
capacity for liberty and denying them a place within the world of the novel genre, Piquenard’s 
colonial tale Adonis, ou le bon nègre offers a different interpretation. Although the novel begins 
with some (perhaps strategically) temperate reflections on the damage that the liberation of 
Saint-Domingue’s slaves caused to its white inhabitants and their property, the novel itself 
supports a humanist—and ultimately optimistic—interpretation of the Haitian Revolution’s 
outcome. As the narrator explains in the novel’s opening sentence: “I will not attempt here to 
decide if the sudden abolition of slavery in the French colonies truly was a good for humanity” 
(13; all translations are my own).121 Although the philosophes, he explains, would be pleased to 
see the “fertile plains of Saint-Domingue cultivated by free hands,” Piquenard excuses himself 
from “pronouncing in favor” of these principles, given the devastation of so many French 
families’ lives and fortunes (13-14). Liberty, “the first of all goods,” was “for the new world the 
cruelest scourge to have decimated it since the massacres committed by the Spaniards,” he 
asserts (14).  
                                                
121 “Je n’entreprendrai pas ici de décider si l’abolition subite de l’esclavage dans les colonies françaises, a été un 
bienfait réel pour l’humanité.”  
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This explicit refusal to reach a verdict on the abolition of slavery, however, stands in 
tension with the humanist, egalitarian principles promoted by the novel itself: by the conclusion 
of the novel, the title character and his former master have become “brothers,” and have 
cemented their newly equal relationship by buying a farm together and uniting their families 
through the bonds of sentimental and economic partnership. The contrast between this vision of 
interracial equality emerging out of the abolition of slavery in Saint-Domingue, on the one hand, 
and the narrator’s comments in the novel’s opening, on the other, perhaps indicates Piquenard’s 
desire to appeal to an audience who was, by the time of the novel’s publication in 1798, wary of 
overtly “revolutionary” ideas. Commenting on the seeming ambivalence of Piquenard’s politics, 
Bongie has argued that Piquenard’s novels are “Thermidorean texts, products of the period 
between the fall of Robespierre and the rise of Napoleon, a double time (and bind) characterized 
by the desire to ‘leave the Terror behind’ … and yet to do so without simply turning one’s back 
on the Revolution and its egalitarian principles” (Friends and Enemies 72). Basing his argument 
upon his own extensive biographical research on Piquenard—which established that Piquenard 
“served as deputy secretary to both Sonthonax and Polverel,” and became “the colony’s chief 
republican ideologue in the pages of his newspaper L’Ami de l’Égalité”—Bongie argues that we 
can read Piquenard’s novels as “acts of eye-witness testimony,” and thus identifies the narrator 
of these works with the author himself (Friends and Enemies 74).  
Departing from Bongie, I interpret Piquenard’s colonial tales as works of fiction whose 
meaning was not purely generated by their author. Piquenard engaged with the literary 
conventions of the period, and mobilized familiar tropes in order to appeal to a wide audience. 
And yet, when we examine the transnational and translational refraction of his novels through (in 
the case of Zoflora) the Anglophone literary marketplace, and (in the case of Adonis), through 
Dubroca’s rewriting, the limits of translating the Haitian Revolution are clearly marked. The 
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divergent translation histories of Piquenard’s colonial tales reveal the extent to which he 
attempted to conform to transatlantic generic and political conventions—and the extent to which 
he failed to do so. Zoflora, ou la bonne négresse appears to have been relatively successful in the 
literary marketplace: it was translated and published by Lackington and Allen, proprietors of the 
Temple of the Muses—at the time the largest bookstore and reading room in London—and was 
listed in circulating library catalogues and estate sales in Boston and Philadelphia, both in French 
and English, indicating that it was also read in the United States. The imaginative and formal 
experimentation Piquenard undertook in Adonis, ou le bon nègre, on the other hand, appears to 
have been inassimilable to an Anglophone literary culture that, as seen in the previous chapter of 
this dissertation, increasingly favored translations (like Alsop’s The Lovers of La Vendée, and 
Cottin’s The Saracen) that conformed to sentimental conventions and promoted “Old Regime” 
values. 
 In Adonis, ou le bon nègre, Piquenard implements recognizable tropes of colonial and 
sentimental fiction, but in conjunction with explicitly revolutionary elements—like a 
philosophical dialogue in the novel’s second half—and in the context of a complex social reality. 
Although Adonis employs the “mulatto/a vengeance narrative,” and includes graphic descriptions 
of the modes of torture exercised by the black revolutionary army against white colonial families, 
the novel also acknowledges the harm inflicted by white planters against enslaved blacks. As 
Piquenard explains in the preface: “The awful treatments of which they had so long been the 
victims were retraced, with such force of their embittered imagination, that they formed between 
them the dreadful vow to butcher, without pity, the entire white population of the country, with 
no distinction as to age or to sex” (16).122 Vengeance is committed not in spite of the humane and 
                                                
122 “Les affreux traitements dont ils avaient été si longtemps les victimes se retracèrent avec tant de force à leur 
imagination aigrie, qu’ils firent entr’eux l’épouvantable serment d’égorger, sans pitié, toute la population blanche du 
pays, sans distinction d’âge ni de sexe.” 
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affectionate treatment of white slave owners towards enslaved blacks, as in The Mother and 
Daughter, but rather as the logical outcome of a state of insupportable oppression. The implicit 
resonance here with the ideology of the Terror would, I believe, have been evident to 
Piquenard’s readers, and offers an additional explanation for the text’s never having been 
translated into English. 
Adonis, ou le bon nègre, centers around a French planter named d’Hérouville and his 
family, who are captured by Biassou—the general of the revolutionary black army—but manage 
to escape with the help of the loyal slave Adonis and his mistress Zerbine. Along the way, the 
narrator exposes the international plots and intrigues that instigated the Haitian Revolution, and 
the role of corrupt colonists based on actual historical figures, like the governor of Saint-
Domingue, Blanchelande; and the hypocritical priest, Père Philémon. Like Young’s St. Firmin, 
Piquenard’s d’Hérouville epitomizes the “good” colonist, a kind, paternal figure who is adored 
by his slaves: “Owner of forty blacks of both sexes, he was among them like a father at the heart 
of his family. His mildness, his indulgence, and his caring nature had procured to him their 
hearts, and there was not one among them who would not have sacrificed his or her own life in 
order to save that of such a beloved master” (23).123 These opening scenes, like the beginning of 
The Mother and Daughter, romanticize the relationship between the “good master” and his 
slaves, particularly Adonis, the “good black.” Piquenard however emphasizes that this 
relationship is atypical: when d’Hérouville is offered an “immense fortune” for his plantation—a 
sum that would allow him to return to France with his wife and children—he refuses to sell, out 
of loyalty to his slaves, whom he knows would be treated unconscionably by any other white 
master (25).  
                                                
123 “Propriétaire d’une quarantaine de noirs des deux sexes, il était au milieu d’eux comme un père au sein de sa 
famille. Sa douceur, son indulgence, ses soins lui avaient concilié tous leurs cœurs, et il n’en était pas un seul parmi 
eux qui n’eût sacrifié sa propre vie pour sauver celle d’un maître aussi cher.” 
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The novel’s sentimentalized depiction of d’Hérouville’s relationship to his slaves, thus 
affords the opportunity to critique the prevailing norms of the colony. D’Hérouville’s “principles 
of justice and humanity” mark him as a “stranger” within the competitive, political, and brutally 
capitalistic environment of the colony. The narrator describes him as “a stranger to the politics of 
the colonists, who had rejected with horror … those horrifying punishments that most of his 
neighbors inflicted, with such a cruel sang-froid, on those of their slaves who were guilty of the 
smallest oversight” (21-22).124 This treatment renders d’Hérouville a kind of pariah amongst the 
other planters, who suspect him of harboring “reformist” principles: 
This conduct towards his blacks, which was nothing other than the natural consequence 
of his principles of justice and humanity, was highly disapproved of by the majority of 
the white colonists of his canton. They had quickly accused him of wanting to take 
charge of reforming the regime established, so it was said, by necessity, and based upon 
the very character of the stupid African. (21-22)125 
 
The enlightened, revolutionary principles that d’Hérouville embodies through his relationship to 
his slaves, mark him as a potential enemy of the established colonial regime—a regime 
subtended by the scientific racism that argued that Africans were, “by necessity,” destined for 
slavery. This passage clearly situates the novel’s plot within the tense social and political climate 
of Saint-Domingue during the early years of the French Revolution, when the colonial 
government was openly hostile towards the National Convention or any attempts by the 
metropole to interfere with the colony’s “black code,” the laws regulating the treatment of 
enslaved people.126 In contrast to The Mother and Daughter’s dehistoricized representation of 
                                                
124 “Etranger à la politique des colons, il avait rejeté avec horreur … ces punitions affreuses que la plupart des 
habitants ses voisins infligeaient, avec un sang-froid si cruel, à ceux de leurs esclaves qui se rendaient coupables de 
la moindre négligence.” 
125 “Cette conduite envers ses noirs, qui n’était qu’une conséquence naturelle de ses principes de justice et 
d’humanité, fut hautement désapprouvée par la plus grande partie des colons blancs de son canton. On l’accusa 
bientôt de vouloir s’ériger en réformateur du régime établi, disait-on, par la nécessité, et basé sur le caractère même 
du stupide africain.” 
126 In Zoflora, the narrator explains: “In vain have many governors of this island, who have brought with them from 
Europe, the precious gem of sensibility … disgusted at the barbarity of the greatest number of the planters, 
endeavoured to set bounds to their cruelties … Many of these governors have even fallen victims to their humanity 
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slavery, Piquenard depicts Saint-Domingue as a world overdetermined by the forces of 
revolutionary history.  
Piquenard’s characterization of the novel’s black characters also deploys recognizable 
colonial stereotypes—“the good black,” the lascivious Creole woman, the black “savage”—but 
builds, around these stock figures, multi-layered characters. Whereas Adonis fulfills the 
predictable role of the loyal slave, devoted to protecting d’Hérouville and his family even at the 
peril of his own life, he is also intelligent, resourceful, and virtuous—lacking only in education, 
which d’Hérouville conveniently supplies, so that by the novel’s conclusion Adonis has become 
d’Hérouville’s partner and equal. Once they escape Biassou’s camp, d’Hérouville renounces the 
title of master, telling Adonis: “Oh my friend! I demand first that you no longer call me by that 
name that afflicts me, that of master. Man is born free, and only a slave could be so base as to 
call another man by that name” (219, emphasis in original).127 He adds that Adonis’s selfless 
efforts to assist his family in escaping from Biassou “have erased between us the last trace of 
those chimerical distinctions that are nothing but the product of pride and ignorance” and, “From 
now on there must exist between Adonis, my children, Zerbine, my wife and myself, no other 
relations than those of the sweetest, most affectionate and most sacred friendship” (220).128 
The ensuing scene of about twenty pages is written in the form of a dialogue between 
Adonis and d’Hérouville, a conversation that begins when Adonis questions d’Hérouville’s 
belief that ignorance is the root of all human vices, and that virtue is always produced through 
education. As he asks: “you have always said, that ignorance is what makes men wicked; I find 
                                                                                                                                                       
either by assassination or poison. Louis the fourteenth sent hither the famous black code, the most machiavilian 
organization of slavery which has ever been devised. … the colonists filled with indignation at the mildness of such 
treatment, publicly burned this code, which, inhuman as it was, at least held out to the miserable slave a kind of 
guarantee against a despotism still more horrid” (I:54-55; emphases in original). 
127 “… ô mon ami! j’exige dabord que tu ne me donnes plus un nom qui m’afflige, celui de maître. L’homme est né 
libre, et il n’y a qu’un esclave qui puisse avoir la bassesse d’appeler ainsi un autre homme.” 
128 “… ont dû effacer entre nous jusqu’à la dernière trace de ces distinctions chimériques qui ne sont que le produit 
de l’orgueil d’une part, et de l’igorance de l’autre. Il ne doit désormais exister entre Adonis, mes enfants, Zerbine, 
mon épouse et moi, d’autres rapports que ceux de la plus douce, de la plus tendre et de la plus sainte amitié.” 
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that this is true, because blacks are wicked. But why then are whites who are learned, 
knowledgeable, who create with their hands everything that their mind wants, why are those 
whites wicked?” (218).129 The Socratic exchange that follows employs the form of the 
philosophical dialogue, popularized in the eighteenth century by Enlightenment philosophes like 
Diderot and employed, as I discussed in the third chapter of this dissertation, by Charles 
Brockden Brown in Alcuin, a dialogue. Through this exchange, d’Hérouville explains, to a 
receptive Adonis, his philosophy: that morality is the basis of human happiness, and that 
although it is innate in all human beings—from “the fiercest African”130 to  “the most sensible 
European,”131 it is “smothered, from birth, by a host of frivolous, superficial institutions that are 
the more dangerous in that they serve to develop all of man’s passions with a sort of fury” 
(223).132 When Adonis asks him why all of humanity does not undertake to perfect the science of 
virtue and truth, he responds that  “that an arbitrary, tyrannical, odious form of government” has 
always suppressed the wisdom of philosophy in order to maintain inequality (239).133  
By the time they reach a Philadelphia-bound ship, d’Hérouville proclaims, “Yes, my 
children … we will never leave each other. From now on, we will share our sufferings and our 
pleasures” (257-58).134 Upon reaching the United States, they are embraced by sympathetic 
“republican” Americans who are eager to discuss the French Revolution and raise toasts “à 
l’affranchisement du people français! aux mânes de Rousseau, Voltaire, Franklin!” (“to the 
liberation of the French people! to the spirit of Rousseau, Voltaire, Franklin!”) (267, 269). With 
the help of their new American friends, they settle in Norfolk, Virginia, where Adonis and 
                                                
129 “… vous après dire à moi toujours, que c’est l’ignorance qui fait hommes méchants; et moi trouver que cela est 
vrai, puisque nègres être méchants. Mais pourquoi donc blancs qui être instruits, savants, et qui font avec mains à 
eux tout ce que leur esprit vouloir, pourquoi blancs-là sont-ils méchants?” 
130 “l’africain le plus farouche” 
131 “l’européen le plus sensible” 
132 “étouffé, dès la naissance, par une foule d’institutions futiles, légères, et d’autant plus dangereuses, qu’elles ne 
servent qu’à développer toutes les passions de l’homme avec une sorte de fureur” 
133 “cette forme de gouvernement étant arbitraire, tyrannique et odieuse” 
134 “Oui, mes enfans … nous ne nous quitterons plus. Nous partagerons désormais nos peines et nos plaisirs.” 
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Zerbine are married. Before taking ownership of a new plot of land, d’Hérouville insists that the 
property be owned “communally between himself and Adonis”) (275).135 
Adonis’s transformation from d’Hérouville’s slave to his “brother,” and from his pupil to 
his moral and intellectual peer, mirrors the growth of Adonis’s love interest, Zerbine. When 
d’Hérouville and Adonis first meet Zerbine at the camp of Biassou, the leader of the black 
revolutionary army, she is described as a “black Venus,” a stereotypical Creole136 woman who is 
both the product of her environment and a source of the supposedly hyper-sexualized culture of 
the colonies (68). As the narrator explains,  
Love and curiosity exercise a tyrannical empire over women of all countries; but it is 
particularly in the torrid zone that they torment that sex, the very delicacy of whose 
organs renders so easy to excite. … and one sees every day, under that burning climate, 
creole women become furious at the slightest vexation they face. This cause is, doubtless, 
the same that prolonged for several years the massacres at Saint-Domingue and which, so 
to speak, consummated the disaster of that island. (69-70, emphasis in original)137 
 
Because of these inflamed passions, Zerbine instantly falls in love with Adonis, and does not 
hesitate to declare her feelings, following “the ordinary custom of the country, which allows 
black women this excessive license” (68).138 Adonis is preoccupied with helping d’Hérouville 
escape from Biassou’s camp, and is initially repulsed by Zerbine’s dissolute lifestyle. He 
eventually comes to realize, however, that he reciprocates Zerbine’s feelings, and “he resolved to 
take advantage of her love, in order to make her worthy of him, if it was still possible” (168).139 
Under Adonis’s instruction (a tutelage that mirrors Adonis’s own education under the guidance 
                                                
135 “en commun entre lui et Adonis” 
136 On representations of mulatta or mixed-race women in Haitian revolutionary fictions, see Manganelli and Daut. 
Zerbine, although described as black—une “négresse,” and a “Vénus noire” (Piquenard, Adonis 68)—otherwise 
conforms to the stereotypes that Manganelli and Daut have described 
137 L’amour et la curiosité exercent un empire tyrannique sur les femmes de tous les pays ; mais c’est 
particulièrement sous la zone torride qu’ils tourmentent ce sexe, que la délicatesse même de ses organes rend si 
facile à irriter. … et l’on voit tous les jours, sous ce climat brulant, des femmes créoles devenir furieuses, a la 
moindre contrariété qu’elles éprouvent. Cette cause est, sans doute, la même qui a prolongé pendant plusieurs 
années les massacres à Saint-Domingue, et, pour ainsi dire, consommé le désastre de cette ile.  
138 “la coutume ordinaire du pays, qui permet aux négresses cette excessive license” 
139 “il résolut d’en profiter pour la rendre digne de lui, s’il en était possible encore” 
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of d’Hérouville), Zerbine eventually renounces the materialistic pleasures she enjoys at 
Biassou’s camp, where her many lovers woo her with gifts that, Adonis points out, are nothing 
other than the plunder of murdered white families. As she comes to realize: “Oh! it’s true … 
happiness is sweet, when it causes suffering to no one” (175).140  
Although following in a patronizing, négrophile tradition, Piquenard uses these 
educational narratives to reinforce the fundamental enlightenment and revolutionary tenet that 
human nature is ultimately perfectible, and that reforming governmental institutions is a 
necessary step towards bringing humanity to that enlightened state (Daut, Tropics 273-274). As 
he has suggested throughout the novel (although he ostensibly denies this in the opening), the 
violence of the Haitian Revolution provides a necessary lesson: that Africans and Europeans are 
capable of the same degree of sensibility. This point is most strongly asserted through the 
character of Biassou, the redoubtable leader of the black revolutionary army who, by the time 
d’Hérouville is brought as a prisoner to his camp, has organized daily, ritualized executions of 
the white colonist families he has taken prisoner.141 Piquenard devotes several pages to the 
description of this spectacle, where “Les malheureux blancs étaient amenés nus, les mains liées 
sur le dos, pêle-mêle, et sans distinction d’âge ni de sexe” (“the unfortunate whites were led 
naked, their hands tied behind their backs, jumbled together without distinction as to age or sex”), 
before being tortured to death, while the members of Biassou’s camp look on (126). As the 
narrator explains, the “cruelest tortures” are reserved for the elderly prisoners, because “these 
whites, being the oldest in the colony, had tormented the blacks longer than the others” (126). 
Their punishment is to be hung from posts, to which they are attached by iron hooks pierced 
through their chins, and left to die slowly. “Those who had arrived within the last two or three 
                                                
140 “Oh! c’est bien vrai, … bonheur être doux, mais c’est quand il ne cause de chagrin à personne.” 
141 Georges Biassou, who became one of the early leaders of the 1791 slave revolt in Saint-Domingue, is also 
depicted in Hugo’s Bug-Jargal. See Gillman, 379-380. 
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years,” by contrast, “first had their eyes torn out with corkscrews, and were then finished off 
with blows of the sabre” (128). Young girls are “martyred in a fashion not less cruel, because 
these brigands did not let them go until the very moment when perceived that they held in their 
arms nothing more than an unfeeling corpse,” while pregnant women are disemboweled and 
forced to eat their unborn fetuses (129, 128). 
Piquenard prefaces this gruesome passage by explaining, “This account is the task the 
most painful that remains to me to fulfill. I could have passed over it in silence; but no: men must 
learn, by the most terrible lessons, what crimes our species is capable of committing, when 
education does not arrive to develop that precious seed of sensibility that nature has placed in 
every heart” (125).142 The lesson of this scene for Piquenard is importantly not the savagery of 
Biassou and his army, but rather to demonstrate the Enlightenment principle that humanity’s 
innate capacity for cruelty must be tempered by education. Further, he deliberately qualifies that 
the scene will depict the crimes that “our species is capable of committing,” thus underscoring 
his belief in the common humanity of blacks and whites. 
Finally, the scene serves a setting for what Piquenard has already suggested, in the 
preface, is the novel’s pivotal moment: the conversion of Biassou from a ferocious murderer, to a 
man capable of sympathy and feeling. As Piquenard writes in the preface, describing his 
intentions for writing the novel: “I wanted to prove above all that friendship, good faith, and 
gratitude are respected even by the most savage hordes; that a black skin can cover a good heart; 
and that, without education, liberty is nothing but a chimera” (xi-xii).143 He adds, furthermore, in 
the first pages of the novel itself: “It is nevertheless amidst so many horrors, crimes, and murders, 
                                                
142 “Ce récit est la tâche la plus pénible qui me reste à remplir. J’aurais pu le passer sous silence ; mais non : il faut 
apprendre aux hommes, par les plus terribles leçons, de quels crimes notre espèce est capable, quand l’éducation ne 
vient pas développer ce précieux germe de sensibilité que la nature a placé dans tous les cœurs.” 
143 “J’ai voulu prouver sur-tout, que l’amitié, la bonne foi et la reconnaissance sont respectées même par les hordes 
les plus sauvages; qu’une peau noire peut couvrir un bon cœur, et que, sans l’instruction, la liberté n’est qu’une 
chimère.” 
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that I was witness to an anecdote whose moving details deserve so much the better to be passed 
down to posterity, in that it shows in a consoling manner that nature leaves, even in the heart of 
the most ferocious of men, a space accessible to pity, to tears, and to benevolence” (17).144 
Following the descriptions of the torture and execution of Biassou’s white prisoners, the 
narrator explains that his intention is not “to inspire the hatred of men, and a profound disdain for 
humanity,”145 but to demonstrate in the following story that “even the most ferocious man, the 
most bloodthirsty, is capable, at times, of being moved by the voice of innocence, of weakness 
and of sincerity” (129-30).146 The scenes of violence and of such almost unimaginable sadism 
are meant to highlight more strongly Biassou’s conversion from an unfeeling villain to a moral 
character.  
This conversion of Biassou occurs when one day, with Adonis present at the executions, 
they witness two young white boys who are being led to their execution until two black boys of 
the same age run to greet them and then beg Biassou to spare their friends: “Grand papa-nous, 
grand monsié nègre, grand zénéral, n’a pas tuer Zoseph, n’a pas tuer Paulin; c’est bons blancs 
qui pas zamais tuer nègres; c’est maman à moi, qui nourrice à eux.”147 The narrator later 
emphasizes the significance of their request, explaining that “Joseph et Paulin, Zéphir et Zozo, 
                                                
144 “C’est cependant au milieu de tant d’horreurs, de crimes et d’assassinats, que j’ai été témoin d’une anecdote dont 
les détails touchants méritent d’autant mieux de passer à la postérité, qu’elle prouve d’une manière bien consolante 
que la nature laisse, même dans le cœur de l’homme le plus farouche, un endroit accessible à la pitié, aux larmes et à 
la bienfaisance.” 
145 “inspirer la haine des hommes, et un profond mépris pour l’humanité” 
146 “l’homme, même le plus farouche, le plus alteré du sang de son semblable, est susceptible, par intervalles, de se 
laisser attendrir, aux seuls accents de l’innocence, de la faiblesse, et de l’ingénuité” 
147 Here, as elsewhere in both novels, Piquenard renders the black characters’ speech in what he explains in an 
earlier footnote is a “translation” of the Creole dialect, e.g., “zénéral” for the French “général” and “maman à moi” 
(roughly, “mama of me”) for the French “ma maman” (“my mama”). He writes: “I have permitted myself to purify 
slightly the creole idiom, in order to make it accessible to readers who have not lived in or traveled to the colonies. It 
would have been possible for me to translate it into a still better French; but I would have deprived sensitive hearts 
of expressions, so precious in their simplicity and in their moving naiveté, that I dare to believe they will be grateful 
to me for having conserved to the hero of this anecdote his natural language” (29-30).  
As Youmna Charara has argued, Piquenard’s novels “promote the language of the slaves, which implies a 
certain breaking free from a classical, normative, unifying æsthetics that is poorly suited for the expression of 
cultural differences, as well as a certain distance being taken with regard to the prevailing ethnocentrism” (qtd. in 
Bongie, Friends and Enemies 104). 
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étaient frères de lait” (“Joseph and Paulin, Zéphir and Zozo, were milk brothers”) (135). Because 
they were breastfed by the same woman, in other words, the four young boys consider 
themselves brothers. Further underlining the novel’s thematic interest in possibilities of 
interracial fraternity, this detail also suggests that purportedly natural differences between blacks 
and whites—the essentialized racial differences thematized, for instance, in The Mother and 
Daughter—are absent in childhood and thus produced by education rather than nature. 
But the explicit significance of the scene rests in the reaction produced in Biassou, who is 
already moved to see the young boys’ joy at reuniting with their “brothers” and is overwhelmed 
with emotion when Zozo begs him to spare Joseph and Paulin’s lives:  
Biassou, who had withstood the tears of so many thousands of families, who had 
rejected with such severity the touching pleas of a crowd of young girls, of tender 
mothers and of respectable old men, could not resist this first cry of nature, of innocence 
and of humanity: his heart was moved, perhaps for the first time in his life; he was 
oppressed by sobs, and his face was soaked with his abundant tears. Sensibility had long 
struggled to emerge in his heart; its sudden explosion was strong and expansive. (132-
33)148 
 
In this scene, Piquenard depicts Biassou—the figure of revolutionary terror for whites in Saint-
Domingue, as well as for Piquenard’s readers in France—as undeniably frightening but 
nonetheless human, capable of the reflex of sympathy that underscores social relations in the 
sentimental novels of the time. In contrast to Young’s Jonetto, whose humanity is so insistently 
denied in The Mother and Daughter, Piquenard’s characterization of Biassou simultaneously 
argues for the inclusion of black “characters” within the world of the sentimental novel, and for 
the inclusions of black people within republican societies founded on the humanist principles of 
the French Revolution. As d’Hérouville asserts in his first meeting with Biassou when the 
                                                
148 “Biassou, qui avait résisté aux larmes de tant de milliers de famille, qui avait repoussé avec dureté les 
supplications touchantes d’une foule de jeunes filles, de mères tendres et de respectables vieillards, ne put résister à 
ce premier cri de la nature, de l’innocence et de l’humanité : son cœur fut ému, peut-être pour la première fois de sa 
vie ; des sanglots l’oppressèrent, et des larmes abondantes inondèrent son visage. Plus la sensibilité avait eu de peine 
à se faire jour dans son cœur, plus son explosion fut forte et expansive.” 
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general demands that the account for his decision not to flee his plantation at the black army’s 
approach: “I am your brother” (34).149 
Despite the absence of an English translation, Piquenard’s Adonis constitutes part of the 
larger literary network linking the Caribbean, the U.S., and Europe in representations of the 
Haitian Revolution. As Daut argues, Haiti loomed large in the U.S. “political and literary 
imaginary,” but the U.S. also “formed a distinct part of the ‘initial burgeoning of hemispheric 
thought within the national imagination’ in Haiti upon independence as well” (“The ‘Alpha and 
Omega’” 293). The conclusion of Adonis demonstrates that in the 1790s the U.S. symbolized, 
however briefly, the possibility of a “third space,” an alternative to the colonized/colonizer 
relation between Saint-Domingue and France, where former inhabitants of Saint-Domingue 
could construct a more just society. The conclusion to Piquenard’s Adonis sees the 
protagonists—Monsieur and Madame d’Hérouville, their children, the formerly enslaved Adonis 
and Zerbine—living together in Norfolk, Virginia, on a farm jointly owned by d’Hérouville and 
Adonis, sanctioned by the beneficent Americans Colonel Wilson and Captain Adams who, in the 
novel’s eleventh hour, rescue Adonis and Zerbine from British-Jamaican pirates and welcome 
the reunited interracial “family” to the United States by collecting donations from the residents 
of Norfolk. The site of a burgeoning economy built upon chattel slavery, for Adonis, ou le bon 
nègre, Virginia nonetheless represents the culmination of a transatlantic Enlightenment, and the 
possibility of (peacefully) fulfilling the humanist promises of the American, French, and Haitian 
Revolutions. 
This happy resolution is troubled, only slightly, by a post-script to the main text of the 
novel, in which the narrator claims to have met this unusual black and white family in the 
Virginia backwoods after getting lost on a hunting party: “My astonishment was extreme at 
                                                
149 “Je suis ton frère.” 
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discovering a family of French blacks and whites” (276).150 Initially wary of speaking to a fellow 
Frenchman, the members of this family soon reveal that “New England” (“la Nouvelle-
Angleterre”) has become “infected with French émigrés and by a mob of enemies of the 
revolution, who had escaped the Antilles, and who tyrannized those who exhibited opinions 
favorable to the new order of things” (277).151 This conclusion thus gestures towards the 
influence that counterrevolutionary politics exercised in the United States, and supports Daut’s 
claim that in addition to the texts written by U.S.-Americans that refer to Haiti, the literature of 
the Haitian Revolution also encompasses the reverse perspective: here, the colony is looking 
back at the U.S. 
 In Piquenard’s second novel Zoflora, or the Generous Negro Girl, the possibility of 
interracial fraternity is once again explored, against a background of corrupt colonists and 
European counterrevolutionary plots. The novel begins in 1788, and centers around a young 
Frenchman named Justin, who is sent to Saint-Domingue by his parents to manage the plantation 
of his bachelor uncle. Upon arrival, however, he discovers that his uncle has died, and that his 
estate has been confiscated, forcing Justin to fend for himself by traveling the island and selling 
the goods he brought with him from France. He receives advice from a benevolent innkeeper 
named Simon, who warns him about the corrupt and dangerous state of the island: “Out of every 
two hundred whites who arrive at Saint Domingo,” Simon informs him, “one hundred and fifty 
die in the space of two years; forty-eight exist some time longer in misery, but follow them in the 
course of the next three years, and the other two live and prosper; this is the general rule” 
(I:46).152 This state of affairs is maintained by the monopolization of the island’s resources “by a 
                                                
150 “Mon étonnement fut extrême de trouver une famille de français noirs et blancs.” 
151 “infectée par des émigrés français et par une foule d’ennemis de la révolution échappés des Antilles, qui 
exerçaient une espèce de tyrannie contre tous ceux qui manifestaient des opinions favorables au nouvel ordre de 
choses.” 
152 All citations refer to the 1804 London edition. 
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very small number of white men, who, vain of their wealth, transport it, with themselves into 
France, where they rival in luxury and prodigality the richest and most extravagant lords of the 
court” (I:52). Simon also details the abuse that the island’s enslaved black population faces in 
order to produce this extravagant wealth, and explains that this population would quickly be 
decimated, if not for the fact that “about eighty thousand blacks, from the gold coast, from 
Senegal, Mozambica and Congo, are every year imported to feed the unbounded ambition of the 
planters of this island.” (I:56). As in Adonis, Zoflora criticizes the slave trade and holds the 
colonial economy and those who profit from it to account for the ruined state of the island. 
Simon adds, “And it is at the price of these deep and cruel wounds given to humanity, that the 
undisturbed European every day indulges himself by sipping that delicious beverage, in which he 
dissolves the chrystalized juice of the precious sugar-cane, the laborious cultivation of which 
costs the lives of so many of his fellow-creatures” (I:57). 
 Revolving around Justin’s mission to find Zoflora, the novel thematizes the breakdown of 
patriarchal authority that has led to the island’s state of crisis. After leaving Simon, Justin meets 
an old man named Zabiro, who wins Justin’s sympathy by describing the cruelty and neglect he 
experiences at the hands of the whites, who sold his beloved granddaughter Zoflora to a rich 
planter named Valbona. Justin promises to find out what has happened to Zoflora and, in 
gratitude, Zabiro gives him a piece of a voodoo “fetiche” and a password—“Cazoucan”—to 
protect him from the island’s hostile bands of maroons. When he encounters the maroons, led by 
Boukmant, he wins their trust and tells them about Zoflora.153 Upon arriving at Valbona’s 
plantation, he meets his beautiful daughter Amicie. Recently arrived from France, Amicie is 
educated and virtuous, a contrast to the morally dubious Creole women that Simon has warned 
Justin about, who are “without education,” and who “devote themselves, not to the cultivation of 
                                                
153 Boukmant is also based on the true historical figure. 
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their minds … but to the art of awakening transient desires, the gratification of which leaves 
behind in the recesses of the heart … satiety, weariness, and disgust” (I:62-63). Amicie strikes a 
sharp contrast as well to her dissolute father: a “creole himself, and son to a creole, he had all the 
blemishes, all the ridiculous points of character peculiar to his country” (I:107). The epitome of 
the corrupt, degenerate Creole who often featured in travel narratives at this time, Valbona stands 
as the main obstacle to the union of the virtuous Europeans Justin and Amicie. Once he learns 
that Amicie has fallen in love with the disinherited Justin, Valbona resolves to ruin Justin by 
spreading rumors that he is assisting the maroons in their plots against the island’s planters. 
 The romance between Justin and Amicie is both triangulated and enabled by Zoflora, 
whom Justin rescues from the subterranean caves where she has been imprisoned since learning 
a terrible secret about Valbona and refusing to become his mistress. Through Zoflora, Justin 
learns that not only does Valbona keep “at each of his houses and at prodigious cost a sort of 
seraglio, composed of women of all colors,” but he also keeps women prisoner in the vast lime 
caves at the outskirts of his plantation (I:108-109). As the foreman who is commanded by 
Valbona to bring Zoflora to these caves reveals, most of these women are left to die there: “Poor 
Zoflora! me not dare again look sun in face, when me think that you be twenty-three women that 
me have let down in two years in nasty hole there” (I:184-85). The narrator later offers an 
elaborate, gothic description of these caves, where various rooms are set aside for entertaining 
guests and torturing prisoners. Reminiscent of a passage out of the Marquis de Sade, one room 
contains “obscene books, licentious engravings, and indecent groupes in sculpture … all there 
which met the eye, presented the hideous portrait of libertinism, cruelty, depravity, and crime” 
(II:188). In a footnote, the narrator concedes that “The imagination of the reader will find it 
difficult to conceive … so many enormities; but those who are acquainted with the corruption 
and barbarity of the creolian character, when given up to its native unrestrained violence, will be 
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astonished at nothing they hear on that subject” (II:187-88). The footnote continues, recounting 
the crimes committed by a “female creole” who infamously “cause[d] both blacks and whites 
whom she chose to say had been guilty of offences towards her, to be buried alive in the earth up 
to the chin and in that position forced them to swallow boiling syrup” (II:187). The sadistic 
criminality of the creoles, and their total impunity within the lawless space of the colony, evoke 
stories about the Terror in France, thus continuing to link, in Anglophone readers’ minds, the 
French and Haitian Revolutions. 
This crisis of authority extends to the colonial government; as Simon explains to Justin, 
“It is authority which ought to pursue and punish the guilty: but … unfortunately, authority here 
is depraved as the criminal it judges” (II:30). When Justin is arrested because of Valbona’s 
accusations against him, his fate appears to be hopeless. In a footnote, the narrator mentions that 
“One of the greatest vices in the ancient colonial government, was its tolerance in the point of 
secret executions” (II:79). (Fortunately for Justin, Zoflora interrupts his trial, bringing evidence 
of Valbona’s perfidy in the form of a letter written by his wife just before her death.) Even the 
authority of the metropole has no power in Saint-Domingue: not only do the grands blancs (the 
white landowning elite) refuse to obey the “black code” that is meant to temper their treatment of 
the island’s enslaved population, but when the French Revolution breaks out, they openly defy 
the revolutionary government and insist on retaining the privileges of the nobility. As the 
narrator explains, the French Revolution produced “an inextricable labyrinth” of competing 
interests in Saint Domingue: “at the same time that the great planters claimed in France for 
themselves alone the priviledges [sic] of noblesse, they wished the men of color in Saint 
Domingo to enjoy all the rights of civil and political liberty; whilst on the contrary the little 
whites, who for themselves called aloud for the benefit of that liberty and equality, which had 
been proclaimed in France, fought with a fury without example, to deprive the men of color of 
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those advantages which they would themselves exclusively enjoy” (II:81-82, emphasis in 
original). The outbreak of the French Revolution, in other words, further entrenches animosities 
among the colony’s complicated social and racial stratifications. The values of the French 
Revolution are themselves subjected to wildly varying interpretations in this context: “The party 
called patriots, were full of absurd and hateful prejudices; whilst those denominated aristocrats, 
with all their ridiculous pretensions, appeared less unjust, and more of philosophers than the 
former” (II:82). 
This breakdown of authority on the island threatens to undermine the complicated social 
barriers and distinctions that, however tenuously, keep the planter elite in control. Valbona is an 
especially threatening figure in that he seems to respect none of the island’s social or racial 
norms: he tortures and murders both black and white victims, blurring the supposed allegiances 
and differences reinforced by contemporary accounts of the Haitian Revolution that, like 
Young’s The Mother and Daughter, reinforced the idea of racial difference as fixed and 
determinate. Not only does Valbona treat his female slaves as disposable, but, as Zoflora reveals, 
he “sold” his own wife to one of his wealthy consorts in order to settle his gambling debts. After 
betraying his own wife, Valbona later betrays his country: once the circumstances of the death of 
Madame Valbona (who committed suicide before Valbona could carry out his plan) have been 
made known, thanks to Zoflora’s intervention, Valbona flees to the Spanish-controlled side of 
the island under an assumed name, and defects to the Spanish army when war breaks out 
between France and Spain. Amicie, whom he takes with him, faces an inner conflict that 
literalizes the politics of revolution as a conflict between the unilateral authority of the father, 
exemplified by monarchism, and the civic principles that were intended to unite the citizens of a 
republic: she must choose between her conscience, which tells her to defy her father’s authority, 
and her obedience to the law of the father: “A dreadful conflict between this love to her country, 
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her duty and her conscience now arose in her … The national honor, yes, the honor of his [sic] 
country (ah! Why should the female bosom be a stranger to this noble sentiment!) told her that 
she ought no longer to remain in the train of the Spaniards … but her father! alas! what would 
become of her father? Is it for her to condemn, to abandon him even in his errors?” (II:167) 
Amicie’s double-bind reflects the Thermidorean ambivalence that Bongie has identified in 
Piquenard’s work. Rather than striving to forget the Terror (as Bongie suggests), I would argue 
that here Piquenard’s text evokes a continuing interrogation of the French Revolution’s meaning, 
and raises questions about the ethics of revolutionary violence that historians have continued to 
debate to the present day.154 
The novel ultimately leaves this question unanswered: in the end, Valbona is executed by 
Biassou’s army, and the novel’s protagonists Justin, Amicie, and Zoflora leave the island, 
returning to France by way of Philadelphia. Both the authority of the father and the egalitarian 
potential of the revolution appear to have failed. Rather than restoring paternal authority, the 
novel imagines fraternity, instead, as a more viable social formation. As Dillon has argued, in 
many fictions of the Haitian Revolution, “the strength and centrality of a lateral relation between 
sisters serve to displace an Oedipal verticality that obtains between fathers and sons or parents 
and children.” Dillon adds that “the fact that the sororal relation has cross-racial dimensions … is 
indicative of what might be defined as a serial (rather than binary) account of difference that 
produces a mode of kinship … quite distinct from that of the white reproductive family” 
(“Reassembling the Novel” 179). Although Zoflora seems to imagine such an interracial, 
fraternal relation between Zoflora and Amicie, the triangular relations between Justin, Amicie, 
and Zoflora suggest a less revolutionary and egalitarian social arrangement than the equality and 
brotherhood that Piquenard imagines in Adonis.  
                                                
154 See Hunt, “It’s Not Over Till It’s Over.” 
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Zoflora is described in several places as Amicie’s counterpart and sister, but it is her 
willingness to sacrifice her own desires that ultimately ensures the romantic union between 
Justin and Amicie. When Justin first sees Zoflora, she immediately shatters his preconceived 
ideas about female beauty’s equivalence with whiteness: he observes that Zoflora has “skin 
delicately fine, eyes sparkling with intelligence, lips of vermeil hue, teeth whiter than ivory, 
features beautifully regular, with the justest symmetry of form,” and he is “struck with 
admiration and wonder in beholding her, for never before had he dreamt of searching in an 
African countenance or figure for any thing which characterizes beauty” (I:160). As Justin has 
already learned from Zabiro and from the maroons, Zoflora is known across the island as “a 
model of virtue and generosity,” and she answers his questions “in French, which she spoke with 
fluency and correctness” (I:161). Zoflora has the sensibility of a European woman, the narrator 
explains, because she was educated with the white children on the plantation where she grew up. 
Although she is marked as black (une négresse), and not mixed-race, she straddles two social 
categories in the novel, and ultimately becomes what Manganelli has described as a “tragic 
mulatta,” caught in the predicament of her placelessness within the novel’s racial and social 
groups: as she tells Simon, “I must run wild in the woods, turn maroon, if I would for a little time 
longer prolong my miserable existence, but my education, the weakness of my frame and the 
feelings of my mind oppose that. I should have every thing, every body to dread, the whites, the 
negroes. I had rather die at once, than live in continual dread of my death” (II:73). 
In contrast to most depictions of women of color before the mid-nineteenth century, 
Zoflora embodies the qualities of a sentimental heroine, proving her virtue by resisting Valbona, 
who condemns her to the lime vault after she tells him, “I had rather a thousand times be broiled 
alive over hot burning coals, than submit to receive a single one of your odious caresses” (I:182-
83). She likewise rejects the propositions of Boukmant, telling Justin: “I have escaped the fury of 
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a white monster, to become the victim of a black barbarian! Valbona, Boukmant are both equally 
odious to me, and I should prefer death a thousand times to being the wife of the latter” (II:5). As 
Manganelli has argued, whereas eighteenth-century travel narratives “depict the mixed-race 
West Indian woman as a libidinous, avaricious mistress, she becomes a virtuous but sexually 
imperiled figure in British and American fiction published shortly after the Saint-Domingue 
Revolution” (28). Zoflora’s sexual purity, in contrast to typical depictions of Creole women, 
asserts that she belongs to this world of sentimental fiction.  
Yet, although she is ultimately assimilated to the sentimental world of the novel’s 
conclusion, she is a tragic figure in that she must repeatedly sublimate her own desire in order to 
ensure the happiness of Justin and Amicie. After Justin rescues her from Valbona’s caves, saving 
her from Valbona and, later, from Boukmant, Zoflora falls in love with Justin. While raising the 
possibility of interracial romance, Zoflora’s love for Justin is repeatedly described as tragic: as 
the narrator exclaims, “Zoflora! the gentleness of your nature, your sensibility, your simple 
habits of life, nothing can rescue you from the violence of that fatal passion which already makes 
such havoc in your bosom … Your resignation under sufferings, your continual self-denial, your 
ineffable benevolence, only add to your miseries, and your virtues themselves become the most 
merciless tyrants” (II:13). Thus although praising Zoflora’s sensibility, the narrator suggests the 
impossibility of her love for Justin. Indeed, in the passage that immediately follows, Justin 
admits to Zoflora that his “silence” and “sighs” are provoked by his thinking about Amicie. 
Although this admission “rent the heart of the tender Zoflora … she felt not for the daughter of 
Valbona any of those sentiments of jealous hatred,” because she regards Amicie “as her mistress, 
her superior, not more by her color, birth and fortune, than by her virtues, her education, and 
accomplishments” (II:14-15). Finally, it is Zoflora’s near-resemblance to Amicie that makes her 
fate tragic: when Justin looks at Zoflora and sees “the shape of her full bosom” and “the pleasing 
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contour of her perfect form,” he thinks: “She is beautiful like Amicie … gentle and benevolent 
like her; why must it be that she is thus unfortunate?” (II:27-28) When she decides to try to save 
Amicie from the black revolutionary army at the end of the novel, she imagines herself saying to 
Justin: “yes I know how to sacrifice that love I have for you to that which you have conceived 
for the daughter of my master! Since you cannot be happy but with Amicia, since it is not 
permitted me to aspire to your heart, and since notwithstanding I can taste no joy but in your 
felicity, Zoflora feels herself capable of dying for you; and the sacrifice of her life would be 
sweetly soothing to her heart, if while she breathes her last sigh, she could behold you 
indissolubly united to the object of your affection” (II:178). 
Despite insisting on the tragic nature of Zoflora’s love for Justin, the possibility of 
romance between them is a recurring thread. In multiple scenes, Zoflora becomes a kind of 
stand-in for Amicie, a recipient of Justin’s misdirected affection: after Zoflora saves Justin from 
the tribunal, he “pressed Zoflora to his heart, which overflowed with gratitude towards her; and 
for the first time of her life that innocent girl, yielding to the impulse of her love, permitted 
herself to return the embrace with that effusion of tenderness, which until that moment she had 
so well known how to restrain” (II:101-102). Later, when Justin has succeeded in following 
Amicie to the Spanish part of the island, he “lavished his caresses on the innocent Zoflora; he 
embraced, and pressed her to his heart, as if to infuse into her’s a portion of his bliss” (II:149). 
Reversing the anxiety of miscegenation articulated by The Mother and Daughter, in Zoflora it is 
the evil white planter, Valbona, who threatens the sexual purity of a virtuous black woman. Yet, 
by explicitly denying what the novel implicitly suggests throughout—that it is Zoflora, and not 
Amicie, who is truly worthy of Justin’s love—the novel finally settles on a more conservative 
position, suggesting that Zoflora will become their adopted sister. As Amicie promises her in the 
ending, “we will never separate,” because Zoflora “is to me a tender sister, with whom I would 
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wish to pass my life!” (II:232). The narrator explains in a post-script (like the one that concludes 
Adonis), “I saw these three interesting young friends embark for America … I have since heard, 
that they had returned to France, to join the beloved relations of Justin … and they all live 
together in a charming retreat beneath the finest climate of France; far from intrigue and noise; 
tasting the delicious sweets of an honorable ease, which they also share with the poor and the 
unfortunate” (II:233-34). Despite the possible queer undertones of this newly-formed family—or 
is it a ménage-à-trois?—this conclusion suggests a return to a dehistoricized space that negates 
the radical potential of the Haitian Revolution. 
 
(Mis)translating the Haitian Revolution 
 Zoflora, or the Generous Negro Girl’s vision of a world in which a “generous negro girl” 
can participate in the novel’s economy of friendship and sympathy may be one reason for its 
success in Anglophone literary culture. As Jennifer DeVere Brody has argued, “‘black’ 
(racialized and sexualized) women were indispensable to the construction of Englishness as a 
new form of ‘white’ male subjectivity” in nineteenth-century British literature (7). Zoflora’s 
portrayal as a virtuous, tragic, and ultimately unthreatening sisterly presence offers a 
compromise between the radical anti-slavery politics of Piquenard’s Adonis, and the hysterical 
pro-slavery message of The Mother and Daughter. In Zoflora, Piquenard’s critique of slavery is 
domesticated, projected onto a world of fraternal sympathy that nevertheless upholds the 
proscription against interracial romance. 
 Zoflora also conforms more closely to the generic conventions of the sentimental novels 
of the period. Whereas Adonis blends fiction and history, with Piquenard’s footnotes interjecting 
historical commentary on the events depicted in the novel, Zoflora relinquishes these authorial 
interventions, substituting for them instead a conspicuous third-person omniscient narrator, 
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whose frequent, sentimental appeals to the reader intervene both to signal transitions—(for 
instance, “Whilst the impatient Justin is traversing a space of about two hundred leagues in the 
hopes of once more beholding his Amicia [sic], I will endeavour to outstrip his speed, and with 
the curious reader cast an eye upon the situation of that unfortunate young creature” [II:127])—
and to connect specific moments in the plot to larger sentimental themes. Rather than connecting 
the story to its historical blueprint, Zoflora’s narrator continually links the story to abstract, 
affective responses, as when the narrator appeals to the reader, “Ye susceptible and impassioned 
females! pity the unfortunate Zoflora! How dreadful is her fate!” (II:109)  
 Whereas Adonis may have been deemed overly radical by British publishers, Zoflora 
appears to have been acceptably moderate to Anglophone audiences. A single translator’s note in 
the English edition of Zoflora expresses disapproval of Piquenard’s critique of religion: “After, 
having with reluctance, rendered this and some of the foregoing passages, with a few others of 
the same nature, which appear in different parts of this work, with that precision which truth 
demands; the translator has only to lament that the ingenious author, who shews himself a 
strenuous advocate for the purest system of morality, has, in point of religion, unfortunately 
imbibed those principles but too prevalent in the present day” (II:138). The narrator has, for 
instance, indignantly appealed to the reader’s sympathy when a priest initially refuses to allow 
Simon to be buried because of the secularity of his will—“Can it be believed at the present day, 
that the priests at first refused … pronouncing him a heretic, because he had not inserted the 
word God or church in his will, nor had sent for any monk to attend him in his last moments?” 
(II:119-120, emphasis in original)—and later mentions that the priests happily reverse their 
position upon learning that Justin’s inheritance has been restored. The translator’s need to 
comment on Piquenard’s treatment of religion suggests that from the perspective of English 
audiences, Zoflora retained a political undertone, exhibiting traces of French revolutionary ideas. 
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Yet, serving as a kind of disclaimer, the translator’s footnote frames this aspect of Piquenard’s 
text within a properly English, counterrevolutionary sensibility. 
 Finally, the fact that Zoflora was published without the companion novel Adonis—
despite the narrator’s several footnoted references to Adonis, which would have made readers 
aware of the connections between the two novels—is indicative of the ways in which gender was 
imbricated in race thinking during the pivotal years of the turn of the nineteenth century. As 
Manganelli has argued, in nineteenth-century British fictions of Jamaica and Saint-Domingue, 
the figure of the non-white woman could be “enveloped in a more controlled domestic narrative 
that replaces her agency with dependence upon patriarchal authority” (19). Zoflora, securely 
enveloped in her relation to Justin, thus falls under white male control. Adonis, on the other hand, 
would have presented a much more troubling figure for white Francophone and Anglophone 
reading publics in the early nineteenth century. Black men in France and Saint-Domingue had, 
almost from the beginning of the French Revolution, asserted their rights as political subjects and 
demanded political representation in Paris and in Saint-Domingue. The London Corresponding 
Society, founded in 1792, was campaigning for universal suffrage in Britain and its colonies 
during this period. Limiting the literary representation of black masculinity to frightening (but 
easily disposed of) villains, like Young’s Jonetto, or completely benign figures like Piquenard’s 
Zabiro (Zoflora’s grandfather), reinforced the exclusion of rational black actors like Adonis—
who embodied the equality of black and white citizens—from political representation. Whereas a 
“generous negro girl” could become an object of readers’ sympathy, Piquenard’s sympathetic 
representation of a black man exceeded the boundaries of literary conventions at the time. 
Adonis was, for the time being, one of what Michel-Rolph Trouillot has called the “unthinkable” 
facts of the Haitian Revolution (82).  
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Coda. The Counterrevolution, the Word, and the Shared World 
 
 In his 1856 The Ancien Régime and the French Revolution, Alexis de Tocqueville 
observed that, “Abroad, the Revolution was the object of universal curiosity, everywhere 
evoking in the mind of nations a sort of indistinct idea that a new age was in the making and a 
vague hope for change and reform. But no one yet suspected what form it was to take” (17). In 
The French Revolution in Early American Literature, I have examined just some of the ideas and 
hopes that coalesced around the French Revolution in the literary culture of the early national 
U.S. With the idea of “a new age” came, almost immediately, a concept of an older, traditional 
order: an image of an old regime, onto which writers across the Atlantic world in the Age of 
Revolutions projected their desires for stability in the face of a world in flux. The idea of the 
Ancien Régime had lasting consequences in early U.S. literary culture: it informed the ways in 
which U.S.-American writers imagined who belonged in the world of the novel, or of the literary 
magazine—and who should be excluded, both from literary and from political representation.  
In the course of researching and writing this study, I have found this conservative 
tendency in early American literature to be surprisingly pervasive. Whereas the British 
conservative or “anti-Jacobin” novel has featured in a number of recent critical studies, the 
conservatism of early American literature has received comparatively little notice.155 Since the 
1986 publication of Cathy Davidson’s Revolution and the Word, the field of early American 
literature has emphasized the revolutionary or subversive elements of early novels. As Ed White 
has argued, despite the fact that “the novels of the period are full of alarmist references to Shays, 
Rhode Island, [and] mob actions; of disdain for Jefferson, Paine, and atheist-deists; of alarm at 
                                                
155 For studies of British conservative novels of the revolutionary period, see Watson; M. O. Grenby, The Anti-
Jacobin Novel: British Conservatism and the French Revolution (Cambridge University Press, 2001); and Gary 
Kelly, Women, Writing, and Revolution, 1790-1827 (Clarendon Press, 1993). 
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class-leveling and the nouveau-riche; of praise for those who knew their place and the clear 
differentiation of status,” these aspects of early American literature tend to receive less attention 
than tropes or themes that may be interpreted as somehow destabilizing prevailing ideologies. 
White concluded (writing in 2010) that existing scholarship of early American literature reveals 
“our limited understanding of the variegated conservative intellectual front of the time” (6). Part 
of this has to do with the nationalist, monolingual paradigm of American studies: if U.S.-
American conservatism emerged as a response to the French and Haitian Revolutions, it can only 
be directly perceived through a transnational and translational framework. 
By considering what has remained eclipsed, even after the hemispheric and transatlantic 
turns in American studies, one of the implicit aims of this project has been to think about the 
function of absence, and of outcasts. Starting with the exclusion of French texts and translations 
from the canon of early American studies, I have attempted to seek out texts and authors who 
were part of early U.S. literary culture but have become “not generally known here.” 
Translations and reprints often do not count in literary histories because they seem to be 
unoriginal—merely reproducing, copying, or indeed plagiarizing a source text. The added values 
produced through the work of translating, editing, adapting, or interpreting a text, however, are 
not only supplemental: in some cases they significantly affect how a text is received and read, 
and, in hindsight—from a critical or scholarly perspective—offer evidence of the process 
through which a foreign voice or idea becomes naturalized or acculturated. In the first epigraph 
to this dissertation, I have quoted Barbara Cassin: “The perspectives constitute the thing; each 
language is a vision of the world that catches another world in its net, that performs a world; and 
the shared world is less a point of departure than a regulatory principle.” Examining the changes 
that a text undergoes as it travels across languages and contexts, reveals the process through 
which multiple perspectives are made to seem to refer to a shared world.  
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Focusing on translations, interpretations, and refractions necessarily underscores the 
ways in which the world was shared—by readers, writers, and publishers across distant spaces 
and times. Readers in dozens—if not hundreds—of towns and cities on both sides of the Atlantic, 
over the span of half a century, shared the Duchess of C’s subterranean cell. The language of our 
current mass media likes to emphasize that we are more connected today than we ever have been 
before; since 2016, we have been especially alarmed by the consequences of all of this 
connectivity. It is, if not comforting, at least somewhat grounding, to think about the ways in 
which, more than two centuries ago, writers were already grappling with the problems, and the 
affordances, of a world that was so connected that revolutionary ideas seemed to be spreading 
out of control. 
Approaching the literature of the Age of Revolutions as transnational and translational—
doing scholarship without the linguistic and national boundaries that typically delimit the study 
of literature—seems to be a very expansive gesture. The archive that would lend itself to this 
kind of methodology appears very broad. I have touched on just a very small cross section of the 
translations, interpretations, and refractions of French texts and ideas that informed early national 
U.S. literary culture. Germaine de Staël, an early theorist of translation, and a prolific writer, is 
notably absent from the present version of this study; many other French writers whose U.S.-
American refractions I have not traced here, also undoubtedly left deep impressions in early U.S. 
literature. Yet the circulation, reprinting, refraction, and translation of the literatures of the 
Atlantic world, although potentially vast, were not limitless, and in the last chapter of this study, 
I have attempted to think about what the limits of translation, or the gaps in the Atlantic print 
network, mean. The absence of a translation can be a kind of signifying act in itself: a marker of 
a kind of conceptual boundary or limit, or an indication of what Trouillot calls the “unthinkable.”  
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As I conclude this project, I am thinking about what—and who—remains excluded from 
this world of transnational, translational reprinting. In the literature that I have analyzed here, 
fictional characters like Read’s Madame Sontine, Cottin’s Agnes, Alsop’s Canoness, and 
Young’s Jonetto—rejected, vilified, or otherwise killed off by their own creators—point to 
certain representational limits. The fates of these characters reverberate in the acts of exclusion 
that real people, like Mary Wollstonecraft and Jean-Jacques Dessalines, were subjected to within 
the print networks of the Atlantic world. Wollstonecraft’s own words and ideas were turned 
against her on both sides of the Atlantic; sections of Piquenard’s Adonis were repurposed and 
adapted by Louis Dubroca and used to excoriate Dessalines. Although translation can be, as 
Benjamin claimed, a process of growth, and a means of sustaining a language, it also has the 
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